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Introduction and Overview

Norbert Schwarz and Seymour Sudman

Much of our knowledge about individuals' behavior, the state of society, or
social change is based on direct verbal reports of research participants. From
consumer behavior to health problems, and from the styles of parenting to the
nation's unemployment rate or the prevalence of crime, social scientists and
psychologists rely on respondents' reports as their major data base for testing
theories of human behavior and for offering advice on public policy. Respond...
cots may be asked how often they consumesomething, how frequently they see
a doctor, if they have been muggedduring the last twoyears, or howoften their
parents went to church when the respondentwas a child. Given the importance
of retrospectivebehavioralreports in basic as well as applied research,it is not
surprising that researchershave often worried aboutthe validity of thesereports.

There are studies of reportingerror thatgo back at least to the 1930s, and the
survey literature in the 1950sand 1960sis alreadyextensiveand is summarized
in Sudman and Bradburn's Response Effects in Surveys (1974). Most of this
work was done by survey researchers who were not psychologists. This reflects,
in part, the fact that psychological research on memory concentratedon the
learning of highly artificial material under laboratory conditions and paid little
attention to how individuals encode, organize, store, and retrieve information
about their daily lives. It is only recently that cognitive psychologists have
turned to a systematic exploration of people's memory for events in their lives,
an area of research now knownas autobiographical memory. As Martin Conway
(1990, p. 16) observed, an initial interest in this area in the late 1800s and early
19008 was followed by "a gap in the researchrecord between the 1900s and the
early 1970s,in which only a handful of studies were reported." Following these
"hundred years of silence" (Cohen, 1986), research into autobiographical mem...
ory has seen a strong revival during the last two decades (see M. A. Conway,
1990,for a textbook-length review of earlyand currentresearch).

This revival of basic psychological research into autobiographical memory
coincides with the survey researchcommunity's increasing interest in cognitive
aspects of the survey process. How is it that respondents go about answering
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retrospective questions? Presumably, the better we understand the cognitive
processes involved, the better we shall be able to design questionnaires that
facilitate respondents' performance and thus, we hope, increase the validity of
the obtained reports. At the least, we shouldbe able to get a better understanding
of how well respondents are able to perform the tasks that they are given and
what tasks it is reasonable to expect a respondentto perform.

These hopes have fueled much of the recent collaboration between cognitive
psychologistsand survey methodologists (see Jobe & Mingay, 1991,for a short
history of this interdisciplinary development). In addition to researchon context
effects in attitude and opinion measurement (for reviews, see Schwarz& Strack,
1991, and Tourangeau & Rasinski, 1988; for recent contributions, see Schwarz
& Sudman, 1992), much of the work done at the intersection of cognitive psy
chology and survey methods has concentratedon issuesof retrospective behav
ioral reports (for reviews, see Bradburn,Rips, & Shevell, 1987; Jobe & Loftus,
1991;Schwarz, 1990a).

The present volume grew out of a conference that reflected this collaborative
interest. The conference was held at the Robert Allerton Park and Conference
Center of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in November 1990,
with support from the Walter Stellner Endowment in the Departmentof Busi
ness Administration at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, the Sur
vey Research Laboratory of the University of Illinois, and the Zentrum fur
Umfragen, Methoden und Analysen (ZUMA) in Mannheim, Germany. The
conference was the third in a series of conferences designed to foster the col
laborationof cognitive psychologists and surveymethodologists, who frequently
address the same issues without being aware of the workdone in the respective
"other" field (see Hippler, Schwarz, & Sudman, 1987,and Schwarz& Sudman,
1992, for contributions to the previous conferences, which focusedprimarilyon
attitude and opinion measurement). In planning the conference, it was our goal
to invite researchers whose work covered a wide range of issues related to auto
biographical memory and the validity of retrospective reports, reflecting the
diverse traditions in cognitivepsychologyand surveyresearch.

A Preview

Perspectives on Retrospective Reports

The first five chapters of this volume provide different theoretical perspectives
on retrospective reports, along with experimental evidence that supports these
perspectives. In Chapter 1, William Brewer introduces a taxonomy that orga
nizes different kinds of autobiographical memories in terms of frequency of
exposure to an event or behavior, the type of input, and different forms of mem
ory representations. He summarizesbasic researchon eachof the different types
of autobiographical memories and relates the emerging insights to the kinds of
questions that respondents may be asked in a survey interview. The taxonomy
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offered in this chapter is particularly helpful in identifying the nature of the
specific task posed by different retrospective questions and the type of infonna
tion that respondents are likely to draw on. Brewer also makes the important
point that autobiographical memory contains information about location, people,
and the actions ofpeople but very limited information about time.

In Chapter 2, Douglas Herrmann contrasts different retrieval strategies. At
one extreme, a memory may bedifficult to retrieve and the report may be large
ly based on inference and reconstruction. At the other extreme, the memory may
be directly accessible and little inference may be necessary. It has usually been
assumed that most retrospective reports involve both kinds of retrieval strate
gies. Specifically, respondents are often assumed to have direct access to some
pieces of relevant information and to use that information as a basis for addi
tional inferences and reconstructions. Whereas much psychological research has
focused on reconstructive processes, the studies reported in this chapter suggest
that direct retrieval may be more common than has often been assumed: When
asked to report on the retrieval process, subjects claimed that they recalled attri
butes of their experiences primarily by direct retrieval. The chapter also dis
cusses the effects on the retrieval method used of such factors as the retention
interval, familiarity, degree of firsthand experience, predictability of parts of an
event, and the original emotional state. Inferential retrieval was used only when
the episode possessed scriptlike qualities. Although the validity of such intro
spective reports about one's own cognitive processes is difficult to determine,
the findings reported here raise numerous interesting issues for further research.

In Chapter 3, Kurt Back reminds us that autobiographical memories serve
different functions depending on whether respondents report about themselves
or about others and on whether the questions are mainly about the impact of
society on individuals or of individuals on society. In survey research, respond
ents function as informants about society. In literary biography, on the other
hand, the emphasis is on the uniqueness of the individual. Psychotherapeutic
interviews are obtained to understand the impact of society on a specific indi
vidual, whereas in heroic myth, autobiographical data about an individual are
transformed to the cultural stereotype of the hero. Back discusses how the mean
ing of accuracy differs for these different typologies.

The fourth chapter continues the general theme of the functions of autobio
graphical memory. Michael Ross and Roger Buehler ask, "When do people
focus on their pasts, mining them for what might be of use in the present, and
when do they disregard their histories?" Obviously, using our memories in the
pursuit of our goals would be of little use if we distrusted their authenticity.
Accordingly, Ross and Buehler explore how individuals determine if they can
trust their recollections in the first place before turning to the use of recollec
tions in making decisions and predictions. Whereas the findings suggest that
people, by and large, trust their memories, they also indicate that we often fail to
make use of these memories in predicting the future or planning our behavior.

In the final chapter in this section, Mahzarin Banaji and Curtis Hardin ad
dress the role of affect in autobiographical memory and explore if the valence
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and intensity of an affective experience contribute to the memorability of the
event that elicited it. Linking this issue to the recentdistinction between explicit
and implicit memory (see Schacter, 1987), they compare the impact of valence
and intensity on direct measures of memory, such as explicit recall, as well as
indirect measures, such as subjective evaluations. They conclude from their
experimentsand those of others that affective intensity produces superiormem
ory for the information with which it is associated, and theydiscuss the implica
tions of this finding for psychological theorizing as well as surveymeasurement

Retrospective Reports of Behaviors

The seven chapters of the secondpart of this volumefocusspecifically on retro
spective reports of behaviors. Peter Salovey and his colleagues (Chapter6) in
vestigate the recall of the frequency and intensity of physical pain, Barbara
Means and her colleagues (Chapter 7) the recall of the number of cigarettes
smoked, Alfred Smith and Jared Jobe (Chapter 8) the recall of dietary habits,
and Nora Cate Schaeffer (Chapter 9) the recall of child support payments. All
four of these chapters demonstrate considerable response error and identify a
wide range of factors that contribute to erroneous reports of the specific behav
iors. What is especially importantis that some of these factors are moregeneral
ly related to memoryfor a rangeof behaviors. In addition, the authorsdocument
ways to increase report accuracy.

Specifically,Salovey, Sieber,Jobe, and Willis in Chapter6 find that severity
of pain at the time of recall significantly impacts on reports of past pain. Many
earlier studies have shown that respondents' reports of earlier behavioror atti
tudes are influencedby current behavioror attitudes. The authors also find that
subjective measures of pain and behavior measures of the impact of pain on
daily activities and behaviors related to pain are about equally reliable but are
usuallynot highly correlatedwitheachother.

Means, Swan, Jobe, and Esposito in Chapter7 tried four differentmethods
the standard question versus episodic recall, availability, and decomposition
strategies-to obtain recall information on the numberof cigarettes smoked, and
they validated the data by having respondents save their cigarettebutts and re
cord each time that they smoked. The authors conclude that methods most
closely resembling standard fast-paced interviews result in the most errors. In
terestingly. asking respondents to think aloud while they answer the questions
improves reporting, probably because respondents engage in greater cognitive
aotivity.

A similar research strategy is reported in Chapter8by Smith and lobe. They
compare long-term recall of food items to diary records for 2- and 4-weekrefer
ence periods.Reports were collectedeither immediately after the reference per
iod or 2, 4, or 6 weeks later. They find from both their experiments and simu
lations that respondents use a combination of episodicand generic memory, with
significanterrors attached to both kinds of memory. The qualityof data deterio-
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rates rapidly as the time between the end of the reference period and memory
test increases.

Schaeffer, in Chapter9, compares residentmothers' reports of receiving child
supportpayments with information from court records. The results indicate that
errors are larger when receipt of child support is irregularand when the amount
paid is variable. There also appears to be confusion between child support and
alimony payments. In general, her data indicate that task and event characteris
tics have a more pronounced impacton the validity of retrospective reportsthan
do respondent characteristics or other variables.

In Chapter 10, Geeta Menon,relyingon the distinction between episodic and
semantic memory, uses think-aloud protocols and latency measures to predict
the counting and/or estimation strategies that respondents are likely to use for
frequentbehaviors that vary by degreeof regularity and similarity. As expected
on theoretical grounds,estimationstrategies are most likely tobe used for regu
lar behaviors of high similarity and are least likely to be used for irregularbe
haviors of low similarity. This pattern of findings reflects that high similarity
renders it difficult to recall separate episodes, thus forcing respondents to use
estimationrather than counting strategies. At the same time, the use of estima
tion strategies is facilitated by the regularity of the behavior, resulting in the
observed additive impact of similarity and regularity. Measures of response
latency support these conclusions. Hence, the regularity and similarity of the
behaviorunder studystronglyinfluence the strategy adopted by respondents.

Exploring methods for improving estimation strategies, Edward Blair and
Kathleen Williamson (Chapter 11) investigate the impact of providing popu
lation information on the accuracy of respondents' estimates. Theyfind littleevi
dence, however, that respondents use such estimates whenprovided. They con
clude that population information is ignoredbecause it is pallidcompared with
autobiographical information,

Finally, Norbert Schwarz, Hans-J, Hippler, and Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann
(Chapter 12) report studies on the impact of open and closed response formats
on retrospective behavioral reports that demonstrate that the obtained reports are
strongly affected by the format used. They then discuss the effects on reported
behaviorof the order in which response alternatives are presented. Theseeffects
are complex because they also dependon mode of presentation and on the con
text created by previous items.They conclude with a discussion of the influence
of numeric responsealternatives on reports of behavioral frequencies. Their data
indicate that the frequency range of the response scale influences respondents'
understanding of the questionandprovides a frameof reference thatrespondents
use in making their estimates.

Event Dating and Time Estimation

In providing retrospective reports, respondents are typically asked to date the
recalled event or to restrict their report to somespecified reference period. Un-
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fortunately, the date of an event is unlikely to be part of its representation in
memory, and this is more the case if the event is mundane and has a high fre
quency of occurrence. As a result, respondents often include events that did not
actually occur within the reference period or exclude events that did. The two
chapters in the third part of the volume address the cognitive processes involved
in event dating and time estimation.

Norman Bradburn, Janellen Huttenlocher, and Larry Hedges (Chapter 13)
present a theoretical model that accounts for the temporal displacement of
events known in the survey literature as "forward" or "backward" telescoping,
that is, recalling an event as having occurred later, or earlier, than it did. The
model assumes that respondents are uncertain about dates, with the level of
uncertainty increasing as the elapsed time between the event and report in
creases. Then, although the estimates are unbiased, the greater variance for more
remote events causes telescoping. Their model accounts well for the available
data and suggests a number of straightforward practices that are likely to reduce
event-dating error.

In Chapter 14, John Skowronski and his colleagues explore how respondents
use multiple memories related to an event to determine its date. Among their
important findings are that respondents who are asked to provide an exact date
use more strategies and are more accurate than respondents who are asked to
report how long ago the event occurred. They also find that women are better
than men at exact dating, and they speculate about the reasons. Whereas all
previous studies of event dating have been restricted either to events that re
spondents experienced themselves or to public events, Skowronski et al. extend
their study to include the dating of events in the life of closely related others.
Although self-reports are more accurate, proxy reporters use the same methods
for date estimation but have less information available from which to make their
estimates.

Comparisons of Self and Proxy Reports

The fourth part of the volume extends Skowronski et aI.'s discussion of the
differences between self and proxy reports. In Chapter 15, David Mingay and
his colleagues report a study that required college students to keep a daily record
of the frequency with which they engaged in a number of activities. Subse
quently, they tested the respondents' memory for their own activities over a
period of 5 weeks. To explore the accuracy of proxy reports, they also asked
respondents' roommates to report on the target's activities. In general, under
reporting was more prevalent than overreporting for selves as well as proxies.
Moreover, proxy reports were as accurate as self-reports if the direction of error
and its magnitude were taken into account, resulting in similar frequency esti
mates independent of the source of the report. In contrast, analyses of the abso
lute error scores, ignoring the direction of the error, indicated less error for self
than for proxy reports. The authors conclude from this pattern of findings that
proxy reports may not introduce systematic bias if first-order point estimates of
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behavioral frequency are of key interest but may undermine the validityof high
er order multivariateanalyses.

In general, one should expect that the accuracy of proxy reports increases
with the proxy's knowledge about the target's behavior. If so, accuracy should
be higher for activities in which the proxy and the target participated jointly, as
well as for activities that the target frequently discussed with the proxy. Sey
mour Sudmanand his colleagues(Chapter 16) tested these hypotheses in a study
with couples living in the same householdand receivedconsistentbut moderate
support for the validityof the hypotheses.

Completing the discussion of self and proxy reports, Diane Holmberg and
John Holmes (Chapter 17)present a theoretical model of relationship memories.
Drawing on theories of reconstructive memory, they show how spouses build
mental models of their partners, operationalizedas trust in partner, how these
models change over time, and how they are used in explaining,predicting,and
recalling relevant behaviors. Most importantly, they observe that changes in the
mentalmodel of one's spouse are accompanied by biases in recall.Malerespond
ents who developed a more negative view of their spouse over the course of 2
years exhibited a negativity bias in their memories of the early stages of their
relationship,when they once reportedthat they were happy. As the authors note,
"Their new, more negative mental models are reinforced again by memory
biases: Not only are things bad now, but they have always been bad." Hence,
one's current stale may strongly influenceone's recollections of the past, as was
also seen by.Salovey and his colleagues in their studyof the recallof pain (Chap
ter 6). The absence of this result for females is explainedby concerns about self
presentation.

Memories of the Past and Judgments of Personal
and Social Change

Whereas the earlier sections of this volume address the individual processes
involved in providing retrospectivereports, the final part extends the discussion
of autobiographical memories in different directions. In Chapter 18, Leslie
Clark, James Collins, and Susan Henry explore the impact of autobiographical
memories on individuals' assessment of their current life. Whereas the Holm
berg and Holmes chapter demonstrates how one's current state biases one's
memories of the past, Clark and her colleagues show how memories of one's
past bias one's evaluation of the present. Extending previousresearch by Strack,
Schwarz, and Gschneidinger(1985), the findings in this chapter indicate that the
impact of past life events on respondents' current judgments of well-being de
pends on the vividness of their memories. Pallid memories-that is, those that
are not emotionally involving and are generatedby asking for an abstractcausal
account of an event-facilitate the emergence of contrast effects. Vivid mem
ories-that is, those that elicit happyor sad feelings and are generated by asking
for specific details-facilitate the emergence of assimilation effects. Hence,
when we recall a negative event from our past, the present may seem bright by
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contrast or may be taintedby sad feelings, depending on the vividness and detail
withwhich we elaborate the memory.

Turning from personal memories to the assessment of socialchange on the
basis of retrospective reports, Karl-Heinz Reuband (Chapter 19)compares data
from two representative cross-sectional surveys conducted in Germany in 1959
and 1989that report respondent's memories of how much influence and auton
omy they had when they were teenagers. There have generally been significant
increases in teenagerinfluence and autonomy over the 3D-year period. The 1989
survey, however, found a strong contrast effect. Similar age cohorts reported
substantially less influence and autonomy in thatsurvey thanin the 1959 survey.
Reuband speculates that the possible reasons for this contrast effect may be
selective perception or the ambiguity of the words used in the questions.

So far, all of the chapters addressed individual memories without paying
attention to how the social and historical location of individuals maycontribute
to the formation of autobiographical recollections. In the final chapter of this
volume (Chapter20), Howard Schuman, Cheryl Rieger, and Vladas Gaidys turn
to this issue by addressing collective memories, that is, memories of the histori
cal past that are sharedby groups of people. Asking citizens of the United States
and of Lithuania to report important events or changes that occurred over the
last 50 years, the authors observe pronounced differences as a function of re
spondents' cohort and socialgroupmembership. Specifically, respondents recall
as important those events and changes that occurred during their own adoles
cenceandearlyadulthood. In Lithuania, Lithuanians reportthe"rebirth of Lithu
ania" as the most important event, whereas Russians living in Lithuania mention
perestroika. Their findings nicely illustrate how individual memories of public
events are shaped by life course, social structure, and groupidentity-variables
that have been largely neglected by psychological research into the nature of
autobiographical memory.

Conclusion

In combination, the contributions to thisvolume, and to theconference on which
it is based,demonstrate thatwe havemadeconsiderable progress in understand
ing the cognitivedynamicsof retrospective reports. Whereas much of the early
work into the validityof retrospective reports was atheoretical, recentdevelop
mentsin cognitive psychology haveresulted in several succinct theoretical mod
elsand a large number of theory-driven investigations. The emerging insights
allow for a coherentconceptualization of the underlying cognitive processes and
permit the identification of variables thatdetermine the accuracy of theobtained
reports. Although there is much that remains to be learned, the progress docu
mented in the chapters in this volume justifies considerable optimism for the
development of this exciting areaof research in the nearfuture.
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1
Autobiographical Memory and
Survey Research

William F. Brewer

In this chapter, I reviewsome of the topics in the studyof autobiographical mem
ory that appear to be the most relevant for the area of survey research: (a) types
of autobiographical memory, (b) types of data used in memory research, (c)
information in personal memory, (d) forgetting in autobiographical memory, (e)
event characteristicsrelated to memory,and (t) theaccuracyof autobiographical
memory. For each topic, I first discuss the basic research from the area of auto
biographical memory and then make a few commentsabout the relevanceof the
research for the area of survey research. My comments about survey research
shouldbe taken with a grain of salt, since I have no expertisein thisarea.

Types of Autobiographical Memory

Autobiographical Memory

Some years ago John Pani and I (Brewer & Pani, 1983) proposed a structural
account of human memory organized in terms of frequency of exposure, types
of input, and forms of representation. In a more recent paper (Brewer, 1986), I
argued that autobiographical memory is best thoughtof as the subset of human
memory related to the self, and I proposed a classificationscheme for autobio
graphical memory that is organized in terms of frequency of experience and
imaginal properties of the representation to give four types of autobiographical
memory (see Table 1.1).

My classification scheme was designed to try bringing some order into the
wide variety of types of memory that are called "autobiographicalmemory"
(e.g., Rubin, 1986). One of the major differencesamong types of autobiograph
ical memory seemed to me to depend on the frequency with which something
had been experienced. The other major difference seemed to be related to the
experiential nature of memory representation. Some forms of autobiographical
memory appeared to be expressed in the form of phenomenally experienced
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TABLE 1.1. Forms of Autobiographical Memory

ImaginalProperties

Frequencyof Experience

Single instance (episodic)

Repeated with variation (generic)

Imaginal Nonimaginal

Personalmemory Autobiographical
fact

Generic personalmemory Self-schema

images; other forms appeared to beaccompanied by very little experienced im
agery. In the next section of this chapter, I describe the four forms of autobio
graphical memory that result from the application of myclassification scheme.

PersonalMemory

The first type of autobiographical memory to be discussed is personal memory,
the form of memory with imaginal properties that results from experiencing a
single event. This type of memory is a recollection of a particular episodefrom
an individual's past.For example, I recollect sitting on a couchnear a staircase
at Allerton House reviewing my notes for a few minutes before the opening day
of the conference on which this volume is based. This form of memory fre
quently appears to bea "reliving"of the originalphenomenal experience and is
almost always accompanied by reports of visual imagery (cf, Brewer, 1988).
This type of memory is experiencedas occurringat a specific time and place.
Note, however, that this does not mean that the individual can assign anabsolute
date to the event, just that it is experiencedas havingoccurred at a particular
moment in the individual's life. Anothercharacteristic of this typeof memory is
that it is usually accompanied by the belief that it is a veridical record of the
originally experienced episode. Personal memory is very similar to Tulving's
(1972) original definition of "episodic memory," but it is much narrower in
scope than the way in which the term"episodicmemory" has cometo be usedin
current memory research (see Brewer, 1986, pp. 32-34, for a detailed discus
sion).

Generic PersonalMemory

The next type of autobiographical memory to be discussed is generic personal
memory, the form of memory with imaginal properties that results from experi
encing a series of similar events. For example, I have a generic personal mem
ory of going into the basement of Allerton Houseand purchasing a drink from
the soft drink machine there. I did this several timesduring the conference and
had done it at earlier conferences that I had attendedat Allerton House. I have a
generic visual image of the old soft drink machine against the right-hand wall,
but I do not have a specificpersonal memory of a particular episode(e.g.,I can
not recall what type of soft drink I purchased or if there was anyonethere with
me). Several researchers (Brewer, 1986, p. 45; M. Linton, 1982, p. 79) have
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proposed that memories of this type are produced by a "dual-process theory of
repetition" (Brewer, 1988, p. 76) in which the repetition of similar events leads
to the development of generic memories at the expense of the individual mem
ories that were repeated. Thenext two types of memory to be discussed are the
nonphenomenal formsof autobiographical memory.

Autobiographical Fact

An autobiographical fact is a nonimaginal memory of a single instance of in
formation relating to the self. For example, I recall the fact that I gavea talk at
another conference in Chicago the day before the Allerton conference. I can
recall this fact independently of anypersonal memories abouteitherconference.

Self-Schema

The last type of autobiographical memory to bediscussed is the nonimage form
of memory that results from experiencing a series of similarevents. It is as
sumed that with repeated exposure to information related to theself, individuals
come to organize the information about themselves (e.g., food preferences,
places lived,etc.) into a self-schema (Epstein, 1973; Markus, 1980) just as they
organize nonself information into schemata (cf. Brewer & Nakamura, 1984;
Rumelhart, 1980). For example, from my experience in writing chapters for
conference volumes over the years, I havecometo know that I almost neverget
my first draft in by the deadline. This is now part of my self-schema (just ask
any of my conference editors!), and I can recall this information about myself
without having to recalleach individual conference volume.

Survey Research

It would appear that respondents answer most of the questions used in survey
research by means of one or more of the forms of autobiographical memory
discussed above. It seems to me that an analysis of which type of memory re
spondents are using to answera particular typeof question would lead to deeper
understanding of the question-answering process.

In fact, there has recentlybeen someprogress along this line in thearea of
survey research. It appears that many researchers in this area (e.g., Sudman &
Bradburn, 1974) had been making the implicit assumption thatrespondents were
using instance memory (the top row of Table 1.1) to answer most survey ques
tions. Thereis considerable potential for problems hereif thesurvey respondents
are actually using generic memories when the survey researchers think that the
respondents are using the "recall-and-count" strategy. In fact, Blair and Burton
(1987) have carriedout a studyof respondents' self-reported memory strategies
that suggests thatanswers forquestions relating to events with frequencies great
er than 10 are almost always answered through the noninstance forms of auto
biographical memory (i.e., the bottom row of Table 1.1). This studyopens up a
variety of important topics: Are there differences in accuracy for Information
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based on instance memory versusgeneric memory? (for example, "How many
cups of coffee did you drink yesterday?" vs, "How many cups of coffeedo you
drink in an average day?"). What is the relationship between the individual in
stances and the resulting generic memory structures? The work reported in this
volume by Smith and lobe (chap. 8), Menon (chap. 10),and Schwarz, Hippler,
and Noelle-Neumann (chap. 12) supply some initialanswers to severalof these
questions. The Blair and Burton(1987) studyand the later workreported in this
volume provide good examplesof thepossible interactions between the areas of
autobiographical memory and survey research. The theoretical account of the
different forms of memory deriving from an analysis of basic issues in auto
biographical memory providessupportfor the distinction that workers in survey
research want to make, and their data provide some new empirical evidence
about factors that lead subjects to useone memory system versus another.

Types of Data Used in Memory Research

Autobiographical Memory

The study of autobiographical memory seems to require a discussion of thephe
nomenal propertiesof memory, yet this type of data has rarelybeen used in the
study of memory in contemporary cognitive psychology. By the phenomenal
properties of memory I mean the introspectively experienced aspects of the
recall process such as mental imagery. In several papers (Brewer, 1986; Brewer
& Pani, 1983), I have argued that the data from phenomenal experience deserve
the same treatmentas any other form of data and must be accounted for in any
complete scientific psychology (cf.Ericsson & Simon, 1980; Hilgard, 1980; Nat
soulas, 1970).

Survey Research

Although the issue of what forms of data are appropriate for the study of mem
ory is still somewhat controversial, it seems to me that the researchers in the
area of surveyresearchshould feel free to usea wider rangeofquestions. It may
be a whilebefore full use can be madeof thesesources of information, since the
basic research in this area is still in the early stages. For example, the relation
ship betweenvisual imageryand memory accuracy has not been worked out (cf.
Brewer, 1988). Several researchers (Brewer, 1992; Neisser & Harsch, 1992)
have suggestedthat strength of memory imagery maybe more closelyrelatedto
the remernberer's belief about the accuracy of a memory than to the actualaccu...
racy of the memory, but thereare little clear data on thisissue.

Blair and Burton(1987) are quitecautiousin introducing data about respond
ent memory strategies, yet this is an aspect of mental performance that subjects
have clear access to and therefore it should not be controversial. From my per
spective, this is the type of work needed to providea basic research foundation
for the moreappliedproblems of surveyresearch.
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Information in Personal Memory

Autobiographical Memory

The initial research on the topic of autobiographical memory (e.g., M. Linton,
1975) tended to focus on time as the core information of interest in this area. It
was never clear how the time information was to be represented, but some in
vestigators in the laboratory study of memory suggestedthat memoryrepresen
tations might contain time tags (Anisfeld & Knapp, 1968; Ynterna & Trask,
1963).

My recent analyses of personal memory (Brewer, 1986, 1988) suggest that
this form of memory typically contains information about location, people, and
the actions of people but very limited information about absolute time. It ap
pears that when asked questionsabout the absolutedate of an event, peopleusu
ally do not retrieve particular episodic information but generatethe answer from
other types of information in memory or from generic memory. For example, I
recall having a conversation at Allerton House with Norbert Schwarz. I recall
that we were standing in a doorway and that we talked about the German aca
demic system. However, if I try to recall what the time was, I can only generate
an answer by recalling that it was dark and that we werenear a table withdrinks;
therefore, it must have been early evening.

Survey Research

The analysis of the contents of personal memory seems directly relevant to sur
vey research questions about the time of events (see Bradburn, Huttenlocher, &
Hedges, chap. 13, and Skowronski,Betz, Thompson,Walker, & Shannon, chap.
14, this volume).Thus, when someone is asked, "When is the last time you ate
broccoli?" many of the responses will actually be derivedfrom generic memory
-for example. "Hurnm, I think I had broccoli last week, and we usuallyhave it
on Wednesdays so it must have been last Wednesday." On this issue, my con
clusionsderived from recent work in autobiographical memory are in niceagree
ment with recent work in survey research (e.g., Blair & Burton, 1987; Sudman
& Schwarz, 1989). It is not clear to me what the full implications of this issue
are for the problems of survey research,but it doessuggest that surveyresearch
ers' might want to compare the information obtained from questionsthat probe
specific episodic memory with the information obtained from questions that
probe generic memory (see Smith and Jobe, chap. 8, this volume).

Forgetting in Autobiographical Memory

Autobiographical Memory

The initial studies of the recognition of self-selected autobiographical events (M.
Linton, 1978; Wagenaar. 1986) appeared to show little or no forgetting of such
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events for up to a year. However, in these studies the itemswereselected to be
the mostmemorable eventsthatoccurred in a given day.

In a recent study with undergraduate subjects and randomly sampled events
(Brewer, 1988), I founda considerably faster rate of forgetting. Thesesubjects
showed recognition scores of roughly 70% after 5 months. With a recall task,
the rateof forgetting for randomly selected items was evengreater. On thecued
recall task, the number of correct recalls of actions varied from 20% to 60%
depending on the typeof cue used.

Survey Research

It is not clear to me that the recent findings on rate of forgetting for autobio
graphical memory are newsfor researchers in the areaof survey research. How
ever, the fmding that there is a fairly substantial rate of forgetting for personal
memories over time does suggest that researchers should be sensitive to the
issue when askingquestions aboutpersonal memories that couldhaveoccurred
quite some time in the past (e.g., "What was the name of the last magazine that
you purchased at a newsstand?").

Event Characteristics Related to Memory

Autobiographical Memory

A number of researchers have attempted to discover which characteristics of
events lead to superiormemory. M. Linton (1979), Wagenaar (1986), and R. T.
White (1982) all found that low-frequency (unique) autobiographical events
were remembered better than high-frequency events. Wagenaar (1986) and
White (1982) found that events with high emotional content wereremembered
better than neutral events. In my study of randomly sampled autobiographical
events (Brewer, 1988), subjects showed good recall and recognition for low
frequency events and for events occurring in low-frequency locations. In that
study, memory for subject's thoughts was best predicted by high scores on a
scaleof how"exciting" the thoughts were. Experiment 2 of thatstudy examined
the roleof different typesof information as cues to recall. Theranking ofcues in
terms of retrieval value(from bestto worst) was(a) the action being carried out,
(b) the thoughts occurring during the event, (c) the location and the timeof the
event (given together), (d) the location (alone), and (d) the time of the event
(dateplus day of theweekplus time of day).

SUIVey Research

The data on the role of event characteristics in forgetting suggest that a re
searcher who wants information aboutparticular episodic events needs to take
event frequency into account. Questions aboutan instance of a class of repeated
events will have to be restricted to a short temporal horizon, whereas questions
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about fairly infrequent events can cover a longer temporal span. As a practical
matter, this wouldseem to workout wellfor the surveyresearcher, sincefor rare
events the surveyresearcherhas to ask questions that span long timeintervals in
order to obtain enough data for analysis, whereas for frequent events a short
time interval should produce enough instances for analysis (cf. Sudman &
Schwarz, 1989).

Accuracy of Autobiographical Memory

Autobiographical Memory

Theoriesabout the accuracy of autobiographical memory havecovereda rather
extreme range of positions.

CopyTheories

In many early accounts of personal memory, theorists adopted the view that
personal memories are more or less exact copies of the original experience.
Thus, Hobbes (1651/1952) gaveanaccount of memory images in termsof decay
ing sensations. He appearedto viewpersonal memories as copiesof theoriginal
sensations that had faded over time. The copy approach to personal memory
continued in philosophy over the centuries. For example,Furlong (1951) pro
posed that personal memories were a representation of an individual's "whole
state of mind of the past occasion" (p. 83). The copy approach was also indi
rectly supportedby the reportsof M. Linton(1978) and Wagenaar (1986), which
showed little forgetting of personal memories overperiods of a yearor more.

Strong Reconstructive Theories

Recently, the copy theories have come undercriticism by a number of research
ers (cf. Neisser, 1982b). The basic line of attack has been to point out examples
of reconstructive memory processes in other forms of memory, give some an
ecdotal examples of errors in personal memory, and then reject the copy ap
proach. A strong form of the reconstructive position can be seen in the workof
Barclay (1986), who stated that "memories for most everyday life events are,
therefore, transformed, distorted, or forgotten" (p, 89).

A Partially Reconstructive Theory

In my discussionsof the issue of the accuracy of personal memory, I have taken
an intermediate position. In Brewer(1986), I reviewed the literature on this topic
and concluded that there was little strong evidence to support either the copy
position or the strong reconstructive view. I noted that support for the copy
theory may derive from the theorists' strong beliefs in the veridicality of their
own personal memories and pointed out that this was not a verypowerful form
of support. I also argued that theanecdotal evidence collected by the proponents
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of the strong reconstructive position was not very convincing. I outlined a par
tially reconstructive view in which recent (days to weeks) personal memories
are reasonably accurate copies of an individual's original phenomenal experi
ences but that schema-based reconstructive processes (Brewer & Nakamura,
1984; Rumelhart, 1980) operate on these memories just as they do in other
formsof memory.

My empirical study of randomly selected autobiographical events (Brewer,
1988)alloweda direct examination of the issueof the accuracy of personal mem
ories. In Experiment2 of that study, subjectscarrieda random alarm device and
wrote down a description of identifying information (location, time) and the
events that were occurring (actions, thoughts, etc.) when the alarm device pro
duced a signal. At several intervals over the next months, these subjects were
asked to recall the original events in a cued-recall task. It was then possible to
compare the subjects' recalls with their original descriptions of the autobio
graphicalevents. The data showed that subjects made manyretrieval errors (i.e.,
given a retrieval cue, they recalled the wrong event). However, when subjects
retrieved an appropriate event, the recalls were usually accurate with a small
number (1.5%)of clear reconstructive errors. I interpreted these findings as sup
port for the partiallyreconstructive viewof personal memory.

Flashbulb Memory

Recently, the issue of memory accuracyhasbeen discussed in the closelyrelated
area of flashbulb memory. In this section, I briefly review these issues as they
have been debated in this area. The construct "flashbulb memory" was intro
duced by R. Brown and Kulik (1977) to account for memories of the circum...
stances of hearing about a highly surprising and consequential event (e.g., "Can
you remember where you were when you heard about the assassination of John
F. Kennedy?").

Copy Theories

The original Brown and Kulik (1977)paper was clear copy theory. They stated
that flashbulb memories were produced by a special biological "now print!"
mechanism that was "very likea photograph that indiscriminately preserves the
scene" (p. 74). In another place, they stated that at the moment of hearingabout
the Kennedy assassination,"much of the world stopped still to have its picture
taken" (p. 80). Brownand Kulikcarriedout a studyof memories of theKennedy
assassination and reported that after 13 years only 1% of their subjects appeared
to show forgetting of the circumstances in which they hadheardabout the event.

Strong Reconstructive Theories

Neisser (1982b) developed a strong theoretical attack of copy theories in the
area of flashbulb memory. However, the evidence that he used in this critique
was predominantly anecdotal, and later observations by C. P. Thompson and
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Cowan (1986) show that Neisser's own flashbulb memory report for the bomb
ing of Pearl Harbor was much moreaccurate than he thought.

In a recent paper, Neisser and Harsch (1992) describe an importantnew em
pirical investigationof flashbulb memory. Roughly 24 hoursafter the explosion
of the space shuttleChallenger, they collecteddata on memory of hearing about
the event, and they obtained recallsof the circumstances of hearing of the event
2X and 3 years later. They report that only 7% of the subjects showedperfect
recalls and that 25% of the recalls were completely inaccurate. They take these
data to supporta strong reconstructive view of flashbulb memory.

A Partially Reconstructive Theory

In a recent paper (Brewer, 1992),I reviewedthe literature on flashbulb memory
and opted for a partially reconstructive approach in this area as I had earlier in
the area of personal memory. In the review of the flashbulb literature, I argued
that there was little evidence, other than the intuitions of the investigators, to
support the copy theory. For example, Brown and Kulik's (1977) data on the
Kennedy assassination were gathered 13 yearsafter the originalevent and there
fore can provide no empirical support for the accuracy of these recalls. On the
other hand, I argued that Neisser and Harsch's (1992) data do not support the
strong reconstructive position. I suggestedthat many of the "reconstructive er
rors" in their study are actuallyretrieval errorsand not truereconstructive errors.
For example, Neisser and Harsch give an example of a subject who heard that
something had happened during a class and then went back to her room and
watched TV accounts of the explosion. Several years later she recalledthat she
first found out about the explosion from watching TV. I suggested that in her
later recall she may have simply retrieved the wrong event (the emotional mo
ment of seeing the first pictures of the explosion) and that her description of
watching TV and calling her motherthat nightmaywellbean accurate memory.
However, there are other aspects of the Neisserand Harsch data thatdo seem to
be good evidence for true reconstructive errors. Therefore, I concluded that a
moderate reconstructive approach gives the best account of the accuracy of
flashbulb memories.

Survey Research

Memoryaccuracy is obviouslya crucial issue for surveyresearchers. If thecopy
theory or the strong reconstructive theory were correct, then there would be
strong consequences for survey research. If the copy theory were correct, then
survey researchers could have complete confidence in information obtained
from questions that tap personal memory. If the strong reconstructive theory
were correct, then the data obtained from questions about personal memory
wouldbe highlyquestionable.

However, if the moderate reconstructive view were the correct account of
personal memory, there should be little impact on the survey area, since this
view is consistent with what I expect is the working assumption in the area-
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answers to surveyquestions give reasonably accurate accounts of the events, but
theyalso includea moderate percentage of erroneous information. Thedegree of
reconstruction will, of course, depend on a variety of factors, some of which
havebeen discussed earlier.For example, the data in Brewer (1988) suggest that
responses to questions about the time of an event's occurrence are much more
likely to be reconstructed than are qualitative reports about the nature of an
event that did, in fact, occur.

Conclusions

It seems clear that basic research in autobiographical memory and survey re
search have much to offer each other. It is comforting to find a convergence of
data and theoryin the two areas. Of the topicsdiscussed above, the one whereI
think survey researchers have the most to contribute to cognitive psychology is
the issue of how subjects use episodic and generic information to answer ques
tions. This seems like an important practicalissue for survey research, and in
vestigations of this topic should contribute to the basic issues of knowledge
representation in human memory. As the areas of autobiographical memory and
survey research continue to mature in the future, there shouldbe much useful
theoretical and empirical interchange.



2
The Validity of Retrospective Reports
as a Function of the Directness of
Retrieval Processes

DouglasJ. Herrmann

Mostof what is known aboutautobiographical memory pertains to theencoding
of a memory (M. A. Conway, 1990; Neisser & Winograd, 1988; Rubin, 1982).
Much less research has examined the retrieval process separately from issues of
encoding (Herrmann, 1985; Reder, 1987a). In this chapter, I address retrieval
processes hypothesized to underlie autobiographical remembering, especially as
a function of the attributes of an episode-for example, the time and the location
of the event (Wagenaar, 1986) and feelings regarding the event (Baddeley,
Lewis, & Nimmo-Smith, 1978; Bower, 1967; Robinson, 1976; Underwood,
1969; S. H. White& Pillimer, 1979).

Historically, two kinds of retrieval processes have beenproposed (see Aris
totle, c. 300 B.C./1905). For some memories, such as material that is well
memorized, attributes of the material itemsmaybedirectly retrieved. For other
memories, such as a prose passage, a story, or an event, the attributes of the
memory maybe inferred or constructed (Bartlett, 1932; Hasher & Griffin, 1978;
Means & Loftus, 1991; Neisser, 1967; Reder, 1987a). Direct retrievals occur
automatically, whereas inferential retrievals are the resultof an effortful process
(Hasher & Zacks, 1979). Of course,retrieval of a particular memory mostlikely
involves both direct retrievaland inference, such that certain attributes are di
rectly retrieved and others are inferred. For example, some research has indi
cated that temporal attributes of memory are less well recalled (Brewer, 1988,
and chap. 1, this volume), suggesting that the timeof eventswillbedirectly re
trieved less often than other attributes (such as location). Also, it might be
expected that abstract attributes, such as the purpose of an event, would be re
trieved inferentially more so than would a sensory attribute of the event. How
ever, since research has not focused on memory for attributes per se, which
attributes will be directly retrieved and which willbe inferentially retrieved is a
matterfor empirical investigation.

In this chapter, I review a series of investigations concerning the mode of
retrieval (direct, inferential, or both) of the attributes of autobiographical mem
ories. These investigations examine retrieval as a function of the kind of attri-
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bute that originally defined an episode (e.g., the location, time, and emotional
impactof the episode)and as a function of someof the majorcharacteristics that
hypothetically might affect which mode of retrieval is used. For example, the
present research investigated whether the likelihood of direct and inferential
retrieval varied as a function of several characteristics-for example, the length
of the retention interval, familiarity, degree of firsthand experience, predictabil...
ity of parts of an event, and aspects of the originalemotional stateelicitedby an
event. I have reported some of these investigations in more detail previously
(Herrmann, 1985). The rest have never been reported or have only been pre
sented at conferences. Some of these investigations were conducted by my stu
dents; others were conductedindependently by colleagues intrigued by the issue
of attribute retrieval. This chapter provides the first integrative review of past
and recent researchon attributeretrievalfor autobiographical memories.

All of the experimentsreviewed hereemployeda common procedure. Before
discussing the specific aims of each experiment, I shall explain this procedure in
detail.

Procedures Common to the Experiments

In each experiment, the subjects recalledan episodeof their lives-for example,
attending their high school prom or skipping schooland going swimming. Then
they indicated what attributes of the episode they would be able to retrieve if
asked to do so. Note that the proceduredoes not require the subject to recall the
attributesof the episode,only to indicate if theycould retrieve them.

The memories recalled by subjects were selected for recall by the subjects
themselves, their relatives, or the experimenters. Episodes generated by the
subjects were described by them with a two-word label, sufficient to remind
them of the memory. Episodes generatedby relativesor the experimenters were
expressedby one or two sentences.

For each episode, the subject indicated whether he or she could remember
each of many attributes associated with it and how this remembering occurred,
that is, directly or inferentially. The attributes used in the present research were
selected to be typical of descriptions of autobiographical episodes in general
(see Herrmann, 1985; also see Baddeley et al., 1978; Bower, 1967; Robinson,
1976;Underwood, 1969; Wagenaar, 1986;S. H. White & Pillimer,1979). Sub-
jects were not asked to recall the precisenature of theattributes that theyremem
bered; thus, a subject might indicatean ability to retrieve the location of a prior
experience withouttelling the experimenter what the location was (e.g.,Gaithers
burg, Maryland). Reports of attribute retrieval were made on response fOnTIS

called the Trace Attribute Inventory (TAl; Herrmann, 1985) shown in Exhibit
2.1.

When using the TAl form, a subject records a few words at the top that de...
scribe the episode recaIled. Then the subject mentally attempts to retrieve the
attributes of the episode. Next the subject indicates which attributes were re...
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EXHIBIT 2.1. The Trace Attribute Inventory Form Used by Subjects to Report Wheth
er They Were Able to Directly Retrieve or Inferentially Retrieve the Attributes of an
Event or That They Did Not Know What the Attribute Had Been or That the Attribute
Did Not Apply to the Memory Being Reported On

TheTraceAttribute Inventory
Name ~ Sex~ _

Memory Label . Please put2 or3 wordsmeaningful to you.

R =Recalled; I = Inferred; DNK= do notknow; NA= notapplicable.
Memory Label

R DNK NA

I. location of event
- indoors

· exact~ace
· generalvicinity
·appearance of room

- outcbors
· exactplace
· generalvicinity
.weather

II. Time
-~

gradein school
- year
- season
- month
- day of week

period of time(morning, afternoon,
evening)

- timeof day (approximate hour)
III. Social Context

- acne
- people present

· numberof people
· characteristics of people(sex, age)
· relationship of people(family, mends,

sweetheart. acquaintance)
IV. Feelings

- kinaof feeling (neg. - positive)
- strength of feeling (strong· weak)
- attentiveness (attentive - relaxed)

V. Nature of Behavior
- activitylevel (active- passive)
- involvement (participant - observer)
- goaldrected (goal- no goal)

VI. Nature of Event
- setting of event(accident, romantic,

recreation, work,etc.)
- unusualness of event(common - unusual)
- kindof event(physicar - emotional)

VII. Related Events
- priorevents
- subsecJJent events
- consequent events
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trieved and how this retrieval occurred as a function of the seven attribute cate
gories (e.g., time) and the attributes within each attribute category (e.g., for time:
grade, year, season) that are listed in the left-hand column of the form. To the
right of each attribute within an attribute category are four response blocks,
identified at the top of the page as R, I, DNK, and NA (representing recalled,
inferred, do not know, and not applicable, respectively). For each attribute of a
particular episode, the subject checks one of the four blocks to indicate whether
he or she directly (i.e., immediately) retrieved the memory attribute (the R
block), inferred the memory attribute (the I block), did not retrieve the memory
attributes (the DNK block), or felt that the attribute was not applicable for the
memory (the NA block). An example of an episode that calls for an NA re
sponse would be one that occurred indoors only, making all outdoor attributes ir
relevant.

Thus, a subject might have directly retrieved the general vicinity of place of
an outdoor episode and inferentially retrieved the weather but failed to retrieve
the exact place of the episode. Responses on the TAl form were reduced in two
ways for the analyses. First, responses were summed over the attributes in each
attribute category. Thus, each attribute category was represented by a total num
ber of responses, including all direct retrievals, inferences, "do not knows," and
"not applicables." These totals were converted into percentages of successful
retrievals. Since the episode occurred outdoors, the indoor attributes were not
applicable to this episodic memory.

Analyses were conducted on the percentages of direct and inferential retriev
als as a function of the attribute categories and other salient aspects of episodic
memories described below for each experiment. The percentage of direct re
trievals was computed by dividing the total number of attributes retrieved di
rectly by the total number of attributes that the subject might have retrieved
(R/[R+I+DNK]). Similarly, the percentage of inferred attributes was computed
by dividing the total number of attributes retrieved inferentially by the total
number of attributes that the subject might have retrieved (I/[R+I+DNK]). Since
the attributes identified as not applicable could not be retrieved, the NA attri
butes did not enter into the computation of the percentages. Additionally, the
analyses did not address the DNK percentages, since they represent the differ
ence between 100% and the sum of the R and I percentages.

Since autobiographical memory episodes are well known to be flawed, direct
and inferred retrieval estimates generated from the TAI represent the attributes
that'subjects believe to be true of the memories that they recall.

Experiment 1

The first experiment, conducted with Jonathan Schooler, used the Trace Attri
bute Inventory to investigate the retrieval modes by which people recollect mem
ories that differ in recency. Six subjects recalled an experience that occurred
"yesterday," another that occurred "one week ago," and yet another that oc-
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curred on the "last day of classes,"whichinvolved an interval of 5 months (the
lastday of classeswas in December andthe experiment tookplacein late April).
As described above, when subjects recalled their experiences, they wrote a
two-word label to represent the experience. Subsequent to episode recall, the
subjects transferred the labels onto TAl sheets and then completed the inven
tories.

The percentage of attributes retrieved for each memory was computed. The
meansof the percentages of direct and inferential retrievals are shown in Figure
2.1 as a function of the attribute categories, retrieval mode (direct or inferential),
and retention interval. (The percentage of attributes that subjects classified that
they did not know is not shown in the figure; however, it maybe calculated by
subtracting the sum of direct and inferential retrievals as shown in the figure.)
An analysis of variance foundoverallmain effects for attributes, retrieval mode,
and retention interval. As shown in Figure 2.1, retrieval modeinteracted with
attributecategory and especiallywith retention interval. Specifically, direct re
trievals (in the left-handpanelof the figure) occurred far moreoften thaninfer
entialretrievals (right-hand panel),and the proportion of directretrievals varied
over attribute categories in a morepronounced mannerand in a somewhat dif
ferentpattern than did the proportion of inferential retrievals. Mostimportantly,
the percentage of attributes thatweredirectly retrieved increased as theretention
interval became shorter. In contrast, the percentage of attributes that were in
ferred was unaffected by the length of the retention interval except that the at
tribute of feelings on the last day of classes was reported to be successfully
retrieved with the aid of inference morethanwere theotherattributes.

The results of Experiment 1, although manifesting some clear differences,
werebasedon relatively short retention intervals, no longerthan7 months. Con
sequently, it seemedpossiblethata different pattern of retrieval strategies might
be found if substantially longer retention intervals were used. For example, it
might be expected that subjects did not use inferential retrieval for relatively
recent events (such as those that occurred in the last year), since they might
believe that inferential retrievals are appropriate for verylongretention intervals
(where direct retrievals are not very likely). Accordingly, a secondexperiment
examined the retrieval processes reported for intervals much longer than those
used in Experiment 1.

Experiment 2

The second experiment used the Trace Attribute Inventory to investigate the
retrieval modes by which students recollect memories from different periods of
their lives (cf. Crovitz& Schiffman, 1974; M. Linton, 1986; Rubin, 1982). Sixty
undergraduates from Hamilton College (in Clinton, New York) served in the ex
periment. Each subjectbeganthe experiment by recalling 10experiences. For 20
subjects, it was required that theseexperiences occurred in theirearlychildhood
(defined as less than 8 years old). For another20subjects, theexperiences were
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to have occurred in "adolescence" (defined as from 8 to 15 years of age). And
for yet another 20 subjects, the experiences were to have occurred in "adult
hood" (defmed as 15 years of age through the present).

The results for the study, reported in Herrmann (1985), conformed to a pat
tern similar to that found in Experiment 1 (as exhibited in Figure 2.1). Specifi
cally, direct retrievals occurred far more often than did inferential retrievals, and
the proportions of direct and inferential retrievals varied over attribute catego
ries. Selected comparisons revealed that the direct retrievals increased with
decreases in retention interval for two attributes (time and related events) and
that the likelihood of inferred attributes increased with increased retention inter
val for the related events category.

Thus, as in Experiment 1, Experiment 2 indicated that autobiographical re
trievals involve primarily direct retrievals and that such retrievals increase in use
as the retention interval decreases. Thus, the length of the retention interval
apparently does affect what kind of retrieval strategy is used. However, as is
always the case when interpreting the effects of retention interval, the results of
these two experiments may not be due simply to the passage of time. Instead, the
effects of retention interval may be due to the influence of the length of the
retention interval on some aspect of memory representation that in turn affects
the use of retrieval strategies. An obvious variable mediating the effects of reten
tion interval on retrieval strategy is familiarity, since it has long been known that
familiarity decreases as retention interval increases (e.g., Rubin, 1982). Accord
ingly, a third experiment examined the retrieval processes reported for memories
that varied in familiarity.

Experiment 3

In Experiment 3 (reported in Herrmann, 1985), the parents or guardians of 15
undergraduates mailed me 12 brief descriptions of episodes from their children's
lives. These descriptions were to be one or two sentences long and refer to
events that varied in familiarity to their children such that four episodes were to
be very familiar, four moderately familiar, and four vaguely familiar. Parental de
scriptions dealt with a wide range of topics, for example, "the Christmas morn
ing that Frank, who still believed in Santa Claus, got up too early and found us
[the parents] putting presents under the tree." On receipt of the episode descrip
tions, each was written on a Trace Attribute Inventory sheet; the sheets were
then randomly ordered and given to the appropriate subjects.

The results of Experiment 3 also conformed to a pattern similar to that found
in Experiment 1 (and Experiment 2 as well) except that direct retrieval de
creased in usage (from approximately 80% to 30% overall) as familiarity de
creased. In contrast, inferential retrieval remained constant across decreases in
familiarity. These results are consistent with the familiarity explanation of reten
tion interval effects in Experiments 1 and 2. All three experiments indicate that
the use of direct retrieval is very common in the remembering of a wide variety
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of autobiographical memories, more common than is normally held to be the
case. Nevertheless, these experiments do not preclude the possibility that there
may be conditions that elicit inferential retrieval more than occurred in these
three experiments.

Experiment 4

Having found substantial use of direct retrieval underdifferentconditions,con
siderable effort was given to identifyingsome variables that would disposesub
jects to make substantial use of inferentialretrieval. Inferenceis hypothesized to
facilitate retrieval because the use of reason to determine what attributes might
be held by a memoryalso generatescues that are able to access genuine memory
attributes. Thus, inferentialretrieval ultimately leads to a directretrievalof mem
ory attributes that are normally not accessibleto direct retrieval.

Inferential retrieval may not have been used much in the first three experi
ments because the memories that they addressed may not have possessed the
characteristics that permit inference. Thus, the fact that a retention interval is
long, or that the degree of familiarity is low, does not indicate that a particular
memorycontains the informationthat mightaid inferential retrieval. Apparently,
for people to see inference as useful, it must be apparent to them that they have
information that will enable inference to guide retrieval to legitimateattributes
of memoriesor, at least, that the memorymightcontain such information,

One characteristic of memories that subjects might find suggestive of the
utility of inferential retrieval is the origin of memories. For example, it has been
shown that people remember public events that they experienced (such as wit
nessing an event or at least witnessing news reports) better than they remember
events that they simply read about (Larsen, 1988).Similarly,people sometimes
forget an experience but later learn about it secondhand (i,e., fromsomeoneelse,
such as a parent or friend). Secondhand memories presumably are represented
somewhat differently than firsthand memories (i.e., when a person retains the
original memory of the episode; Herrmann, 1985).Thus, Experiment4 investi
gated whether inferential retrieval might be more evident for secondhand mem
ories than for firsthand memories, based on the hypothesis that knowing that a
memory was secondhand might lead subjects to be confident that inference
wouldbehelpful.

In Experiment4 (reported in Herrmann, 1985),the parentsor guardians of 12
undergraduatescompleted a brief questionnaire that asked the parents or guard
ians to generate one- or two-sentencedescriptions of episodes that they guessed
would be remembered in a firsthand or secondhand way by their children. On
receipt of the descriptions, each description was put on a Trace Attribute Inven
tory sheet, whichwas then completedby the subject.

The results for Experiment 4 conformed once again to the pattern found in
the previous experiments. These data showed a tendency for certain attribute
categories (feelings, nature of behavior, natureof event) to be inferred more for
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secondhand memories than for firsthand memories. However, the proportions of
inferential retrievals of frrsthand and secondhand memories were small and not
significantly different.

Experiment 5

Although Experiment 4 did not provide a clear example of the kind of autobio
graphical memory that might foster inferential retrieval of attributes, the results
did suggest that indeed there were kinds of memories that might make inferen
tial retrieval useful. An examination of secondhand memories showed that they
tended to be more stereotypical than firsthand memories.

Since secondhand memories appeared to elicit a somewhat more inferential
retrieval strategy, it was hypothesized that memories that are more stereotypical
of common everyday experience might elicit greater use of inferential retrieval
than would memories that are idiosyncratic. Idiosyncratic memories do not fol
Iowa script (Rumelhart & Norman, 1983; Schank & Abelson, 1977); therefore,
they may not provide as much of a basis for inference. For example, a person
may have a better sense of what might be legitimately inferred about the event
for idiosyncratic memories than for stereotypical memories. Alternatively, those
episodes of our lives that follow a script (e.g., birthdays, religious and national
holidays) make the use of inference a potentially effective retrieval strategy.

Experiment 5 investigated whether inferential retrieval might besubstantially
higher for memories of events that conform to a script than for memories of
events that are not scriptlike. Eighteen undergraduates were asked to recall
spontaneously four past experiences (presumed to be idiosyncratic) of their
choosing and four experiences of a scriptlike nature (the subjects' 6th and 7th
birthdays, Christmas or the first day of Hanukkah, and the fourth of July when
they were 7 years old).

Figure 2.2 presents the results of Experiment 5. Inspection of the figure
shows that inference was higher for scriptlike than for nonscriptlike episodes for
most of the attribute categories. Indeed, the overall level of inferential retrieval
was slightly higher than that for direct retrieval.

Experiment 6

The results of Experiment 5 confmned the hypothesis derived from Experiment
4 that the likelihood of using inferential retrieval increases when the event de
scribed by a memory is predictable or scriptlike. The scriptlike nature of mem
ories might be described as pertaining to the cognitive basis of memories. It
might be expected that the emotive nature of memories would also affect the
likelihood of inferential retrieval.

One aspect of an event's emotionality that might be expected to influence the
mode of retrieval is its affective valence, that is, whether the event recorded in
memory tends to elicit a positive or negative emotion (Conway, 1990; Sorren-
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tino & Higgins, 1986). Following classical Freudian notions about the effect of
emotionality on memory retrieval, it might be expected that positive events
(being ego enhancing) would elicit more direct retrievals than would negative
events (being ego deflating). Alternatively, if it is correct that people have diffi
culty accessing the attributes of negative events, then it might also be expected
that inference would be used more for negative events than for positive events.
An experiment that examined this hypothesis was reported by Neale, White,
Herrmann, and Chaffin (1982).

This experiment asked 15 subjects to generate examples of five kinds of
events that were presumed to vary in valence: two positive events (a successful
event, a pleasurable event), two negative events (a failure, an embarrassing
event), and a first date (which could be expected to beeither positive or negative
depending on the individual). The results for the study are shown in Figure 2.3.
As in the previous experiments, direct retrievals occurred far more often than
did inferential retrievals, and the proportions of direct and inferential retrievals
varied over attribute categories. Generally, the positive events led to somewhat
more direct retrievals than did the negative events. However, contrary to expec
tations, the percentage of inferences was unaffected by the affective valence of
the kinds of events retrieved.

Experiment7

Experiment 6 failed to find greater use of inferential retrieval for negative vis-a
vis positive events. On reflection, it was easy to conceive of explanations for the
interaction between the mode of retrieval and the kind of event (M. A. Conway,
1990; Sorrentino & Higgins, 1986). For example, if there was a general disin
clination to infer attributes of memories, there might be a floor effect on the use
of inference as a function of the event's valence. Consequently, it was hypoth
esized that it might be possible to demonstrate an effect of valence if the degree
of such valence was manipulated more systematically than was done in Exper
iment 6.

Experiment 7 asked subjects to generate memories that represented either a
moderate or extreme degree of positive or negative affect (C. M. Moore, Herr
mann, & Vessot, 1989). Fifteen undergraduates from Hamilton College served
in this experiment The results for the study, presented in Figure 2.4, showed
that the extremity of affect influenced direct retrieval. Moderately positive or
negative events elicited more inferential retrievals than did extreme positive or
negative events. Interestingly, this effect reversed itself in the direct retrievals;
that is, direct retrieval was more prevalent for the events of extreme affect

Summary of Findings

The seven experiments that I have described provide a coherent pattern of re
sults. When recalling episodic memories, subjects claimed that they retrieved
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attributesof the experienceprimarilyby direct retrieval. The likelihood of direct
retrieval was affected by the length of the retention interval, the familiarity of
the memories, and their emotionality. The results suggest that direct retrieval is
more likely if the memory is spontaneously recalled and if the memory is exper..
ienced firsthand.

Inferential retrieval was reportedly used infrequently, except when the epi..
sode possessed scriptlikequalities. The results suggestthat subjectsare inclined
to inferattributes more when the memory is scripted than when it is not scripted.
Spontaneously generated memories are probably not going to elicit inference
often, since such memoriesare likely to be ones that people know well. Infer..
ential retrieval appears to be used more if the event was learnedabout second..
hand, was ego deflating, and (at the time of occurrence) elicited moderate
emotion.

Constructiveprocessesare sometimes seen as adaptive in learning, since they
avoid the unnecessary storageof needless detail. However, there maybe equally
good reasons for not wanting to employ constructive (i.e., inferential) processes
at retrieval. Additional hypotheses remain about why a person mightchoosenot
to infer any more attributes than are necessary to satisfy the demands of the
current memory task. Each inference of an attribute presumably generates in..
formation that may also be stored along with the original record of an event.
Careless inference can be expected to generate false attributes that, whenadded
to the event record, make successive retrievalsless and less accurate. In the case
of autobiographical memory, as studiedhere, the need to keep the record"clean"
is especially important, since these memories are central to the self (Neisser,
1988).

The low frequency of inferential processes may also originate in the con
fidence that people have in direct and inferential retrieval. Although inferential
retrieval was defined to subjects as one that eventually resulted in retrieval of
the desired memory (as contrasted with guessing), the subjects in theseexperi
ments may have felt that inferential retrieval was more error prone than was
direct retrieval. Hence, use of inferential retrieval was low becausethe subjects
may not have trustedthis process.

The relatively infrequent use of inference contrasts with research in several
areas that recognizes constructive processes as common: for example, in the
retention of prose (Bartlett, 1932; Neisser, 1967; Spiro, 1980; however, cf.
Gauld & Stephenson, 1967), in the acquisition and retention of emotionally
charged episodic memories (Greenwald, 1980), in the access of relatively old
episodic memories from a well..knowncontext (e.g., a person's early schooling;
Williams & Hollan, 1981), and in the incidental retention of objects in a per..
son's recent immediateenvironment (Brewer& Treyens, 1981). The reasons for
the discrepancybetween the findings reviewedhere and other literature are not
clear. One reason is that the literature has been primarily concerned with con
structive processes in encoding, although the research paradigms used do not
preclude constructive processes occurring after encoding and during retrieval
(Alba & Hasher, 1983). The present research made no attempt to assess the
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influence of constructive processes during encoding but focused exclusivelyon
constructive processes during retrieval. Thus, constructive processes may be
largely the result of encoding and not of retrieval.

On further consideration of past and present findings, the present findings
may not seem so discrepant with other literature. For example, the present data
show that conditions can be developedthat foster more inferring. This finding is
consistent with other literature in that the best demonstrations of constructive
processes in such literature are those using scripted stimuli. In addition, the
present results may supplement the literature by suggesting that previous dem
onstrations of constructive processes may have been due to constructive proc
esses during retrieval as well as during encoding.

Although the present results support hypotheses about when inferenceoccurs,
they do not explain what an "inferential" process is. The directions used in the
research reported here specified that an inferred memory was one that was (a)
not direct, (b) retrieved as a result of a chain of reasoning,and (c) recognizedby
the subject as a genuine memory. It is not knownhow much the inferentialproc
ess is truly based on a chain of reasoning, reconstruction,or free association
(Barsalou, 1988; M. A. Conway, 1990; M. Linton, 1986; Norman & Bobrow,
1979; Reiser, Black, & Kalamarides, 1986;Rumelhart & Norman, 1983;Whit
ten & Leonard, 1981; Williams & Hollan, 1981; Wagenaar, 1986). The proce
dure also does not address all kinds of retrieval processes.For example, it does
not include those retrievals that occur after an interval of unconscious thought
(in a Gestalt manner, after a period of incubation). The present procedure also
does not distinguish between different categories of "do not know" responses.
For example, some people who cannot recall a memory can guess correctly
some of the attributes of the memory(R. Brown & McNeill, 1966).

Validity of Retrieval Reports

The research reviewed above provided few indications about the validityof the
memories retrieved. As noted earlier, the variation in the likelihood of direct
retrieval with the familiarity or firsthandedness of memories produced by the
parents or guardians of subjects suggests that the direct retrieval likelihood
varies with the validity of remembered attributes. Also the research reviewed
above revealed a remarkable consistency across most conditions in both direct
and inferential retrieval (Figures 2.1-2.4), suggesting substantial agreement in
the modeof retrieval reported for different memories involving similarcharacter
istics.

An investigation into the reliability of retrieving the same memory on two
separate occasions (separatedby a 2-week period) found almost total agreement
in the relative proportion of attributes retrieved on the two occasions (panzer,
(1981). Thus, although reliability does not ensure validity, the substantial reli
ability of retrieval reports at leastmakes it possible that these reports would tum
out to be valid.
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Establishing the validity of autobiographical memoriesis a difficult and im
portant topic. One fundamental issue that was investigated early was whether the
attributes on which subjects reported were indeed appropriate for the memories
retrieved. Gelfand (1983) examined the intercorrelations among the attributeson
the Trace Attribute Inventoryand found that these intercorrelations were gener
ally low and nonsignificant; thus, the attribute reports were independent as as
sumed for the different kinds of attributes. Brewer(1988; see also Brewer,chap.
1, this volume) obtained reports of events as they occurred and measured re
trieval for these events later. It is notable that the attribute most likely to be
retrieved least accurately in Brewer's research was the same as the attribute
reported to be retrieved least often in the present research, that is, the temporal
attribute.

Consequently, my colleagues and I have sought evidence of the construct
validity of retrieval reports. Roger Chaffin and his students (Hedlund, Meckel,
& Remz, 1981) hypothesized that if the attributes retrieved by individuals pos
sess at least some validity, the attributesretrieved by married individuals should
compare well with the attributes reported by their spouses. The results showed
that the subjects were indeed able to predict above chance levels whether their
spouses would recall particular attributes of certain events directly or by infer
ence.

Three studies have examined issues of constructvalidity. Adler (1984)meas
ured the latencyof direct and inferentialretrieval reports. As wouldbe expected
from the definitionsof these two kinds of retrieval, the latencyof directretrieval
was faster than that of inferential retrieval. Adler (1984) also found develop
mental differences in use of inference that are consistent with general findings
showing that young children are less aware, and less inclined, to use strategic
memory processes. Second graders rarely reported that they used inference;
additionally, reported use of inference increased across the 2nd, 4th, and 7th
grades. Finally, Gelfand (1983) has conducted many analysesof the intercorre
lations of attribute retrieval. These analyses have indicated that the retrieval of
any particular attribute category is essentiallyindependent of the retrievalof any
otherattribute category.

Only one study has tested the validity of retrieval reports with respect to the
attributes of the original experience as it is recorded in memory. Campell
(1981), in collaboration with Chaffin, presented subjects with prose passages
and subsequently asked them to recall both the attributes of these passages and
the mode of retrieval for each attribute retrieved. This studyalso examined the
"do not know" category in that it also allowed subjects to guess and to indicate
when they haddone so. Consistent with the interpretation of direct and inferen
tial retrieval, the results showed that directly retrieved attributes tended to be
more accurate than inferred attributes. Finally, Brewer (1988; see also Brewer,
chap. I, this volume) concluded that his research on autobiographical recall
involved little in the way of constructive processes, and his data indicate that
inferential processesat retrieval were infrequent.
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Conclusions

The research reviewed here should be recognized as having made just an initial
foray into the topic of modes of retrieval, This researchequated direct retrievals
with immediacy and inferential retrievals with delay. It is important to acknowl
edge that direct retrievals may occur after a delay (as often occurs with the reso
lution of memory blocks and after the feeling that a desired memory is on the
"tip of the tongue"). It is equally important to acknowledge that inferential re
trievals may in some cases occur immediately(such as occurs when a particular
retrieval task is attempted often, sharpening the reasoning processes that tend to
lead to a successful retrieval). Additionally, with sufficientpracticerapid infer
ence may even tum out to be outside awareness. However,distinguishingem
pirically between fast direct retrievals and rapid unconscious inferences will
likely be very difficult.

Regardless of the difficulty underlying the identification of retrieval mode,
the present research indicates that people are reluctant to use inference. The
relative infrequency of inference is especially interesting, since so much re
search has proposed that inference is a pervasive,common process (Baddeleyet
al., 1978; Bartlett, 1932; M. A. Conway, 1990; M. Linton, 1986; Norman &
Bobrow, 1979; Rumelhart & Norman, 1983; Spiro, 1980; Wagenaar, 1986;
Whitten & Leonard, 1981; Williams & Hollan, 1981; Williams & Santos
Williams, 1980; however, see Brewer, 1988,and chap. 1, this volume;Reiser et
aI, 1986).

It is unclear why, in the light of the present review, inferential processeshave
been reported as so common. Perhaps it is because inferential processes are
more interesting than direct retrievals to psychologists who have investigated
retrieval processes. Of course, regardless of how frequent inferentialprocesses
are, the nature of how they occur is worth investigating. Alternatively, it appears
that the time has come to devote more effort to investigating the-genuinely
common-direct retrievals.
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3
Accuracy, Truth, and Meaning in
Autobiographical Reports

KurtW. Back

Memory about ourselves should be the simplest memory possible: If we do not
know about ourselves, what can we know about? If we cannot rememberabout
ourselves, what can we remember? Thus, we can besure about our own past, but
we are less certain about anything else.

In contrast with this naively obvious view, the cognitive psychologist's
input-output model of the human organism looks at the person as a transmitter
and a storer of impulses. He or she can reproduce these impulses and what they
represent, but it is extremely difficult to process data about the mechanism itself.

Both models are, of course, exaggerated extremes,but they express the am
biguous nature of autobiographicaldata. Survey research,perhaps more than any
other field of human action, depends on answers to questions, that is, on a hu
man input-output model consisting of perception, memory,and response.These
functions are not purely cognitive, but what is perceived, retained, and trans
mitted depends on a dynamic framework. These functionsare necessarilyselec
tive: Within a number of units, which are at each step too large to beconsidered,
a choice must be made, and this will depend on intentionsor motivations, that is,
on extra-cognitive factors.

Both the commonsense and the psychological perspectiveshave some valid
ity. Because of these conflicting aspectsof autobiography, the collection of data
in this field faces a special set of difficulties.On the one hand, we have the cog
nitive mechanisms that govern the productionof specific autobiographical units;
on the other hand, we have the direct experience of identity that puts these dif
ferent units into context, and specifically a context that constitutes a direct ex
perience of the subject. The methods of experimental psychology include a
specific setting that presents specific questions and demands answers. A double
Context must be considered: the context of the situation in which the memories
are produced and the context of the autobiographical facts in a person's whole
life. Survey research uses these techniquesin a more realistic social setting than
the laboratory, but it still tries to abstract each item of information from its con
text
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Thus, the use of survey research as a principal tool for social research has
several implications for the nature of the data to be collected that reflect on the
meaning and importance of the accuracy of the data. Two important ways-the
role of the interviewee and the autobiographical content-distinguish the collec
tion of biographical data in survey interviews from that in other situations. One
can use the two ways to identify these different situations and to construct a
typology.

A Typology of Autobiographical Occasions

Informants and Respondents

In order to define the role of the interview, it willbe useful to return to Shannon
and Weaver's (1948) familiar model of the communication process to sketch in
the position of autobiographical data in data collection.

The model of the communications process describes how data in one place
(or in possession of one person) are transmitted to another place (or into the
possession of anotherperson). Thisprocess consists ofseveral steps:

1. The originaldata (thesource)
2. The translation of the data into a form that can be transmitted (i.e., the

coder)
3. The transmission of the codedmaterial
4. The translating of the codedmaterial into personally usable form (i.e., the

decoder)
5. The assembly to reconstruct the original data at the source

This modelcan be used to represent theinterviewing process. Hereourattention
is concentrated on the first two steps: thesource and thecoder.

People as sources are the measurable elements of a society; they may be
studied as representatives of a social grouping. Thus, a person is not only the
unique source of information about individuals, but through the medium of
individuals, a personalso becomes the mainsourceof dataaboutsociety. This is
the case in the surveyinterview. The interviewee is told,"We are only interested
in aggregates and yourown answerwillnotbeidentifiable in anyreports."

The person of the interviewee has, moreover, an ambiguous position as a
source of data. The interviewee is either seen as an informant, a transmitting
device for data outside the person (Figure 3.1a), or as a respondent, who can
give data about his or her own psychological data, especially about attitudes,
opinions, or other personal perspectives (Figure 3.1b). In autobiographical inter
views, this precarious position is underlined by the fact that the process of auto
biographical memory itself can be modeled in the same way and the steps in
information transmission correspond to perception, storage, and retrieval. In
tum, retrieval, the last step in the memory model, becomes the first step in the
interview.
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FIGURE 3.1. Informants and Respondents

Because thesemultiple functions are placed in one person, we mustelaborate
the model. It is possible that the interest in the gathering of data is concentrated
in interviewees and not in the data that theycan provide about outside events.
Here even the distortion of transmission can be the object of inquiry; the ex
treme example here is a projective test,suchas theThematic Apperception Test,
Where we are not interested in the description of the picture but in peculiarities
of the respondent's approach. Under these conditions, the interviewee gives
internal data, whichcannot be said to be either right or wrong. Even if the an
swer is intentionally a lie, it still represents a particular way of answering; the
fact that the respondent chose to answer in this way represents an attitude, per
haps of fear, hostility, or a misplaced sense of humor. The work of the re
searcher is then to fmda designand analysis program that can separate thekind
of data needed for the problem of the particular study. The respondent is not
only theencoder but also thesource of the data. A person who combines the two
stagesof the communication process is called"a respondent." The data obtained
from an informant could presumably have been obtained from another source,
Whereas therespondent is the unique source for thissetof data.
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The collection of autobiographical data represents a peculiar mixture of these
two roles. Here the interviewees act as informants reporting presumably objec
tive data, but the data concern the individuals themselves. The methodological
problems of collecting these data combine those of cognitive distortion (the lens
may not be a perfect transmitter) and distortions due to the personal meaning of
the facts (the data can be arranged in different ways.) Thus, the "world" in Fig
ure 3.1 is internal but can either be viewed like an external event or as uniquely
individual. The interviewee is here at the same time the transparent lens through
which the fact is viewed and the locus of these facts; he or she can be either an
informant about his or her own experiences or a pure respondent.

Input and Output

If one wants to construct a model of society from the data that one collects, then
one is interested in those types of experiences that are common to everybody in
society; the distribution of categories in these experiences becomes all impor
tant. These are mainly the data that describe the input of society on the indi
vidual, the ways in which social norms affect the individual life course. These
will describe the social structures that affect the individual, such as parents'
background, education, marriage and offspring, occupation, and income. Many
other aspects of an individual biography cannot be captured in this way, and
these are often the subjectively most important events; especially individually
distinctive, but rarely occurring, incidents cannot be captured in this way. These
form the social output, the influence of the individual on society.

When social output is the primary consideration, the interviewee is used as a
respondent about the individual life and is selected for the importance of the
distinctive events. The normative events are seen more as a framework for the
other activities. The influences of the individual on society, that is, the social
output, will be the center of attention. Thus, the biographical data will be the
spontaneous activities, not determined by the social order, such as ideas, beliefs,
traumatic or conversion experiences, conflicts, or creative acts.

A Typology of Autobiography

The two classifications by role of interviewee and by content of autobiographi
cal data can be used to organize the variety of interviewing situations and to
characterize the survey interview. This is outlined in Figure 3.2.

SurveyInterview

Survey researchers use interviewees purely as informants about society: They
collect data about common events and use them for describing social units. This
combination defines one type of biographical interviewing situation.

Here one collects an array of facts from an ensemble of alternatives that have
been previously defined, through either conceptual analysis or previous re-
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-
Content Role of Interviewee-

Informant Respondent

Social Input Survey Interview Psychotherapeutic Interview

Social Output Heroic Myth Literary Biography

-
FIGURE 3.2. Types of Autobiographical Situations

search; the task in data collection is then to question precisely in order to select
the desired facts.

Literary Biography

An opposite perspective emphasizes the meaning of the separate facts in the
whole course of life; the same demographicdata, such as migrationor selection
of an occupation, may be embedded differently in the interviewee's life. This
aim leads necessarily to an emphasis on the uniquenessof the interviewee.This
uniqueness implies concentration on the whole life, where the individual inci
dents are put into context. Accuracy here does not mean the exact fidelity to
individual events but the reproduction of a whole life course, where all of the
events mentioned have a comprehensible place. A good example of this type is
the collection of data for a literary biography: It uses the interviewee as respond
ent and concentrates on the socialoutput, the uniquecontributions.

Literary life-course descriptions deny the existence of isolated facts but take
the whole understandingof the self as their starting point; the differentevents in
a person's life receive their meaning only within the framework of the under
standing of this life experience. Even this is not necessarily accomplishedby the
respondent alone but evolves from a joint effort of respondent and interviewer
(or writer and analyst). This generation of points of interpretation, of facts, and
of language and the progress from particularphrases to an integratedpicture can
lead in the extreme to such a multiplication of relationships that analysis and
understanding become practically impossible(Denzin, 1989).

The literary biography shows up in the opposite comer from thesurvey inter
view and provides a contrasting approach. It is no wonder that these two ap
proaches, different in their attention to specificdata and general aims, have little
to say to each other about their methods. Hard, isolated facts and textual con
struction seem incompatible; proponents of each perspective stay within their
own circle, ignoring or denigrating the other point of view as irrelevant for their
purpose.
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Psychotherapeutic Interview

Another type of interview combines the normative effects on the person-the
social input-with particular attention to the individual. A representative of this
type is the psychotherapeutic interview. Here the kind of data that are collected
do not represent common experience, but the occasion is designed to give the
unusual, idiosyncratic aspects. However, the data are collectedpurely to under
stand the individualand not for their impacton society.

The important context here is the interviewing situation and not the narrative
of the whole life. The interpretation by the skilled therapist makes different
incidents importantfor thecurrent purpose,but this proceduredoes not make for
comprehensive narrative. Steven Marcus (1984) has shown this effect in com
paring two of Freud's case studies, that of Dora and that of the Ratman. Dora
was Freud's great failure in therapybut helpedFreud in his owndevelopment of
theory. The study is often quoted, in great part becauseit is an impressive story.
It could easily have been a successful novel in its time. The Ratman is an ac
count of a successful therapy, but it is a collectionof fragments from the inter
views, givinga series of incidentsbut no connected biographical narrative.

HeroicMyth

The opposite combinationrepresents a typified.almost standardized representa
tion of personaldata that tries to approach the ideal of important roleswithin the
society. This is the transformation of a life experience into a heroicmyth; aspir
ing heroes at times created them almost consciously. It is a way of accentuating
social norms in biographical data that is different from producing means from
individual data. Here the retrospective data are transformed into the culturalster
eotype of the hero. As some scholars, for instance, Raglan (1936) and Propp
(1968), have indicated, this may even be a general human ideal. Here the im
mediate audience consists of the current followers and competitors who are
being encouraged to accept the legitimate position of the hero. The intended
audience may be the future generations of society. whose allegiance to their
social group will be reinforced through the myth of the pertinent culture hero.
Here the interviewing context is practically suppressed: The story, as it were,
creates itself, but each incidentis only meaningful in its totalcontext.

Accuracy

The four types show a range of variation within thebasic communications mod
el: They differ in their definition of what is transmitted, the source of the data
(whether they come from an informantor a respondent). the definition of signal
and noise, and the intended audience, the recipient of the information in the
communications process.
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Facts and Context

The principal distinction in regard to accuracy is the relation of particular items
to the context; this context may be cross sectional, referring to the interviewing
situation, or it may be longitudinal, referring to the life history.

Thus, the four types of situations represent ways in which accuracy can be
defmed in autobiographical reports. The interest in truth or accuracy is not nee...
eSsarily the criterion for the quality of autobiographical reports. In recalling the
main motives for producing these reports, we can see that some, like entertain...
ment, can easily sacrifice truth for style, and that others, like self-understanding,
have a different definition of truth than fidelity in transmission.

The meaning of accuracy changes will be defined here by the emphasis put
on the fidelity of transmission of units against the consideration of the context,
in the interview or in the temporal sequence. One might say that this is the dif...
ference between facts and meaning.

The Role of the Audience

We may note that the distortions are not always due only to cognitive factors.
Very often memories are requested to help the interviewer in some task. Com
mon examples are criminal investigations, legal proceedings, or intelligence
Operations (Back, 1956). In these cases, motivation is intentionally introduced
by the interviewer, sometimes in a spectacular manner through physical and
mental pressures. These pressures induce compliance with the interviewer's
intentions as far as the respondent can guess them. By the same token, they can
also lead to wild distortions. Here I shall concentrate on purely cognitive factors,
assuming an ideal situation in which the interest of interviewer and interviewee
are united in producing accurate data, as far as possible.

Even with this proviso, a variety of self-generated motives are possible.
Among the objectives that are listed by Ross and Buehler (chap. 4, this volume)
for recalling personal memories are "to entertain"; "to sway opinions"; "to estab
lish, maintain, and justify social relationships"; and "to formulate and justify
current decisions and judgments." Research situations form an unusual addition
to this list, and other reasons could be added. These objectives certainly influ ...
ence accuracy of transmission. They may be difficult to ascertain, but an indirect
measure is given by the social situation and especially the audience to which the
story of these memories is addressed. The audience gives the context, sometimes
for individual reports but often for the setting of the whole life. The audience is
therefore an important part of autobiographical cognition itself, not only of the
reporting of these memories. The recent concern with reader response in the
theory of literary criticism treats only the latter in mass communication (Tomp...
kins, 1980); 30 years ago social psychologists proposed a circular effect in
Which the audience influences the respondents' cognitive processes (Bauer,
1964; Schramm and Danielson, 1958).

The study of autobiographical memory is therefore aided by considering the
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audience, which represents the social environment during the retrieval process
and becomes an integral part of the investigation of autobiographical memory.
The general audience is determined by the culture of the whole society; in dif
ferent societies, the audience is socialized to expect different autobiographical
communications and has its own definitions of truth and its importance.

The definition of accuracy-what is signal and what is noise-in autobio
graphical and biographical data is strongly influenced by general cultural condi
tions. We might assume that it is natural for people to want to talk about them
selves; however, the point in history at which individuals could distinguish their
selves from the rest of the world remains a philosophical and historical problem.
Attention to accuracy of autobiographical data has an even more restricted past.

The Four Types of Autobiographical Situations and Accuracy

Survey Interview

In the survey interview, accuracy is defined as fidelity of transmission of indi
vidual facts, and attention to context is seen as noise or interviewer error. Survey
researchers want to obtain the truth about life in a society by constructing typical
life courses based on statistical manipulation of individual data. In this way, they
construct a model representing society but not any particular individual. The
traditional model of survey research and of the experiment sees the interviewees
as pure informants about themselves. The data to be obtained are supposed to be
objectively given (i.e., existing outside the interview), and thus there is a stan
dard to which the responses in the interview can be compared. The general facts
are defined, and these definitions can be presented to the informant. The use of
language is to be refined as a pure medium of communication, and the text of
the interview is not seen as problematic. In fact, research shows that for this pur
pose an impersonal situation is often superior to a personal interview (Sudman
& Bradburn, 1974). The experiences in a retrospective interview will be evoked
and reported in a standardized- fashion and can bereliably coded and tabulated.

This description of hard science may look overly simple, but it tries to accen
tuate the strengths of this approach, as well as the weaknesses; these can be
exposed by questioning the assumptions of survey research, such as the exist
ence of an objective truth, and by looking for alternative examples. However,
both the oversimplification and the possible attack on the assumptions decrease
in importance if we look at the functions of the interview. The data are autobio
graphical but are not designed to obtain individual biographies. On the contrary,
they are designed to obtain data about a whole population, reporting on standard
lives, with applicable variations, as shown in dispersion measures. Small varia
tions from these standards, due to idiosyncratic experiences, are errors in this
research and considered negligible (or statistically insignificant) compared with
the main trends that are established. Well-established mathematical and statis
tical methods determine how the autobiographical data are treated. One can
argue about specific procedures or even question if they make any sense, but
once one accepts this kind of method, the path to conclusions is determined,
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It is unlikely that there is any individual whose life experiences correspond
exactly to the data derived from surveys. Thus, even the accumulation of the
data result in a hypothetical construction; this is, of course, what the technique is
designed to do. It is an extremely useful convention for the combination of iso
lated facts; it is not designed to give meaning.

This analysis indicates that other definitions of accuracy and truth are pos
sible. The definition of accuracy in the survey interview is determined by the
?eed for objectively true data about specific events. One can discern here an
Implicit assumption that the respondent has the same aims but also that the re
spondent does not care about the audience. The immediateaudience is the inter
viewer, and the best interviewer remains practically anonymous and is hardly
remembered by the interviewee. The ultimate audience consists mainly of pro
fessionals who have little concern with the individual. Although the respondent
is encouraged to maintain this perspective, it may be difficult to do so consist
ently because this perspective is different from the one that is usually taken in
talkingabout oneself.

Literary Biography

The opposite extreme, recounting a complete autobiography, is also a relatively
recent phenomenon and shows accuracy in a new light. In the collection of data
for literary biographies, the unity of the person is often taken as the important
starting point. Biographers, such as Leon Edel (1978) in a "manifesto" on biog
raphy, have considered biographical work as fiction, but fiction that does not
Contradict any known facts, that is, "novel under oath." Similarly, Lytton Stra
chey (1918), often called the founder of modem biography, insisted that unes
sential facts should be omitted from good biographies.Of course, the biographer
defines what is unessential, and this definition is based on the guiding theory of
the biography.

The interviewing situation and the meaning of the whole life course become
here legitimate parts of the communication process: They are the signal and not
the noise. Biographers add these contexts to the transmission of individual facts.
The definition of the dividing line between the two is left to the biographer. This
personal contribution reminds us that these definitions do not come from a math
ematical algorithm but depend on the biographer, the historical moment of the
writing of the biography, and the particular theory of the analysis. Here the def
inition and the importance of accuracy have changed. Accuracy is not necessar
ily equal to truth.

Although interest in life stories seems to have an ancient heritage, it is ques
tionable whether for most of this time biographical or autobiographical interest
in Our sense of the word was understood or even existed. Even Plutarch, con
sidered to be the father of biography, was mainly concerned in presenting his
Characters as representing types of political heroes and villains, almost as the
best examples of Platonic ideals; that is, biography for him was mainly a force
ful way to make a moral point. Similarly, St. Augustine, whose autobiographyis
Considered to be first in this field, wrote it for moral and religious purposes.
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Writing autobiographies for their own sake needed a recognition of the unique
ness of the individual and the importance of documentation. Rousseau stands out
as the example of writing an autobiography to tell the truth about himself-The
Confessions. During his time, the 18th century biography and autobiography
started to become a major field of literatureand to find their audience.

For a long time, accuracy of life stories seems to have been a minor concern.
Even 19th century biography was writtenmore for edification than for accuracy.
The motives for describing one's life did not lead to claims for the accuracy of
particular incidents. The stories that were put down were supposedto be instruc
tive or openly tendentious (Cockshut, 1974). In each case, some purpose was
served, sometimes leavenedwithentertaining decorations. Thesepurposes under
mined attention to accuracy of details: The aim was to gain the attentionof the
audienceand to influence it.

The purveyors of this fanciful materialwould not have thoughtof themselves
as liars, but they might have said that a different kind of truth-about people's
characters or about issues of morality-was served (Barclay, 1986). In fact,
interest in pure transmission of objective truth, and even the belief that such
objective truth exists, is a quite modern idea. Further, accumulating particular
autobiographical facts and averaging them over a numberof people is a peculiar
development,coming from a new orientation. One can follow this new perspec
tive from censuses and analyses of vital statistics through social surveys to con
temporary survey research. However, one has to recognize the novelty of this
concern with a particular kind of accuracy. It is not very deep or widespread in
the population, and this new emphasis can still profit from insight into other
types of autobiographicaldata. These other typesof data collection show impor
tant variationsin definitionsof truth.

HeroicMyth

Mythical biographies show how little truth has to depend on accuracy. Accuracy
in myths seems almost a contradiction. Mythicalbiographies exhibit the triumph
of topical context over individual facts. It is almost as if thesocial contextof the
life story were the signal and individual items the noise. In fact, the original
aims of biographical and autobiographical studies were to show models of ac
tion, and they encouraged the creation of heroes who did not correspond to real
people. Scholars have documented the consistencyof a sequenceof incidents in
the lives of heroes that seem to be prerequisites for becoming a culture hero
(propp, 1968; Raglan, 1936). If the incidents did not exist or if contradictory
incidents existed, they were adjusted to fit the story. The life story appeared
almost spontaneously out of the heritage of a people, and the context of data
collection was played down. It seems almost sacrilegious to assign these mythi
cal biographies to an author. In its adjustment of particular events to social
nOnTIS of the heroic life course, heroic myth stands in contrast to the survey
interview; in its intentional neglect of the author, heroic myth stands in contrast
to the literary biography. As we shall see, heroic myth differs from the clinical
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interview in overlooking the interview situation. Historically, heroic myth is
documented as the oldest form and may represent a basic aspect of autobiograph
ical memory. Certainly, the process of creating these myths corresponds to Bart
lett's (1932) classical studies of remembering.

The modern interest in accuracy and documentation of details has opposed
this procedure of collective memory; hero worship has fallen into disrepute.
However, society still needs its mythical heroes, and the brute facts are often
changed, or at least reemphasized, to conform to a general norm about an ex
emplary person. Especially the need for an epiphany-a sudden conversion
experience leading to the assumption of leadership-seems to be prominent in
would..be leaders of nations and social movements (Back, 1988). For instance,
Margaret Sanger (1938) describes vividly how she watched a patient dying from
a self-induced abortion and decided after a bitter night watch to devote her life
to the spread of contraception; her rival, Marie Stopes, had no clinical experi
ence but only laboratory training. However, she reported a similar experience
told to her by a schoolmate, which prompted her concern with family planning
(Stopes, 1923). Both stories are still quoted in many sources, although biograph
ers are very skeptical about their accuracy (Kennedy, 1970; Reed, 1978).

Studies of autobiographical material of current culture heroes show the myth
ical process occurring even now as accuracy in details is sacrificed for a consist
ent image. This consistent image follows the cultural image of the hero. Intro
duction of particular facts does little to change the whole picture accepted by
society. Kai Erikson (n.d.) has analyzed the way in which the public rejects the
facts if they contradict the accepted picture of a person of any notability. Cur
rently we can see how any factual additions to the biographies of such popular
heroes as John F. Kennedy or Martin Luther King, Jr., are rejected or at least de
prived of any importance. In fact, here we have a social definition of truth and
accuracy: We have to be impressed by the social meaning of a biography; its
accuracy rests in the function that it has for society. One might even say that
culture heroes of any kind have a social duty to adjust their autobiography to a
scheme that promotes their role in establishing viable myths for their followers.
Thus, candidates for higher office in the United States feel compelled to recon
struct in their biographies the popular "born in a log cabin" myth, if only by
constructing a poverty-stricken background.

Psychotherapeutic Interview

Like survey research, the psychotherapeutic interview is an product of modem
social science, but other contrasts between the two are pronounced. The clinical
interview stresses the context of the interview situation as well as the context in
a particular interpretation of the life story. Clinical interviewers do not expect
that the individual facts will be accurately presented, and they try to inject their
interpretation beyond the answers that are presented. Ironically, clinical inter
Viewers are praised for showing insight when they interpret and guide the an
swers in ways that, for survey interviewers, would be errors. In the general
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discussions of the survey interview, from Herbert Hyman (1954, especially
pp. 52-69) on, clinical insight is considered to be interviewer bias.

Thus, in the psychotherapeutic interview, the personal creativity of the inter
viewer is valued highly; in this the clinical interview is closer to the literary end
of the spectrum. In fact, clinical interviews have become a successful novelistic
device, as in Philip Roth's Portnoy's Complaint, and actual case studies have
been regarded as literary works-for instance, Robert Lindner's Rebel Without a
Cause and The Fifty-Minute Hour. However, unlike pure works of fiction, re
search in psychotherapeutic technique tries to find a systematic method to dis
cover a pattern of presentation, omission, distortion, and inconsistency that will
lead to a defensible interpretation of a person's problems (Alexander, 1990). In
any case, and in contrast to the survey interview, the interviewer's contribution
is supposed to beactive; the interviewee is treated as respondent but as not able
to express the facts about himself or herself without aid and interpretation (that
is, the interviewer's assessment about the "real" meaning of the answers).

Actually, the validity of reproduction of a single event is not very important:
There are still controversies about whether Freud's hysteric patients were sub
ject to childhood seduction or whether they just imagined it. For the clinician,
the same consequences resulted. From this we can learn that accurate interpreta...
tions are possible even if we do not believe in the facts.

In order to reach significant overall conclusions, formal training of interview
ers and instructions to them try to develop their ability to look for things that the
patient does not say. These interviewers probably receive the most extensive
instruction to perfect this skill. Truth is seen here as neither absolute nor sub
jective but as an agreement between the two participants, who agree on a frame
work, an assumptive world as it has been called, in which they can then agree on
a joint definition of truth; that is, the interview is the setting for the relation
between single responses and the total life story. One can also say that the rela
tionship between the respondent and informant role is negotiated here.

A comparison with the survey interview is instructive. Both are mainly inter
ested in the input factors, in identifying the conditions that made the respondents
what they are. However, the survey interview starts with categories that are
accepted within a social unit, which already has its own definition of facts. Clini
cal interviewers are interested in the individually constructed categories that
vary from general social norms; they have to build a definition of truth that is
acceptable in this unique framework. The relations of intended audience and
meaning of accuracy are summarized in Figure 3.3.

Conclusion: Truth and Meaning

To a certain degree, any autobiographical recall includes some features of all
these types, and perhaps even more, but tend to be mainly influenced by one set
of individual constraints on the recall situation. There are, however, some ex
amples that stay ambivalent among the different definitions of truth. The meth-
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Type Immediate Audience Ultimate Audience Definition of Truth

Survey Interview Interviewer
Professional Accuracy of
Users Each Unit-

Literary Biography Biographer General Public "Novel under Oath"
'---

Heroic Myth Followers of Hero Future Generations
Current Social
Values

0-....

Psychotherapeutic
Therapist

Therapeutic Team Useful
Interview (and Colleagues) Reconstruction.......

FIGURE 3.3. Types, Audiences. and Accuracy

ods of interpreting documents of this kind represent well the paths of research in
this field.

The definition of truth in autobiography becomes especially questionable
When data are analyzed that are produced by individuals who clearly lied in their
autobiographical statements but who lived these lies quite consistently. Their
statements become a mixture of the different types of autobiographical commun
ication. They show distortion in individual incidents, in episodes, and in assem
bly of the whole life; the skilled analyst here must extricate the type of situation
for each part of the available data. Two examples of these extreme cases will
show these problems and their possible solutions: the discussion of Edmund
Backhouse by Trevor-Roper (1978) and of Trebitsch-Lincoln by Bernard Was
serstein (1988).

Edmund Backhouse was an Englishman who, early in his life, went to China,
first as an employee for a trading firm. He was also involved with political fig
ures during the times surrounding the Boxer Rebellion early in this century.
After this he started a career of "discovering" documents, some of which were
SUPPOsed to beoriginals and some his own translations, and establishing himself
as an expert in Chinese history. During World War I, he was engaged in negoti
ating armament deals for the Chinese Government, claiming useful contacts in
England to expedite these deals, none of which ever came to fruition. Afterward
he stayed in Peking collecting and producing a variety of historical and literary
materials (some of which he donated to his University) in addition to volumes of
autobiographies. Backhouse died in Peking in 1943. On investigation, it was
found that most of his material was faked, his business dealing fraudulent, and
his autobiography, with its exalted connections, a fabrication.

Ignacz Trebitsch-Lincoln was born in Hungary and had a varied life around
the world. He made several attempts to emigrate, first to Montreal, where he, a
Jew, managed a Christian mission to Jews. After financial difficulties, he landed
finally in England. There he managed to get the confidence of a wealthy manu
facturer, who gave him a good position and also supported him for a seat in the
House of Commons. He used this position to engage in some dubious financial
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dealings in Eastern Europe. After several scandals, he quit the Commons, was
imprisoned, and after World War I engaged prominently in several extremely
right-wing, proto-fascist movements. Here, too, he ran into troubles. After a
number of adventures, he appeared in China, where he converted to Buddhism
and started a Buddhist movement, which-besides its religious aspects-prom
ised to eliminateBritish influence in that part of the world. He died in Shanghai
during the Japanese occupation in 1944, still trying to promote political and
financial schemes.He, too, left partial autobiographies, mostlyinvented.

These two cases are extreme exampleswherethe creationof autobiographical
data became a major part of the individual's life work. The biographers faceda
difficult problem. They decided on a rule of not acceptingany fact in the auto
biographical documents that was not confrrmedby independentevidence,using
the autobiographies themselves only as psychological evidence; that is, they
used the autobiographical data for meaning, not facts. With this technique,
Trevor-Roperand Wasserstein wrote impressive biographies.

The technique meant that the autobiographical data were used purely as psy
chological documents. However, they were not produced for thatpurpose:They
claimed to represent facts about theperson, in the mannerof a factual interview.
The hidden purpose was to show the accomplishment of the individuals, in the
manner of myth fabrication Of, sometimes, an artful biography. The data that
these two men had produced attempted to give a unified picture of a person,
sometimes to achieve an immediateeffect (such as startingan intricateswindle)
but sometimes as an expression of their current point of view. The myth that
they had created was accepted by their contemporaries, at least intermittently.
Backhouse was acclaimed as a scholar and benefactor of Oxford University,
Trebitsch-Lincoln as a religious leader. The documents that they left included
some factual data, some myths that fitted well into the social context, and some
evidence of psychologicaldisturbance.. The biographers gave clinical interpreta
tions of the contradictions of self-reports with outside reality, leading them to
diagnosesof psychoses.

These are, of course, unusual examples. However, they add anotheraspect to
the analysis of autobiographical memory,namely, that thememorydoes not just
transmitevents in life but that it may itself determinesome the events, makinga
kind of loop in the communications process. Backhouseand Trebitsch-Lincoln
really tried to live as if their constructed memories were correct.Thus, to a cer
tain degree, people live their autobiographies.

As Janet Malcolm (1990) has put it, biographieshave some consistency; but
putting one's life in the form of a novel is a sign of an abnormal mentalstateand
therapy consists in destroying this novel. However, trying to arrange one's life
into a systematic story is not necessarilypathological. It may bea general hu
man tendency but be more pronouncedamong certain people and undercertain
conditions. Robert Butler (1968) has noted a widespread pattern of reviewing
one's whole life on reachingdecennial birthdays. Moreover, according to studies
by David Phillips (phillips & Feldman, 1973), prominent people tend to live
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beyond the months of their birthdays, and the more prominent they are, the
stronger this effect. It has been noted in biographies that they try deliberately to
fit their life into a pattern. Thus, the German poet Goethe called his autobio
graphy Poetry and Truth, and his life showed definite efforts to fit the sequence
of events to his responsibilities as a genius (Boyle, 1991). Autobiographical
memory can be seen as an attitude leading to action, and it has a definite func
tion in the life course.

A systematic understanding of the dynamics of the different conditions
makes it possible to exploit all data according to their value for accurate under
standing. From the point of view of survey research, we can find the way to use
additional data productively. Practically all autobiographical data can be used,
but they must be used with reference to the constraints of the situation.





4
On Authenticating and Using
Personal Recollections

Michael Ross and RogerBuehler

If there is one topic that binds the various subdisciplines of psychology together,
it is memory. The social psychologist examining attitudes or interpersonal con
flict, the cognitive psychologist studying learning or decision making, the devel
opmental psychologist researching the growth of cognitive or social capacities,
the clinical psychologist investigating maladaptive perceptions or behaviors, all
Consider how the cognitive or emotional residues of individuals' past experi
ences influence their current thoughts, feelings, or behavior.

This concern with recall is presumably not restricted to the ivory tower. In
this chapter, we examine personal or autobiographical memories, a form of
recollection that can be important in people's everyday lives. In previous work
on personal memories, psychologists have tended to focus on the mechanisms
underlying accurate or inaccurate recall (e.g., Neisser, 1982a; M. Ross, 1989;
RUbin, 1986). Recently, investigators have also begun to enumerate the social
Psychological functions of personal memories. This shift is significant, since
accuracy is not the rememberer's only goal. Personal recall often occurs in a
social context and can facilitate a number of interpersonal objectives. People
recount episodes from their pasts to convey information, to entertain audiences,
to sway opinions, and to establish, maintain, and justify social relationships
(Brewer & Lichtenstein, 1982; Higgins, 1981; Neisser, 1988; M. Ross & Holm
berg, 1990).

People may vary their accounts of the past in order to achieve their social
goals. For instance, rememberers may report their experiences in a way that is
relevant or interesting to their present audience or that enhances their public
image. Such adjustments to personal stories can occur in at least three ways.
First, rememberers may simply communicate the subset of their memories that
seems to satisfy their current purposes, ignoring other relevant recollections.
Second, they may adapt the meaning or interpretation of events to suit their
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needs. Third, rememberers may offer embellishedaccountsof the past, rewriting
history in order to provide a more satisfying story (M. Ross & Holmberg, 1990).

Personal memories serve individualas well as interpersonal functions. People
can reflect on their histories to examine and derive support for their beliefs and
values, to formulate and justify current decisionsand judgments,and to generate
predictions about the future. Most importantly, perhaps, memories aid in the
construction of self. People can study the past to learn about their preferences,
abilities, and so forth. Psychological theorists have claimed that the relation
between self-perception and memory is reciprocal: Memory influences self
perception and self-perception influences memory. The latter causal sequence
assumes particular importance for those theorists who maintain that personal
recall is often an active, constructive process that is guided by people's self...
perceptions, especially their feelings and beliefs at the time of retrieval (e.g.,
Bartlett, 1932; Greenwald, 1980;Mead, 1964;M. Ross, 1989).

Analyses of the social and personal functions of memory rest on the assump
tion that people value their recollections and use them to achieve their goals. Is
this assumption valid? Do people make extensive use of their pasts as a func
tional analysis would seem to imply? The answer to this question is surely
"yes." Much of people's social behavior, for example, is guided by their past
experiences and learning. We shake hands on meetinga person for the first time
because we have learned that this is an accepted ritual in Westernculture. In this
chapter, we examine a slightly different usage of the past. We ask whether
people consciously choose to examine their past experiences in order to inform
their current judgments and decisions. Specifically, when do people focus on
their pasts, mining them for what might be of use in the present, and when do
they disregard their histories?

It is not self-evident that people dwell on their pasts to any great extent. In
response to our questioning, many acquaintancesand colleaguesclaimed hardly
ever to think about their histories; they asserted that their attention is focusedon
the present or on their plans for the future. Moreover, people sometimes are
critical of those who seem to focus on the past. For example, Oscar Wilde re
putedly was unsympathetic when his wife described the travails of her youth:
"People who went back to their childhoods for their tragedies bored him" (Ell
mann, 1988, p. 235).

To date, the psychological literature has contained little analysis of the con
ditions that influence whether people use personal memories in the pursuit of
individual or social goals. In the present chapter, we describe some of our own
attempts to investigate this issue. Our ultimate aim is to determine when and
how people use their personal memories. A more immediate question, however,
is whether people even believe their own memories. Presumably, people would
not use their memories in the service of personal goals if they deem their recol
lections to be unreliable. Thus, we first consider the ways in which people eval...
uate the authenticity of their own and others' recollections. We then review our
own research on whether and when people refer to their past experiences.
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Assessing Authenticity

People's subjective beliefs about the accuracy of a memory are likely to be re
lated to their use of information contained in that memory. People may be more
attentive to retrospective accounts that seem trustworthy. This concern with
Validity raises an important psychological question: How do people evaluate the
accuracy of a personal memory--either their own or someone else's?

We suspect that typically people do not engage in extensive evaluation of
their own recall. Instead, they tend to accept their recollections uncritically. A
belief in the accuracy of many of one's own memories is almost certainly crucial
to mental well-being. People's sense of their identity, of who they are, is intri
cately bound to their personal memories.

Similarly, people generally believe what others tell them. A fundamental
assumption underlying social discourse is that speakers communicate the truth
(Grice, 1975); people who habitually question the veracity of others' statements
are labeled "paranoid." Dozens of published experiments in social psychology
journals provide compelling evidence that people tend to accept another's be...
havior and words at face value. Individuals are seen as acting consistently with
their own beliefs even when their responses are obviously constrained by exter
nal circumstances (Gilbert & Jones, 1986; Jones, 1979; L. Ross, 1977). For
example, a target who is required to make a speech praising Castro is evaluated
as being more favorable toward Castro than is a target who is required to make
an anti-Castro speech (Jones & Harris, 1967). In everyday life, movie actors are
seen as possessing character traits associated with their roles, and hence they are
concerned about typecasting. Also, advertisers and salespeople owe their suc
cess, in part, to their audiences' credulity. While shopping, people may accept
advice from a salesperson without appreciating fully that she or he may have an
Ulterior motive.

Studies of deception provide further evidence of people's gullibility. Even
research participants who are informed that a speaker may deceive them tend to
believe the speaker. Observers notice deception at only slightly better than
chance levels (DePaulo, Stone, & Lassiter, 1985; Fleming, Darley, Hilton, &
Kojetin, 1990; Krauss, 1981).

In studies of lie detection, observers are typically informed that a target may
be deceiving them, and then they are required to judge the veracity of the tar
get's utterances. In everyday life, a remernberer's audience would not normally
be poised to detect lies. People in social settings are often prepared to enjoy a
well-told story (M. Ross & Holmberg, 1990). They may willingly suspend dis..
belief, just as they do while viewing a fum or play.

Although individuals are trusting across a wide variety of social contexts,
there may be limits. The negative stereotype of used-car salesmen, for example,
probably induces wariness in even the most ingenuous consumer. It seems
reasonable to suppose that people are more trusting in some situations than in
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others, just as there are likely to be individual and culturaldifferences in credu
lousness.

Suppose individuals are motivated to assess the truth of a personal memory.
How might they do so? Although peopleoften lackobjective criteriafor judging
the validity of a personalmemory, this is not always the case. Dates, times, and
other details of people's stories can sometimes be verified. Moreoften,perhaps,
people can seek proxies for such objective criteria. For example, researchers
sometimes assess whether people's initial, relatively immediate representation
of an event (e.g., as recorded in a diary)corresponds witha subsequent recollec
tionof the episode (see Chapters 6-8 of this volume fordiary-based research). A
basic premise of this research is that recollections are accurate to the extent that
they agree with the initial representation. This interpretation is plausible, al
though not necessarily valid. For instance, two representations could reflect
different, but equallycompelling, depictions of reality(Mead, 1964). It is tempt
ing to suggest that private diaries written shortlyafter the target event are quite
accurate when the material being recorded is comparatively straightforward or
inferencefree (e.g., what the respondent ate for dinner as opposedto a descrip
tion of a maritaldispute), but we are not aware of data thatdirectly support this
contention,

Consensus constitutesa second proxy for objective reality. If people's recol
lections of an event agree, they and others tend to assume the validity of the
memories. The rule of consensus is oftenappliedin legalsettings to establish the
veracity of the accountsof various witnesses. Yet agreement is no guarantee of
truth. The history of science reveals that consensually accepted truths of today
are often overturned tomorrow. By the same token, disagreement is no proof of
falsity. Conflictingaccounts may both be "true" in the sense that each captures
the person's originalor current understanding ofevents.

Disagreement serves an importantpurpose, however. It prompts individuals
to evaluate, rather than simply to assume, the validity of memories. Although
each account may be perfectly plausibleon its own, the presence of a discrep
ancy leadspeople to adopt a more skeptical orientation toward the stories. Com
mon sense suggests that when two memories conflict, at leastone is likely to be
wrong. People's reactions to conflicting memories thus provide a context in
whichto examine the criteriathat individuals adopt in judgingaccuracy.

1:n the absenceof objectivestandards, whatcuesdo peopleusewhen disagree
ment motivates them to evaluate the accuracy of their own and others' memo
ries? Although previous investigators have not examined this question directly,
there are several pertinent theoretical and empirical analyses. In one relevant
line of work, Johnson and her colleagues examined how people distinguish
memories of actual episodes from memories of imagined events. Johnson and
Raye (1981) reasoned that because recollections of external events result from
perception, such memories should include more sensory detail and contextual
information than do memories of imaginary events. A rememberer can, there
fore, use the amountof sensory or contextual information in a memory as a basis
for inferring whether the recollection refers to an imagined or a real event. In
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addition, Johnson and Raye suggested that individuals may evaluate the reality
of a memory by considering whether it is consistent with their other knowledge.
For example, a memory of sliding into home plate at Yankee Stadium might be
attributed to fantasy if the rememberer cannot recall playing professional base
ball. Similarly, most normal adults would relegate to the realm of imagination a
memory of flapping their arms and flying over Toronto. Research by Johnson
and her colleagues, as well as others, has provided support for the Johnson and
Raye analysis (e.g., Bell & Loftus, 1989; Johnson, 1988; Johnson, Foley,
Suengas, & Raye, 1988; Johnson & Raye, 1981; Schooler, Gerhard & Loftus,
1986).

A number of other authors have considered the thought processes and stand
ards that people use to assess truth (e.g., Bruner, 1986; Spence, 1982). A form of
deliberation that Bruner has labeled "narrative thought" is particularly useful in
the current context. Possessing the qualities of a well-constructed story, high
Caliber narrative thought is (a) vivid and detailed rather than sketchy, (b) coher
ent in that the events are sequenced and connected in an intuitively plausible
manner, and (c) characterologically consistent, with characters' actions seeming
to stem from their personalities, intentions, and motives. A gripping story can be
narratively "true" even though the characters and events are fictional.

Bruner's (1986) analysis appears applicable to people's personal recollec
tions. Personal memories often take the form of extended narratives that include
a chronological recounting of events and the actions of various individuals.
FOllowing Bruner, we should expect people to judge their stories to be true to
the extent that the recalled narratives are vivid, detailed, coherent, and charac
terologically consistent. Together with the consensus rule, the various standards
discussed by Johnson and by Bruner serve as criteria by which individuals may
assess the validity of their memories.

Although we have focused on individuals' evaluations of their own memo
ries, people may use the truth criteria to assess the veracity of another's recol
lections. Consider the following accounts of a married couple's first encounter.
The husband's description of this episode was approximately as follows: "I was
sitting in __ airport waiting for my flight to be announced, when this lady
came into the room. She chose to sit beside me even though many other seats
Wereavailable. We talked, hit it off, and the rest is history." The wife's account
was identical in every aspect to her husband's, except for one. She recalled the
waiting room as being entirely full, except for the seat beside her future hus
band! Both spouses are aware of the discrepancy in their recall, and they have
discussed it on a number of occasions. Both firmly claim to believe their own
recollection.

When memories conflict, rememberers may scrutinize the alternative ac
counts, evaluating the degree to which each fulfills various truth criteria. Where
as rememberers may well suppose that they are impartial in their deliberations,
there is reason to suspect that they will typically favor their own accounts. Re
memberers have a major psychological stake in accepting the truthfulness of
their own recollections. Moreover, their subjective experience may serve to
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confirm this belief. In recalling an episode, a rememberer mayhave theexperi...
ence of hearing or seeing the event unfold once again. While reciting the first
encounter story, the husband may "see" the empty seats in the airport. His
spouse's denial of their existence cannot eliminate his sensory experience. On
the other hand, the husband does not have direct access to the vivid, sensory
experience that his wife possibly derives from her memory. As a resultof such
differential access,people may oftensuppose thattheirown memories are more
vividand containmoresensory information thandoesanother person's recallof
the sameevent.

Rememberers are also likely to view theirown accounts as morecompatible
with other truthcriteria. Neitherverbal account is likely to incorporate all of the
relevant features that the storyteller could provide, but rememberers can men
tally attach furtherdetails to their own accounts when considering the merits of
each version of the story. As a result, the rememberer's subjective experience is
that his or her own portrayal is more detailed. Moreover, the rememberer may
recall other memories involving parallel events and similaractions by the lead
ing characters. Rememberers would, then, find their own depiction to be con
gruentwith their additional memories. Rememberers are also likely to construct
a story in which the protagonists' actions are consistent with the rememberers'
current understanding of their attitudes and dispositions. Alternative portrayals
of the same episodemay seem less characterologically consistent to the remem...
berer. Finally, rememberers are likely to view theirown accounts as more co
herent, partly because they created the accounts and partly because they are
more familiar with these accounts. All of us who lecture or write have had the
experience of generating puzzlement when we offer what we consider to be
perfectly lucidexplanations. In sum,peoplemay tendto rate theirown personal
memories as more plausible than alternative versions because their own ac
countsseemto fulfill the various truth criteriamore adequately.

Rememberers may present their conflicting stories to an audience. What
criteria do audiences use to analyze the truthfulness of competing accounts?
Like rememberers, audiences find detailed and vividaccounts morecompelling
than pallid ones (Bell & Loftus, 1989). Unlike rememberers, audiences lack
direct access to the subjective experience of remembering. Although a remem
bererprivately experiences his or herown memories as more vivid, an audience
maydetectno difference in the vividness of the twoverbal accounts. Also, audi
ences may often know the protagonists in the storiesless well than do the re
memberers and, therefore, be less able to evaluate whether story characters'
actions are consistent withtheirdispositions.

Because audiences cannot base their validity judgments on the subjective
experience of remembering, they may use more explicit truth criteria, such as
the presence or absence of corroboration. Audiences should judge story ele
ments on which rememberers agree as highly accurate and should be skeptical
about conflicting details. Audiences may also consider whether the purported
events or the actions of the participants are consistent with the audiences' gen
eral knowledge, for example, theirnonnative expectations.
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Rememberers should be less dependent than audiences on these explicitcri
teria. Rememberers may often consider their coherent and vivid recall to be
factual rather than a story to be evaluated in terms of corroborating evidence or
nonnative expectations. Rememberers may interpret another person's confinna
tionof elements in the rememberer's storyas an incidental byproduct of the fact
that the storyaccurately depicts realityrather thanas primafacie evidence of the
accuracy of the recollection. By the same token, anotherperson's rejection of
elements in the rememberer's own account may be insufficient grounds for the
rememberer to deny the validity of hisor hercoherent and vividrecall.

Some of these ideas have been tested in a study conducted by James Karr
(1990) at the University of Waterloo for his Master's thesis. In this study, un
dergraduates wrote accounts of a personal incident for which their memory
Conflicted with somebody else's. They described both their own and the other
person's memory of the incident Participants were encouraged to provide as
much detail as possible and to be equally detailedin both accounts. Next, they
eValuated the historical accuracy of each line in both accounts on 7-pointLikert
SCales. In a final section of the questionnaire, they assessed the subjective qual
ityof their own andthe otherperson's recall.

The study also included a group of "observers." Each observer read tran
scripts of the memories that one participant had reported. Observers then as
sessedthe accuracy of each transcript statement and evaluated characteristics of
the twoaccountson the sameratingscalesusedby theparticipants.

Most of the participants were able to recall examples of conflicting memo
ries. Only 13% of those who were approached claimed to be unable to thinkof
such an instance. Almost all of the reported incidents involved memory for
everyday events.The example provided in Table4.1 is representative of the type
of conflicting memories reported by participants. As in theexample, participants
provided approximately the same amount of detail in each account. There was
Considerable variability in participants' reports of when the episode occurred:
The range was from less thana month to 26 yearsago, with a mean of 4.5 years.

Each statement in both accounts was codedby research assistants as "simi
lar," "conflicting," or "extraneous." A statementwas coded as similar if there
Was a corroborating statement in the otheraccount, conflicting if therewasa con
tradictory statement in the other account, and extraneous if therewas no related
statement in the other account. On average, 51% of the statements weresimilar,
40%dissimilar, and9% extraneous.

Participants' and observers' evaluations of the accuracy of the similar and
dissimilar statements revealed" that consensus is an important cue.Rememberers
and observers judged statements that were corroborated across accounts to be
more accuratedepictions of reality than were statements that werecontradicted
across accounts. Rememberers also exhibited a significant bias in favorof self,
butonly for dissimilar statements. Theyjudgedstatements in theirownaccounts
that conflicted with statements in the others' accounts to be reasonably accurate;
in contrast, rememberers deemed statements in the others' accounts that chal
lenged statements in their own accounts to be inaccurate. Observers exhibited
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TABLE 4.1. Example of Conflicting Memory Accounts

Own account:
I was 7 years old.
I woke up at 7:30 AM in preparation for school.
I put my winter outerwear on, i.e., hat, scarf, snowpants.
I walked with two of my friends.
No one was at school because it was a Professional Development day.
I returned home happily when I realized that school had been cancelled.

Other's account (sister):
My sister claims that I was 10 years old.
I woke up at 4:30 AM for school.
She saw me put my snowpants and winter clothes on.
I walked alone.
No one was at school because I was 3 hours early.
I returned home upset that she had set the alarm 3 hours ahead of time.

no systematic favoritism: They considered statements in the accounts of the
remembererand other to be equally valid.

A direct comparison of rememberers' and observers' ratings is revealing.
Both rememberers and observers evaluated statements that were corroborated
across accounts as highly accurate, with average ratings exceeding6 on a scale
where 7 represented completely accurate. On the other hand, rememberers and
observers deviated in their ratings of conflicting statements. Rememberers rated
their own conflicting statements as more accurate, and the others' conflicting
statements as less accurate, than did observers. The data imply that observers
used the consensus rule even-handedly, whereas rememberers seemed to ascribe
more importance to corroboration in judging the validityof the others' conflict
ing statements than in judging theirown.

Consistent with our theoretical analysis, rememberers also judged their own
memories of the events to be more vivid, narratively coherent, and character
ologicallyconsistent than the others' memories. Participants could have reported
that their own memories were highly vivid and correct, while the other people's
memories were equally vivid but wrong. Instead, they seemed to deny the phe
nomenological reality of the others' experience. In contrast, observers noted no
difference in the perceived clarity, coherence,and characterological consistency
of the conflicting memories. Apparently, the rememberers' sense of a qualitative
difference in recall was not communicated in the written record.

Karr's (1990) study provides evidence that people assert the accuracyof their
own personal memories. This finding has important methodological and theo
retical implications. First, let us briefly consider methodological implications.
Social scientists are often interested in obtainingvalid retrospective reports from
their respondents. Research surveysand interviews impose strong demands for
accuracy on rememberers. This accuracy goal may well reduce respondents'
tendencies to self-present or engage in deliberate falsehood. However, self-
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presentation and revision of the past need not be intentional. Individuals' recall
may be biased by their present feelings, beliefs, and self-perceptions (M. Ross,
1989). The individual who currently views himself as in the pink of health, for
example, may underestimate the extent to which he has experienced various
maladies. Similarly, the individual who views herself as highly cultured may
inflate the number of times that she has attended the ballet or theater; such
cultural experiences playa major and exaggerated role in her view of herself.

Respondents would not necessarily either intend or recognize their alterations
to history. They simply report tales consistent with their self-concepts and vari
ous psychological goals. This altered past is presented to the researcher as
"truth." For the rememberer, it may well constitute a form of truth, but it is not
the type of historical accuracy that the researcher has in mind.

As we have already noted, researchers are often prompted to offer an opera
tional definition of accuracy, such as the degree of correspondence between
respondents' diary records and subsequent recollections. The validity of these
operational definitions is typically not evaluated. Another possible approach
would involve asking rememberers themselves to evaluate the accuracy of their
memories. The researcher would then only treat seriously those recollections in
which rememberers expressed a high degree of certainty. Although some prev
ious research suggests that people's confidence in their memories is at least
moderately predictive of accuracy (Brigham, 1988; Tulving & Thompson,
1971), the results of Karr's (1990) study are troubling in this regard. Respond
ents assumed that their own recall was quite accurate, even when it conflicted
with another person's. Karr had no direct means of proving them wrong; how
ever, it seems likely that respondents' accounts of the episode were not as histori
cally accurate as they appeared to suppose. Karr's respondents claimed vivid
recall, but research on flashbulb memory (Neisser, 1982b) and eyewitness testi
mony (Wells & Loftus, 1984) reveals that it can be an error to equate detailed
and vivid memory with accuracy. A recent longitudinal study of flashbulb mem
ory provides evidence that rememberers can be very confident of the accuracy of
their recall, report extremely vivid memories, and yet contradict their earlier
descriptions of the target episode (Harsch & Neisser, 1989).

The various truth criteria that people may use in their everyday lives to eval
uate the credibility of recollections also offer no assurance of success. Research
ers have identified qualitative differences between people's descriptions of accu
rate memories and inaccurate memories, with accurate recall including more
sensory detail and contextual information (Schooler et al., 1986; Schooler,
Clark, & Loftus, 1988). The distinctions are subtle, however, and observers'
ability to discriminate between the two kinds of descriptions is typically only
slightly better than chance. Telling observers exactly which cues to attend to
improves their accuracy somewhat, but their overall classification performance
remains unimpressive (Schooler et al., 1986). By invoking various truth criteria,
individuals may become suspicious of some accounts or may believe others, but
the criteria will rarely provide them with a definitive basis for accepting or
rejecting people's stories of their pasts.
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Research on assessing the authenticity of personal stories seems to offer no
simple panacea for the accuracy problem. If anything, it emphasizes both the
magnitude and the importance of the problem. We believe that it is incumbent
on researchers concerned with historical accuracy to verify their respondents'
recollections. Such validation may necessitate the use of prospective studiesand
direct behavioral observation. These are often time-consuming and costly pro
cedures, but the alternative is even more disconcerting. We cannot hope to build
a science of human behavioron data that mayberife with biasand error.

Finally, consider the implication of Karr's (1990) data for a functional anal
ysis of memory. People apparently have considerable faith in the accuracy of
their own recollections. Consequently, if individuals fail to use their past exper
ience in the pursuit of social and personal goals, it is probably not because they
lack confidence in their recall. We now tum to the second major focus of this
chapter, an examinationof some of the conditionsthat promptpeople to studyor
to ignore their pasts.

The Effect of Performance Level on Whether
People Dwell on Past Activities

As a first approach to the issue of the relationship betweenpeople's perform
ance level on past activities and whether they think about those activities,con
sider the effects of winning or losing a competitive game on spontaneous recall
of the game. Which outcome is likely to prompt you subsequently to think more
about the game? Remembering a win could serve to make you feel good about
yourself; dwelling on a loss could promote discontent. Thus you mightbe more
inclined to recollect the details of a successful experience. On the other hand,
pondering the particulars of a loss might help you to understand the basis of
your failure and ann you against its future recurrence. There is reason to argue
either way; moreover, a variety of personal (e.g., self-esteem, depression) and
situational variables may well influence whetherpeople dwell moreon a failure
or a success.

In a recent study conducted for a honorsthesis at the University of Waterloo,
Bonnie Turner (1991) examined the impact of one potentially important situa
tional variable. Participants who had either wonor lost a competitivegame were
led to believe either that they would shortly play the same game again or that
they would playa different game. They were then left alone in a room for sev
eral minutes and asked to speak aloud into a tape recorder any thoughts that
went through their heads. On listening to the tapes, Turner discovered that parti
cipants discussed many different topics, including the painton the ceiling of the
room, the weather, their university courses, and their love lives. Almost all of
them also discussed the game that they had just played. Turner recorded the
amount of time that participants spent talking about their experiences in the
game. When they anticipated playing a different game in the immediate future,
winning or losing did not affect the amount of time that participants spent talk-
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iog about the game. In contrast, when participants expected to play the same
game again, losers dwelled on the game for a significantly longer time than did
winners. Apparently, losers were more likely than winners to think about the
game only when such thoughts could be of benefit in the immediate future.
Confident of their prowess, winners may have felt little need to mine their past
experience even when they anticipated playing the game again.

Turner's experiment suggests that people can choose to use or to ignore the
Pasl Note, however, that Turner's participants had suffered only a minor failure
or victory. Powerful negative past experiences are banished less readily from
people's thoughts (Silver, Boon, & Stones, 1983). In addition, we next consider
a series of studies on prediction that indicate that people's use of the past is
sometimes less felicitous than Turner's results would seem to suggest.

Do People Use Past Experience as a Basis for
Predicting Their Own Future Behavior?

Our research on prediction addressed two related questions that have surely
puzzled most of us. Why do we frequently seem to underestimate how long it
will take to complete a task? Why don't we learn from past experience and ad
just our estimates accordingly? To answer these questions, we explored the
relations among people's predictions of when they will finish tasks, their actual
completion times, and their reports of relevant past experiences.

We began by assessing people's ability to predict when they would complete
various activities. For example, we asked fourth-year psychology students when
they realistically expected to finish their partially completed honors theses. The
students' predictions were overly optimistic, as revealed by objective records of
When the theses were actually finished. Only 30% finished their theses by the
date that they had expected to. On average, students took 55 days to complete
their theses, 22 days longer than they had anticipated. In subsequent research,
we examined students' ability to predict when they would finish everyday tasks
around their homes, as well as school assignments. On average, respondents
took almost twice as long as they had predicted, even though they exhibited
Considerable confidence in their predictions.

After documenting the robustness of this optimistic bias, we explored the
Psychological processes underlying people's predictions. In particular, we ex
amined whether people used. their memories of past experiences in formulating
their task completion estimates. As a first step, we surveyed university students
about their past experiences in finishing tasks. The respondents were instructed
to recall occasions when, prior to completing an assignment or task, they had
tried to estimate when they would finish. They reported that the majority of
these tasks were actually completed after they had anticipated (M =68%) rather
than by the time that they had anticipated.

Although the survey data were consistent with our earlier findings, we cannot
detennine whether respondents' memories were veridical. Global, retrospective
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frequency estimates of this kind are subject to anumber of distortions and
biases. These frequency estimates are nonetheless psychologically important:
They reflect people's beliefs about their past performance. Presumably, people's
subjective representation of their past, rather than the past itself, can potentially
be used to inform their predictions.

The survey data also reveal an apparent paradox. When asked explicitly
about their past performances, people acknowledge that they often finish tasks
later than they anticipate. Yet, respondents in our prediction experiments were
confident of the accuracy of their overly optimistic predictions. We inferred that
respondents in our prediction studies exuded confidence because they failed to
take into account their past experiences. When people make predictions, they
may focus on the future rather than on the past. To test this hypothesis, we con
ducted a study that included a think-aloud procedure. While predicting when
they would finish an upcoming project, respondents were instructed to say aloud
every thought or idea that came into their minds. Research assistants coded
typed transcripts of these verbalizations for whether each statement reflected a
focus on the future or the past. Consistent with our hypothesis, the majority of
respondents' thoughts were directed toward the future (M= 74%). For the most
part, respondents optimistically planned how and when they would complete the
target activity. Only about 7% of their thoughts about the future involved a con
sideration of possible problems or impediments. Moreover, just 7% of their total
thoughts were devoted to past successes or failures. These data suggest, then,
that people rarely refer to their past experiences when generating their task com
pletion estimates.

People's failure to make use of the past could reflect a number of related
processes. Conceivably, most people totally ignore their past experiences when
generating time estimates. By its very nature, prediction elicits a focus on the
future rather than on the past. An inclination to think ahead may tend to preclude
other types of thought, in particular thoughts about the past.

On the other hand, people's apparent failure to invoke their past experiences
need not always result from complete neglect. People might sometimes consider
their past experiences but fail to incorporate this information into their predic
tions. The connection between past experiences and a specific prediction task is
not. straightforward. The person must select an appropriate comparison, a past
experience or class of experiences similar in relevant respects to the activity at
hand. Often it will be difficult to identify a relevant class of past experiences;
the various instances seem so different from each other that they cannot becom
pared meaningfully (Kahneman & Tversky, 1982). Adults have completed thou
sands of projects: Which ones provide a relevant standard for comparison? On
what dimensions should relevance be determined? For instance, should people
assess similarity on the basis of task content (e.g., English assignments) or on
the basis of life circumstances (e.g., how busy they are)? Even if people were
inclined to use their pasts, they might encounter difficulties in abstracting rele
vant information.

Along with the ambiguity inherent in identifying a class of relevant past ex-
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periences, people might actively process information about the past in a way that
diminishes its relevance to the future. The meaning of a prior behavior depends
largely on an individual's explanation of why it occurred (Heider, 1958; Jones &
Davis, 1965; Kelley, 1967, 1973; M. Ross & Fletcher, 1985). Certain types of
attributions will have the effect of linking a past event to present and future
events; other kinds of attributions will serve to isolate the past from the present
and future. A past episode will seem generally diagnostic to the extent that it is
attributed to a cause that could be present across a variety of situations (global
attribution) rather than a cause tied directly to a specific instance (specific attri
bution). Similarly, an experience will seem more diagnostic if it is seen to be
caused by stable factors as opposed to unstable or transient factors. Clearly, if
people tend to see past events as resulting from specific and unstable causes,
they will be less likely to use those experiences to inform their present judg
ments.

We have examined people's attributions for their past experiences in several
studies. For example, we asked university students to recall an occasion when
they had failed to complete a task by the time that they had originally anticipated
and then to recall a similar prediction failure experienced by a roommate or a
close friend. Respondents were asked to explain why each of the two tasks was
not finished by the expected time. Respondents' open-ended responses were
coded by research assistants, who rated the stability and globality of respond
ents' attributions.

Respondents tended to attribute impediments to meeting their own predic
tions to transitory and specific causes. The reasons that respondents reported for
their own lateness were rated as significantly less stable and less global than the
reasons that they provided for similar tardiness by close acquaintances. People
interpret their lateness in a manner that makes it seem relatively unique and
unlikely to recur, an assessment that might well lead individuals to discount past
experiences when making judgments and predictions.

We have thus identified one mechanism that could contribute to people's
failure to incorporate their memories of their past experiences into their task
completion estimates. People judge each past impediment to task completion as
relatively exceptional and unlikely to repeat itself (e.g., their personal computer
blew up while they were typing their English essay, or they encountered a fam
ilyemergency). They may well be correct in this judgment of uniqueness. What
people seem insensitive to, however, is the sheer number of problems that could
possibly arise. There exists a vast, perhaps infinite, number of potential impedi
ments. Although most of these impediments have a relatively low probability of
OCcurrence, the probabilities are additive. The likelihood that some unexpected
problem will arise is actually quite high. This is one lesson that people appar
ently fail to derive from their own past experiences.

The tendency to discount the relevance of past experiences while making
predictions is not limited to task completion estimates. For example, we have all
watched individuals careen from one disastrous romance to another, seemingly
not learning from their past relationships. Canadian divorce statistics tend to
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support this impression: The likelihood of divorce is greater in second than in
first marriages (McKie, Prentice, & Reed, 1983). A readiness to discount the
past probably extends beyond personal experiences to the prior fortunesof oth
ers. People may often have little difficulty disavowing the relevance of others'
experiences to their own situation. Suchdenial has been documentedin a variety
of historical contexts. For instance, LyndonJohnson and his advisorsconsidered
the French experience in Vietnam to be largely irrelevant to predictinghow the
United States would fare: It was richer, more powerful, more united, and not in
the habit of losing wars (Neustadt & May, 1986). Similarly, in 1914 the Euro
peans distinguished their conflict from previous wars. They detached the past
from the present, apparently believing, among other things, that war had become
too expensive to last long (Neustadt & May, 1986).

People's failures to incorporate information from either their own or others'
past experiences into their predictions may seem at odds with our earlier propo
sition that people use the past to achieve current goals. In our studies, partici
pants apparently neglected information from their pasts that could have helped
them to achieve their goal of generating an accurate prediction.People's failure
to use history could serve other objectives, however. It could help people to
maintain a positive self-image and a sense of personal control (C. R. Snyder &
Higgins, 1988;Taylor & Brown, 1988).

Consider the issue of control. People in our culture are socialized to believe
that they ought to command their own destinies. A prescription that links the
past to the future implies that the future is foreordained. To assert their sense of
control, individuals can neglect the past or deny its implications. By disclaiming
the relevance of history, individuals can maintain the belief that they control
their futures, that they have the power to achieve desiredoutcomes.

People are probably most inclined to deny the relevanceof history when they
dislike its apparent implications (for example, that a project will take longer than
hoped). On the other hand, individuals may pay greater attention to interpreta
tions of the past that suit their present purposes. Victoryin Vietnamwas consist
ent with the strategicobjectives of the UnitedStates in Asia. For this reason, per
haps, Johnson and his advisors chose to focus on the differences and to ignore
the parallels between the French and American incursions into Vietnam (Neu
stadt & May, 1986). Similarly, according to various newspaperreports, Saddam
Hussein's understanding of the Vietnam War led him to believe that Iraq might
prevail against the much stronger forces of the United States and its allies in the
Persian Gulf war of 1991.

We have conducted a preliminary test of the notion that people are more
inclined to deny the relevance of past experiences that have negativerather than
positive implications. In one of our studies, participantswere first asked to pre
dict when they would finish an assignment and subsequently to explain why
they finished it before or after their estimates. The participants themselves then
assessed the stabilityand globality of the reasons that they reported.Participants
reported significantly less stable and less global reasons for finishing late than
for finishing early. This pattern of attributions is consistent with the view that
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individuals are inclined to "make excuses" for negative past experiences (C. R.
Snyder & Higgins, 1988), a tendency that could result in subsequent inatten
tiveness to those events.

Summary and Conclusions

People are likely to use their personal histories in the service of decisions or
predictions only if they are reasonably confident of the accuracy of their memo
ries. We have presented research that suggests that this initial prerequisite is
typically fulfilled. Individuals appear confident of the authenticity of their own
recollections, expressing considerable certainty in their memory of a past event
even when others recall the same occasion quite differently.

Our research also suggests that although people's confidence in their memo
ries is probably a necessary condition, a number of additional conditions deter
mine whether they will actually invoke their memories. For instance, people's
tendency to recall their performance on a competitive game depended on two
factors: their degree of success and whether they expected to play the game
again. Our prediction studies indicated that people may fail to attend to the past
even when a focus on past experience could facilitate their current judgments. If
individuals would incorporate their memories of past performances into their
task completion estimates, they would generate more conservative and hence
more realistic predictions. Our research indicated, however, that people rarely
Consider past experiences when predicting how long their current tasks and
activities will take to complete. Instead, they appear to dwell primarily on the
future, optimistically planning how and when they will complete the task under
consideration. We suggested that people's neglect of the past may be motivated,
in part, by a concern for personal control, and we reported preliminary findings
consistent with this position. We described, however, a number of additional
Conbibuting factors. Most importantly perhaps, we reasoned that it is often dif
ficult for people to know a priori exactly which aspects of past experience they
should attend to. For example, perhaps it is only obvious with hindsight that
JOhnson and his advisors should have taken the French experience in Vietnam
more seriously.

Previous research on memory has focused almost exclusively on the causes
of accurate and inaccurate recall. In contrast, we have considered the role of the
past in people's social and personal lives by exploring some of the conditions
that determine whether, when, and how people make use of their personal recol
lections. Such research has the potential to enhance our understanding of judg
ment and decision making, as well as of the reciprocal relation between memory
and social and self-perception.
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5
Affect and Memory in
Retrospective Reports

Mahzarin R. Banajiand Curtis Hardin

Retrospective reports have long served as the warhorses of experimental and
nonexperimentaI psychologists, although in both classic and contemporary dis
cussions of method, the validity of retrospective reports to understand human
thought has been questioned (Ericsson & Simon, 1980; James, 1890/1950; Nis
bett & Wilson, 1977). Psychological data are often obtained as verbal reports
from subjects about an event that occurred in their past, for example, "Whom
did you vote for in the last election?" or "How friendly is the person described
earlier in the experiment?" Implicit in the research enterprise that characterizes
Contemporary psychology is the assumption that retrospective reports are inform
ative about mental processes and the actions that they guide. Verbal, retrospec
tive self-reports have served as the tool to understanding human values, beliefs,
attitudes, attributions, emotions, perceptions, thought, memory, personality,
motives, and goals and as indicators of past and future behavior. As such, retro
spective report data have defined the central epistemological questions about
psychological knowledge: What can the subject know about the past? How can
the subject reportabout it?

Investigators whose primary sources of data are questionnaires or surveys
have been most cognizant of problems concerning the veracity of the responses
produced by their subjects. Recently, systematic investigations have begun to
identify the properties of cognitive functioning that not only influence the judg
ments that psychologists require of their subjects but also demonstrate the mu
tual practical and intellectual goals of survey methodologists and experimental
psychologists interested in the accuracy of retrospective reports (Hippler,
Schwarz, & Sudman, 1987; Jabine, Straf, Tanur, & Tourangeau, 1984; Loftus,
Fienberg, & Tanur, 1985; Schwarz, 1990a; Tanur, 1992; Tourangeau & Rasin
ski, 1988). A consequence of this collaboration has been the application of in
formation-processing theory to the study of survey research (Hastie, 1987;
Ostrom, 1987), which has provided a framework for posing testable research
questions about the processes that produce retrospective reports. Such research
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efforts have proved invaluable, and undoubtedly the accumulation of empirical
findings will continue to benefit the development of theory about the retrospec
tive report process.

Of the various stages of the information-processing sequence involved in the
production of a retrospective report, memory mechanisms have received the
most attention (Blair & Burton, 1987; Loftus, Smith, Johnson, & Fiedler, 1988;
M. Ross, 1989; Strube, 1987). Factors influencing memory for past events that
are examined concern characteristics of the subject (e.g., retrieval strategies,
physiological arousal), stimulus (e.g., meaningfulness, frequency, imagery), or
situation (e.g., time delay, the source of the stimulus). The role of such factors in
the accuracy of retrospective reports of the kind that occur in the course of every
day life has grown as a focus of interest.

Quite recently, an interest in the affective factors that influence retrospective
reports of the sort collected in surveys has also emerged (Salovey, Sieber, Jobe,
& Willis, chap. 6, and Clark, Collins, & Henry, chap. 18, this volume; Ottati,
Riggle, Wyer, Schwarz, & Kuklinski, 1989). In this chapter, we present experi
mental research on the influence of affect on memory, particularly as it pertains
to the collection of retrospective reports. Several investigations have demon
strated that affective states, affective judgments, and the affective properties of
the stimulus can influence the way in which information is learned and remem
bered.. Although mainstream coverage of the study of memory largely continues
to ignore the role of affect (but see Baddeley, 1990), the research presented here
represents a thriving interest among some social and cognitive psychologists
who have identified a variety of influences of affect on memory. Conceptions of
affect vary as a function of the location of affect (e..g., as a mental or physiolog
ical state or a feature of the stimulus) and also the investigators' theoretical and
methodological goals, but each approach contributes to an understanding of the
affect-memory relationship as well as to the larger question of the processes
underlying retrospective reports.

We identify three approaches to the study of affect and memory. Separate
reviews of each literature exist, and it is not our intention to provide an exhaus
tive review of any of these literatures (Blaney, 1986; M.. S.. Clark, Milberg, &
Erber, 1988; Rapaport, 1942/1971; Revelle & Loftus, 1990; Zajonc, 1980). In
stead, by treating these traditionally separate investigations concurrently, it is
possible to observe the contribution of each approach in relation to others in
understanding the larger question of the role of affect and memory in retrospec
tive reports. We focus in particular on an aspect of the affect-memory relation
ship that can be traced to the earliest experimental research in psychology: What
are the influences of the affective properties of an experience on memory for
that experience? Do we remember pleasant events with greater facility than we
do unpleasant events, or are events associated with greater affective intensity,
both pleasant and unpleasant, remembered better? We discuss data that address
this longstanding and controversial question in psychology, focusing on two vari
ables that characterize the affective experience, its valence and its intensity. Fin
ally, we speculate about the role of affect on explicit and implicit measures of
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past events based on our current knowledge of demonstrable affect-memory
fmdings.

Experimental Approaches to Investigating
the Affect-Memory Relationship

We recognize three ways in which the variable"affect" has been conceptualized
and operationalized in contemporary experimentalexaminations of the affect
memoryrelationship: affect as mood state, affectas arousal state, and affect as
evaluation. Both the mood and arousal approaches locate affect as an ambient
slate within the individual, although the former has focused on valence and the
latteron the intensityof the mood state. Some research on evaluation has viewed
affect as a feature of the judgment task (e.g., How much do you like this stim
Ulus?), allowing a comparison of the sensitivity of affectiveand cognitivejudg
ments to events that have occurred in the past. More typically, research on
evaluation has viewed affect as a property of the stimulus event, that is, most
Commonly as a property of the verbal information for which memory or its con
text is tested.

Affect as Mood State

The mid-1970s witnessed a large-scale effort to investigate the effects of mild
POsitive and negative moods on memory. In fact, the mood-memory approachto
understanding the influence of affect and memoryhas been so dominantthat the
tenn "affect" is often used synonymously with "mood." The experimental strat
egy has involved manipulating mood statesat encoding and retrievaland testing
memory for material that is evaluativelycongruent, incongruent, or neutral rela
tive to the mood state. This basic procedurehas allowedinvestigators to test four
kindsof effects: (a) effects of mood stateson learning, (b) effectsof mood states
on retrieval, (c) effects of the match between mood states at learning and re
trieval, and (d) effects of the match between moodand materialvalence. In the
large body of research that has accumulated, there is some evidence to support
each of these postulated relationships between mood and memory(for reviews,
see Blaney, 1986; Bower, 1981; Isen, 1984; Singer & Salovey, 1988), although
some effects have proved unreliable and others are known to occur only under
limitedconditions (Blaney, 1986;Bower& Mayer, 1985).

Two distinct responses to the mixed findings on the influence of mood on
memory have emerged, both of which appearquite promising. One approachhas
capitalized on implicit memory measures to study the mood-memory question.
Implicit memory refers to memory effectsobtained on tests that do not require
the subject to refer to the earlier learningepisode(Schacter, 1987). For example,
fOllowing initial exposure to stimuli (e.g., words), subjectsare asked to perform
a task on an apparently unrelatedset of stimuli, whichcontains,perhapsin modi
fied form, both previously seen (old) and new items.Facilitationor inhibition on
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old items compared with new items on tasks such as perceptual identification,
word-fragment completion, free association, and evaluative judgments are inter
preted as evidence for implicit memory. The surprising result obtained in several
programs of research is that implicit tests reveal effects of prior exposure in the
absence of the subject's ability to recall or recognize those items (Richardson
Klaven & Bjork, 1988; Roediger, 1990).

Preliminary research by Tobias, Kihlstrom, and Schaeter (1992) compared
explicit and implicit measures of memory for material leamed and retrieved
under varying mood conditions. They found that mood did not influence mem
ory as measured by traditional free and cued recall. However, when subjects
were asked to write down the first words that came to mind (under the guise that
words had been presented subliminally during mood induction), results revealed
the influence of mood on memory. Specifically, better memory for mood
congruent words was found when mood was matched at learning and retrieval
compared with unmatched conditions. Thus, although mood did not affect ex
plicit memory, it did produce mood-dependent effects on the implicit measures
for mood-congruent words. These findings represent the first attempt to identify
mood effects on implicit memory measures, and if these results survive further
empirical scrutiny, they will demonstrate that mood can influence memory when
subjects do not explicitly remember the learning episode.

The second approach, which has received much empirical support, is offered
by Schwarz and his colleagues (Schwarz, 1990b; Schwarz & Clore, 1988). They
found that a global mood state influences judgments about seemingly unrelated
events. For example, subjects unknowingly misattribute the effects of rainy
weather to the quality of their life; that is, they rate the quality of their life as
being worse when questioned during rainy weather. For bad moods caused by
rainy weather, this misattribution effect is eliminated if subjects rate the weather
before performing the quality-of-life judgment. The theoretical interpretation of
these findings hinges on the informational value of mood; that is, mood at the
time of judgment may be mistakenly used as a cue unless it is obvious that the
source of the mood is irrelevant to the task at hand.

This analysis is similar to recent demonstrations by Jacoby and his colleagues
(Jacoby & Kelley, 1987; Jacoby, Kelley, & Dywan, 1989) of unconscious influ
ences of the past on memory. They have shown that there are strong mis
attribution effects on judgment, caused by perceptual familiarity from previous
exposure, in the absence of episodic memory for the stimulus. For example,
subjects exposed to the names of nonfamous people were later presented these
names and new nonfamous names, as well as the names of famous people. In a
task that required them to identify the names of famous people, subjects were
more likely to falsely judge old non famous names as famous compared with
new nonfamous names. This increased false alarm rate for familiar nonfamous
names occurred only when the subject no longer retained explicit memory for
the name but nevertheless retained some degree of perceptual fluency with the
name. In other words, familiarity with the nonfamous names was misattributed
to fame. Just as Schwarz (1990b) demonstrated the effects of feelings-as-
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information biases in judgment, Jacoby and his colleagues have documented
how the quality of memory acts as a source of information that leads to mis
attribution biases in judgment. The relevance of this line of research for retro
spective reports is that mood at the time of retrieval may affect judgments that
are causally unrelated to the mood. Further, because mood effects on judgment
OCcur in the absence of evidence of explicit mood-congruent memory, these
findings add to the small literature demonstrating, under some conditions, the
independence of explicit memory and judgment.

Although the approaches of Tobias et al. (1992) and Schwarz (1990b) are
quite distinct in purpose and design, they are similar in what they reveal about
the role of consciousness in judgment. In the research on mood-implicit mem
ory, subjects were not asked to refer to the learning episode but rather to gen
erate the first word that came to mind. Likewise, subjects in the research on
mOOd as information were deliberately not asked to attend to the mood present
at the time of judgment. In both cases, effects of mood on memory or judgment
Were obtained when subjects did not or could not make the correct attributions
for a particular psychological experience (e.g., a physiological state, a memory,
a mood). Such implicit effects are gaining increased attention in the study of
social behavior, where misattribution effects in memory (e.g., due to familiarity
through exposure) or affect (e.g., due to the informational value of mood va
lence) may exert more pervasive effects on social memory and judgment than
preViously recognized (see Brody, 1987).

To investigators interested in the validity of retrospective reports, unambig
uous findings of mood effects on memory could prove very useful. If what can
be remembered through an explicit attempt to recall a past event is a function of
the mood state at learning and/or retrieval, or the match between mood and
material valence, then these variables would be implicated in predictions of the
direction and strength of retrospective reports obtained in contexts with known
affective properties. Although an understanding of mood and memory will be
necessary for a complete understanding of the various influences on retrospec
tive reports, at the present time the empirical uncertainty of several mood and
explicit memory effects does not allow clear predictions.

Findings reported by Schwarz (1990b) and the preliminary results of Tobias
et ale (1992), on the other hand, suggest an alternative to the current emphasis on
retrospective reports that require the subject to refer to a prior target episode. It
is possible that implicit measures (including preference judgments of the kind
obtained by Zajonc, 1980) are more sensitive to past events and may occur reli
ably even in the absence of an explicit retrospective report of the event. As
observed in Banaji and Greenwald (1991) about the measurement of stereotypes
and attitudes, more reliable effects may be obtained when the feature of the
stimulus driving the attitude is not the direct focus of judgment. Implicit meas
ures of past events, as a particular form of indirect measures, may be particularly
Useful if social-desirability concerns are likely to compromise accuracy in self
reports (Dovidio & Fazio, 1992) or if subjects are unaware of internal or exter
nal influences on their thoughts, emotions, and behavior.
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Affect as Arousal State

As an alternative strategy to examining the influence of valenced mood state on
memory, some investigators have viewed affect as the intensity dimension of an
arousal state. In some studies, the arousal is generated by a verbal or pictorial
stimulus or stimulus context (e.g., neutral words presented in the presence of
arousing words or an arousing film), through an ambient arousal manipulation
(e.g., white noise), or by physically involving the subject (e.g., exercise). In
some studies, the primary interest is in a feature of the test situation, such as the
time delay between learning and test, whereas in others the interest is in the
effects of arousal-state-dependent memory. In research on arousal, measures of
memory have exclusively been explicit tests, and the stimuli have typically
consisted of affectively neutral items.

Research on arousal and memory gained attention as a result of an intriguing
result reported by Kleinsmith and Kaplan (1963, 1964). They found that affect
ively neutral items (e.g., digits, nonsense syllables) linked to affectively neutral
control words in a paired-associate task showed the expected forgetting curve
when recall for the items was measured at various time delays, ranging from 2
minutes to a week. However, items linked to high-arousal words (measured by
an ipsative analysis of each subject's galvanic skin responses) showed poorer
retention on an immediate test compared with items associated with neutral
words. After a delay, however, items linked with high-arousal words showed
better retention compared with the neutral condition. More surprisingly, items
associated with high-arousal words were better remembered after a delay than
immediately. Both findings are of interest. Why is performance in the arousal
condition poorer than (a) the control condition after a short delay and (b) the
delayed recall condition?

The explanation offered for the interaction hinges on the notion of differential
rates of consolidation for material learned under conditions of high and low
arousal. This interpretation, offered by Kleinsmith and Kaplan (1963), assumes
that the greater the "consolidation of the neural trace," the better the resulting
memory; and while consolidation is ongoing, retrieval of that information is
inhibited. Items linked to high-arousal material benefit from the higher "rever
bezation'' of such items, which ultimately leads to their superior consolidation as
supported by the results at delay. However, if retrieval is attempted while con
solidation is ongoing, the consolidation process interferes with successful re
trieval. Although no satisfactory evidence for this hypothesis itself exists, and
the hypermnesia in the high-arousal condition is not always obtained, there is
considerable evidence from a wide variety of procedures and materials that
supports the interaction of arousal and time delay on memory (cf. Baddeley,
1990; Eysenck, 1982; Revelle & Loftus, 1990).

More recently, some investigators have become interested in whether arousal
produces state-dependent memory effects (M. S. Clark, 1982; M. S. Clark,
Milberg, & Erber, 1984; M. S. Clark, Milberg, & Ross, 1983). Manipulating
arousal at learning and at retrieval (e.g., through physical exercise or sexually
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explicit films), Clark and her colleagues found consistent support for arousal
state-dependent memory. Material learned in an autonomically aroused state was
recalled better when subjects were also aroused at retrieval; likewise, material
learned in a nonaroused state was recalled better when subjects were nonaroused
at retrieval. These findings suggest that the relative fragility of mood
state-dependent memory effects (see Bower & Mayer, 1985) may bea function
of the fragility of mood valence but not of mood intensity. Recently, E. Eich and
Metcalfe (1989) reported limited support for this hypothesis. In their experi
ments, the valence of the mood alone produced state-dependent effects on mem
ory for internally generated events, although the largest discrepancies in both
mood and arousal between learning and retrieval events resulted in the poorest
recall, suggesting that arousal may be a factor is obtaining the strongest state
dependent effects of affect on memory.

In addition to showing the effects of arousal on memory, Clark and her col
leagues have demonstrated that arousal biases perceptions of the emotions of
others and other social judgments (see M. S. Clark et al., 1988). This suggests
that arousal is a theoretically important variable, too often ignored in research on
affect and memory. In particular, Clark et al.' s (1988) research suggests that
biased retrospective reports can be expected when obtained under naturally
occurring conditions of heightened or depressed states of affective arousal pro
dUcedthrough mood states, drug or alcohol states, psychological depression, or
situational factors such as accidents or examinations. The more robust fmdings
of arousal compared with mood-valence effects on memory are especially strik...
ing when arousal...state-dependent memory effects are obtained with quite dis
tinct manipulations of arousal at learning and retrieval-for example, exercise
and sexually explicit films (M. S. Clark et al., 1983).

For retrospective reports, the finding that memory is enhanced for neutral
material associated with arousal-producing information is relevant. The consoli
dation slope for arousing material (compared with neutral material) is lower, but
the asymptotic value is higher. Thus, material associated with arousal...
producing information should be remembered better over time and could poten
tially influence judgments if the judgment requires explicit memory for the criti
cal information. The finding of an interaction between arousal and time delay
has serious implications for retrospective reports of arousing experiences-for
example, those that may constitute eyewitness testimony in a courtroom.

Affect as Evaluation

The preceding discussion indicates that investigations of affect and memory
have often operationalized affect as a mood or arousal state in which material is
learned and retrieved. Affect takes the form of mood valence or arousal intensity
at learning and retrieval, or the match in stimuli and mood valence. This con
ceptualization of affect, however, represents a relatively recent approach to
investigating affect. Historically, the construct "affect" has referred to a property
of the information to be remembered and, occasionally, as a property of the
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judgment task. Social informationis distinctlyevaluative in quality. As Osgood,
Suci, and Tannenbaum (1957) pointed out, the evaluative component of infor
mation accounts for one-half to three-quarters of thevariance in extractedmean
ing. Judging from the nature of the stimuli and dependentvariable measures, the
evaluative dimension of information is inherent in the fabric of social
psychological phenomena: self and person perception, attributional processes,
stereotypes, intergroup perception, and, most obviously, attitudes. The evalua
tive properties of social knowledge distinguish social-psychological phenomena,
although little research has expressly tested the effects of evaluative items on
memory. Evidence for the influence of affect as evaluation on memory may be
discussed in two parts. First, thereare demonstrations of the sensitivityof affect
ive over cognitive judgments as indicators of past events. Second, there are
demonstrations of theeffects of information valenceand intensityon memory.l

The SensitivityofAffectiveJudgments

Zajonc and his colleagues (Kunst-Wilson & Zajonc, 1980; Moreland& Zajonc,
1979; Zajonc, 1980) demonstrated that prior exposure to neutral stimuli in
creases the likelihood of preference discriminations(i.e., judgmentsof liking) in
the absence of recognition for the stimuli (but see Brooks & Watkins, 1989, for
a critique). Based on this apparent dissociationbetween judgments of affect and
cognition on previously seen stimuli, Zajonc (1980) argued that affect and cog
nitive measures contribute independenteffects to the processingof information.
In subsequent research, Mandler, Nakamura, and Van Zandt (1987) demon
strated that after exposure to affectively neutral information, a nonaffective judg
ment such as a brightness rating was also a more sensitive measureof exposure
than of recognition.

Such effects of mere exposure can be interpreted within the more recently
available framework of explicit and implicit memory. The recognition test, an
explicit measure of memory, is less sensitive to the effects of prior exposure
than is the liking judgment, which represents an implicit measure of memory
because it does not require the subject to refer explicitly to the earlier exposure
episode. Thus, the privileged status of affect in sensitivity to prior exposure
exists in much the same way that other implicit measures have been shown to
have greater sensitivity compared with explicit measures under certain encod
ing-retrieval conditions (Roediger, 1990). This interpretation of the mere expo..
sure effect should not detract from the importance of the finding of greater
sensitivity of an evaluative measure compared with a recognition measure of
previous exposure. However, until comparable measuresof affect and cognition

1Research on the effects of the evaluative properties of information on perception has a
long and controversial history (Erdelyi, 1974; Greenwald, Klinger, & Liu, 1989; Kita
yama, 1990). Although we do not wish to draw a strict distinction between processes of
perception and memory, based on considerations of space and scope we restrict the pres
ent discussion to research conventionally considered to be on memory.
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are available (e.g., two otherwise similar implicit measures, one of affect and the
other of cognition), the hypothesis of the greater sensitivity of affective judg
ments to prior exposure ought to be treated with caution.

The dissociation between affect and cognition observed in research by Zajonc
bears resemblance to the findings reported by Schwarz (1990b; Schwarz &
Clore, 1988). In both lines of research, an evaluative judgment appears to be
more sensitive to factors such as mood or previous exposure without the media
tion of explicit memory or when the explicit memory measure reveals chance
level performance. Such effects are important because they demonstrate that
retrospective reports, especially those involving evaluative judgments, can be
influenced by factors about which subjects are unaware.

Effects ofAffective Valence and Intensity

In addition to research that examined the effects of affective (preference) versus
Cognitive (recognition) judgments, the affect-memory relationship has been
investigated most by examining the influence of the affective properties of in
formation, specifically valence and intensity, on memory. The tests of memory
are of the traditional explicit variety, primarily free recall and recognition, and
the focus is on the relative effects on memory of information of varying affec
tive valence and intensity. We tum now to an account of the history of this re
search and to our own research on the affect-memory relationship.

The first major theoretical articulation of the relationship between affect and
memory in psychology is found in Freud's well-known theory of repression
(Freud, 1900/1965). Simply stated, ego-threatening information is relegated to
an unconscious store from which it cannot be easily retrieved into conscious
awareness. Thus, memory for ego-threatening information is poor compared
with nonthreatening or ego-enhancing information. The intellectual excitement
Surrounding psychoanalytic theory and Freud's (1901/1960) own claim that the
mechanism of repression operated in ordinary, everyday behaviors created in the
experimental psychologists of the day an interest in tests of the repression hy
pOthesis. Through the 1930s and 19408, an empirically tractable form of the
hYPOthesis motivated much experimental research on the influence of affect on
memory (Rapaport, 1942/1971).

Two distinct methodological strategies were used in this research, and the
issues that separated them remain today. The first placed a premium on the eco
logical realism of the events for which memory was tested. Thus, memory was
tested for events that had occurred in the life of the subject outside the labora
tory. For example, Jersild (1931) asked subjects to record all pleasant and un
pleasant experiences of the most recent 3 weeks. When asked 3 weeks later,
subjects remembered more pleasant than unpleasant experiences that they had
generated in the prior session. In an early influential review, Meltzer (1930)
reported that experimental evidence favored the finding of superior memory of
affectively pleasant compared with unpleasant everyday experiences. He further
argued that the self-relevance of the event was central to tests of repression,
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which necessarily involved the investigation of events that had a continuing
reality in the subject's life. The finding of superiormemory for pleasant every
day eventscontinues to be reported(M.Linton, 1975; Matlin & Stang, 1978).

Despite the apparent success of this method, it posed several threats to the
internal validityof the findings. In particular, the lack of control over the initial
encoding of theeventsand the previously established affective value of the to-be
remembered material led some to question the validity of the findings obtained
from experiences that had occurred outside the laboratory. Such challenges to
interpretation of the findings led Barret(1938) to suggest thatmemory for exper
iencesover whichexperimental controlcouldnotbe exerted shedno lighton the
affect-memory relationship. To establish better control over the encoding and
retrieval of the affective experience, pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral words
were learned and tested under controlled conditions. In contrast to studies in
spired by Meltzer (1930), the predominant conclusion from studies in this tra
dition was that memory for affectively charged material, whether pleasant or
unpleasant, was superior to memory for affectively neutral material; that is, the
intensity of the affectiveexperience, not valence, predicted memory. Thismeth
od, however, was not without its problems. Besides eliciting some questions
about the generalizability of these findings to typically occurring affective
events, methodological problems plagued these studies as well. Properties of
words such as affective intensity, frequency, and imagery, which are now well
established as predictors of memory (Pavio, 1969; Rubin, 1980), were uncon
trolled, rendering ambiguous theeffectsof affecton memory.

In summary, two empirical findings emerged from the early research, each
corresponding to the use of a particular methodology. With an emphasis on
ecological validity of method, examinations of memory for episodes that oc
curredoutside the laboratory largelysupported the hypothesis of affective asym
metry, illustrated in Figure5.1. In contrast, an emphasis onexperimental control
over the encoding experienceled to examinations of memory for episodes cre
ated in the laboratory. These experiments largely supported the hypothesis of
affective intensity, illustrated in Figure5.2.

In the 1950s, procedures to studythe influence of affecton memory involved
tests of affectively neutral stimuli such as nonsense syllables, attached to pleas
anr or unpleasant experiences such as success or failure (Zeller, 1950). Such
studies represented an improvement over methods used in previous decades of
research because memory was tested for material with no prior affective value.
Although some studies reported affective asymmetries in memory, touting sup
port for the repression hypothesis, others did not (e.g.,Aborn, 1953); and by the
mid-1960s, the approach was abandoned, leaving some believers and others
unconvinced of empiricalsupportfor repression (cf. Erdelyi& Goldberg, 1979;
D. Holmes, 1972; Kubie, 1952; Weiner, 1966).

In a monograph on the relationship betweenaffect and memory, Outta and
Kanungo (1975)providedevidenceto supportaffective intensity and offeredan
interpretation of empirical effects of affective asymmetry in terms of affective
intensity. In one of their experiments, subjects learned lists of positive and neg-
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FIGURE 5.1. Affective Symmetry

ative adjectives that were either attributed to an ethnic in-group or a fictitious
ethnic out-group. Duttaand Kanungo found that positive adjectives attributed to
the in-group were remembered better than negative adjectives. However, for
adjectives attributed to the out-group, negative adjectives were remembered
better than positiveadjectives. Importantly, ratings of the intensity of adjectives
revealed that for adjectives attributed to the in-group, positiveadjectives were
more affectively intense thannegative ones. For adjectives attributed to the out
group, negative adjectives were more intensethan positive ones.From findings
of this sort, DuttaandKanungo argued thataffective asymmetries, whether posi
tively or negatively biased,are actually a product of affective intensity.

In response to the tension between experimental control andecological valid
ity of the task in tests of the affect-memory relationship, one of us (Banaji,
1986) developed a procedure designed to retain the advantages of both. Two
issues of method that had posed problems with the early research were ad
dressed. First, experimental control over the encoding of the affective experi
encewas established. Second, the primary measure of memory allowed a test of
the influence of affect uncontaminated by previously established affective value
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FIGURE 5.2. Affective Intensity
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of the material. To establish control over the initial encodingof the affective ex
perience' subjects described ordinary but imagined pleasant, unpleasant, and
neutral episodes. The specific episodes had not actuallyoccurred in the subject's
life, although they were very plausible future events (e.g., losing a valued item,
going to Disneyland). Following Meltzer's (1930) claim that self-relevance of
the episode is critical to tests of the repressionhypothesis, each episode involved
the subject as the agent of the action. To create a retrieval measure not suscep
tible to the interpretativeconfoundsof previous research, memorywas tested for
an affectively neutral target word embedded in the episode (e.g., window, maga
zine). Further, because targets were randomly assigned to the three affect condi
tions for each subject, differential memory across subjects could be attributed
more directly to the affective quality of the events in which they were embedded
and not to properties of the words themselves.

The procedure involved subjects in a sentence construction task, each sen
tence representing a specific event. In constructing each event, subjects (a) in
corporated themselves as the agent of the action, (b) described a hypothetical
event whose affective valence was specified by the experimenterto bepleasant,
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unpleasant, or neutral, and (c) incorporated a neutral target noun provided by the
experimenter. Pleasant events were happy or exciting, and unpleasant events
were unhappy or depressing. For example, a pleasant event using the target word
refrigerator was, "I won a brand new refrigerator with a year's supply of food in
the Ohio State lottery." An unpleasant event using the same target was, "I found
cockroaches all over the refrigerator when 1 returned home from my vacation."
Likewise, a neutral event was, "I opened the refrigerator approximately seven
times today." Subjects found the task to be involving and performed it easily.
Incidental learning was measured by giving subjects a surprise free-recall test
for the affectively neutral target words embedded in the events. After free recall,
Subjects rated each event on a 7-point scale of +3 through -3 on the degree of
affective valence and intensity of each event. This rating allowed a check on the
experimental manipulation of affective valence and provided additional data
about the affective intensity of each valenced event.

Using this procedure, consistent support for the hypothesis of affective inten
sity was demonstrated (Banaji, 1986). Free recall for neutral target nouns em
bedded in affectively intense sentences was better than for targets embedded in
less affective and neutral sentences, regardless of valence, reflecting the affec
tive-intensity effect. The intensity effect in memory was obtained when sub
jects' own ratings of affective intensity were used as the predictor variable. In a
Variant of the basic procedure, the affective-intensity effect was also obtained
for target words embedded in affective events generated by other subjects; that
is, when subjects were presented with the events generated by another group of
subjects, memory for targets was found to be a function of the affective intensity
of the events. The intensity effect was also obtained when an imagined other
was used as the agent of the action. In Hardin and Banaji (1990), we replicated
the finding of affective intensity when recall and recognition measures were ob
tained after a 24-hour delay.

We further explored the influence of affect on memory by exploiting the criti
cal role of self-evaluation in the affect-memory relationship. One of us (Banaji,
1986) had identified a relationship between self-esteem and the influence of
affective valence on memory. Compared with subjects with moderate self
esteem, subjects with high self-esteem remembered more targets embedded in
pleasant events after a 24-hour delay. This result suggested that self-evaluation
may moderate the affect-memory relationship. In Hardin and Banaji (1990), we
examined this hypothesis more directly by manipulating the importance of
events to self-evaluation in the construction of events. We accomplished this by
asking subjects to construct hypothetical events in domains empirically iden
tified as important to self-evaluation among college students (e.g., academic
performance, social relationships) or unimportant to self-evaluation (e.g., bird
watching, coupon clipping). Instructions requested pleasant events that would
reflect positively on the self and unpleasant events that would reflect negatively
on the self in both domains. Twenty-four hours after constructing imaginary
events in domains that varied in importance to self-evaluation, tests for recogni
tion revealed two findings. When the domain was unimportant to subjects, the
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affective-intensity effect was obtained, replicating the finding obtained in sev
eral previous experiments.When the domain was identifieda priorias important
to self- evaluation, target words embedded in affectively positive and neutral
events were remembered better than those embedded in affectively negative
events. Thus, under conditions in which the information was highly ego involv
ing, an affective-asymmetry effect was obtained.

Discussion

In this chapter, we identified three approaches to the study of the affect-memory
relationship. Differingsignificantly in the locationof affect and in method,each
nonetheless demonstrates that affect does influence memory. These demonstra
tions qualify affect as a variable of importance in the retrospective report proc
ess, because such reports often involve memory for events to which affect is
associated. Not only is affect quite obviously a feature of memory for informa
tion about affectively charged events such as an abortion bill or an automobile
accident, but it is also more subtly present in imagined events featuring oneself
or in encountering a familiar face. What makes affect a critical variable here is
that it is an intrinsic and often unnoticedfeature of everydaysocial eventsabout
which retrospectivereports are elicited.

Retrospective reports have, by definition, referred to measures that require
the subject to remember explicitly an earlier episode about which memory or
judgments are obtained. To recall a visit to a dentist, to judge the difficultyof an
exam, to evaluate the honesty of a friend, all require the subject to recall the
time and place of target episodes and their contents to produce a response. Yet,
some of the data that we have discussed (Schwan, 1990b; Tobias et al., 1992;
Zajonc, 1980) suggest that it is when subjectsdo not refer to the earlier episode
that strong effects of affect are obtained. In the Tobias et al. research, it is the
match between the mood conditions at encoding and retrieval that produces
superior implicit (but not explicit) memory for material matched in valence; in
the research reported by Schwarz (1990b), a mood state at retrieval influencesa
judgment on a causally unrelated item; and in research reported by Zajonc
(1980), an implicit measure of memory, that is, the evaluativejudgment, proves
to be a more sensitive measure of memory for the prior episode than does an
explicit measureof memory.

Findings such as these lend support to the growing literatureon the power of
implicit memory measures as reliable indicators of memoryfor pastevents. The
sensitivity of implicit measures suggests that they ought to be introduced as
additional or alternative measures when situations justify and permit their
meaningful use. For example, implicit techniques may providea better index of
memory for episodes that are not available to explicit recall or when social
desirability factors in responding maypose a threat. Amongthemany classes of
retrospective reports that are obtained, a widely used category represents meas
ures of attitudes. Attitude methodologists have long recommended the use of
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indirect or unobtrusive measures (Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, & Sechrest,
1966), which may allow more accurate measures of the attitude. Suchmeasures
have not as yet become well established in practice,although more recent pro
grams of research by investigators suchas Dovidioand Fazio (1992) alert social
psychologists not only to the value of indirect measures but also to ways in
Which the practice of obtaining such measures may becomea future reality. For
example, Dovidioand Fazio argue that response latencymeasures ofattitudeare
more valid estimates of socially sensitive topics, and while acknowledging the
difficulty of implementing such indirectassessment measures, they point to the
SUccess of using portable computersto record latency data in fieldsettings.

It is not a trivial task to identify how implicitaffect-memory measures may
be adapted to aid survey investigators. However, a feature of thesurveysituation
may encourage the use of such measures. Among the factors that often threaten
the validityof memory measuresobtainedon surveysis the lack of controlover
the encoding conditions of the episode to be remembered; that is, information is
oftenrequested from subjects about events thatoccurredin contexts aboutwhich
little or nothing is known. Transfer-appropriate procedures to study implicit
memory (see Roediger, 1990)emphasizethe degree of overlapin the operations
that were performed at learning and test. For example, material that is concep
tUally processed (meaningbased) shouldbe better remembered if the test is con
Ceptually driven (recall, recognition); likewise, perceptually processed material
should show savings on data-driven (perceptual identification, affective iden
tification) tests. Thus, implicit measures(whether they are affect based or not)
can provide an additional measure of memory, and if differential sensitivity of
the explicit and implicit test is observed,perhaps they can also divulge the na
tureof the original learningevent.

Affect as a property of the information-processing environment in which
retrospective reports are obtained may also acquiregreaterpower whenexplicit
retrieval of information is hindered. Research by Schwarz & Clore (1988)sug
gests that when the judgment task does not easily allow retrieval of a specific
episode (e.g., a judgment of the qualityof life), the moodstate at retrieval may
be used as the basis of an evaluation. Likewise,when memory for prior infor
mation is not amenable to explicit memory measures, as in the mere-exposure
research, an affective judgment (e.g., "How much do you like X?") is sensitive
to the perceptualfamiliarity of the items. Theaffective features present in a situa
tion may not be easily amenable to conscious verbal report and may therefore
prove to be particularly powerful as implicit influences and implicit measures
that, by definition, require the subject to be unaware of the prior episode at re
trieval or judgment. In these early years of researchon the role of affect in im
plicit memory and judgments, it is difficult to identify when the presence of
affect as a mood or as an evaluative judgment will facilitate or interfere with
memory or judgment. For example, in the research by Schwarz (1990b), mood
(affect) was shown to produce a biasing effect on judgment, whereas the im
plicit evaluative (affect) measure in the mere-exposure research demonstrated
the greatersensitivity of the affectivemeasure.
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Although important aspects of the affect-memory relationship are revealed
through implicit measures, much of the data that we have presented demon
strates that affect influences memoryon direct, explicitmemory measures. Some
findings indicate the more influential role of affective intensity in memory(Ban
aji, 1986; Dutta & Kanungo, 1975), and other findings suggest the prominence
of pleasant over unpleasant events in memory (Hardin & Banaji, 1990; M. Lin
ton, 1975; Matlin & Stang, 1978; Meltzer, 1930). Such findings, we know, often
emerge when memory for events outside the laboratory is tested, and questions
of interpretation raised by Barret (1938) remain even today. When encoding
conditions are unspecified, when time delay between the event and memory test
is uncontrolled, and when other variables that may be correlated with pleasant
and unpleasant events are unidentified (e.g., rehearsal), there is a tendency for
pleasant events to be reported more than unpleasantevents. We treat this finding
with some skepticism because it is unclear whether the causal factor is affective
valence or a multitude of other variables correlated with valence. For those in
vestigators whose goal is to identify the causal factors that produce asymmetry,
research must continue to examine the correlates of affective valence and the
mechanisms by which affective valence guides memory. However, if the goal is
to predict memory for everyday events in the life of a subject-for example,
when a survey requires retrospective memory reports of affective events-both
intensity and valence ought to be considered as agents of influence.

The important effect of affect on memory, in our judgment,is affectiveinten
sity. We know that the match in arousal at encoding and retrieval shows better
memory for affectively neutral information (M. Clark et at, 1988), and arousal
at encoding also produces better memory for information associatedwith it after
a delay (Revelle & Loftus, 1990). In addition, our own findings suggest that the
affective intensity of an event influences immediateand delayed memory for the
event. In the widely differing procedures used in investigations of arousal
(Revelle & Loftus, 1990) and evaluation (Banaji, 1986), there is evidence that
intensity of affect manipulated at the time of encoding alone is sufficient to pro
duce benefits in memory. Together, these findings strongly suggest that affective
intensity produces superior memory for information to which it is associated.

Vfe emphasize the importance of the finding on affective intensity because
the dimension of intensity appears to have been ignored when compared with
affective valence in investigations of the affect-memory relationship. Affective
intensity is particularly important because it produces robust and reliable effects
on memory across a variety of experimental tasks. For survey investigators,
these findings suggest that affective intensity, as an aroused state or as a prop
erty of the information event, can influence retrospective reports such that mem
ory for events that have occurred under some conditions of affective intensity
will show superior memory.
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Pain,especiallychronic pain, has beencalled the mostuniversal form of human
stress (Turk, Meichenbaum, & Genest, 1983). Millions of Americans suffer
from pain-relatedproblems, often resulting in partial or complete disabilities.
The medical and scientific communities, as well as government agencies suchas
the Public Health Service, all recognize the need for better quality data on the
prevalence and severityof chronic pain in the population. Inorder to address the
personal and societal consequences of chronic physical pain, accurate data re
garding pain mustbe collected.

The collection of such information generally relieson retrospective reports of
pain sufferers about the nature and intensity of their pain and its treatment. As
addressed by many of the chapters in this volume, autobiographical accounts of
alI kinds are likely to be inaccurate in a variety of ways. Respondents can have
difficulty recalling objective events on surveys, such as the years that they
servedin the ArmedForces, the pricepaid for their homes, or the birth datesof
theirchildren. At least with objective information, however, survey data can be
confmnedby external observers; often it is merely a matterof public record. On
the other hand, memory for subjective experiences suchas pain may be especi
ally vulnerable to error; and becausethe "truth" is only known to the respond
ents themselves, the qualityof suchdata is oftendifficult toascertain by external
observers (see C. F. Turner & Martin, 1984, vol. 1, for a morethorough discus
sionof these issues).

This chapter describes several factors influencing accurate judgments about
and recall of pain and painfulexperiences. Fourspecific factors associated with
jUdgments about and recall of pain are explored: (a) the role of a respondent's
mood state in the recall of past experiences with pain; (b) the impact of a re
spondent'spresent pain severity on the recallof the intensity and quality of past
episodes of pain; (c) the relative susceptibility to cognitive biases in recall of
Pain intensity, pain behaviors, and changes in dailyactivities; and (d) difficulties
in the use of language by respondents to describe pain andpainfulexperiences.
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The Reporting of Pain on Surveys

The Recall Accuracy Literature

Despite its pervasiveness, accurate statistical accounts of the personal and soci
etal impact of pain have been plagued by problems of language and recall accu
racy (e..g., Fienberg, Loftus, & Tanur, 1985). Most self-report instruments and
surveys suffer from difficulties in matching descriptive language to the percep
tual qualities of pain experiences.. Further, recall of pain experiences, episodes,
and intensity may not be accurate. However, the degree (and even the direction)
of bias has been the source of considerable controversy. Although the majority
of researchers claim that individuals generally inflate the amount of pain exper
ienced at a given time when asked to report about it later (e.g., Jamison, Sbroc
co, & Parris, 1989; S. J. Linton & Melin, 1982), others claim that individuals
can accurately report their pain experiences, at least for several days after the
original episode (e.g., Hunter, Philips, & Rachrnan, 1979).

Retrospective Overestimation of Pain

A closer examination of some of the studies cited above reveals a fairly consist
ent pattern of difficulties in accurately reporting past pain experiences. The
Hunter et aI. (1979) study is often cited as an example of the accuracy of mem
ory for pain. For example, S. J. Linton and Melin (1982, p. 282) claimed that the
Hunter et a1. results demonstrated that the recall of pain is "surprisingly accu
rate." Yet, Hunter et aI.'s own data do not support this view. They divided 16
headache patients into two groups. One group reported pain after 5 days and the
other after 1 day and then again after 5 days. The intensity and quality of pain
reported after 5 days were similar to those reported by the patients at the time of
their initial interview while experiencing the headache. However, 5 days is not a
long time interval during which much decay in vivid pain-relevant memories
should be expected. Yet, even after just 5 days, there was only a 70% overlap in
pain terms used when patients described their pain on the McGill Pain Ques
tionnaire (MPQ), a measure of pain that tries to separate and quantify three dis
tinct components of pain: sensory-discriminative, motivational-affective, and
cognitive-evaluative (see Byrne et al., 1982; Leavitt, Garron, Whisler, & Shein
kop, 1978; McCreary, Turner, & Dawson, 1982; Turk, Rudy, & SaIovey, 1985).
Further, 5 of the 16 patients, labeled "shifters," recalled only 30-50% of their
initial pain ratings.

Hunter et al. (1979) considered these accuracy rates as evidence for the lack
of bias in retrospective pain ratings. They noted that this level of accuracy was
"similar to that for the recall of incidental material" (p. 43) such as the inter
viewer's name. However, a pain experience, such as an intense headache, is
much more salient, vivid, personally relevant, and affectively charged than in...
cidental information such as the interviewer's name and, hence, should be re
called more accurately. The fact that it was recalled only with approximately
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equal accuracy to incidental informationis not as positive a findingas Hunter et
ale claim. Further, over 30% of their subjectsexhibiteddramatic shifts in pain re
porting over the 5-day period. When considered in terms of a national health
survey, major inaccuracies by 30% of the respondents would have a serious
impact on the quality of the survey results.

Similar studies using the MPQ as the measure of pain have yielded low cor
relationsbetween initial reports and later memories. Afteronly 7 days, reportsof
pain by rheumatoid arthritis patients on the MPQ were only modestlycorrelated
with initial reports, although reports of a single experience of ischemia pain
were more accurately recalled (Roche & Gijsbers, 1986). In general, however,
individuals who are more disabled by their chronic pain problems are more
likelyto overestimate their pain when asked to recall its intensity (Jamisonet al.,
1989). It may be that implicit theories about how pain has changed their lives
motivate individuals, in a sense, to rewrite their personal histories-in this case,
to remember the original painful episode as extremely severe (cf. M. Ross,
1989).

Other studies also provide evidence for the idea that retrospective recall of
pain is often inaccurate and usually exaggerated. S. J. Linton and Melin (1982)
studied 12 back and joint pain patients undergoing a 3- to l l-week treatment
and found that ratings of pain at the initiation of treatment were higher when
estimatedat termination compared with ratings actually made prior to the begin
ning of the program. Of course, patients may have been motivated to inflate
their estimates of pretreatment pain in order to feel that the effort expended in
the treatment program was justified (recall the idea of M. Ross, 1989,of the re
writing of personal histories, discussed above). In a similar study, S. J. Linton
and Gotestam (1983) had patients rate their pain on both a verbal scale (0 to 5
with each point labeled) or a visual analogue scale (Ioo-mm line). After 4 to 9
weeks, 12 of the 15 patients recalled their pain at baseline as being more intense
than they had actually reported it to be, and the biggest discrepancies were noted
on the visual analogue scale. This latter effect is probably due to the retrieval
cue provided by the verbal content of the 5-point scale. Similar effects have
been obtained for recurrent pain, such as headache or menstrual cramps (Rach
man & Eyel, 1989).

Kent (1985) asked dental patients to rate pain expected prior to a dental pro
cedure and actual pain experiencedas a result of the procedureand then to recall
3 months after the dental appointment the amount of pain that they had experi
enced. Only modest correlations between recalled and actual pain wereobtained
(r = .42), indicating that factors other than the initial pain experienceaccounted
for most of the variance in pain recall after 3 months. Interestingly,among in
dividuals who were not anxious about dental work, the recalled-experienced
Correlation was much higher (r= .79), but there was virtually no correlation
between recalled and experienced pain among highly anxious individuals (r =
-.11). In general, recall drifted in the direction of anxiety; that is, highly anxious
individuals remembered the pain experience as much more severe than it actu
ally was.
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Retrospective Underestimation of Pain

Compared with the findings of the studies reviewed above, there are occasions
when retrospective accounts of pain may be underestimates of actualpain. This
situation seems to result when the consequences of pain produce considerable
positive affect. For example, an athlete straining to win a gold medal at the
Olympics might completea marathon despite intense pain and then later report
that she had not experienced muchpain at all. Perhaps the prototype of this sort
of pain is childbirth. Labor is thoughtto be quite painful, yet most mothers are
unlikely to dwell on the intensityof such pain after the child is born. Norvell,
Gaston-Johansson, and Fridh (1987) found that pain ratingson visualanalogue
scales made during three phases of labor revealed considerably more intense
pain than did retrospective ratings made2 dayspostpartum. It maybe that when
pain intensity is low-for example, several days after the birth of a child
memory for the original experience of pain is underestimated; but that when
existing pain intensity is high or canbe high, as in a chronic pain patient, mem
ory for the original pain experience is augmented (E. Eich, Reeves, Jaeger, &
Graff-Radford, 1985). Alternatively, the affective state of the mother during
labor (fearful, anxious) and her affective state after the birth of the child Goy,
reliet) are so incongruent that there maybe considerable interference withrecall
of material in the latter state that was encodedduring the former, that is, there
will be no state-dependent memory facilitation (cf. Bower, 1981; Pearce et al.,
1990).

We shall develop more fully below these two themes, that recalland judg
mentaboutpriorpain may be influenced by therespondent's emotional stateand
that they are also affected by the intensity of presentpain. It is clear, however,
that ongoing moods and emotionsand the intensity of presentpain experiences
are the two most frequently mentioned variables thought to explain findings in
studiesin whichconsiderable recall inaccuracy is obtained.

Emotional Arousal and Pain Recall

Although often overlooked, there is increasingly strong evidence that mood
affects the manner in which information is encoded, organized in memory, and
ultimately retrieved (for reviews, see Blaney, 1986; Singer & Salovey, 1988).
Mood has an especially strong impact on the processing of affectively laden
information. Painful experiences are certainly affectively charged events, and
memories about themmaybeorganized aroundtheiraffective qualities. The role
of moodsand emotions in the accuracy of judgments aboutand recallof painful
experiences has not been studieddirectly (although for an exception see E. Eich,
Rachman, & Lopatka, 1990) despite the fact that many researchers (e.g., E.
Eich et al., 1985; Hunter et al., 1979; Kent, 1985, 1989; Norvell et al., 1987;
Roche & Gijsbers, 1986) have suggested it as the key variable mediating the
accuracy of pain recall.

The most frequently cited causesfor inaccuracy in therecallof painepisodes
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are affect related. As described earlier, respondents who experienced fear of
going to the dentist remembereddentalpain as more severe than it actuallywas.
Mothers experiencing the joy of giving birth to a new baby tended to under
report the intense pains of labor after the baby was born. On the other hand,
individuals experiencing depressedmoods, perhapsbecause theirpain problems
had not been alleviated, tended to overestimate the intensityof previouspainful
experiences. Each of these situations exemplifies the important role played by
affect in the recall of pain. Despite its common endorsement as an important
factor resulting in inaccurate pain reporting, survey researchers have tended to
give scant attention to affect in the design of surveysand in the interpretation of
their results. Yet, in the past decade, cognitiveand personality/social psycholo
gists have become intrigued by the role played by moods and emotions in the
processing of information (Blaney, 1986; Isen, 1987; Mayer & Salovey, 1988;
SChwarz, 1990b; Singer & Salovey, 1988).

There are three different ways in which ongoing affective states might bias
the recall of pain experiences. One could be called "mood-congruent pain re
porting," in which individuals' current mood states, perhaps by influencing the
accessibility of positiveversus negative memories, directlyinfluence ratings in a
direction consistent with the mood (cf. Bower, 1981;Isen, 1984). The second
bias may occur when mood at the time of the pain rating does not match the
individuals' initial mood during the pain experience. This mismatch in affective
contextdoes not allow the individual to experience the memory benefitsof state
dependent learning and recall. These two roles for affect in biasing pain recall
correspond to what has been termed "thought congruity" (or "mood-congruent
recall") and "state-dependent recall" in the memory literature (cf. Bower &
Mayer, 1989; Gilligan & Bower, 1984). Thoughtcongruity can be described as
the phenomenon whereby respondents' thoughts, free associations, fantasies,
interpretations, and judgments are thematically congruentwith their moodstate.
State-dependent recall concernsthe superiormemory that occurswhen the recall
mood state matches the learning mood state. The third way in which emotional
arousal can bias retrospective pain recall is through its impact on attentional
focus. Depressed moods may affect allocation of attention, turning it from the
environment on to the self, the so-called "depressive self-focusing style" (In
gram & Smith, 1984; Pyszczynski & Greenberg, 1986, 1987;T. W. Smith &
Greenberg, 1981;T. W. Smith,Ingram, & Roth, 1985).

Associations between mood and recollections about previouspainful exper
iences can also be understood from the perspective of Schwarz's (1990b) "feel
ings-as-information" model. When asked how much pain they experienced
previously, individuals may use their present emotional feelings as a source of
information about this judgment."Well, I feel prettygood right now;I guess my
pain wasn't so bad," they may think to themselves. So long as individuals are
not specifically led to understand that theirfeelings are not relevantto this mem
oryjudgment (e.g., by getting subjects to notice how their presentmood is actu
ally a functionof, say, the weatheroutside),they may use presentfeelings as the
basis for interpretations about the past.
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Mood-Congruent Pain Reporting

Let us examine associations between mood and pain ratings first, An observa
tion made by mental and physical health care professionals alike is that patients
who report psychological distress also complain of a variety of physical symp
toms (Katon, 1984). In particular, complaints of diffuse aches and pains are
especially likely among patients experiencing dysphoric moods. Overall, per
ceived health status varies directly with degree of dysphoria (Tessler & Mech
anic, 1978). One question stimulated by the co-occurrence of psychological
distress and physical symptoms is the direction of this relationship. Although it
is probably true that chronic and irritating physical symptoms may lead to de
pressed mood (perhaps because of interference with daily activities and the
induction of helpless thoughts and feelings), mood may also affect perceptions
of pain.

Croyle and Uretsky (1987) reported a study in which they induced happy and
sad moods in the laboratory and noted that sad subjects perceived themselves to
be less healthy following negative mood induction. More directly relevant to the
present chapter is a study, reported in Salovey and Birnbaum (1989), in which
66 individuals suffering from influenza were asked to experience either a happy,
sad, or neutral laboratory-induced mood. We later assessed the aches, pains, and
other symptomatic discomforts experienced by these individuals. Two relevant
findings emerged. The first was that mood had its most powerful impact on
measures of aches and pains compared with other symptoms of the flu (e.g.,
nasal congestion, GI distress, sleepiness). The second was that reports of aches
and pains varied depending on subjects' assignment to mood condition. Subjects
induced into mildly sad affective states in the laboratory reported considerably
greater pain than did neutral mood (control) subjects. Conversely, happy sub
jects reported fewer aches and pains.

Results consistent with these have been reported in the pain-recall literature.
For example, consider the subjects described by Hunter et ale (1979) as "shift
ers," those subjects whose recall of headache pain was most biased after 5 days.
Shifters tended to use significantly more negative affective words to describe
their pain than did other patients. Similarly, Kent (1985) noticed the most mem
ory distortion for dental pain among his subjects who reported the greatest dys
phoric affect associated with dental procedures. His subjects tended to distort
their recall for dental pain in a direction consistent with their anxiety.

In our own work on mood and pain recall, we asked healthy adults to partici
pate in a laboratory experiment in which happy, sad, and neutral moods were
induced (Salovey et al., 1989). Subjects were asked to recall and rate a painful
incident from the past, to read stories about painful episodes and rate the likely
intensity of such pain, and to estimate the number of days during the previous
year on which they themselves experienced several different kinds of pain.
Among female subjects, there was some evidence for the expected mood
congruent pattern of pain reporting. Women tended to rate previous painful
experiences and hypothetical painful episodes as more frequent and intense,
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respectively, when made to feel sad, and their ratings were attenuated when
made to feel happy. Malesdid not show thispattern of painreporting at all.

Mismatch in AffectiveContext

The second way in which mood mayaffect pain-related memory is that accurate
recall is promoted when mood at the time of initial encoding matchesmood at
time of recall, the state-dependent memory effect described earlier (Bower,
1981). In any kind of state-dependent memory phenomenon (e.g., J. E. Eich,
1980; J. E. Eich, Weingartner, Stillman, & Gillin, 1975), contextual factors (in
this case, mood) serve as discriminatory cues such that whenlearning and recall
Contexts match, retrieval is facilitated, and when the two contexts differ, re
trieval is inhibited. Several studies have indicated, although the effect is not
always obtained, that mood can act as such a contextual cue in learning and
recall (Bower,Monteiro,& Gilligan,1978; Schare,Lisman, & Spear, 1984).

Studies of mood-state-dependent memory lead to the hypothesis that when
moodat the time of the initial experience of pain matches mood at the time of
pain recall, recall should be more accurate thanwhen there is a mismatch. Thus,
for example, in the Hunter et a1. (1979) study, higher levelsof dysphoric affect
at assessment were more strongly associatedwith "shifting" than was any other
Variable. Similarly, the positive affect associatedwith the birth of a new baby
does not match the negative affect associatedwith the actual pain of labor, and
postpartum recall of labor pain can be expected to be quite poor (Norvell et al.,
1987). Moreover, the poor recall of preoperative pain following surgery for
rheumatoidarthritis among Roche and Gijsbers's (1986)patientsmay be due to
their much improved affective state following successful surgery. Many other
studies showingpoor recall of pain often haverelied on initial ratingsof pain at
a time of heightened dysphoric affect and recall when individuals were feeling
muchbetter (e.g., S. J. Linton & Gotestam, 1983; S. J. Linton& Melin,1982).

Changes in Allocation of Attentional Resources

Moods may also be associated with perceptions of physical symptoms and
beliefsabout health, becausechangesin moodare associated withshifts in atten
tional focus onto or away from oneself. In Salovey and Rodin (1985), we pro
posed that during all strong emotionalexperiences, but especially when theyare
negative, there is a tendency for individuals to focus their attention on them
selvesrather than on the externalenvironment (see alsoSalovey, 1992; Salovey,
O'Leary, Stretton, Fishkin, & Drake, 1991). In a variety of correlational studies,
increased attentionalfocus on the self has been associated withdepressed moods
(e.g., Ingram & Smith, 1984;T. W. Smith & Greenberg, 1981; see also a recent
review of this literature by Ingram, 1990). Sadness induced self-focusing has
also been demonstrated experimentally (J. V. Wood, Saltzberg, & Goldsamt,
1990). Pyszczynski and Greenberg (1987) have proposed that there is a self
focusing style that plays a role in the onset, maintenance, and exacerbation of
depression. This theory builds on earlier work(Carver & Scheier, 1981; Duval
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& Wicklund, 1972) suggesting that allocation of attention onto the self servesa
regulatory function and helps the individual to maintain goal-directed behavior.

Focusing attention on the body increases perceptionsof symptoms and sen
sations (pennebaker, 1982).For example, individuals who live in unstimulating
environments-presumably those that do not provide enough competition for
internal cues-report more physical symptoms than do individuals in stimulat
ing environments. In experimental research, when subjects are instructed to
exercise while attending to bodily cues (heart beat or breathing), they are more
likely to report symptoms (pennebaker& Lightner, 1980).

The comorbidityof depression and painreporting may beunderstood because
both appear to be related to self-focusedattention.We would expect that when
sad moods produce body-oriented, self-focused attention, symptoms should be
more likely noticed and, indeed, experienced more intensely. The greater sali
ence of somatic cues subsequentlymay beassociated withjudgment about both
present and future pain.

Summary

Judgments about present pain and recall of prior pain episodes are, at times,
associated with mood. In particular, survey responses regardingpast pain may
be rendered less accurate when respondents are experiencing fairly intense
moods and emotions or when their current moods are quite different from their
dominant affect at the time of the painful experience. The impact of mood on
recall of pain is best examinedunder fairly controlledcircumstances. The results
of such experiments, however, have implicationsfor the design and interpreta
tion of health surveys: Mood at the time of the surveyshouldbeassessedas part
of the survey and then taken into account in the interpretation of survey results.
Otherwise, it is difficult to know whether the respondent who answers,"Yes, I
experienced intense pain at least 5 of every 7 days last year" in fact had painful
episodes of that frequency or was quite depressed at the time of the survey and
consequentlyprone to recall unpleasantpainfulepisodes.

Present Pain and Recall of Past Pain

We described above some of the mood-related consequences of asking indi
viduals to recall pain experiences after the pain itself had terminated, Accuracy
in this situation should be lower than if recall is solicited during a similar pain
experience, because these pain experiences may be associated with mismatched
versus matched mood states at the two points in time.Pain researchers have long
been concerned that retrospective ratings of pain made after pain has been re
lieved (or changed in intensity in other ways) are most likely to be inaccurate
(e.g., Melzack, 1975).The biasingeffects of present pain levels on recall of past
pain may result from two nonmood factorsas well. We shall label the first factor
"cuing" and the second "anchoring" and describeeach in tum.
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Cuing

In the same way that happy versus sad moods facilitate the recall of positive
versus negative material from memory, ongoing pain experiences may have
similar cuing and assimilative effects on memory. E. Eich et al. (1985) have, in
fact, noted that because affect is an integral component of pain behavior and
experience, pain may produce assimilative effects on memory that parallel those
engendered by emotions. This line of theorizing suggests that prior pain is re
membered as being more severe than it actually was when the intensity of pres
ent pain is high but that it is remembered as being less severe when the present
pain is low.

Eric Eich and his colleagues asked 57 headache patients to maintain pain
diaries during a treatment program by having them record hourly ratings of pain
on a 10-point scale. In addition, during weekly scheduled appointments, they
were asked to rate their present pain intensity on a visual analogue scale. They
were then asked to recall the "maximum," "usual," and "minimum" levels of
pain experienced since their last visit. Patients' ratings of present level of pain
were strongly associated with their recall of maximum, usual, and minimum
pain levels since the last visit. When present pain was high, patients' recalled
pain levels were higher than their pain diaries indicated. When present pain was
low, their recalled pain ratings were less severe than indicated by the diaries.
Eich et ale 's results suggest that studies of pain recall in which currently pain
free subjects are asked to recall past pain episodes should result in underestima
tions of past pain (e.g., Hunter et al., 1979), but that when subjects who are still
experiencing pain are asked to recall past pain, they should overestimate it (e.g.,
S. J. Linton & Melin, 1982).

We replicated the work of Eich and his colleagues in a study involving 80
patients at a pain clinic in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (Sieber, Salovey, lobe, &
Willis, 1990). Before this heterogeneous group of subjects began treatment, they
were asked to keep hourly pain diaries for 2 weeks. A month later, they were
asked to recall the usual amount of pain that they had experienced during the
diary period. As indicated by the multiple regression analysis presented in Table
6.1, patients' level of pain at the time of recall accounted for a significant por
tion of the variance in their recall of pain during the diary period, over and
above their actual level of pain during the diary period. We also controlled for
Variability in original pain ratings in the analysis because low variability may
artificially inflate memory accuracy. In other words, pain at the time of recall
significantly influenced memory for pain in the expected positive direction.

Anchoring

Another way in which current pain experiences may bias pain recall is by pro
viding an anchor on which memory for pain might be based. Anchoring has
been described as a type of confrrmatory bias whereby initial estimates based on
easily obtained information serve as the basis for subsequent judgments (Nisbett
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TABLE 6.1. Predicting Recalled Intensity of Pain from Actual Average Pain during
Diary Period, Variability of Pain during Diary Period, and Current Level of Pain

Predictor

Actual average pain
Variability of pain
Current pain intensity

8

0.51
0.16
0.28

R2=.73, F(3, 76) =55.42,p < .0001

p

.0001

.08

.001

& Ross, 1980; Turk & Salovey, 1986); that is, appraisals and decisions are heav
ily influenced or "anchored" by the initial appraisal. Thus, in regard to pain,
one's present experience of intense pain may anchor judgments of past pain
episodes and, when pain is presently intense, produce overestimations of their
intensity.

Although studies of the effects of anchoring on the recall of pain episodes
have not yet been carried out, the anchoring affect has been demonstrated in
other contexts (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Individuals tend to give excessive
weight to initial, highly salient information that then serves as a template against
which other judgments are made. A similar anchoring problem could result if a
respondent experiences pain at the time that he or she is surveyed about past
painful episodes, although, clearly, present pain is not a randomly provided
initial estimate and may have some validity as an index of prior pain. This prob
lem should be especially likely if the present pain is made salient. Suppose that a
survey first asks, "On a 10-point scale, how much pain are you experiencing
right now?" and then the next question is, "On how many occasions during the
last year did you have such severe pain that you stayed home from work?" Re
sponses to the second question could be anchored by answers to the first one.

Summary

Present pain may affect survey responses in two ways. Respondents may tend to
use easily available information about their present pain as a basis for judging
past pain episodes (anchoring), and present pain may make memories for previ
ous painful situations more available (cuing). If present pain does influence
survey responses, health surveys may wish to include questions that assess pres
ent levels of pain but are less likely to anchor subsequent responses or, better
yet, measure it unobtrusively. Then, response biases that can be traced to the
impact of present pain can be corrected.

Recall of Pain Experience versus Pain Behaviors

Weaknesses and biases in self-report instruments have led pain researchers to
suggest two other approaches to eliciting pain-relevant information from pain
sufferers. The first approach is to evaluate pain based on its impact on the life of
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the pain patient and those around him or her (e.g., Kerns, Turk, & Rudy, 1985).
The second is to abandon self-reports of pain altogether and instead assess only
observable pain behaviors (e.g., Fordyce, 1976; Keefe & Block, 1982;Richards,
Nepomuceno, Riles, & Suer, 1982; Turk, Wack, & Kerns, 1985). Finally, re
searchers have combined these two approaches into what is being called a
"comprehensive assessment" (Turk & Rudy, 1987).Preliminaryresearch on the
usefulness of these approaches to gathering accurate statistical information
about the experience of pain will bediscussed in more detail below. In this sec
tion, we present the idea that the recall of pain episodes might be more accurate
if the impact of pain on daily activities is assessedor pain-relatedbehaviorsare
observed rather than if the respondents are asked to report on past levels of pain
intensityand quality.

The West Haven-Yale MultidimensionalPain Inventory (WHYMPI) is one
attempt to assess pain by examining its impact on the life of the patient rather
than by relying on pain language (Kerns et at, 1985).The WHY:MPI consists of
three sections. The first contains the following measures: (a) pain severity and
suffering; (b) pain-related life interference (interference with family and mar
riage, work, and recreational activities); (c) dissatisfaction with present levels of
functioning; (d) appraisal of support from spouse, family, and others; (e) per
ceived life control, problem-solvingability, and feelings of mastery and compe
tence; and (0 affective distress. The second part of the WHYMPIwas designed
to evaluate patients' perceptions of the range and frequency of responsesby sig
nificant others to displays of pain and suffering and contains three scales: pun
ishing responses, solicitous responses, and distracting responses. The third part
is a set of 30 common domestic activities, household chores, social activities,
and recreational activities, for which individuals indicate their level of participa
tion. Kerns et al. (1985) reported adequate internal consistencyand stability for
all of the subscales. At present, no empirical work hasexamined the accuracyof
recall for information reported on the WHYMPI,especially the scales in Parts 1
and 3, compared with recall of the intensityand quality of experiencedpain.

A second approach to reducing inaccuracies in self-reports of pain intensity
and quality is to rely on ratings of observable pain behaviors instead. The inter
est in pain behaviors is usually traced to Fordyce's (1976) influential work on
operant learning factors in the pain experience. Fordyce proposed that patients
display a range of pain behaviors that serve to communicate to others that they
are experiencing pain and suffering. According to Fordyce, these might include
verbal complaints, paraverbal sounds (e.g., moans), body posturing and gestur
ing, display of functional limitations or impairments, and medication use and
other pain-attenuating behaviors. Other studies of pain behavior have been re
ported in the literature as well. For example, Turk, Wack, and Kerns (1985),
using multidimensional scaling and cluster analysis, identified two primary
dimensions around which pain behaviors could be organized: audible-visible
and affective-behavioral. Four clusters of pain behaviors were superimposed on
these dimensions and labeled (a) distorted ambulation and posture, (b) negative
affect, (c) facial/audibleexpressions of distress, and (d) avoidance of activity.
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The accurate observationand measurement of pain behaviorsby healthcare
professionals and other interviewers are somewhat complicated. According to
Turk and Flor (1987), the most systematic approach to quantifying pain behav
iors is that of Keefe and his colleagues. For example,Keefe and Block (1982)
developedan observer coding system for five pain behaviors typically displayed
by back pain patients. Patients were videotaped while performing a structured
task, and the frequency of their pain behaviors was counted. These behaviors
seem to be observed reliably, are correlated with patients' and observers' sub
jective pain ratings, and are specific to pain patients-compared, for example,
with depressives and normals (Keefe, Brantley, Gerdenio, & Crisson, 1985;
Keefe & Gil, 1986; Keefe & Hill, 1985;Keefe,Wilkins,& Cook, 1984; Keefe,
Wilkins, Cook, Crisson, & Muhlbaier, 1986).Other pain behavior rating sys
tems have been developed that do not require videotaping and can be more eas
ily performed by lay observers (e.g., Cinciripini & Floreen, 1983;Richards et
al., 1982).

The questions that have concernedOUf researchare (a) whetherrecall for the
daily life consequencesof pain and pain-relatedbehaviors is better than for the
intensity and quality of pain itself and, consequently, (b) whether pain is more
accurately assessed if questions are focused on the behavioral and life conse
quences of past pain experiences. In fact, Fordyceet al, (1984) noted that there
is little relationship between patients' self-reports of pain and their capacity for
physicalactivityand suggestedthat it wouldbe desirable to pay greaterattention
to observable pain behaviors and not to rely exclusively on self-reports of pain
intensity. At present, however, the issue of whether pain behaviors capture the
experience of pain more accurately than do intensity ratings is largely unad
dressed. Researchers still debate whether observed pain behaviors and self...
reported pain ratings are highly correlated (e.g., Keefe& Block, 1982;McDan
iel et al., 1986)or nearly independent (e.g.,Teske, Daut, & Cleeland, 1983).

We conducted two studies to address this issue.In one, 40 adults withchronic
pain problems of at least 6 months duration came to the laboratory twice, 1
month apart. On each occasion, they provided self-reports of pain intensityand
interference with daily tasks, and their overt pain behaviors were rated by two
judges. These ratings appeared relatively stable over time, with l-month reliabi
lities of r = .74, .86, and .71, respectively. In a second study, 107pain patientsat
a clinic kept one of four kinds of daily diaries for a month. They (a) recorded
their daily history on a set of pain behaviors (e.g., took aspirin, used a heating
pad), (b) rated average daily pain intensity, (c) recorded bothbehaviors and pain
intensity, or (d) recorded neither. All subjects were called 30 days later and
asked to recall the frequency of thesepain behaviors during the diary periodand
the usual level of intensity of their pain. Recall for both pain intensityand pain
behaviors appeared to be quite accurate and showed no effect of daily record
keeping (Sieber et al., 1990).We were encouraged at the especially high stabil
ity in reports of how pain interferes with life tasks. Because these life tasks seem
more easily remembered than pain intensity(and because they representa con...
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crete consequence of pain), they may beespecially useful as a modeof inquiry
intopain problems on surveys.

The Language of Pain and Pain Recall

In addition to problems with the recall of painful episodes, investigators also
have been concernedwith the accuratemeasurement of an individual's pheno..
menological experience of pain.Enhancing our understanding of the descriptive
language of pain cannot help but facilitate the construction of surveys and the
understanding of survey data. Traditionally, only the intensity of pain (e.g.,
mild, moderate, severe) was elicited from respondents, but an influential study
by Melzack and Torgerson (1971) suggested that (a) theEnglish language offers
a rich vocabulary for describing painexperiences; (b) thereis highagreement on
the dimensions underlying particularclassesand subclasses of thesewords; and
(c) despite individual differences in background and pain problems, most of
these pain words are used similarly across individuals. In a series of studies
using the scaling techniques available at the time, Melzack and Torgerson iden..
lifted three generalaspects of pain experience: sensory (temporal, spatial, punc..
tate pressure,incisivepressure,constrictive pressure, traction pressure, thermal,
brightness, dullness), affective (tension, autonomic, fear, punishment), and eval
uative (intensity).

This effort led to the development of a multidimensional pain inventory and
the ability to assess pain on more than a simpleintensity dimension. The widely
used McGill Pain Questionnaire mentioned earlier (Melzack, 1975) was thus
developed, based on these aspects of pain experience. Despite the rich pain
Vocabulary provided by the MPQ, we cannot really know anotherperson's ex
perience of pain directly. What we can do more easily is describe in language
that is as objective as possible episodes that might generally be expected to
result in pain (e.g., having one's finger slammed in a car door). The critical
question then seems to be whether people share common descriptive terms for
painful episodes of this sort. It is quite possible that relative experts when it
comes to pain (e.g., individuals who experience pain chronically) use
pain-relevant language quite differently thando pain researchers, survey design
ers, and others who have had considerably less experience introspecting about
painand describing pain to others.

In work in our laboratory, two different groups of subjects, one suffering
from chronicpain and the other a groupof healthy volunteers, madedirectsimi
larity ratingsamong15 pain termsfrom theshort form of the~Q.With the aid
of several analytic procedures to identify structure in multivariate data, we at..
tempted to identifyclustersof termsthat havecommon meanings and to identify
dimensions of meaning along which these clusters vary.We also compared the
nature of the pain lexicon for the two groups of subjects. Bothgroups generated
four-dimensional multidimensional scaling solutions. Most striking about these
data was the substantial overlap in the solutions generated by the two different
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groups. It seems that healthy people, who do not think often about pain, and pain
patients, who must consider pain on a daily basis, mentally represent the pain
lexicon in remarkably similar ways. Moreover, the 15 terms chosen from the
short form of the MPQ and used in this study seemed to capture most of the pos
sible variance in the use of pain terms, and their meanings (relative to each oth...
er) seemed to beconsensually agreed on. At this point, we might be bold enough
to suggest that when pain is questioned on health surveys, these 15 descriptors
might be good ones to use compared with the much larger corpus of pain adjec...
tives available.

We also conducted a more open-ended, spontaneous exploration of pain Ian...
guage, One purpose of this study was to determine whether descriptions of stan
dardized pain episodes evoke common linguistic responses. Additionally, we
explored the language used to define and describe various pain episodes and
whether these descriptions varied depending on whether one had personal exper
ience with the particular pain problem. The subjects were 21 native speakers of
English randomly selected from the New Haven area and 22 pain patients from a
pain clinic. In a single session, subjects completed two tasks. First, they were
asked a series of questions designed to elicit spontaneous pain descriptions.
Such questions included the following: "Describe the most painful experience
you have ever had?" "What did it feel like?" "Specifically, what was the pain
like?" "Can you generate a set of 5 words that really captures for you the painful
experience?" "Describe your most recent painful experience." Another question,
which was asked in order to define an upper limit on painful episodes, was,
"Describe the most painful situation imaginable."

In addition, for the pain patient subjects, a "think-aloud" component was
added to the interview. In the course of these interviews, subjects were asked to
rate their pain for that day. They were then asked to describe what was going
through their minds as they made these ratings. After describing their thoughts,
they were asked a series of more structured questions such as the following to
obtain additional information concerning how pain ratings are made: (a) "How
did you go about making your pain rating?" (b) "Did your pain vary much dur
ing the course of the day?" (c) "If so, how did you arrive at a final number? (d)
Imagine a day in which your pain was excruciating in the morning but then
gradually improved during the day until it was barely noticeable; how would
you go about rating your pain for that day?" (e) "What if your pain was bad, you
took some medication, and it got better; how would you go about rating your
pain for that day?" We also presented all subjects with the same subset of 15
MPQ terms used in the scaling study and asked them to describe painful experi
ences that could best be characterized by the provided terms. Thus, for example,
subjects might be asked, "Describe a painful experience in which the pain was
cramping" or "Describe a painful experience in which the pain was heavy."

Data collected from the two groups of subjects were tabulated and content
analyzed. When asked to describe a recent painful incident, the healthy subjects
came up with 18 discrete types of episodes (e.g., cut, headache, bum) and the
pain patients with 10. We then asked subjects to generate 5 words to describe
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the pain. The healthy group generated 74 different words, and the pain group
generated 60, an enormous and heterogeneous assortment of terms. The words
most frequently generated by the healthy subjects were "sharp," "throbbing,"
and "annoying"; those most frequently mentioned by the pain patients were
"sharp," "aching," and "severe."

In the next section of the interview, only the pain patients described how they
use numbered scales to make different kinds of pain ratings. In brief, some of
the observations that can be culled from these data were: (a) patients are more
likely to use the odd numbers on a 0-to-9 pain scale, especially 7; (b) patients
have great difficulty introspecting about how they chose from among scale al
ternatives (e.g., the most frequent reason is, "I just considered how much pain I
was in"); (c) when pain shifts from excruciating to barely noticeable in the
Courseof a day, for whatever reason, patients overwhelming choose the number
3 to represent their average amount of pain for that day; but (d) they have little
understanding about how or why they did this.

The final section of the interview asked subjects to generate pain episodes'
that might involve pain described by a particular term from the short form of the
MPQ. Table 6.2 summarizes the most common pain episodes generated in re
sponse to these cues. What is most interesting about these results is that there is
Considerable diversity in the application of these pain terms to painful episodes.
With the exception of a few items in which semantic associations are obvious
(e.g., splitting-headache), agreement in term application is not very high. Com
pare this observation, however, with the results of the scaling study described
earlier. That study demonstrated quite clearly that pain patients and healthy
subjects understand the relative meanings of these pain terms. The scaling solu
tions were stable and replicable. However, this more open-ended study indicated
that individuals have greater difficulty mapping these terms onto specific pain
instances.

Summary and Recommendations

Pain may not be recalled with great accuracy. In the chronic pain populations in
Which pain recall is often studied, retrospective accounts of pain generaIIy yield
elevated intensity ratings. On the other hand, in certain special populations who
experience acute pain of shorter duration, especially when followed by positive
affect or relief from this pain, retrospective recall of pain can actually produce
attenuated pain estimates. The literature suggests several sources of systematic
bias in pain recall: (a) a respondent's affective state at the time that the pain
rating is made, (b) whether or not a respondent continues to experience pain at
the time of the retrospective rating, (c) whether pain is assessed verbally through
self-report measures or by rating pain-related behaviors and pain-related life
changes, and (d) whether respondents with different levels of experience in deal
ing with and reporting pain organize pain-relevant language differently and whe
ther a common pain language is used to report painful experiences.
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TABLE 6.2. Most Frequently Generated Painful Incidents in Response to Pain Terms

Term

Throbbing
# of nominations
# of different incidents

Shooting
# of nominations
# of different incidents

Stabbing
# of nominations
# of different incidents

Sharp
# of nominations
# of different incidents

Cramping
# of nominations
# of different incidents

Gnawing
# of nominations
# of different incidents

Hot
# of nominations
# of different incidents

Aching
# of nominations
# of different incidents

Heavy
# of nominations
# of different incidents

Tender
# of nominations
# of different incidents

Splitting
# of nominations
# of different incidents

Tiring
# of nominations
# of different incidents

Sickening
# of nominations
# of different incidents

Fearful
# of nominations
# of different incidents

Punishing
# of nominations
# of different incidents

Healthy Sample (N =21)

Headache
9
9
Muscle
4
13
Stabbing, injection, cramp
3 each
13
Stomach, head, bang
3 each
11
Menstrual
7
6
Dental
8
7
Burn
13
7
Exertion
7
8
Muscle, head, crush
3 each
12
Bruise, blister, joint
4 each
12
Headache
14
7
Fatigue
5
11
Nausea
10
9
Stomach, surgery, heart, bone
2 each
16
Beat/torture
5
12

Pain Sample (N = 22)

Headache
9
9
Abdominal
5
11
Back
5
10
Back
5
11
Leg
7
9
Dental
6
10
Bum
7
11
Head
5
10
Abdominal
5
10
Muscle
4
14
Headache
21
2
Fatigue
7
8
Nausea
16
6
Nerves, illness
3 each
15
Beat, accident
4 each
11
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The designers of surveys that are based on the retrospective recall of auto
biographical memories must consider each of these sources of bias in the con
struction of their instruments and in the analysis of the data generated by them.
Preliminary results from our research program suggest the following conclu
sions and recommendations with regard to the retrospective reporting of painful
experiences:

1. Although transient (induced) mood states have a systematic effect on
various kinds of judgment tasks explored in other contexts, evidence for
their associations with pain reports is mixed.

2. One systematic source of bias in pain ratings is created by the severity of
pain at the time of recall. Controlling for original levels of pain and the
amount that pain fluctuates during the applicable time period, greater
pain at recall is associated with overestimating prior pain experience.
Survey researchers asking questions about prior experiences with pain
may also wish to include questions about current levels of pain.

3. The severity of prior pain, its impact on daily activities, and behaviors
related to the pain problem are all recalled approximately equally well
and seem to be equally stable over time among individuals with chronic
pain problems. Survey researchers who seek more informative data than
those provided by mere intensity ratings should feel comfortable query
ing respondents about these other pain-related behaviors (or should even
consider rating respondents' observable pain behaviors).

4. The pain lexicon is enormous and relatively vague. There is considerable
variability in how pain descriptors are assigned to painful experiences.
Yet, there seems to be considerable consensus in the understanding of the
meaning of a subset of pain descriptors across individuals with varying
levels of experience with pain. Fifteen descriptors that show considerable
stability in the way in which they are organized mentally are throbbing,
shooting, stabbing,sharp, cramping, gnawing, hot,aching,heavy, tender,
splitting, tiring, sickening.fearful, andpunishing. Although we have no
way of knowing whether these descriptors are more or less stable than
any other set of 15, we feel confident that the relative meaning of these
words is widely shared by most potential survey respondents.
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The Effects of Estimation Strategies
on the Accuracy of Respondents'
Reports of Cigarette Smoking

Barbara Means, Gary E. Swan, JaredB. lobe,
andlames L. Esposito

Many survey questions ask about the frequency of specificbehaviors (e.g., con
sumption of a particular food, use of a product, voting). Until recently, the as
sumption has been that responsesto these itemsare formed through a processof
episodic recall, in which the respondent mentally retrieves all pertinentincidents
and then tallies them (e.g., Bradburn, 1983). Survey research focused on poten
tial sources of response error associated with episodic recall (i.e., retrieval fail
uresand telescoping effects).

It is now generally agreed that respondentsuse a variety of response heur
istics to answer survey frequency questions (e.g., Blair & Burton, 1986, 1987;
Burton& Blair, 1991;Menon& Sudman,1989;L. Ross, 1984; Schwarz, 1990a;
Strube, 1987). This appears to be particularly true in cases where the targetbe
havioris high in frequency.

Studies of Frequency

Blair and Burton (1986; Burton & Blair, 1991)explored the issue of alternative
frequency estimation strategies in a series of studies. In one (Blair & Burton,
1986), they administeredsurvey questions about frequency of behaviors, such as
dining in a restaurant or using an automatic teller machine. Immediately after
answering the frequency question, the respondent was queriedabout the method
Used to arrive at the response. Episodic recall was the most frequently reported
strategy when there were three or fewer incidents in the eventcategory,but use
of this strategy declined rapidly as event frequency rose. For those who ate in a
restaurant 10 times or more, for example, none reported basinghis or her fre
quency estimateson episodic recall. Instead,responses werebasedon whatBlair
and Burton called "direct" estimates or on procedures for decomposing the ref
erenceperiod and computingrates. For a very frequent, commonplace behavior,
writingchecks, nearly two-thirds of theirsubjectsreported using directestimates
under normal interviewing procedures. Later studies (Burton & Blair, 1991)
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confmned that respondents often use nonepisodic processes to answer frequency
questions and found that task conditions such as the number of events to be
reported and the time used in response formulation affect the processes that
respondents use. Similarly, Menon and Sudman (1989) found that their respond
ents used episodic recall for frequencies of less than 5 and an estimation strategy
for frequencies of more than 5.

The psychological literature suggests that the use of direct estimates are sub
ject to biases quite different from the omission and telescoping errors found in
episodic recall. Tversky and Kahneman (1982) argue that a commonly used
heuristic for producing these estimates is the availability judgment. Easy-to
retrieve events are assumed to have a high rate of occurrence. Because factors
other than frequency affect retrievability, this heuristic can lead to bias. For
example, in one Tversky and Kahneman study, subjects were asked to consider a
letter (K, L, N, R, or V) and to judge whether the letter was more likely to ap
pear in the first position or in the third position in English words. Although these
letters are in fact more likely to appear in the third position, it is easier to re
trieve words starting with a given letter than it is words in which the letter ap
pears in the third position. Each of the letters was judged by the majority of
subjects to be more frequent in the first position of words than in the third posi
tion, and the bias was quite strong. The mean estimate for the ratio of the two
frequencies was 2: 1. Given the relationship between event salience and retrieva
bility, and the low salience of individual smoking episodes, the Tversky and
Kahneman work suggests that using an availability strategy would tend to lead
to underestimates of smoking rate.

On the other hand, a study reported by Bruce and Read (1988) suggests that
however biased direct estimates based on availability may be, they are better
than estimates based on attempted episodic recall for high-frequency events. In
that study (conducted with F. Craik), subjects saw lists of words from different
semantic categories (e.g., animals). After viewing a list, subjects were asked first
to give an initial frequency estimate (presumably based on availability) for each
category (e.g., "How many animals were on the list?"). This first frequency
estimate was followed by cued recall: The experimenter provided category la...
bels and instructed the subject to recall as many instances of that category from
the word list as he or she could. This cued recall was followed by a second fre
quency estimate. These second estimates were typically less accurate than the
initial estimates, the interpretation being that although subjects had failed to
recall all instances, they used their partial recall as a guide in making the second
estimate.

Another approach to estimating frequency reported by subjects interviewed
by Blair and Burton (1987) and in a similar study reported by Bradburn, Rips,
and Shevell (1987) is decomposition. This entails decomposing the reference
period into temporal segments, computing a frequency for one or more parts of
it, and then multiplying or adding part frequencies to arrive at an estimate for the
whole. Menon and Sudman (1989) assessed the accuracy of decomposition
compared with other strategies for reporting frequencies. For an irregular be-
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havior (snacking),decomposition proved to bemore accuratethan a strategythat
encouraged respondents to note exceptions to their normal rate of frequency
(stability and change). For a regular behavior (hair washing), decomposition
proved to be less accurate than stability and change. Additional research on the
relative accuracy of frequency estimates derived in these and other ways is re
quired.

Surveys of Smoking

Surveys are the most frequently used method of obtaining population informa
tion about smoking. Survey questions on smoking require respondents to retro
spectively report their smoking level. Both currentsmokinglevels and long-term
exposure are important for epidemiologic purposes. Respondents who retro
spectively report their smoking levels show a strong bias toward reporting in
units of 10 (Vesey, Saloojee, Cole, & Russell, 1982; Warner, 1978). Data sug
gest that retrospective reports are often underestimates of the actual amount
smoked and that many current smokers deny their smoking status (see Warner,
1978). In one study, 35% of those who claimed in a telephone interview that
they had quit smoking reported in a subsequent home interview that they
smoked (Luepker, Pallonen, Murray, & Pirie, 1989). According to Sillett, Wil
son, Malcolm, and Ball (1978), up to 25% of respondents may falsely report
their smoking behavior.

Validation of self-reported smoking levels may be assessed by various bio
chemical markers, of which cotinine (a chemicalbyproductof nicotine) appears
to be the most accurate (Jarvis,Tunstall-Pedoe, Feyerabend, Vesey,& Saloojee,
1987); by the collection of butts (e.g., Robinson & Young, 1980); by direct
Observation (e.g., Orleans & Shipley, 1982); or by self-reportedrecords (e.g.,
diaries). (For a review of variousapproaches, see Orleans & Shipley, 1982.)

The smoking-frequency item appearing on most smoking surveys, "How
many cigarettes do you smoke a day?" clearly places heavy demands on the
smoker trying to episodically recall each cigarette smoked during a given day.
Given not only the frequency with which smokers light a cigarette but also the
almost unconscious nature of this activity, it seems reasonable to assume that
few subjects answer smoking-frequency questions through exhaustiveepisodic
recall of individual incidents. If not episodic recall, then what processes are
respondents using and what is the relative accuracy of different frequency esti
mationstrategies?

In the two studies reported here, we sought to (a) identify the strategiesthat
people use to answer questions about smoking frequency and (b) assess the
relative accuracy of different frequency estimation strategies.To permit assess
mentof recall accuracy in subjects, both studiescollectedbehavioral evidenceof
their smoking behavior for 4-5 days. Afterward, they were givenan unexpected
question about the number of cigarettes that they had smokedon one or more of
the days during that assessment period. Using a four-group, between-subjects
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design, one group of subjects answered the frequency question using any meth
od that they chose, whereas the other three groups were instructed to employ a
particular frequency estimation strategy. These experiments are summarized
below.

Experiment 1

Method

In Experiment 1 (Means, Swan, Jobe, Esposito, & Loftus, 1989),we obtained a
convenience sample of 25 subjects-l0 males and 15 females-by local adver
tisements soliciting smokers to participate in the research for a $50 fee. The
experimental sessions were conducted at the offices of SRI Internationalin Men
lo Park, California. Potential subjects were told that the study concerned differ
ent methods for measuring nicotine dosage, including biochemical analyses of
saliva samples, and were screened to make sure that they were not actively try
ing to quit smoking.

Subjects participated in an initial face-to-face interview and then collected
two kinds of behavioral evidence of their weekday smoking for a period of 4 or
5 days (depending on the interview schedule). The behavioral evidence used in
this study consisted of (a) a canister with each day's cigarette butts and (b) a
written tally of each time a cigarette was lit.

After collecting the behavioral evidence of their smoking, the subjects
brought their canisters and tallies to the laboratory and participated in a second
interview. The critical question in this interview concerned the number of ciga
rettes that they had smoked on one of the days during the assessment period (the
target day). Depending on their treatment group, subjects either were trained in a
specific frequency estimation strategy and directed to use it in answering the
question or were allowed to compute a smoking frequency in any way that they
liked. The three specified strategies-avai/ability, additive decomposition, and
episodic recall-are described in Table 7.1.

In the free-strategy/think-aloud condition, subjects were not told how they
should answer the smoking-frequency question but were directed to think aloud
as they formulated their answer (see Ericsson & Simon, 1980, 1984). All sub
jects gave a confidence estimate for the smoking frequency that they reported.
They then provided a saliva sample for biochemicalanalysis to test for saliva co
tinine.

Results

Self-Reports Prior to Participation

Subject responses to the telephone screening question about smoking level were
reviewed to get a sense of the precision of their prior knowledge about how
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TABLE 7.1. Frequency Estimation Strategies

Availability:
The subject is instructed to answer the smoking-frequency question quickly with a
"gut reaction" without trying to think of specific instances of smoking.

Additive decomposition:
The typical weekday is divided into different types of activities such as "commuting,"
"in the office," and "after dinner." The subject is asked to estimate the number of
cigarettes consumed in each of these portions of the day. After all separate estimates
are made, they are summed to arrive at a total day's estimate.

Episodic recall:
The subject is instructed to take a selected weekday and to work through the day
recalling all instances of smoking. The subject is then asked to use the recalled in
stances to arrive at a daily total.

much they smoke. Slightly more than half of the subjects (13, or 52%) described
their smoking in terms of packs rather than number of cigarettes. Of those sub
jects who responded in terms of cigarettes, 3 gave a range, 2 spoke of "more
than 20" or "less than 20," and the remainder gave a number that was a multiple
of 10 (most, in fact, were multiples of 20). Hence, it appears that subjects have a
rOugh idea of their own smoking level but do not demonstrate precise knowl
edge. The digit bias observed in other studies of smoking (Vesey et al., 1982;
Warner, 1978) is apparent here as well.

Quality ofBehavioral Evidence

Two forms of behavioral evidence-the number of cigarette butts saved and the
SUbject'scigarette-lighting tally-were compared for each day within the assess
ment period. A high level of agreement was found (r= .91). For the target day,
the number of cigarettes on the tally record was identical to the number of ciga
rette butts in the canister for 15 of the 25 subjects. Where differences did occur,
they were small in magnitude, averaging just 0.64 cigarette. For simplicity's
Sake, we report here only those analyses using the cigarette-lighting tally (which
Was more likely to have the higher number) as the "true" smoking frequency.

Smoking Levels

The mean number of cigarettes smoked during the days when subjects kept
records was 22.94 and the median was 20.20. The lightest smoker averaged 7.60
cigarettes per day, and the heaviest averaged 58.00. The first row in Table 7.2
shows the mean daily smoking by treatment condition: The means were 23.17
for the free-strategy/think-aloud group, 22.67 for availability, 20.17 for additive
decomposition, and 28.57 for episodic recall. Although the mean of the episodic
recall group was somewhat higher relative to the other groups, this difference
was not significant.
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TABLE 7.2. Mean Level of Smoking in Behavioral Records and Self-Reports, by
Condition: Experiment 1

Strategy Condition

Free-strategyI Additive Episodic
Measure Think-aloud Availabili ty Decomposition Recall

Target day behavioral
record 23.17 22.67 20.17 28.57

(8.57) (10.46) (6.59) (17.44)
Behavioral record-

report 1.17 3.50* -3.50 -1.57
(1.60) (1.87) (5.89) (5.59)

Absolute value of
record - report 1.50* 3.50* 4.17 4.43*

(1.22) (1.87) (5.34) (3.36)
(Record - report)1

Record 0.05 0.15* -0.16 -0.12
(0.09) (0.05) (0.27) (0.23)

Note: A minus sign indicates overreporting. Standard deviations appear in parentheses.
* p< .05.

AccuracyofFrequencyReports

The second row in Table 7.2 shows the mean difference between the number of
cigarettes reported and the number on the behavioral record for the target day in
each treatment condition. We tested whether each of these means was signif...
icantIy different from O. The only significant difference was found in the avail ...
ability condition, t(6) = -4.58, P< .01, in which reports averaged 3.50 cigarettes
lower than the behavioral record. In the free-strategy/think-aloud condition,
reports averaged an insignificant 1.17 cigarettes below the behavioral record. In
contrast to these two conditions, subjects in the additive-decomposition and
episodic-recall conditions tended to overreport their smoking for the target day,
but the differences were not significant.

The third row in Table 7.2 shows the mean absolute difference between the
number of cigarettes reported and the number in the behavioral record ("gross
error"). Gross error was largest for the episodic-recall and additive
decomposition conditions (4.43 and 4.17 cigarettes, respectively) and smallest
for the free-strategy/think-aloud condition (1.50). Gross error rates were signif
icant (different from 0) in all conditions except additive decomposition. When
tested through a one-way ANOVA, however, the effect of condition on gross
error rate was not significant.

A third measure of accuracy was created in order to correct for the fact that
individuals with different levels of smoking had recall tasks of different diffi
culty. This measure, (Behavioral Record Count - Reported Frequency)/Behav...
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ioralRecordCount, is shown in the fourth rowof Table7.2. An ANOVA testing
for the effect of treatmentcondition on this measure was significant, F(3,21)=
3.70, P< .05. Comparisons between conditions revealed that performance in the
availability condition differed significantly from each of the other conditions.
Thus, reported frequencies in the availability condition were larger relative to
the corresponding record frequencies than in any of the other strategy condi
tions.

Strategies Used in the Free-StrategyIThink-Aloud Condition

The strategies that subjectsreported using in the free-strategy/think-aloud con
dition were examined. Three subjects said that they used"knowledge about my
usual daily smoking"; this is a strategy based on semantic rather than episodic
memory. Threeother subjects reported complex strategies that involved dividing
the day up into segments (decomposition) and theneitherrecalling the instances
of smoking withineach segment(episodic) or using the first number that came
to mind for each segment (availability). A piece of converging evidence for
these self-reports was obtainedby having a researcher independently review the
verbal protocols for a sample of 19 subjects. Of these, 15protocols weresuffi
cient to permit categorizing the subject's strategy into 1 of 6 classifications.
Among these, 11 of the experimenter classifications (73%) matched the sub
ject's self-reported strategy.

Cotinine

Salivasampleswereanalyzed for cotinine, a nicotine byproduct. Cotinine levels
in all subjectswere in the range normally associated withsmokers. Correlations
between cotinine level and the various forms of behavioral evidence of smoking
ranged between .35 and .40 and compared favorably with reported correlations
between cotinine and self-reported smoking in the literature, whichrange from
.24 to .43 (Abrams, Follick, Biener, Carey, & Hitti, 1987; Benowitz, Kuyt,
Jacob, Jones, & Osman, 1983;Haley,Axelrad, & Tilton, 1983; Hill, Haley, &
Wynder, 1983; Pierce et al., 1987). However, although cotinine is the preferred
biOChemical measure for distinguishing between smokers and nonsmokers (Jar
viset al., 1987; Pechacek, Fox, Murray, & Luepker, 1984), it doesnot appearto
be Calibrated accurately enough to replace self-reports as theprimary measure of
smoking frequency amongsmokers.

COnfidence

SUbjects rated their confidence in their frequency estimates on a 5-pointscale,
with 1="off by more than 10 cigarettes" and 5="exactlycorrect." Thecorrela
tions betweenconfidence leveland theabsolute difference between reported and
reCorded smoking were -.33 for Wednesday smoking, -.30 for Monday, and
-.21 for Saturday. Table 7.3 shows the confidence ratings by treatment condi
tion. These data suggest that subjects are least confident about frequency esti-
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TABLE 7.3. Mean Subject Confidence, by Treatment Condition: Experiment 1

Condition

Free-strategy/think-aloud
Availability
Additive decomposition
Episodic recall

Key to confidence ratings:

1 =Off by more than 10 cigarettes
2 =Off by no more than 10 cigarettes
3 = Off by no more than 5 cigarettes
4 = Off by no more than 1 or 2 cigarettes
5 = Exactly correct

Mean Rating

3.50
3.33
3.67
2.29

mates derived through attempts to recall all smoking events during the target day
(episodic-recall strategy) and most confident about frequencies derived through
additive decomposition. It is interesting to note that the pattern of differences in
the confidence ratings is not congruent to that for recall accuracy, where the
trend was for better recall in the episodic-recall condition than in the additive
decomposition condition.

Experiment 2

The second study (Means, Swan, Jobe, & Esposito, 1991) also investigated the
accuracy of reports of current smoking levels. The results of the first experiment
led us to the conclusion that the free-strategy group (in which the interview was
slow paced and think-alouds were requested) was not a good approximation of
the procedures used in standard fast-paced smoking interviews. Therefore, in the
second experiment, we dropped the requirement for the free-strategy group to
think aloud. The other major change in the second experiment was that behav
ioral records were maintained by subjects using a hand-held computer.

Method

Subjects (N =128) were recruited as in Experiment 1, and all experimental ses
sions were conducted at SRI's offices. The same four-group, between-subjects
design was used. Subjects in three of the groups were asked to use one of three
specific strategies: availability, additive decomposition, or episodic recall. Sub
jects in the fourth group, the free-strategy condition, were simply questioned as
they would beon a standardized national survey.

All subjects collected behavioral evidence of their smoking by using a hand
held computer to record each cigarette smoked. Use of the hand-held computer
required some effort but was quite feasible for most subjects. The computer was
approximately the size and weight (255 gm) of the hand-held computers popular
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in the 1970s. Respondents reported very high compliance with the computer
logging procedures. On average, subjects made a mean of only 2.4 entries on
their error cards over the 5 days for which data were analyzed. There were some
cases in which a subject left the electronic diary where he or she did not have
Continuous access to it for part of the day or failed to consistently record smok
ing for some period. Two subjects stated that they got tired of entering cigarettes
and stopped logging all of them on the final day. In such cases, the day's re
Cordedand reported smoking were eliminated from the data set. In total, the data
for 1 day was excluded for eight subjects, and data for 2 days was excluded for
two subjects.

At the end of the 5-day record-keeping period, subjects were unexpectedly
asked how many cigarettes they had smoked on the preceding day, on the previ
ous Monday (3 days prior), and on the previous Saturday (5 days prior). A saliva
sample was taken to measure saliva cotinine, a biochemical marker for nicotine.

Results

The mean number of cigarettes smoked during the days when subjects kept
records was 19.94. The lightest smoker averaged 2 cigarettes per day and the
heaviest averaged 54. For each subject, we computed the size of the deviation
between the number of cigarettes recalled for each target day and the recorded
number of cigarettes for that day (the computer record as amended by any nota
tions on the error card).

Table 7.4 shows the mean number of cigarettes recorded by subjects in each
condition for each target day and the deviation (both net and gross) between this
number and the number of cigarettes reported. For all of the groups and each
target day, mean reports were higher than the mean number of cigarettes re
Corded, but the deviations were not large (the largest being 3.77 cigarettes for
reports of Saturday's smoking in the availability group). For reports of the pre
Ceding day's smoking, net deviations appear smallest in the free-strategy condi
tion (0.17 cigarette). However, this apparent advantage is not significant and
disappears at the longer lags (i.e., reports of smoking 3 and 5 days prior). We
again tested whether each net deviation was different from 0 and found signifi
cant differences only for reports of the previous Saturday's smoking in the avail
ability group, the previous Monday's smoking in the additive-decomposition
group, and the preceding day's smoking in the episodic ...recall group. To meas...
Ure the accuracy of individual reports, we examined the absolute value of the
difference between the recorded and reported level of smoking. All of these
measures were significantly different from O. The mean difference between
reported and logged smoking frequency appears largest for the free-strategy and
availability conditions, at least over longer retention intervals. For example,
recall for the previous Saturday's smoking was off by an average of 7.00 and
6.63 cigarettes in the free-strategy and availability conditions, respectively,
Compared with mean deviations of 4.70 and 4.87 cigarettes for the additive
decomposition and episodic-recall conditions. For the frequency question most
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TABLE 7.4. Mean Level of Smoking in Behavioral Records and Self-Reports, by
Condition: Experiment 2

Strategy Condition

Measure and Free-strategy/ Additive Episodic
Target Day Think-aloud Availability Decomposition Recall

Behavioral record:
Preceding day (Wednesday) 20.30 18.68 20.32 19.70
3 days prior (Monday) 19.63 19.97 20.20 21.52
5 days prior (Saturday) 22.68 21.27 20.73 21.94

Behavioral record -
report:
Preceding day (Wednesday) -0.17 -1.48 -1.16 -2.87*
3 days prior (Monday) -1.03 -1.55 -2.40* 1.13
5 days prior (Saturday) -1.93 -3.77* -1.83 -1.77

Absolute value of
record - report:
Preceding day (Wednesday) 4.57* 4.13* 4.06* 3.73*
3 days prior (Monday) 5.50* 6.13* 3.87* 4.48*
5 days prior (Saturday) 7.cX)* 6.63* 4.70* 4.87*

(Record - report)/
Record:
Preceding day (Wednesday) -0.08 -0.07 -0.19* -0.18
3 days prior (Monday) -0.13 -0.18 -0.13* -0.10*
5 days prior (Saturday) -0.13 -0.20* -0.22* -0.03

*Differs from 0 at p < .05.

likely to be asked on smokingsurveys-the numberof cigarettes smoked yester
day-differences were in the same directionbut much smaller. Subjectreports
wereoff by an average of 4.57 in the free-strategy group, 4.13 in theavailability
group,4.06 in the additive-decomposition group,and 3.73 in the episodic-recall
group.

The average number of cigarettessmokedover the 5 days was computed for
each subject and the sample was divided at the median (19.40 cigarettes per
day). Table 7.5 illustrates the relationship between smoking leveland frequency
report accuracy. For the question about the preceding day's smoking, lighter
smokers were off by an average of 2.95, compared with 5.26 for heavier smok
ers.

Cotinine

Saliva samples were again analyzed for cotinine. Correlations were performed
between subject cotinine levels and a number of the measures of smoking fre
quency. Correlations were very similar whether cotinine was correlated with
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TABLE 7.5. Mean Difference between Reported and Logged Smoking Frequency, by
SmokingLevel and Recall Interval: Experiment 2

Recall Interval

Smoking Level

Lighter « 19.40 per day)
Heavier~ 19.40 per day)

Preceding Day
(Wednesday)

2.95
5.26

3 Days Prior
(Monday)

3.73
6.19

5 Days Prior
(Saturday)

4.14
7.27

reported or logged smoking. As in Experiment 1, cotinine levels in all subjects
were in the range nonnaIlyassociated with smokers. Correlations with measures
of the preceding day's smoking were .31 for cigarettesloggedonto the computer
(as corrected by the error card) and .30 for self-reported smoking. Becausecoli
nine has a half...life of 17 hours, a correlation was also performedbetweencoli
nine level and the numberof cigarettes recordedon the computerin the 17 hours
preceding the interview. As in Experiment 1, this correlation, .44, compares
favorably with reportedcorrelationsbetweencotinine and self-reported smoking
in the literature.

COnfidence

Table 7.6 shows the confidence data by treatmentcondition. (Note that the ver...
bat anchors for scale values were modified somewhat from those used in Ex...
periment 1.) The confidence scores are very similar across the four strategy
conditions, suggesting that subjects' senseof their estimationaccuracy was not
affectedby the method by which they had derivedthe estimate.Contraryto intu
ition, the day for which subjects were providingconfidenceestimates had little
effect. Subjects tended to evaluate their degree of error as either 2-3 or 4-5
cigarettes,regardless of whether they were providinganestimatefor the preced
ing day or 5 days prior. (Results might have been different,of course, if day had
beena between...subjects rather thana within-subjects variable.)

General Discussion

Although the methods differed slightly between the two experiments, both sug
gested that methods closely resembling the fast-paced survey interviewresulted
in the most errors by subjects. In Experiment 1, this group was the availability
group, and in Experiment 2, this group was the free...strategy group. This result
confrrms results of other investigators (Burton& Blair, 1991; Marquis, Marquis,
& Polich, 1986) that the normal fast pace of interviews often leads to less accu...
ratedata.

The large difference between the free...strategy/think-aloud group in Experi
ment 1 and the free-strategy group in Experiment 2 in terms of gross deviation
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TABLE 7.6. Mean Subject Confidence, by Treatment Condition and Recall Interval:
Experiment 2

Recall Interval

Preceding Day 3 Days Prior 5 Days Prior
Condition (Wednesday) (Monday) (Saturday)

Free-strategy/think-aloud 3.10 3.47 3.37
Availability 3.26 3.19 3.29
Additive decomposition 3.29 3.54 3.11
Episodic recall 3.53 3.31 3.25

Key to confidence ratings:
1 =Off by more than 10 cigarettes
2 = Off by no more than 10 cigarettes
3 =Off by 4 or 5 cigarettes
4 = Off by 2 or 3 cigarettes
5 = Off by no more than 1 cigarette

between recorded and reported smoking suggests that instructions to think aloud
while estimating frequencies has a large, beneficial effect on estimate accuracy.
In fact, the free-strategy/think-aloud group in Experiment 1 performed better
than any of the strategy groups in Experiment 2, where the smallest deviation in
reporting the preceding day's smoking was 3.73 for the episodic-recall group,
compared with 1.50 for the free-strategy/think-aloud group in Experiment 1. Al
though differences between the methodology and recruiting practices in the two
studies suggest caution in interpreting this finding, it seems reasonable to pro
pose that there is an advantage in letting subjects select their own frequency
estimation strategy, provided that they are stimulated to emphasize accuracy in
choosing and carrying out a strategy. Requiring subjects to think aloud appears
to have this effect, leading them to use more effective strategies or to implement
their strategies more diligently than when they are queried under normal survey
conditions.

From a psychological perspective, these results suggest that the methodology
used in fast-paced surveys with short questions where the respondents are given
little time to think are not conducive to accurate reports of high-frequency, low
salience events such as cigarette smoking. Alternative methodologies that
encourage episodic-recall or additive-decomposition approaches to estimating
high-frequency behavior appear to be more promising. Although individual sub..
ject's reports were not accurate under the free-strategy condition at the longer
retention interval, when we examine the net error for the group as a whole (rath
er than as the mean absolute value for the errors as reported above), subject's
errors tend to cancel each other out; that is, some subjects gave reports that were
too high, whereas others gave reports that were too low. Epidemiologic research..
ers who are interested in the relationship between the amount smoked and health
status should have the same concerns with accuracy of individual reports as do
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psychologists and survey researchers who are interested in studying the rela
tionships between self-reports and other variables (e.g., Marquis et al., 1986).

It should also be noted that these studies utilized subjects who were admitted
smokers. They responded to advertisements requesting smokers for a research
stUdy. Thus, it is unlikely that deliberate underreporting of smoking levels was a
factor in these studies, and deliberate underreporting of smoking status (i.e.,
actual smokers who denied that they were smokers) was definitely not a factor.
Thus, these results can only be generalized to smoking subjects who have no
motivation to conceal their cigarette consumption.
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8
Validity of Reports of Long-Term
Dietary Memories: Data and a Model

Albert F. Smith and Jared B. lobe

Health surveys ask respondents to report on a varietyof behaviors and activities
in which they have engaged during specifiedand sometimes extendedperiods of
time. These behaviors and activities range from the salient to the mundane, from
behaviors that are quite common to those that occur rarely, and from behaviors
thatare homogeneousto those that are highlyvariegated.

Dietary intake consists of a set of frequent, mundane, and variegatedbehav
iors that is believed by epidemiologists to have significant consequences for
health status (e.g., Willett, 1990). The typical respondent to a Western health
survey eats and drinks frequently, consuminga variety of foods withoutdevot
ing very much attention either to the identity and quantityof what he or she eats
Or to the frequency with which he or she eats most items. Questions about di
etary intake over extendedperiods of time strikeone as being difficult to answer
accurately. Consider, for example, such questionsas "How many apples did you
eat last year?" and "How manycups of coffeedid you drink last month?"Never
theless, nutritional survey procedures ask people to recall what they have eaten
dUring extended periods and to report the frequency with which they have eaten
specific food items during defined periods (for reviews and examples, see
Block, 1982;Rizek & Pao, 1990; Willett, 1990;Young, 1981).

Two questioning procedures dominate the survey collection of self-report
information about dietary intake:dietary-recall and food-frequency questions. In
this chapter, we consider each of these procedures and describe experimental
data that were collected to illuminate how respondentscarry out the tasks pre
sented by these methods. Analysesof respondents' performance permit prelim
inary theorizingabout the cognitiveprocessesused and, hence, an understanding
of the validity of this sort of retrospective report In particular,we consider the
distinction between the implicit demandsof a nutritional surveyand how people
actUally respond to such a survey. Survey questions imply that respondents
should retrieve and report memories of specific experiences, but respondents
may instead use general knowledge to formulate their answers. As we shall
discuss later, the apparent validity of responses may stem to a considerable ex-
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tent from sources of knowledge other than those intended by the askers of sur
vey questions.

Nathaniel Hawthorne (1850/1962), in his introductory sketchto The Scarlet
Letter, described an individual with seemingly remarkable memory for his di
etary intake. According to Hawthorne, the 80-year-old Custom HouseInspector
was distinguished by

his ability to recollect the good dinners which it had made no small portion of the
happiness of his life to eat. ... His reminiscences of good cheer, however ancient
the date of the actual banquet, seemed to bring the savor of pig or turkey under
one's very nostrils. There were flavors on his palate that had lingered there not less
than sixty or seventy years, and were still apparently as fresh as that of the mutton
chop which he had just devoured for his breakfast. [Hawthorne had] heard him
smack his lips over dinners, every guest at which, except himself, had long been
food for worms. It was marvellous to observe how the ghosts of bygone meals
were continually rising up before him .... A tenderloin of beef, a hind-quarter of
veal, a sparerib of pork, a particular chicken, or a remarkably praiseworthy turkey,
which had perhaps adorned his board in the days of the elder Adams, would be
remembered; while all the subsequent experience of our race ... had gone over
him with as little permanent effect as the passing breeze. (pp. 49-50)

Although such memory for dietary intake seems implausible, the Inspector, if
his memories are accurate, represents the ideal respondent to a nutritional sur...
vey. Designers of health survey questions assume covertly that the Inspector's
ability to report about specificpast dietaryexperiences is a general ability.

The Inspector, in his ability to recall specificdietaryexperiences, is likely to
be exceptional. (This, of course, is what makes him an interesting literarychar
acter.) Many individualsasked to report theirdietary intakemightfail to remem
ber specific experiences in the detail provided by the Inspector. Nevertheless,
the typical respondent need not beat a complete loss. An alternativeplausible
source of accurate reports about dietary intake is the generalknowledge that an
individual might have about his or her diet. Using suchknowledge, an individual
might correctly report a dietary experience withouthaving a specific recollective
memory of that experience. An individual might correctly report havingeaten
turkey on Thanksgiving Day in 1977; a memberof a household in which Wed
nesday is Prince Spaghetti Day might correctlyreport having eaten spaghetti on
the third Wednesday of January 1982; Cookie Monster might report correctly
that he had chocolate chip cookies as a snack on Big Bird's birthday in 1983.
Certain meals can be described accurately not because they are specifically
remembered but because generic knowledge can be used to make plausible
statementsabout them.

In this chapter, we discuss, in tum, data from a study that involved free report
of dietary intake for a specified reference period and data from a companion
study in which subjects estimated the frequency with which they ate each of a
set of items during the reference period. After presenting the results of the free...
report study, we propose some hypotheses aboutthe nature of the memory struc
ture that subserves performance in the free-report task and present simulation
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data that confirm the plausibility of these hypotheses. We later show that the
samemodel is capable of accountingfor the frequency judgments.

Free Report of Dietary Intake

In a dietary-recall procedure, a respondent is asked to recall and report every
thing that he or she has eaten and drunk during a specified period. The proce
dure is somewhat analogous to free-recall procedures used to study memory. In
the simplest free-recall experiment, a list of unrelated items is presented to a
subjectand, at some time following the presentation of the last item, the subject
is asked to report the items that were on the list. The subject's report is then
SCored for accuracy, for the degree and nature of the organization of reported
items, or for other characteristicsof theoretical interest.Such experimental pro
ceduresafford the investigatorcomplete control over the to-he-reported material
and the conditions under which it is acquired by the subject (see Tulving, 1968;
Underwood, 1983). In dietary recall, the "list items" are ones that the subject has
eaten and drunk, reports cannot typicallybe scored against a veridicalrecord of
the "list," and the investigatorlacks control over both the to-he-reported material
and the acquisition conditions.

Dietary-recallprocedures differ in several additionalrespectsfrom free-recall
ex.periments conducted in psychological laboratories, First, the survey respond
ent who engages in a dietary-recallprocedure is typically unaware, until the time
that he or she is asked to report his or her dietary intake for a specifiedperiod,
that a list of to-he-reported items has been experienced. Any report of these
items must be based on incidental learning (rather than intentional learning).
Second, insofar as the items that the respondent ate during a reference period
constitute a list, the list is presented over an extended period, intermixed with
otherevents in the respondent's life. Third, all of the items on the to-be-reported
list are exemplars of a single semantic category. We shall further elaborate the
specialsignificanceof this last point below.

We conducted a study (Smith, Jobe, & Mingay, 1991) that investigatedthe
accuracy and content of free reports of dietary intake for specified reference
periods. We manipulatedacquisition, retention,and retrieval conditionsin order
to collect a set of data that would afford development of theoretical hypotheses
about the memory representation accessed by respondents during dietary-recall
procedures and the processes that operateon that representation.

Subjects were asked to report all food and beverage items that they had con
sumedduring either a 2-week or 4-week referenceperiod. Reports were collect
ed either immediately following the referenceperiod or 2, 4, or 6 weekslater. A
well-established fact about memory is that reporting performance for a target
item deteriorates as the time between acquisition and test increases. Retention
interval was varied to determine whether this characterizesdietary reports. The
length of the reference period was varied to assess the rate at which to-be
reported items are accumulated and to study possible tradeoffs in reporting
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between reference period length and the degree to which sampled items are
representative of individuals' diets (longer periods are more representative). An
interaction of reference period length and retention interval length on reporting
performance could be highly informative concerning the cognitive representa
tions and processes that subserve dietary reporting. To help reveal the retrieval
strategies used by respondents during the report task, subjectswereasked, when
they reported, to use one of three sets of cues-temporal, meal. or food
group-to organize their reports.

Subjects' reports were scored against diaries that they had kept during the
reference period. In Smith, Jobe, and Mingay (1992), we establish that reportsof
dietary intake by subjects who have kept food diariesdo not differ from reports
by subjects who have not recorded their food intake.The absence of an effect of
diary keeping on reports permits the generalization of the resultsdescribed both
in that paper and in this chapter to individuals who report their dietary intake
withouthaving kept diaries.

In the next sections, we review the procedure, results, and conclusions of our
study (Smith et al., 1991) of free...dietary reports.We then describe a simulation
of our hypotheses about long-term dietaryreports that yieldsresultsqualitatively
similar to the empirical results.

Method

Participating in the experiment were 170 subjects (115 of whom were female),
recruited in the vicinity of Binghamton, New York.Subjects rangedin age from
18 to 80 and had the full range of educational backgrounds. Subjects kept diaries
of their food intake for either 2 weeks or 4 weeks, submitting theirdaily records
by mail every 3 or 4 days on a prescribedschedule. At a specified time follow
ing the end of the diary-keeping period, subjects came to the laboratory and
were asked to report everything that they had eaten and drunk during the diary
keepingperiod.

The subjects were assigned to eight experimental groupsdefined by a com
binationof length of the referenceperiod (2 or 4 weeks)and lengthof the reten
tion interval, the time from the end of the reference period to the memory test
(immediately or 2, 4, or 6 weeks). At the time of the memory test, subjectswere
given one of three sets of instructions that were intended to guide but not to
constrain reports: Approximately one-third of the subjects were encouraged to
report temporally, starting from the end of the reference period and thinking
back toward the beginning (reversechronological); one-third werecued with the
namesof meals (e.g., breakfast,snack); and one-third werecued with the names
of food groups. (For additionaldetails of the procedure, see Smith et at, 1991).

Results

We describe first the procedure for scoring reports.We next analyze the impact
on performanceof retention interval and reference period length, and then dis
cuss the consequencesfor performance of reporting instructions.
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Scoring Reports

Subjects' diaries and reports were scored using an ever/nevercriterion: An item
was treated as having been recorded if it was ever recorded and as having been
reported if it was ever reported. Thus, to score a subject's reported items against
those that he or she had recorded, each set of items was edited toeliminate mul
tiple occurrences of items and to combine different names for items with mul
tiple names: For example, green salad, tossed salad, and lettuce and tomato
salad would have been consolidated into a single entry. The recorded and re
POrted items were then classified into three groups: matches (reporteditems that
had been recorded), intrusions (reported itemsthat had not been recorded), and
Omissions (items that were not reported that had been recorded). From these
counts, two performance indices were calculated: The matchrate,p(Mtc), is the
number of matches divided by the numberof recorded items; and the intrusion
rate, p(Int), is the numberof intrusionsdivided by the numberof reporteditems.
(These indices, their reliability, their definitional and empirical relationships,
and the rationale for their use are described in detail in the Appendix to Smith et
al., 1991.)

Retention Interval andReference Period Length

Table 8.1 shows the mean match and intrusion rates for subjects in each of the
eight experimental conditions defmed by reference period length and retention
interval. Three aspects of the results are readily apparent. First, for reference
periods of the lengths studied in this experiment,subjects' reports about dietary
intake were far from accurate: The average match rate, over conditions, was
0.38, and the highest condition mean match rate was only 0.49. Second, subjects
exhibited high inttusion rates: On average, approximately one-third of the re
poned items were scored as intrusions, and even the lowest condition mean
intrusion rate was 0.27. Third, reporting performance appears to have deterio
rated as retention interval was lengthened: Subjects who reported after longer
retention intervals tended to have lower match rates and higher intrusion rates
than did subjects who reportedafter shorter retentionintervals.

A MANDVA was used to assess the dependence of performance on the
lengths of the reference period and the retention interval. The tested hypothesis
Concerning retention interval was that the deterioration of performance over time
is negativelyaccelerated (see, e.g., Ebbinghaus, 1885/1964). The contrast on the
levelsof retention interval that captures this hypothesis was significant, F(2, 161)
::: 46.82, p < .0001, and the residual was not, which confums that the deteriora
tion in reporting performance is indeed a negatively accelerated function of
retention interval length. This pattern was seen in matchand intrusion rates.

The MANDYA also showed a significant main effect of reference period
length,F(2,161) =4.28, p < .02, and a significant interaction of referenceperiod
length and the contrast on retention interval,F(2,161) =4.00, p< .05. Follow-up
univariate analyses revealed that these effects were due solely to differences
among conditions in intrusion rates. Analysis of the interaction showed that
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TABLE 8.1. Performance Measures for Report of Dietary Intake

Reference Period Length

Retention
2 Weeks 4 Weeks Mean

Interval (Weeks) p(Mtc) p(Int) p(Mtc) p(Int) p(Mtc) p(Int)

0 0.49 0.27 0.46 0.29 0.48 0.28
2 0.42 0.39 0.37 0.28 0.39 0.34
4 0.28 0.40 0.34 0.34 0.31 0.37
6 0.30 0.42 0.32 0.33 0.31 0.38

Mean 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.31 0.38 0.34

Note: This table is adapted from A. F. Smith, Jobe, and Mingay (1991). p(Mtc) is match rate; p(lnt)
is intmsion rate.

after the mean intrusionrates shown in Table 8.1 were adjustedfor the main ef
fects, the patterndisplayedby the residuals wasan increase over retention inter
vals for subjects who reported on 2-week reference periodsand a decrease for
subjects who reported on 4-week periods. The implications of this pattern will
beelaboratedbelow.

Reporting Instructions

Although a reporting strategy was recommended to each subject, our primary
interest was in obtaining maximum recall. Subjects were told, therefore, that
they were always free to report whatevercame to mind and weregivensubstan
tial opportunityat the ends of their memory tests to report additional items that
came to mind. Because subjects were free to use their preferred reporting strat
egies, we anticipated that instructed strategy would have relatively little effect
on reporting performance. However, instructions had a decided influence on
performance, F(4,290) = 4.40, p< .01: Table 8.2 shows mean match and intru
sion rates for subjects given each type of instruction (averaged across retention
intervaland referenceperiod length). Performance of subjects given food-group
cues differed from that of subjects given reverse chronological and meal instruc
tions,F(2,145) =7.61, p <.001; performance did not differsignificantly between
subjects assigned to these latter instructions, F(2,145) =1.40,P >.25. The in
struction manipulation affected only intrusion rates, which were significantly
higher when subjects were cued with food groups than when they were in
structed to report reverse chronologically or by meal. Noneof the interactions of
reporting instructions with the other manipulated variables wassignificant.

Discussion

If validity of report is understood to mean accuratecharacterization of dietary
intake during the reference period, then the retrospective reports of dietary in
take of subjects in this study were far from valid. Substantial error rates were
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TABLE 8.2. Performance Measures for Report of Dietary Intake, by Instruction

Instruction p(Mtc) p(lnt)

Reverse chronological 0.37 0.31
Food group 0.39 0.38
Meal 0.36 0.32

Mean 0.38 0.34

Note: This is table adapted from A. F. Smith, Jobe, and Mingay (1991). p(Mtc) is match rate; p(lnt)
is intrusion rate.

observed: Subjects failed to reportexhaustively the itemsthat theyhad eatenand
drunk, and they evidentlyreported many itemsthat they had not consumed dur
ing the reference period.

Two questions may be raised at this point.First, shouldthe failure of subjects
to provide valid reports be a cause for concern to usersof the reported informa
tion? Second, to what extent can the obtained results inform the development of
a theory of the memory information available to subjects and the processes that
Subjects use to operate on that information? We consider first the theoretical
implications of the results but shall address the practical implications-includ
ing whether the reporting inaccuracies should be a source of concern-later in
thischapter.

Subjects in this experimentwere instructed explicitly to retrieve and report
specific memories about their dietary intake. Indeed, the results suggest that
specific memories contribute to long-term dietary reports: The deterioration of
measured memory performance as retention interval was lengthened may have
been due, in part, to a decrease in reportsof specific memories as time elapsed
from the end of the referenceperiod. However, two aspects of the data implicate
generic knowledge as a substantial basisfor subjects' reports: the highintrusion
ratesand the patternof intrusion rates overexperimental conditions.

Intrusion rates were substantial even at the shortest retention intervaI
reports on the day after the last day of the reference period. This indicates that
Subjects do not base their responses exclusively on their dietary experiences
dUring the reference period. Reported items that were scoredas intrusions were
likely to be items that these subjects had eaten at some time during their lives
-they hadjust not eaten themduring the specified reference period.

The observed intrusion rates represent a distinct difference between the re
sultsof this experimentand the results of typical free-recall experiments. Intru
sions tend to be rare in free recallof lists of nominally unrelated items(see,e.g.,
Erdelyi, Finks, & Feigen-Pfau, 1989), although theyoccur regularly in recall of
listsof categorically relatedwords (Cofer, 1967; Cofer, Bruce, & Reicher, 1966;
Rabinowitz, Mandler, & Patterson, 1977). Intrusions in recall of such lists tend
to be items from list-relevant categories. An experimental subject who remem
bers that a number of words from a list wereexemplars of a particular category
may report items from that category even without beingcertain that those items
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were on the list. Such items would, indeed, be good candidates for report. For
subjects who reported their dietary intake, there was a single list-relevant cate
gory, "things that I ate during the reference period." Subjects may have sampled
items from the category of personal dietary items but failed to discriminate accu
rately whether the sampled items had actually been eaten during the reference
period, that is, whether they had been on the "list" (see Wagenaar, 1986, con
cerning the crudeness with which temporal information about autobiographical
events is coded).

The observed interaction of retention interval length and reference period
length on intrusion rate is consistent with the hypothesis that subjects rely on
generic knowledge when they report their dietary intake. The informative index
is the residual of the condition mean intrusion rate after it has been adjusted for
the main effects. For subjects who reported on 4-week reference periods, these
residuals decreased as retention interval length increased, whereas for subjects
who reported on 2-week periods, the residual intrusion rates increased over
retention intervals.

This pattern of intrusion rates could result if subjects simply described their
typical diets and in addition, at short retention intervals, reported some specific
recent memories. A 4-week period is likelier than a 2-week period to contain
any item that an individual routinely eats, so that subjects who reported on 4...
week periods were considerably freer to report routine elements of their diets
without concern for precisely when those items were eaten. When report is de
layed, subjects who report about longer reference periods may exhibit lower
intrusion rates than subjects who report about shorter periods, not because they
remember better but because what they report better matches what they are
supposed to report. If subjects restricted their reports to items that they had ever
eaten, then, if the reference period were made sufficiently long, intrusion rates
would tend to zero and match rates would depend only on the number of items
reported.

The conjecture that reports consisted of reports of generic knowledge sup...
plemented by reports of specific memories is consistent with resultsof a variety
of laboratory experiments on memory. In experiments in which subjects are
asked to recall lists of categorically related words, intrusion rates increase as
retention intervals are lengthened (Cofer, 1967;Cofer et al., 1966;Rabinowitzet
al., 1977). Similarly, in recall of more complex material, the influenceof mem
ory schemas on retrieval increases as retention interval is lengthened: Graesser
(1981) proposed that after some amount of time has elapsed following the
presentation of to-he-remembered material, virtually nothing specific is remem
bered, and that after that point, subjects respondentirely on the basis of a rele
vant schema. Reder (1987b) distinguished betweendirect retrieval and plausible
inference as strategies for question answering and showed that as the amount of
time since the learning of informationrelevant to a question increased,plausible
inference supplanted direct retrieval as the dominant strategy of question an
swering.

The effect of reporting instructions on performance that we observed (Smith
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et al., 1991) is consistentwith this interpretation of the data. The intrusion rates
of subjectscued with food-group terms were higher than thoseof subjects given
reverse chronological or meal instructions. If subjects' generalknowledge about
food is organized according to food groups, presentation of food-group cues
may facilitate the retrieval and report of items from memory, with reports con
sisting of items that are category exemplars rather than items from specific
meals. Food groups are a plausible basis of organization of general knowledge
about food and personaldiet, and the effect of reporting instructions on perform
ance was consistent with the use by subjects of such knowledge when they re
POrted.

Simulation

A core aspect of this account of dietary-reporting performance is that subjects
rely on generic knowledge during dietary-recall procedures. A subject asked to
report dietary intake for a specified reference period should search memoryfor
items that are members of the category "things that I eat" and that wereeaten
during the reference period. The correctnessof a response depends on the com
bination of category and contextual (temporal) information, However, although
items that are members of the relevant category may be accessible in memory,
Subjects may find that items that were eaten during the reference period are
difficult to discriminatefrom items that were not. Temporal information may be
generally ineffectiveas a basis for a search of memoryfor experiences over an
extended time (see Brewer, chap. 1, and Bradburn, Huttenlocher, & Hedges,
chap. 13, this volume; Wagenaar, 1986). Given the availability of plausible
responses, but lacking certainty regarding their correctness, subjects mayreport
some items with the hope that they will happento be correct

To evaluate this hypothesis, we implemented a partial simulation of the
dietary-report task. The limited purpose of the simulation was to evaluate
Whether the observed pattern of performance over reference period lengths and
retentionintervals was consistentwith the conjecture that dietary reports consist
of generic knowledge supplemented, at short retention intervals,by reports of
specific memories. We describe first the cognitive structures and processesas
sumed for the model, and then we relate these to current theories of memory
representation and the recall process.

Model

The model assumes that an individual asked to report his or her dietary intake
for a specified period samples candidate items from a categorically organized
memory and, with some probability, reports sampled items.By postulating cate
goricalorganization,we assume that the individual's searchof memory is effec
tively restricted to items from the relevant category (i.e., dietary items). We
assume a memory that contains two kinds of elements,permanent and episodic,
that may be labeled to represent items. The population of permanentelements
reflects the long-term base rates with which items are eaten, whereas the epi-
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sodic elements are labeled during particular episodes of dietary intake. The prob
ability of sampling an element with a particular item label thus depends both on
the base rate at which it is eaten and on the frequency with which it has been
eaten during the recent past. We assume that a single episodic element is labeled
for each occasion on which an item is eaten. Thus, the impact of an eating epi
sode on the probability of sampling a rarely eaten item will be much greater than
the impact of such an episode on the probability of sampling a frequently eaten
item, although the probability of sampling the rarely eaten item will still be low.
Conditional on an element being sampled, we assume that its item label is re
ported with some probability that is constant for permanent elements but is a
decreasing function of time since the episode for episodic elements.

For each simulated subject, a list of to-be-reported items (i.e., the memory
set) is generated by sampling from a specified number of unique items. For each
sampled item, an episodic element is labeled; functionally, the probability of
that element being reported, given that it is sampled, begins immediately to
decline. To simulate reporting, the number of items to be reported is determined
from the number of unique items experienced during the acquisition phase (i.e.,
the number "recorded") and the empirical relationship between numbers of
recorded and reported items. The reporting mechanism samples elements from
memory-the population of permanent elements augmented by labeled episodic
elements-and if the item has not yet been "reported," "reports" the item with
the appropriate probability. Note that in this simulation, because the numbers of
recorded and reported items are specified beforehand, the question of interest is
the relationship between these two sets of items-in particular, the nature of any
overlap between them. Such overlap is indexed by match and intrusion rates.

This model is consistent, in several respects, with features of prominent cur
rent theories of memory. For example, the notion that a new element is labeled
for each episode on which an item is eaten is consistent with the class of theories
of memory that assume that multiple experiences with a single item are repre
sented by labeling multiple memory elements rather than by strengthening a
single element (e.g., Hintzman, 1988).

The assumptions of categorical organization and the decay of episodic ele
ments, as well as the separation of the sampling and report processes, are com
patible with Raaijmakers and Shiffrin's (1980, 1981; Gronlund & Shiffrin,
1986) theory of probabilistic search of associative memory (SAM). In the SAM
model, long-term memory is populated by images that may be retrieved when
memory is probed with a cue. Memory images are supposed to be complex
information structures that may contain item information, category information,
and information about the context in which an item was experienced. SAM is a
multiple-trace model in that new images may form when an item is experienced
in new contexts. What we describe as an episodic element is analogous to the
contextual information in an image in SAM. Raaijrnakers and Shiffrin (1981)
note the possibility of memory images that contain no contextual information.

We postulate that memory is categorically organized and that search, during
the dietary-recall task, is functionally restricted to items in the category "things
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that I eat." Equivalently, we assume that memory elements are labeled not only
with item namesbut also with categorynamesand that search can be carriedout
efficiently on the basis of category labels. We assume a class of episodic ele
ments with probabilitiesof report, conditional on the sampling of the element,
that depend on the time since these elements were labeled. This is equivalent to
postulating that memoryelements have contextual labelsand that the similarity
of context at test to context at the time that an episodic element was labeled
decreases over time, therebydecreasing the effectiveness of the test contextas a
retrieval cue.

Simulation Method

For the simulation run reported here, we assumed a pool of 200 items with a
common probability structure for all simulated subjects. Dataweresimulated for
24 subjects in each of four conditions defined by crossing orthogonally two
reference period lengths (2 weeks and 4 weeks) with two retention interval
lengths(immediate test and delayedtest).

For each simulated subject, the number of unique items to be experienced
during the acquisition phase was specified by sampling from a distribution with
mean and varianceequal to those of actualsubjects. Sampling of item episodes
during the acquisition phase was from this restricted subsetof itemsin which the
relative probabilities of items were equal to their relative probabilities in the
total set of items. For each simulatedday of the reference period, the numberof
items to be sampled was drawn randomly from a distribution that was uniform
over the range 8 to 12.To reiterate, sampling an item(i.e., experiencing an item)
involved labelingand dating an episodic memory element.

From the number of unique itemsexperienced by a simulated subjectand the
empirical relationship between numbers of items recorded and reported, the
numberof unique items to be reportedby that simulated subjectwascalculated.
The reporting process was simulatedas follows: On each cycle, an elementwas
sampled from the set of permanent elements augmented by labeled episodic
elements. Since everyelement had an equal chanceof being sampled, the proba
bilityof samplingan element representing any itemdepended on the total num
ber of elements-pennanent and episodic-labeled for that item. If a sampled
element was labeled as an item that had already been reported, it was not con
sideredfurther (because the simulation was programmed to run until somenum
ber of unique items had been reported). If a sampledelement was labeledas an
as-yet-unreported item, the item was added to the report list either with proba
bility that dependedon the recencyof the episode for episodic elements or with
fixed probability for permanentelements. The probability of reporting an epi
Sodic element, conditional on its having been sampled, wasassumed to decline
exponentially over 14 days. An episodic element was treated as inaccessible
after 14 days and, if sampled, was not reported. The reportprobability of a per
manent element, if sampled, was equal to the report probability for 14-day-old
episodic elements.
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For each simulated subject, the list of "reported" items was scored against the
list of items sampled during the acquisitionphase, and matchand intrusionrates,
defined above, were calculated.

Simulation Resultsand Discussion

Table 8.3 shows the results of one simulatedexperiment using the two perform
ance indices introduced previously. Note that although the numbers of unique
recorded and reported items were fixed by design, no constraintswere placed on
the overlap relationship between these two sets. It is this overlap relationship,
and particularly the form of its dependence on reference period length and re
tention interval, that are of interest: The nature of this relationship stems from
the probability structure of the items in memory and the probabilitiesof report
ing items conditional on the sampling of labeled elements.

The simulation data were subjected to the same analysis as the actual data,
and key aspects of the simulation results accord with the empirical results. Al
though the exact levels of the match and intrusion rates differ from those
observed empirically, the general pattern of results mimics closely that of the
data from the experiment described earlier. Match and intrusion rates, consid
ered jointly, depended on retention interval length, reference period length, and
their interaction. As was true for the actual data, follow-upunivariate analyses
showed that each performance measure depended significantly on retention
interval length-for match and intrusion rates, F(1,91)s= 121 and 166,respec...
tively. However, only intrusion rates depended significantlyon reference period
length and on the interaction of reference period length and retention interval.
Overall, match rates did not differ for the two retention intervals,F( I,91)=1.42,
p> .20, but intrusion rates were significantly higher when test was delayed than
when it was immediate,F(1 ,91)=2 .85, p< .001. As was true for the actual data,
the mean intrusion rates for both reference period lengths were higher for tests
that followed long delays than for immediate tests. However, the difference was
considerably larger for simulated subjects who reportedon a 2-weekperiod than
for simulated subjects who reported on a 4-week period, F(I,91) = 10.86,

TABLE 8.3. Performance Measures for Simulated Report of Dietary Intake

Reference Period Length

Interval
2 Weeks 4 Weeks Mean

to Test p(Mtc) p(Int) p(Mtc) p(lnt) p(Mtc) p(Int)

Immediate 0.56 0.22 0.57 0.19 0.57 0.21
Delayed 0.39 0.48 0.34 0.35 0.37 0.42

Mean 0.48 0.35 0.46 0.27 0.47 0.31

Note: p(Mtc) is match rate; p(lnt) is intrusion rate. Each cell represents the mean of 24 simulated
subjects.
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P< .001. Consistent with the actual data, the interaction of reference period
length and retention interval on match rate, F( 1,91)=2.45, P> .10, was not
significant.

The model that has been describedand simulated is intended only asa partial
account of free reports of dietary intake.Certainfeatures of the model are admit
tedly ad hoc and were implemented for convenience. For example, it is overly
simplistic to assume that a single distribution of base rates over a particular
number of items is appropriate for all subjects. Arbitrary assumptions were
madeabout the relative sizes of the populations of permanent andepisodic mem
ory elements. In addition, the size of the acquisition subset was restricted artifi
cially, although acquisition is not a psychological process and no model of it is
required. In contrast, the number of items actually reportedby subjects is pre
sumably a consequence of psychological processes (see, e.g., Raaijmakers &
Shiffrin, 1980), but in this simulation, the number of items to be reported was
specified prior to report. Nevertheless, for the limited objectives of the simula
tion, these shortcutsseem tolerable.

Summary

The simulation of report involved two basic features: (a) random sampling of
memory elements and (b) reporting of corresponding labels that depended on
element "age" for episodic elements and was constant for permanent elements.
The primary intent of the simulation was to investigate whether this model
Would yield a pattern of performance measures, given variation in reference
period length and retention interval, that resembled that of actual data. (We did
not attempt to model the effect of the reporting instruction manipulation.) The
model was successful in that it yielded data that resemble thoseof real subjects.
We recognize that the simulationalmost surely fails to captureimportant aspects
of the performanceof real subjects: Real subjectsprobably behave less random
ly than does the simulation, and they likely exercise some judgment during the
reporting process (see Gronlund & Shiffrin, 1986; Walker & Kintsch, 1985).
Nevertheless, the achievement of the simulation is that its results confrrm the
plausibility of the hypothesized memory representation and reporting process
and provide a point of departure for furtherexploration of free reportsof dietary
intakeand psychologically similar tasks.

Reports of Frequency of Dietary Intake

The results of the free-reportexperimentdescribedin the first part of this chap
ter indicate that subjects' reports are far from accurate. The data, along with a
set of well-established principlesabout memory, servedas a basis for a modelof
how subjects carry out the dietary-recall task. However, neither the described
task nor the reported analysesare representative of the data collection strategies
of nutritional epidemiologists: Free reports of dietary intake for extended peri-
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ods, collected after long retention intervals and scoredusing an ever-eaten crite
rion, are simply not typical of the methodology of epidemiology.

For investigations of dietary intake over periods as long as one month, epi
demiologists are typically interested not only in whetheran item was ever eaten
but also in how often it was eaten. Food-frequency questionnaires ask respond
ents to provide either count or rate information concerning their intake of each
of a set of food and beverage items during a reference period that might range
from one month to one year. An example of a count question is, "How many
artichokes did you eat last year?" An example of a rate question is, "How often,
during last year, did you eat an artichoke?" Equivalent responses to these two
questions are "104" and "twice per week," respectively.

Studies of frequency judgments have shown that people are highly sensitive
to variations among events in their frequencies of occurrence (e.g., Hasher &
Zacks, 1984; Hintzman, 1988; Jonides & Naveh-Benjamin, 1987; Underwood,
Zimmerman, & Freund, 1971). Such studies usually involve the presentationof
a relatively small number of unique events over a short time span, relatively
little variation over items in frequencyof occurrence, and the administration of a
memory test shortly after the set of target events has been presented (but see
Lichtenstein, Slovic, Fischoff, Layman, & Combs, 1978; Underwood et al.,
1971). In contrast, the reference events of a food-frequency questionnaire are
many in number, have occurred with a wide range of frequencies over an ex
tended time period, and constitute but a small fraction of the entire set of events
experienced by the respondent during the referenceperiod.

A companion study to the free-report experiment described earlier in this
chapter (Smith, 1991, Experiment 4) investigated the validityof food-frequency
estimates. Subjects were asked to indicate how often they had eaten (or drunk)
each of a set of items during a specific reference period. Since the subjects were
a subset of those who participated in the free-report experiment, they experi
enced the reference period length and retention interval manipulations that have
been described. The impact on the quality of food-frequency estimates of ma
nipulating retention interval length may further illuminate the nature of the
memory representations and cognitive processes used in responding to food
frequency questionnaires. In this section, we make predictions about food
frequency estimation performance and summarize the experiment reported by
Smith (1991). We then assess the food-frequency estimation performance of the
simulation model that we described in the previous section.

Suppose, to make frequency estimates, that memory is sampled for labeled
elements that correspond to a designated target item and that frequency esti
mates are some nondecreasing functionof the numberof retrieved,appropriately
labeled elements. Suppose further that the memory structure that is sampled is
that discussed earlier: a representation of generic knowledge about personal
dietary intake augmented by representations of specific recent dietary experi
ences. Frequency estimates for 2-week periods should correspond closely to
actual frequencies when judgments are collected immediately after the end of
the reference period, because recently labeled elements will contribute substan-
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tially toward estimates about target items. As the amount of time between the
end of the reference period and the test increases, sampling may be restricted to
the permanent elements in which generic knowledge is represented, so that the
correlation between estimated and actual frequencies will be lower. For an indi
vidual, the variability in dietary experiences among 4-week reference periods
should tend to be less than the variability among 2-week reference periods, be
cause 4-week periods encompass a larger sample of experiences. Consequently,
the dietary intake for a just-ended 4-week period will be more similar to a typi
cal 4-week period than will that for a just-eompleted 2-week period be to a typi
cal 2-week period. Although the retrieval of memories of recent episodes will
improve the correspondence of estimated and actual frequencies when frequen
cies are estimated immediately after the end of the reference period, there should
be less deterioration over time in the relationship between actual and estimated
frequencies for 4-week periods than for 2-weekperiods.

Method

Participating in this experiment were 128 of the participants in the free-report
experiment. The design of the experiment paralleled that of the free-report ex
periment: Subjects served in conditions defined by crossing two reference period
lengths (2 and 4 weeks) with four retention intervals (immediate test and 2-, 4-,
and 6-week delayed tests). (Recall instruction was irrelevantto this experiment.)

After completing the free-report procedure, each subject was asked to indi
cate how many times, during the reference period, he or she had eaten each of a
list of items. (Smith, 1991, Experiment 5, showed that administering a recall test
prior to collecting frequency estimates has no discernibleeffect on the frequency
estimates.)

For each subject, a special food-frequency questionnaire was constructed,
based on the items that he or she had recorded during the reference period and
on the frequency with which those items had been recorded. The questionnaire
included items with a broad range of frequencies of recorded occurrence. Re
Corded items were counted, grouped if appropriate (e.g., chocolate chipcookies
and ginger snaps would have been combined into a class labeled "cookies"),
and sorted by frequency. Then, up to 25 items were selected for inclusion on the
questionnaire, with the constraints that the 5 most frequently recorded items be
tested and that approximately equal numbers of items be sampled from each of
the four quartiles of the remainder of the distribution.

Results and Discussion

Because subjects who made food-frequency judgments about a4-week reference
period ate their most frequently eaten items substantially more often than did
Subjects who made judgments for a 2-week period, recorded counts and fre
quency estimates were transformed logarithmically to equate the variances of
recorded and reported frequencies over conditions. For each subject, the carre...
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lation between log-transformed estimates and log-transformed counts was cal
culated. The analysis of variation in performance over conditions was carried
out on z-transformed correlations. (For further discussion of the choiceof the
correlation coefficientas the performance index for this experiment, see Smith,
1991, pp. 16-17; for a complete discussion of measures of memory for
frequency of occurrence, see Naveh-Benjamin & Jonides, 1986.)

Table 8.4 shows the mean correlation, over subjects, for each experimental
condition defined by a combination of reference period and retention interval
lengths. For subjects who reported frequencies for 2-week periods, the mean
correlation decreased monotonically as retention interval lengths increased,
whereas for subjects who reported frequencies for 4-week periods, the mean
correlation was highest for subjectswho reported immediately after the end of
the reference period and lower, but approximately constant over retention inter
vals, for subjectswho reportedafter a delay. A test of this pattern on the means
of z-transfonned correlations was significant, F(1,120)=28.16,P < .0001; the
residual was not significant, F(6,120) =1.04, p> .25. These results are entirely
consistent with the predictions described earlier.

Simulation

A frequency estimation experiment was simulated to investigate further the
adequacy of the hypotheses concerning memory structure and reporting proc
esses that wereproposed to accountfor thefree-report data. Dataweresimulated
for each of 24 artificial subjects in each of the fourconditions yielded by cross
ing orthogonally two levels of reference period length (2 weeks and 4 weeks)
and two levelsof retention interval (immediate test anddelayed test). The simu
lation of item acquisition during the reference period was identical to that de
scribed earlier. To estimate frequencies, the memory representation described
earlierwasprobedfor a target itemsomespecified number of times, the sampled
memory element was retrieved with a specifiedprobability, and if a retrieved
memory matched the probe item, a counter was incremented. Thesecounts of

TABLE 8.4. Mean Correlations of Log(Frequency Estimates) with Log(Number of
Recorded Occurrences)

Retention
Reference Period Length

Intervat(Weeks) 2 Weeks 4 Weeks Mean

0 .86 .84 .85
2 .79 .76 .77
4 .70 .77 .74
6 .68 .77 .73

Mean .75 .78 .77

Note: This table is adapted from A. F. Smith (1991, Experiment 4). Analysis was conducted on z..
transformed correlation coefficients.
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retrieved elements that matched the probe item were taken as proxies for fre
quencyestimates.

To simulate frequency judgments that were made with a delay interposed
between the reference period and the test, we assumed that the number of
samples of memory depended on the length of the reference period. Since the
probability that a sampled element would be retrieved (and hence counted) was
the same for all memory elements, the functional numberof samplesper day of
reference period was the same for each referenceperiod length. In contrast, to
simulate frequency judgments that were made immediately after the end of the
referenceperiod, we did not assume any differencein the numberof samplesas
a functionof the length of the reference period. We assumedthat the respondent
would perceive judgments for the 2-week reference period as a more plausible
task, and therefore we made the effective number of samples per day of refer
ence period larger for 2-week reference periods than for 4-week reference
periods.

Table 8.5 shows mean correlation coefficients, over simulated subjects, be
tween the logarithms of experienced and estimated frequencies. Although the
absolute levels of the correlations are rather different from those observed with
actual subjects, particularly with a delayedfrequency test, the qualitative pattern
is the same as that observed in the data on real subjects (see Table 8.4). For
Simulations of frequency judgments for each reference period length, the mean
correlation decreased as retention interval increased, but the decreasewas sharp
er for simulated frequency judgments for 2-week reference periods than for 4
week reference periods. An analysis of variance confirmed the presence of a
significantinteraction of reference period length and retention intervalon the z
transformed correlation measure,F(1,92)=15.02,p< .01.

Comment on the Validity of Frequency Judgments

The high degree of linearrelationshipbetween reportedand experienced frequen
cies suggests that, in some respects, frequencyjudgments are valid. However,
the correlationof reportedand experiencedfrequencies reflectsbut one aspect of

TABLE 8.5. Mean Correlations of Log(Simulated Frequency Estimates) with Log
(Simulated Number of Recorded Occurrences)

Interval
Reference Period Length

to Test 2 Weeks 4 Weeks Mean

---Immediate .75 .72 .74
Delayed .50 .62 .56

Mean .64 .68 .66

Note: Each cell represents the mean of 24 simulated subjects. Analysis was conducted on z·
transfonned correlation coefficients.
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validity of frequency judgments, and this is probably not the most significant
aspect (see Naveh-Benjamin & Jonides, 1986). The manipulationsof this exper
iment mandated the use of the correlation coefficient as the performance index,
but such aspects of frequency judgments as the slope of the regression of esti
mated on experienced frequencies and percentage error are important as well. In
addition, the analyses of these data were concerned with the relationship of
estimated and experienced frequencies within individuals over food items: The
high correlations show that subjects report more experiences with items that
they recorded more frequently and report fewer experiences with items that they
recorded less frequently. Epidemiologists are concerned with analyses of fre
quencies within food items over individuals, that is, with whether individuals
who eat a particular item more often report larger frequencies thando those who
eat the same item less often. A study of food-frequency estimates (Smith, 1991,
Experiment 5) showed that the quality of relative frequency estimates (within
individuals over items) is high but that the quality of absolute estimates (within
items over individuals) is poorer. High-qualityabsolute estimates require that all
respondents be calibrated to the same frequency scale (i.e., that absolute values
of judgments have the same meaning to all subjects), but this appears not to be
the case. Development of calibration procedures would surely enhance the value
of frequency judgments to survey data users.

General Discussion

Summary

In this chapter, we have described two experiments that were designed to inves
tigate the cognitive structures and processes that subserve long-term dietarr
reports. The general research strategy was to manipulate the conditions under
which to-he-reported information was acquired, retained, and retrieved and, by
studying the impact of these manipulationson performance, to refine hypotheses
about the relevant representations and processes.

Experiments were conducted to investigate essential aspects of each of the
two predominant methods of collecting information about nutritional intake:
dietary-recall and food-frequency questionnaires. In the free-report experiment,
subjects exhibited negatively accelerated deterioration in reporting performance
as the amount of time between the end of the reference period and the memory
test increased. This was manifested both as a decrease in match rates and as an
overall increase in intrusion rates. However, after intrusion rates were adjusted
for the main effects of reference period length and retention interval, it was clear
that over retention intervals of increasing length, intrusion rates increased for
subjects who reported on relatively short reference periods (2 weeks) but de
creased for subjects who reported on relatively long reference periods (4 weeks).
Reports of food frequency were evaluated by calculating correlations between
experienced and reported frequencies. For reports on 2-week reference periods,
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the quality of reports was a decreasing function of retention interval length,
whereas for reports on 4-week periods, nonimmediate reports were worse than
immediate reports but otherwise did not depend on the length of the retention
interval.

On the basis of the results of the free-report experiment, we developed a
model of the memory structure that subserves dietary reports. We proposed that
individuals report their dietary intake by addressing a memory that consists of
two classes of labeled elements. When these elements are sampled during a
search of memory, their labels, which denote items, are reported with class
specific probabilities. A population of permanent elements, labeled with cate
gory and item information, reflects the base rates at which an individual
consumes the routine elements of his or her diet. A set of episodic elements is
available to be labeled with category, item, and contextual information when
items are experienced. Item labels of permanent elements are reported with
probability that is independent of time; item labels for episodic elements are
reported with probability that decreases as a function of time since the episode
represented by the memory elements. A simulation of the central parts of this
account yielded data patterns that were qualitatively similar to those of the re
sults of each of the described experiments.

Practical Implications for Health Survey Methodology

The results of the experiments showed that reports of dietary intake are far from
valid. We suggested that an individual's generic knowledge about his or her
dietary intake contributes significantly to reports about dietary intake during
specific reference periods, and we demonstrated the compatibility of this idea
with other results in the literature on memory. A simulation of the account was
able to generate a pattern of data qualitatively similar to that yielded by real
SUbjects.

The experiment in which frequency estimates were collected indicated that
SUbjects are quite capable of reporting frequencies that are consistent within
individuals. The pattern of results that measured relative frequency judgment
performance was well mimicked by the simulation program that assumed
samplingof generic knowledge about diet augmentedby memoriesof recent epi
Sodes. The experiment reported here did not address absolute frequency esti
mates; but Smith (1991, Experiment 5) reported that the quality of absolute
estimates of food frequency is lower than that of relative estimates and suggest
ed that this was due, in part, to a lack of frequency calibration among individ
uats.

Should the use of generic knowledge in dietary reports and food-frequency
estimates be of concern to users of nutritional survey data? To the extent that
users of nutritional survey data require precise estimates of dietary intake for
extended periods of time, these results should be of concern. However, respond
ents may be able to report creditably about their average (i.e., routine) dietary
intake. For example, if the items reported by respondents that were scored as
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intrusions tend to have more dietary significance than do the items that were
eaten by respondents that went unreported, free reports supplemented by cali
brated frequency estimates could yield adequate portraits of dietary intake. If
average dietary intake is what people can report about, perhaps it is what should
be asked about. Asking for frequency estimates as a follow-up to free reports
could improve considerably the efficiency of nutritional surveys, which often
involve asking respondents about many items that they rarely, if ever, eat.

Concluding Remark

Recently, investigators of memory have engaged in considerable discussion of
the value of studies of memory in which investigators relinquish some of the
control over conditions afforded by the psychological laboratory (e.g., Banaji &
Crowder, 1989; M. A. Conway, 1991). Banaji and Crowder (1989) criticized the
"everyday" approach to memory as being overly preoccupied with ecological
relevance, endorsed the laboratory as the locus in which generalizable principles
are discovered and theories are tested, and faulted the "everyday" approach for
its failure to produce new theories or discover new principles.

Roediger (1991) observed that many of those who responded to Banaji and
Crowder's (1989) criticisms of the everyday approach to the study of memory
failed to appreciate the authors' main point-that experimental control is essen
tial to understanding the phenomena of memory. We agree. What remains to be
settled is the extent to which some control might be relinquished in order to
investigate the scope of generality of a principle or theory. In the studies re
ported in this chapter, we relinquished considerable control over the conditions
of acquisition of the to-he-reported material: Subjects were responsible for re
cording the list of items that they would subsequently report on, and there was
considerable variability, over subjects, in the length and diversity of these lists.
On the benefit side, however, we showed that important principles that have
been studied in the laboratory are operative under substantially less controlled
conditions. Although the results of these experiments perhaps yield no new
principles of memory, our confidence in and respect for the old principles are
strengthened by finding that they are relevant even when the controlled condi
tions under which they were discerned are relaxed (see also Morton, 1991).
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9
Errors of Experience: Response
Errors in Reports about Child
Support and Their Implications
for Questionnaire Design

Nora Cate Schaeffer

Reporting errors in surveys are partly shaped by the structure of respondents'
experiences. This happens becauserespondents oftenuseestimation strategies to
supplement memory, and these strategies use information about the frequency
and other characteristics of events (e.g., Blair & Burton, 1987; Burton& Blair,
1991; Menon & Sudman, 1989). When eventshave a simple structure, estima
tion strategies may give accurate results; but when events are complex, estima
tion is more difficult and may fail. Consider the example of reporting annual
earnings, a task commonly requested of respondents. Some respondents will
know their previous years' earnings.Others,however, will estimate them,using
infonnation about the frequency and other characteristics of the event "getting
Paid." A person who is continuously employed at a constant monthly salarycan
estimate earnings very accurately by multiplying the amountof the most recent
paycheck by 12. In contrast,estimation is moredifficult, and probably lessaccu
rate, for someone who is employed erratically. Sucha respondent must use a
decomposition strategy and may recall different employment spells and perhaps
different wage rates to calculatetotal earnings for the previous 12months. Thus,
these two employment experiences may lead to different reporting errors.

These two employment experiences may also give rise to different "true"
Values of earnings, since the person who is continuously employed may earn
more than the person who is not. If respondents whose actual earnings differ
also differ in the accuracy of their reports, errors and true values may be corre
lated. A correlation betweenerrorsand true values violates an important assump
tion of many analytic models and may bias resulting estimates (Bohmstedt,
1983;Duncan & Hill, 1985; Duncan& Mathiowetz, 1985).1

lOther important assumptions about errors may also be violated. Errors may not have a
Zero mean, may not be normally distributed, and may be correlated with the errors in
other variables as well as with the true values of variables in an analytic model (e.g.,
Duncan & Hill 1985; L. C. Hamilton 1981; Wyner 1980).
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Designing instruments to improve the accuracyof self-reports requiresunder
standing the complex interrelationships among the structureof events in respond
ents' lives, the estimation strategies that they use to supplement memory, and
the resulting errors. Although recent research has begun this task (e.g., Brad
burn, Rips, & Shevell, 1987; Burton & Blair 1991; Menon & Sudrnan, 1989),
we still lack a general framework for systematically analyzing what featuresof
experience may influence respondents' choice of estimation strategies or the
resulting reporting errors. This chapter builds on the work of others (e.g., Dun
can & Mathiowetz, 1985; Mathiowetz & Duncan, 1988; Sudman & Bradburn,
1974), to contribute to the developmentof such a framework.

The analysis presented in this chapter examined two key variables in the
study of contemporary family relationships: child support awards and payments.
Child support is money that a nonresident parent pays to the parent who lives
with their children for the children's support. Questions about child support
implicitly ask respondents to summarize characteristics of a class of discrete
events, and the analysis examined how the characteristics of events affect re
porting errors. There are clear parallels between child support and other topics
encountered in surveys. For example, questionsabout earningsalso ask respond..
ents to summarize one characteristic (the amount) of a host of discrete events
that fall into the class of income transfers. The analysis attempted to identify im..
portant structural features shared by many events implicitly asked about in sur
veys that may affect the success of respondents' estimation strategies and the
consequent accuracy of their reports.

The data analyzed are self-reports obtained during telephone interviews in
1987 with a sample of divorced Wisconsin mothers who resided with their chil
dren. Records from the Wisconsin court system about child support awards and
payments provided the criterion used to estimate reportingerrors.

Data and Sample

To describe the characteristics of child support awards and payments that may
affect reporting errors, I first present a brief overview of the child support sys
tem in Wisconsin, which is the source of the data that I analyzed. Variationson
the most common experience with the system are noted later, when I describe
the measures used in this study. I then give a brief description of the Parent
Survey, which obtained self-reportsabout child support awards and payments.

The Child Support System in Wisconsin and
the Court Record Data

Child support awards in Wisconsin are made by the court, and most awards in
volve monthly cash transfers from the nonresident parent (who does not live
with the children) to the resident parent. In most cases, either the nonresident
parent's employer or the nonresident parent is required to send support pay-
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ments to the Clerk of Courts. The Clerk of Courts records that the payment was
made and then forwards it to the resident parent. The court may order that pay
ment be withheld from the nonresident parent's pay if he (or she) is delinquent
in making support payments. In addition to cash transfers, the court may obli
gate the nonresident parent to provide the children with other benefits, such as
payments on a mortgage or health insurance. Such transfers are typically not
made through the courts; the nonresident parent may make these payments di
rectly (e.g., insurance premiums may be deducted at work or mortgage payments
made to the mortgage holder) or to the resident parent. The 'Court Record Data
base (eRD), based on abstracts from court records, includes information about
awards, regular support payments that nonresident parents make to the county
Clerk of Courts, and other case activity. (See Garfinkel et al., 1988, for details of
the study design.)

The Parent SUNey

The Parent Survey (PS) attempted to operationalize "child support" in the same
way as the CRD does: regular cash transfers from the nonresident to the resident
parent. In the PS, the resident parent was identified based on the report of the
fITst parent interviewed about where a randomly selected child actually lived.
'"fhe PS questions distinguished among parents with court-ordered agreements
for regular support, those with informal agreements for regular support, and
those with no agreements for regular support. The questions asked for the
amount of regular support owed under either a formal or an informal agreement
and asked respondents to exclude other financial assistance. To simplify report
ing the amount of support paid, the PS used a series of questions based on the
National Survey of Families and Households (Sweet, Bumpass, & Call, 1988).
The series asked whether all, some, or none of the payments owed in 1986 were
received. If only some payments were made, the respondent was asked the
amount of the payments. If all payments were made, the amount of support
received was assumed to beequal to the amount owed. (Exact question wording
is available in Schaeffer, Seltzer, & Klawitter, 1991.) To augment the court
record, the PS also asked about circumstances that might affect the accuracy of
the CRD for that parent.

The Sample

The data were provided by a sample of court cases in 20 Wisconsin counties.
The CRD cases used as the sample frame for the Parent Survey included child
support·eligible family court cases (i.e., those with minor children who have two
living parents) that entered the court system between 1984 and 1986. The PS
sample included 1,390 divorce cases from the eRD in which the court indicated
that the mother had physical custody during most of 1986. Thus, CRD informa
tion on who was the resident parent was used to define the sample.

Beginning in the late spring of 1987, telephone interviews were conducted
with 964 of the mothers in these court cases. Of the mothers in the sample, 122
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refused to be interviewed,and 296 could not be locateddespite extensive locat
ing procedures that included searching records of the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation, welfare agencies (AFDC), and other state agencies (see Lin,
1990).Since interviewers determined that they had reached the correctrespond..
ent by verifying the name, court date, and numberof children in the court case,
mismatches are probably minimal (Miller & Groves, 1985). Interviewers were
not provided and respondents were not prompted with other information from
the CRD. Most questions in the interview asked abouteventsin 1986.

For several reasons, this analysis included only mothers with physical cus
tody. Since it is still by far the most common custody arrangement and since
survey participationrates are often higher for women,most studiesof separated
families or about child support focus on families in which the mother is the
resident parent (see, e.g., Seltzer, 1990; Teachman & Polonko, 1990; U.S.
Bureauof the Census, 1990). Applying the resultsof thepresentstudyis straight..
forward if it focuses on this group. Since the PS questionnaire, like most ques..
tionnaires,was designed with this modal case in mind, information for families
with more complexcustody arrangements is less precise.s

The Validation Comparison

The analysis compared the court's records about child support with answers
obtained in the telephone survey, which used the calendaryear 1986as the ref
erence period. The CRD providedmostof the awardand paymentcharacteristics
used in the analysis as well as the criterion to use in estimating response errors.
The CRD operationalizes child support as cash transfers from the nonresident
parent to the resident parent for the children under an order from a court.3 This
operationalization focuses on legal agreements becausethe court can only record
and enforce agreements that it knows about. This court-based operationalization
exploits Wisconsin's requirement that court-ordered cash transfers for child
support be made to the county Clerk of Courts. The court records all kinds of

2Since the large majority of resident parents are mothers (approximately 80% in Wiscon
sin), it is not possible to distinguish errors associated with the parent's gender from those
associated with the parent's resident status. Because the description of the child support
system and the variables in the analysis apply regardless of the parent's gender, I refer to
resident and nonresident "parents" in those descriptions. In presenting the analysis, I refer
to resident "mothers" and nonresident "fathers" in order to take the definition of the
analytic sample into account.

3The data analyzed here define child support as income for the resident parent, as is done
in the Current Population Survey (CPS), rather than as expenditures by the nonresident
parent, as is done in some publications using the Survey of Income and Program Partici
pation (e.g., U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1988). "Court-ordered" refers to provisions
ratified by, that is, ordered by, the court The CPS refers to agreements that the court
imposes on parents as court ordered and other agreements as "voluntary" even when they
are incorporated in a court-approved agreement (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990, p. 21).
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support owed and the amount of monthly support payments owed and paid.
Amounts owed and paid are standardized on a monthly basis in the CRD.

Although the analysistreated the CRD data as thoughthey providedan accu
rate criterion, no criterion is free from error. Detailsabout the usefulness of the
cao data as a criterion for evaluating self-reports in thePS are given in Schaef
fer et at. (1991). The analysis presented here attempted to include measures to
capture some of the principal possible discrepancies between the CRD and the
PS (see below).

Event Characteristics and Errors

Theprincipal factorsaffectingresponse errorsin reports abouteventsareknowl
edge,elapsed time, respondentmotivation, and characteristics of the thingasked
about: its complexity, salience,and socialdesirability (Cannell, Miller, & Olesen
berg, 1981;Sudman & Bradburn, 1974). The importance of knowledge is obvi
ous, since respondents cannot report what they never knew. The time elapsed
since the event asked about can contribute to omissions or telescoping errors
(Neter & Waksberg, 1964; Sudman & Bradburn, 1974). Respondents who are
not committed to giving accurate responses may not take the time required to
correctthese memoryerrors (Cannellet al., 1981). Reporting accuracy decreases
as events become more complex, less salient,and moresocially desirable or less
SOCially undesirable (Belson, 1986; Bradburn & Sudman, 1979; Duncan & Math
iOwetz, 1985; L. C. Hamilton, 1981; Wyner, 1980); these factors may be more
important than elapsed time (Mathiowetz & Duncan, 1988). Respondent charac
teristics, such as age and gender,may also be associatedwith accuracy (Borns,
1966), but this may be because the characteristics of events vary by socialgroup
(Mathiowetz & Duncan, 1988).Although I also considersome of the other fac
tors that previous researchhas found to influence reporting errors, I focus on the
Characteristics of the event beingasked about.

An event's salience is often describedas affectinghow memorable it is (e.g.,
Mathiowetz & Duncan, 1988; Sudman & Bradburn, 1974), but salience is a
Complex construct. In various contexts,saying that an event is salientcan mean
that whether or not it occurred is easy to remember accurately, that the event
appears distinct from similar events, that details about the eventcan be remem
bered easily, and so forth. I distinguish among severalcharacteristics of events
that may affect what might be considered salience,broadlydefined: how com
plex the events are (their frequency, regularity, and similarity), howdistinct they
are from similar events (their clarity), and howmuchreinforcement they receive
from the social context in which they occur. When events are complex,are in
distinct from each other, and receive little social reinforcement, respondents are
less likely to retrieve correct values to use in estimating valuesthat they cannot
recall direct!y.

The effects of these different characteristics of events may be difficult to
distinguish in an analysis. Factors constituting salience may be conceptually
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distinct but highly correlated in practice. This collinearity may make it impos
sible to estimateaccurately the independent effects of the dimensions of salience
just described. For example, how many similar child supportpayments are re
ceived is limited by how many payments are receivedat all, Thus, it may be
difficult to determine whether response errors are affected more by the number
of payments receivedor by theirsimilarity.

Table9.1 presents a summary of the measures thatI usedto examine errorsin
reportsaboutchild supportand indicates howI expected them to affecterrors in
self-reports. The table notes whether the measure was used to predict support
owed, paid, or both; the source of the measure (CRD or PS); and its expected
effecton reporting errors.

Complexity: Event Frequency, Regularity, and Similarity

The complexity of patternsof unemployment hasbeen shown to influence errors
in reports about employment (Duncan & Mathiowetz, 1985), but I have found
no similar investigation for cash transfers. The analysis distinguished among
those who receivedno payments, thosewho received them for all 12 months of
the referenceperiod, and those who received them for some months. Since the
absenceof an awardor paymentduring the entire reporting period was a simple
"event," I expected it to be the easiest pattern to report accurately. In compari
son, reporting about awardsor payments that were presentfor all 12 months of
the reporting period should have been more difficult, but easier than reporting
about a mixedexperience.

This analysis could not completely disentangle the frequency and regularity
of events. If payments were never received, the absence of the event was regu
lar; if payments werereceivedall 12months, theeventwasbothregularand fre
quent. Although respondents who received fewer than 12 payments may still
have receivedthosepayments regularly (e.g.,a payment every4 months), it was
difficult to identify such patterns, since thereare many ways in which infrequent
payments can be made regularly. Nevertheless, when payments were made for
some months, they were relatively less regularthanwhentheywere nevermade
or were madefor all 12 months.

Changes in the amountowedor paid should also haveincreased thedifficulty
of reporting accurately. Respondents who useda decomposition strategy to esti
mate the yearly total must have recalled more than one value for the monthly
payments; respondents who used a simpleestimation strategy (e.g.,multiplying
the value of a single payment by 12) would have calculated an inaccurate an
swer.s Reporting accurately about payments was also expected to be more

4The frequency of changes in the amount of support owed and paid is highly correlated
with overall frequency: Amounts cannot change frequently unless they are owed or paid
frequently. The problems resulting from this confounding are more acute for payments,
since they are less stable than the amount owed. In this analysis, changes in the amounts
of payments referred only to changes in amounts other than zero.
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TABLE 9.1. Characteristics of the Event, Method, and Respondent

Effect
on Mean

Independent Variables Model Source Description Errors SD

Complexity: frequency,
regularity, and
similarity
Owed some months Owed CRD 1 =support owed 1-11 ++ 0.24

months in 1986 0.43
Owed all months Owed CRD 1 =support owed 12 + 0.66

months in 1986 0.47
Change in amount owed Owed CRD 1 =amount of support + 0.15

owed changed 0.36
Paid some months Paid CRD 1 =support paid 1-11 ++ 0.49

months in 1986 0.50
Paid all months Paid CRD 1 =support paid 12 + 0.33

months in 1986 0.47
Change in amount paid Paid CRD 1 =amount of support + 0.72

paid changed 0.45
Some partial payments Paid CRD 1 =1-12 partial + 0.51

payments in 1986 0.50
Retroactive order Both CRD 1 =a retroactive order + 0.13

was in effect in 1986 0.34

Salience: reinforcement of
the agreement and
method of payment
Private payment Owed CRD 1 =court approved + 0.03

agreement private payment 0.16
in 1986

Informal agreement Owed PS 1 =respondent reports + 0.03
an informal agreement 0.16
in 1986

Direct payments Paid PS 1 =respondent reports + 0.09
nonresident parent paid 0.29
some support directly
to the resident parent
in 1986

Clarity: other transfers
Some alimony owed Owed CRD 1 =alimony owed + 0.08

some months in 1986 0.26
Some alimony paid Paid CRD 1 = alimony paid + 0.06

some months in 1986 0.24
Family support paid Both CRD 1 =family support paid + 0.04

1-12 months in 1986 0.19

(fable 9.1 continued)
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TABLE 9.1. Continued

Effect
on Mean

Independent Variables Model Source Description Errors SD

Health insurance owed Both CRD 1 =nonresident parent + 0.18
some months was to provide 0.38

children's health
insurance 1-11 months
in 1986

Health insurance owed Both CRD 1 =nonresident parent + 0.58
all months was to provide 0.50

children's health
insurance 12 months
in 1986

Other transfers owed Both CRD 1 =nonresident parent + 0.13
some months was to provide other 0.33

transfers 1-11 months
in 1986

Other transfers owed Both CRD 1 =nonresident parent + 0.26
all months was to provide other 0.44

transfers 12 months
in 1986

Extra payments made Paid PS 1 =respondent reports + 0.32
nonresident parent 0.47
made extra payments
in 1986

Some payments made to Paid CRD 1 =payments forwarded + 0.26
social services to social services 0.44

agency 1-12 months
in 1986

Memory decay
Days from end of Both PS Number of days between + 284.96

reference period to end of reference period 51.41
interview and date of interview

Social desirability
Withholding due to Both CRD 1 =withholding due to + 0.14

delinquency delinquency was in 0.35
effect in life of the case

Respondent motivation
Ever refused Both PS 1 =respondent refused + 0.08

before interviewed 0.26
Income not reported Both PS 1 = respondent did not + 0.29

report income 0.46
Both parents Both PS 1 = both parents were 0.66

interviewed interviewed 0.48

(Table 9.1 continued)
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TABLE 9.1. Continued

Effect
on Mean

Independent Variables Model Source Description Errors SD

Method factors
Resident status in PS Both PS-CRD 1 =resident status in PS + 0.05

differs from that in differs from that in CRD 0.21
CRD

Total paid imputed Paid PS 1 =the amount paid was 0.52
from amount owed imputed from the award 0.50

because respondent
said all payments
were made

None owed imputed Owed PS 1 =the amount owed 0.11
was imputed as 0 0.31

None paid imputed Paid PS 1 =the amount paid + 0.11
was imputed as 0 0.32

Female interviewer Both PS 1 =female interviewer ? 0.84
0.37

Respondent characteristics
Age Both PS Age in years + 33.36

6.84
High school Both PS 1 =high school 0.46

education 0.50
More than high school Both PS 1 =more than high 0.47

school education 0.50
Income Both PS Household income ? 11,970.54

in 1986 excluding 8,788.30
child support
and alimony

Number of children Both CRD Number of childrenin + 1.89
the original court order 0.92---

Note: Data are from the Wisconsin Parent Survey 1 and the Court Record Database. Respondents
were 964 divorced mothers who had physical custody in most of 1986 according to the court record.
'Ihe base for individual statistics deviates from this total because of missing information,

difficult when the nonresident parent made partial payments, since when the
amount of the paymentdifferedfrom the amount owed, respondents had to re
member moreinformation.

In some cases, for example, when parents have been separated for several
months before their divorce becomes final, the court orders retroactive support.
When retroactive support is ordered, the amount owed for previous months is
entered in the monthly CRD data in the month in which it was ordered. How
ever, the CRD records all payments, including retroactive support, as made in
the month in which the support is actually paid. It is unclear whether respond
ents with retroactive supportorders reported aboutsupport owed or paid for a
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month or support owed or paid in a month. Whichever accounting system re..
spondents used, on average, the presence of retroactive support orders should
have increased errors in PS reports about support owed and paid when compared
with the CRD.

Salience

Reinforcement of the Agreement

Occasionally the court authorizes a private payment agreement, in which parents
are allowed to exchange support directly. Since private payment agreements
require less contact with the courts, their terms may receive less institutional
reinforcement, and respondents may then report the amount of support owed less
accurately. Because the parents are allowed to exchange support directly,
amounts recorded in the CRD should be lower than those in the PS. The effect
may not be large, however, since some parents who have private payment agree"
ments continue to report to the court the payments that they have made, and
these payments are recorded by the court.

When private behavior and institutional requirements reinforce each other,
awards and payments should be more salient and easier to remember and report
accurately. In the PS, some parents reported that they had an informal agreement
about support with the other parent, which is the agreement that they reported
about In almost all of these cases, the court record shows that the parent has a
court-ordered award. These informal modifications may interfere with memories
about the award made by the court, however, and thus may increase errors in
reporting about awards; reports about support paid should not beaffected.

Method ofPayment

Although all payments are supposed to be made through the courts, parents
sometimes exchange child support directly. The PS asked whether or not the
nonresident parent had made such direct payments. If parents' reports in the PS
are accurate, the amount of support recorded in the CRD should be lower than
that in the PS when direct payments occur.

Clarity: Other Transfers

Although the PS attempted to describe child support in a way that would obtain
answers comparable with the CRD, parents may be involved in other exchanges
that reduce the distinctness of cash child support transfers.

Alimony is support for a former spouse, but some respondents may consider
that alimony benefits children, if only because alimony may free up other re..
sources, which the resident parent can then spend on the children. Thus, when
alimony is owed or paid, reports about child support awards and payments may
be less accurate. In some cases, the court awards "family support" rather than
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child support.t The description of child support in the PS was intended to in
clude family support, and interviewers were instructed to treat family support
likechild support; but the difference in terminology mayhave led somerespond
ents to exclude familysupport withoutthe interviewer'sknowledge.

Although additional transfers required of the nonresident parent are not paid
through the courts, the court records whensuch other transfers (e.g., health in
surance, mortgageor rent payments,or school tuition) are owed. Whenthe court
requires additional transfers,errors in reports aboutawardsand payments should
increase, since some respondents may include theseadditional obligations,» It is
unclear, however,whethererrors should be larger whenadditional payments are
owedfor the fu1112 monthsof the referenceperiod(e.g., health insurance) or for
a Shorter time (e.g., school tuition), partly because theseobligations are hetero
geneous. Additional obligations that a respondent includes for all 12 months
Could substantially increase the difference between the CRDand PS. When such
other obligationsare constant, however, they maybe perceived as more distinct
from cash child supportobligations.

Whether or not the court recorded the presence of other obligations, the PS
asked if the nonresident father made paymentsother than for regular child sup
POrt, and the amount recorded in the CRD is expected to differ from that re
POrted in the PS when he did.

When the resident mother receives AFDC, the court forwards support pay
ments to the social services agency, which then sends up to the first $50 to the
mother. When the resident mother received APDC, the interviewer was in
structed to ask for the amount of support that she actuallyreceived, since many
mothers know only the amount that the court forwards to them. Thus, when the
Court has forwarded payments to the social servicesagency, PS reports are ex
pected to be lower than the CRD.

R.eporting Errorsversus Problems in the Criterion

Unlike the other factors considered above, private payment agreements, infor
mal agreements,direct exchangesof support, and obligations other than regular
sUpport also potentially affect the accuracy of the CRDas a criterion (see Schaef
fer et al., 1991, for a fuller discussion). Finding that reporting errors increase
When these circumstances are present may suggest that the court is not able to
monitor important aspects of nonresident parents' support of their children or

........",

SPamily support and child support differ with respect to which parent has tax liability for
the support. Awards for family support are relatively rare (see Table 9.1). The CRD data
Used in this analysis only distinguishes family and child support for payments, not for
aWards. Therefore, information about family support paid is used to predict errors both in
child support awards and in payments.

6Since the court record does not include information about payments for these other
obligations, this analysis uses the CRD information about whether the obligations exist to
predict errors in reports about both the amount owed and the amount paid.
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that the questions operationalizing the CRD conceptualization of supportneed
improvement.

Other Independent Variables

In addition to indicators of the structure and characteristics of experience with
child support, I included several other factors that previous research suggests
may affect errors in self-reports (see Table 9.1). The impact of memory decay
was examined by including the numberof daysbetween the end of the reference
period and the date of the interview. Child support is a legal obligation, and in
the aggregate, nonresident fathers' reports about child support appear to be in...
fluenced by social-desirability factors (Schaeffer et al., 1991). Resident mothers'
reports may be indirectly subject to similar pressures: Mothers who wish to
protect a father who has not paid support may underreport the amountowedor
overreport the amount paid. Thus, whether or not support had been withheld
from the nonresident parent's pay becauseof delinquent payments was included
in the analysis. Respondents who initially refused to beinterviewed or who were
unwilling to report income may have been less motivated to reportchildsupport
accurately. Whenboth parentswereinterviewed, it wasoften because one parent
was able to supply a telephone number for the other; suchcooperative respond...
ents maybe more accuratereporters.

Severalcharacteristics of the instrument may also affect the accuracy of self...
reports compared with the CRD. The PS used the respondent's report about
resident status to determine whether to ask about supportreceived or paid. If a
parent changed resident status without reporting the change to the court (or
reported his or her resident status incorrectly in the PS)~ reports in the PS may
differ from the information recordedby the court," The structure of the PS ques
tions assumed that the amountpaid could be imputed from the amount owed if
all payments were made. Since this structure ignores the possibility of partial
payments, however, the procedure is expected toincrease "overreporting" of sop
port paid in the PS compared with the CRD. Someinstrument design strategies
that lead to imputedvalues, however, mayincrease accuracy. For example, if the
respondent reports that there is no agreement for regular child support, it maybe
justifiableto imputezero as the amountowed and paid. Imputing that the value

7Whether respondents were asked about support that they were to payor be paid depend...
ed on whether they reported in the PS that they were the nonresident or resident parent. If
a respondent reported in the PS that she was the resident parent, she was asked about
support that she received, not support that she paid out If the CRD records that this re...
spondent is the nonresident parent, there is no report of support paid out to match with
the CRD and the respondent is treated as reporting no support paid. The analysis retained
the small number of affected respondents (see Table 9.1) to estimate the effect of the
CRD's and PS's different definitions of parents' resident status, but these "response"
errors could be considered artifactual.
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of awards or payments is zero based on such filter questions is expected to in
creasethe accuracyof the PS when it is compared with the CRD.

The gender of the interviewer may affect accuracy if respondents ascribe
different expectations about child support to male and female interviewers and
Consider these expectations when formulating an answer. Respondents' beliefs
about these expectations could then lead to inaccuracies in reports about child
support.8

Research cited above suggests that older and less educatedrespondents may
be less accurate. In addition, the salience of child support owed or paid may
depend on the respondent's income. Finally, as the number of children to be
supported increases, the calculation of the amount owed may become more
complex. This is because the amountof support that the court awards considers
that there are "economies of scale": The amount of support ordered for the
"first' child is typicallylarger than the amountof supportorderedfor additional
children. Reports about awards are expected to be less accurate when the court
order refers to more children; reports about support payments should not be
affected.

Dependent Variable

The analysis focused on the absolute valueof errors, computedas the PS report
minus the CRD value. Table 9.2 summarizes the distributions of the absolute
errorsand briefly describes the directionof errors.? Surprisingly, given thecom
plexity of the construct, the length of the reference period,and the timing of the
field period, the absolute errors were bunched at zero. Since the distributions
were positively skewed, and since the process that governed reporting errors
may have been proportionalrather than absolute(e.g., an error of $100is larger
When estimating a paymentof $200 than whenestimating a paymentof $1,000),
logs of the absolute errors were analyzed. Approximately one-third of the
Sample reported a value within $100 of the CRD for both support owed and
support paid. For support owed, overreports were more common than under
reports, but the likelihood of positive and negative errors was approximately
equalfor reports of supportpaid. Overall, reporting about supportpaidappeared

8Respondents were not assigned randomly to interviewers, but the distribution of the
Workload was haphazard. Since the number of interviewers was smaller than the number
of respondents, the significance tests reported in the tables are inflated, because the de
grees of freedom for the tests in the tables are based on the number of respondents rather
than on the number of interviewers.

9The CRD value is the sum of all child support and family support payments that the
court forwarded to the resident parent plus any support payments forwarded to the social
services agency when the resident parent was receiving AFDC. Since payments forward
ed to the social services agency are retained, how they affect responses can be estimated.
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TABLE 9.2. Descriptive Statistics for Errors in Reporting Dollars of Support Owed and
Paid

Statistic Support Owed Support Paid

Absolute errors
Mean 1,128.53 1,278.20
Standard deviation 2,206.34 2,812.84
Skewness 5.32 8.72
Logs-Mean 4.68 4.98
Logs-Standard deviation 3.08 3.00
Logs-Skewness -0.46 -0.68

Direction of errors
Percent less than -100 22 32
Percent -100 to 100 39 33
Percent greater than 100 39 35

N (889) (842)

Note: Data are from the Wisconsin Parent Survey 1. Respondents were 964 divorced mothers who
had physical custody in most of 1986 according to the court record. The number of cases deviates
from this total because of missing information. Because of Os, 1 was added before taking natural
logarithms.

to be slightly worse than reporting about support owed, whether one considers
the average absolute error or the proportion reporting correctly (seealso Schaef...
fer et al., 1991).

Results

Table 9.3 presents the results of tobit regressions predicting log absolute errors
for supportowedand paid.The tobit model wasusedbecause therewerea large
number of observations with the value0; that is, the distribution of the depend
ent variable wa truncated at O. The tobit regression coefficients express the lin...
ear effectsof the independent variables in the untruncated population (Mclxm
aId & Moffit, 1980). Since the dependent variable is the log of the absolute
errors, the antilog of the coefficient expresses the ratio of the predicted value
after the independent variable's effect has been applied to the value beforethe
variable's effect (withboth termsin the original metric). Forexample, theeffect
of owing support for some months compared with no months during the refer
ence period was to increasethe size of the absolute error, in the original metric,
approximately 74 times.

The results suggest that the complexity of the respondent's support experi
eoce had a substantial impacton her accuracy. The errors made by thosewho
were owed or paid support for only some months in 1986 were on the order of
74 and were 15 timeslargerthan theerrorsof those with no support. In contrast,
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TABLE 9.3. Tobit Regression of Log Absolute Errors on Characteristics of the Event,
Method, and Respondent

Support Owed Support Paid

Independent Variables b eb b eb

Complexity
Owed/paid some months 4.30* 8.20 73.70 2.70* 5.86* 14.88
Owed/paid all months 1.61* 3.14 5.00 0.84 1.66 2.32
Partial payments 0.46 1.62 1.58
Change in amount owed/paid 1.68* 5.39 5.37 1.26* 3.39 3.53
Retroactive order 0.83* 2.48 2.29 0.76* 2.29 2.14

Salience
Private payment agreement -1.07 -1.58 0.34
Informal agreement (PS) -0.35 -0.52 0.70
Direct payments (PS) 3.09* 8.25 21.98

Clarity
Some alimony owed/paid 0.71 1.69 2.03 1.80* 4.05 6.05
Family support paid 0.80 1.45 2.23 0.70 1.25 2.01
Health insurance owed

some months 1.18* 3.26 3.25 0.76* 2.14 2.14
Health insurance owed all

months 0.36 1.27 1.43 0.33 1.16 1.39
Other transfers owed some

months 0.92* 2.80 2.51 0.19 0.55 1.21
Other transfers owed all

months 0.40 1.54 1.49 0.73* 2.85 2.08
Extra payments made (PS) 0.15 0.65 1.16
Some payments made to

social services 0.84* 2.69 2.32

Memory decay
Days from end of reference

period to interview (lOs) 0.01 0.59 1.01 0.03 1.28 1.03

Social desirability
Withholding due to delinquency -0.13 -0.40 0.88 -0.23 -0.70 0.79

R.espondent motivation
Ever refused -0.41 -1.00 0.66 0.22 0.54 1.25
Income not reported 0.14 0.60 1.15 0.04 0.14 1.04
Both parents interviewed -0.06 -0.28 0.94 0.24 1.04- 1.27

Method factors
Resident status in PS differs

from that in CRD 2.68* 4.03 14.59 2.94* 4.44 18.92
Total owed imputed as paid 0.42 1.54 1.52
None owed/paid imputed -1.24* -2.45 0.29 -2.08* -4.01 0.12
Female interviewer 0.58 2.01 1.79 -0.16 -0.56 0.85--- (Table 9.3 continued)
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TABLE 9.3. Continued

Independent Variables b

Support Owed

b

Support Paid

Respondent characteristics
Age
High school
More than high school
Income ($1,000s)
Number of children

Intercept
Log likelihood
N

0.01 0.55 1.01 0.04* 2.01 1.04
0.38 0.88 1.46 -0.03 -0.07 0.97
0.16 0.38 1.17 -0.25 -0.54 0.78

-0.00 -0.34 0.99 -0.00 -0.23 1.00
0.27* 20.20 1.31 0.05 0.36 1.05

-0.65 -0.58 -1.54 -1.41
-1,973.0 -1,796.2

(879) (831)

Note: Data are from the Wisconsin Parent Survey 1 and the Court Record Database. Respondents are
divorced mothers who had physical custody during most of 1986 according to the court record. The
dependent variable is the natural log of the absolute value of errors in support owed and paid.
Because of Os, 1 was added before taking logs. Dashes indicate that a variable was substantively
relevant for one of the dependent variables but was omitted from the equation predicting the other.
Coefficients (other than that for the interviewer's gender) for which t values are 2 or greater are
indicated by u*".

those who were paid support for all 12 months during 1986 did not makesignif
icantly larger reportingerrors than did thosewho werepaid none;10 the error for
those who were owed support all 12 monthswas approximately 5 times larger
than it was for those who were owed no support. Errors also increased substan
tially when the amount of support owed or paid was variable: Errors were 5,,4
times larger for support owedand 3.5 times larger for supportpaid. Partialpay
ments do not appear to have had any additional effect on errors in reportsabout
support paid once the similarity of payments was taken into account. As ex
pected, the presence of a retroactiveorder also increased errors in both reports
about child support: Errors approximately doubled whenthere was a retroactive
order.

Results were more mixed for the indicators of the extent to which the amount
of the court's award was reinforced in the respondent'sexperience. Respondents
who reported that they had an informal agreement were not less accurate than
others in reportingthe amountof child supportthat theyowed,supporting specu
lation that these "informal agreements" involve minoradjustments to the court's
order. Resident mothers with private payment agreements also did not differ
from other mothers in the accuracy of theirreports. However, errors in reports of

lOIn this discussion, I treat coefficients for which the t value is 2 or greater as statistically
significantly different from 0, except for the test of the effect of interviewer's gender.
This test must be adjusted to consider that there were fewer interviewers than respond
ents.
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supportpaid by resident mothers who said that they exchanged supportdirectly
were 22 times larger than were the errors of mothers without such direct ex
changes.

Some transfers that respondents might be involvedwith that could be con
fused with child support increasedreporting errors. If alimony was paid, errors
in reporting about the amount of child support paid increased6 times. Obliga...
tions other than regular cash child support were sometimes associated with in...
creasederrors. Errors in reporting the amountowedwere larger if obligations for
health insuranceor other transferswere present for some monthsthan they were
if no other obligations existed.Errors in reporting the amountof supportpaid in
creased significantly if health insurancewas owed for some monthsof 1986, if
other transfers were owed for all monthsduring 1986, or if the court forwarded
Part of the support paid to the social servicesagencybecausethe motherwas on
AFDc.

This set of characteristicsof respondents' experience with awards and pay...
ments taken as a whole offers six comparisons between how accurate respond...
ents are when the structure of an event is relatively simple in their experience
(something is neverowed or paid or is owed or paid for all months) and whenit
is relativelycomplex (something was owed or paid for some months). In five of
the six comparisons,errors appear to be larger when an obligation was owed or
paid some months than when it is owed or paid all months, and in three of these
Comparisons, the coefficients differ significantly from each other. The most
important such comparison is between the effect of being owed or paid support
for some months and for all months. In bothcases, the increase in reporting error
was significantly greater for the complex than for the simple event structure(for
supportowed, the difference was 2.69, t =8.92; for support paid, the difference
was 1.86, t= 7.03).

The lengthof time between the end of the reference periodand the interview
does not appear to be associated with an increase in reporting error, probably
because effects due purely to the passage of time occurred before interviewing
began. Insofar as I have been able to measurethe effectsof respondent motiva
tion and of social desirability for mothers, these factors do not appear to have
affectedreportingerrors for residentmothers.

The method factors are more problematic. Whena mother's resident status in
the CRD differed from that in the PS, her reports in the PS necessarily differed
from the CRD values. When I imputed that awardsor payments werezerobased
on the skip patterns that implemented the CRD's operationalization of support,
reporting errors decreased significantly. In contrast, using the respondent's re
POrt that "all" payments were made to impute the amount of the award as paid
appeared to increaseerrors, althoughnot significantly.

Respondents' characteristicsappear to have had little effect on reportinger
rors. The exceptions are that increasing age was associated with increasing er·
rors in reports of supportpaid and that as the numberof children involved in the
Court order increased, errors in reporting the amount of the award increased, as
expected.
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Improving Question Design

Many analytic models assume that response errors are similar for all respond
ents. The analysis reported here suggests that such an assumption may not be
warranted, since respondents for whom the pattern of support payments owed
and paid differed also differed in the size of their reporting errors. This pattern
establishes conditions for an association, although not necessarily a linear assoc
iation, between response errors and the amounts of child support "actually"
owed or paid. The results in Table 9.4 suggest that those conditions may be
present for reports about child support. The table compares the average amounts
of support owed (or paid) with the average error for respondents owed (or paid)
support no months, some months, or all months in 1986. Since positive and
negative errors may cancel each other, the table presents errors rather than abso
lute errors. The table shows that the mean error is relatively small and negative
for the group with the highest average support but is generally larger and posi
tive for other parents. Investigators designing questions must, then, consider not
only how to prevent self-reports from systematically underestimating or over
estimating population means and variances but also how to make errors compar
able for different groups of respondents, thus reducing relationships between
errors and actual values that could bias results of multivariate analyses.

The analysis suggests that characteristics of the events themselves and meth
od factors are, on the whole, more important predictors of the size of reporting
errors than are the other classes of factors examined. The analysis reported here
suggests three foci for experiments in improving the accuracy of self-reports
about child support and similar variables: increasing the clarity of the events
asked about, identifying respondents for whom the pattern of events differs, and
examining the consequences of filter questions used to impute values.

Increasing the clarity of the events asked about requires careful work during
instrument development to identify the kinds of events that respondents may
confuse. Describing the categories that respondents use to label events and how
those events are organized in respondents' classification systems may enable
question designers to address potential sources of confusion. For example, re
spondents may label either any transfers to the nonresident parent or cash trans
fers specifically for the children as "child support," depending on the context.
Respondents may confuse alimony with child support when they are asked about
child support before being asked about alimony, but they may distinguish the
two correctly when they are informed that the distinction is important and are
asked to report about alimony first.

Identifying important patterns of events requires attention to how events of a
given kind are socially and individually structured. In the case of estimating
annual totals of child support payments, a filter question asking how many
months during the preceding year the respondent received a child support pay
ment could be used to divide the sample into those receiving no payments, pay
ments during some months, and payments during all months. Respondents who
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TABLE 9.4. Means of Errors and True Values, by Complexity (Frequency or Regularity)
of Dollars of Support Owed or Paid

Months of Support Owed or Paid (CRD)

Variable and Statistic None Some All

Support owed
Mean of errors (PS - CRD) 1,036 1,154 -187
Standard deviation 1,763 2,556 2,393
Mean support owed (CRD) 0 2,457 4,260
Standard deviation ° 2,396 3,892
N (69) (217) (603)

Support paid
Mean of errors (PS - CRD) 1,413 122 -506
Standard deviation 2,628 2,569 3,706
Mean support paid (CRD) ° 2,488 5,375
Standard deviation 0 2,906 5,217

N (162) (393) (287)

Note: Data are from the Wisconsin Parent Survey 1 and the Court Record Database. Respondents
Were divorced mothers who had physical custody during most of 1986. Cell entries were calculated
inthe original metric and statistics are rounded to the nearest dollar.

received payments for only some monthscouldbeasked a more intensive series
of questions designed to help them recall the number of paymentsactually re
ceived (e.g., Means, Nigram, Zarrow, Loftus, & Donaldson, 1989). In addition,
askingrespondents in the latter two groupsabout whether all paymentswere in
the same amount before proceeding to calculate a yearly total could also im
provethe accuracyof their reports.

Evaluationsof such experiments must pay close attention to how filter ques
tions increaseor decrease both random and systematic errors.The analysispre
sented here provides examples of a filter that decreases "reporting" errors on
average (imputing that the amount of support paid is zero based on the report
that there is no agreement for support)and of a filter that increases systematic
"overreports" (by imputing the total owed as paid when the respondent reports
that all payments were made). In general,the effectsof using filters on the error
Properties of the resulting composites that are usedin analysis are not wellunder
stOOd (see, for example, Groves, 1989, pp. 464-468, and Krosnick & Berent,
1991).

Conclusion

Although this analysis used the case of child support, similar considerations
Clearly apply to many common surveyquestionsthat implicitly ask for summa
riesof events. The level of detail that was necessary to explicate the case exam-
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ined here suggests that when accurate reports are important, the patterning of
events, the expectedfrequency of different patterns in the population, and events
that may be confused with the event of interestmustbe carefully analyzed. Al
though the indicators of respondent motivation and of the extent to which child
support events received additional social reinforcement were not important in
predicting absolute errors, the operationalizations were somewhat limited, and
thesenegativefindings shouldbe generalized only cautiously.
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10
JUdgments of Behavioral
Frequencies: Memory Search
and Retrieval Strategies

Geeta Menon

Background

Surveys in marketing often employ questions that seek to determine the fre
quency with which respondents engage in different kinds of behavior. These
behaviors range from very frequentones (such as the numberof timesa day that
one consumes coffee) to somewhat frequent ones (such as the number of times
thatone went shopping in the last month) to infrequent ones (suchas the number
of times that one has purchased a car in the last 5 years). A study by Blair and
Burton (1987) indicated that the cognitive processes that respondents use vary
depending on the relative frequency of the event. In other words, although it is
easy to recall and count every instance for an infrequentbehavior, it becomes
more difficult to do so for a frequent behavior.Many researchers now maintain
that in a survey situation in which respondents are asked a question relating to
the frequencyof a fairly frequent,nonsalientbehavior, theydo not do a straight
forward recall and count of every occurrence of the target behavior. Instead,
they provide an estimatebased on various inferencestrategies(Blair & Burton,
1987; L. Ross, 1984;Schwarz, 1990a; Strube, 1987).

The use of estimation procedures by survey respondents is consistent with
current theory that people are cognitive misers who use heuristics to arrive at
decisions and judgments efficiently (Newell & Simon, 1972; Taylor, 1981;
Wyer & Srull, 1986, 1989). To the extent that behavioral frequencies are re
POrted based on inferential heuristics, they are judgments and are subjective.
This led Schwarz (1990a) to conclude that the traditional distinction between
"opinion questions" (presumablyansweredon the basis of somewhatunreliable
judgmental processes) and "factual questions" (presumably answered on the
basis of more reliable recall from memory) is misleading.

In this chapter, I posit that for different behaviors with the same high fre
quency, the strategies that respondents use to report frequencies could vary
depending on how the requisite information is stored in memory and how it is
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retrieved. To this end, I now examine the cognitive processing of autobiograph
ical information about events in terms of their organization and structure in
memory,and the consequentretrieval strategies used.

Literature Review of Autobiographical Memory

Some definitions of autobiographical memory have includedall events,whether
experienced directly or through the mass media (e.g., Wagenaar, 1986; Whitten
& Leonard, 1981), whereas others have included only personal experiences,
excludingreported events or newsstories (e.g.,Larsen, 1985,1987). For the pur
poses of this research, I have taken all personallyexperiencedevents to consti
tute autobiographical memory, with a focuson frequently experienced ones.

Autobiographical information about events can be stored in the form of indi ..
vidual episodes (i.e., in an episodic store) and/or in the form of general world
knowledge about the event (i.e., in a semantic store). Tulving (1983) maintains
that in recalling a personal episode (i.e., an event from autobiographical mem
ory), the system under operation is the episodic memory. However, in recalling
general knowledge about a certain class of episodes,the operatingsystem is the
semantic memory. He views episodic and semanticstores as being two discrete
stores. For an autobiographical behavior, it is possible to have multiple stores
accessibleat the same time (see Brewer,chap. 1, this volume,for a classification
of different kinds of autobiographical memory).

The three major "empirical" works in the area of autobiographical memory
are based on studies that the researchersconductedusing themselves assubjects
(M. Linton, 1975, 1978, 1982; Wagenaar, 1986; R. T. White, 1982). Each of
these researchers maintained a diary for different time periods (ranging from 6
months to 7 years), with the intention of determining the accessibility of epi
sodic information over time. The common finding was that although all events
were encoded episodically, as the number of experiences in any event class
increased, semantic knowledgeabout the event increasedand its contextbecame
increasingly confusable. Interference by similar events was identified as the
factor that contributed most to the inability to recall specific occurrencesof an
event.

There is growing consensus that frequent experience of similarevents fosters
semantic memory, which lacks specific time or location indicators. Such de"
contextualization turns episodic information into semantic knowledge(Bahrick
& Karis, 1982;Nelson, 1983; Strube, 1987; Tomkins, 1980). Generalizedknowl..
edge has its roots in episodic experiences. Over time, the identityof these roots
is lost, together with the context in which such information was acquired (Bah
rick & Karis, 1982).

This distinction between the episodic and semantic memory systems is an
important one. Depending on the relative accessibility of the episodic or the
semantic store, the strategy adopted by a respondent in arriving at a frequency
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judgmentshould vary. For example,respondents shoulduse the recall-and-count
strategy if only the episodic store is accessible. As the episodic storebecomes
less accessible, respondents should resort to estimation strategies based on dif
ferent heuristics available in the semantic store(s). If both stores are accessible,
the respondent may use a combination of recall-and-count and estimation strat
egies.

In the next section, I use the literature reviewedthus far to develop a model
of autobiographical memory. This model helps explain how information per
taining to different kinds of behavior may be stored and, consequently, the re
trieval strategies that respondents will use in a survey situation to respond to a
behavioral frequency question.

Proposed Autobiographical Memory Model

Two dimensions, the regularity and the similarity of the behavior, are hypothe
sized to affect the storage and retrieval of the relevant information in the context
of responding to a behavioral frequency question.

Storage of Behavioral Information in Autobiographical Memory

Impact ofRegularity of the Behavior

It has been suggestedthat for some behaviors a rate of occurrence may be stored
in memory(Blair & Burton, 1987). Intuitively, becauseof the inherentnatureof
a regular behavior (R) and its consequent fixed periodicity of occurrence, it is
likely that respondents store a general rate of occurrence of the behavior. In
estimating the frequency of washinghair, therefore, the accessible information is
more likely to be the general rate of occurrence of the behavior, whichis applied
to the reference time frame. This general rate-based estimation could also be
used by respondents in modified forms such as some adjustment being made to
the figure after it is arrived at, estimatingand then deleting noninstances of the
otherwise regular behavior, and so on. It is important, however, to understand
the exact cognitive mechanisms that respondents use in arriving at the final
figure.

On the other hand, in the case of irregularbehavior (IRR), sinceoccurrences
are not periodic, informationabout a single, general rate of occurrence is less
likely to be stored and used. Instead, respondents are more likely to rely on
episodic recall or estimation procedures such as counting for a short period and
extrapolating for the time frame of interest if someepisodesare moreaccessible
becauseof their salienceand/or vividness.

Proposition 1. The likelihoodof storinga generalrate of occurrence depends
on the regularityof the behavior. Regularbehaviors facilitate thestorageof a
single rate of occurrence, whereas irregular behaviors do not. Therefore, in
reporting a frequency judgment, respondents would be more likely to use
estimationstrategies for regularbehaviorsthan for irregularbehaviors.
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Impact of Similarity of the Behavior

The theoryof the transition fromepisodic to semantic memory appears to be the
most plausible explanation for the inability of respondents in a survey situation
to recalland count everyepisode of a frequent behavior. This theory can alsobe
extended to accommodate differential storage of dissimilar (DIS) and similar(S)
behaviors. In general, if different occurrences of a behavior are almost identical
(e.g., washing your hair), the behaviorcan be classified as a similarone.On the
other hand, if the behavior is more heterogeneous (e.g., stopping to talk to
friends), the behaviorcan be classified as a dissimilar one.It is morelikely that
respondents will tend to havea semantic storefor similarbehavior (R.T. White,
1982; Wagenaar, 1986) becauseof the homogeneity of thedifferent occurrences
and consequently lower accessibility to individual episodes. On the other hand,
because dissimilarbehaviorsare highly heterogeneous, it is less likely that the
respondents will have a single semantic store for these behaviors and more
likelythat the information willbe maintained in episodic stores.

Proposition 2. The type of store in which information about a behavior is
maintained dependson the similarity of the behavior. The greater thedissimi...
larity of a behavior, the moresalientwill be the individual occurrences of the
behavior and the more likely that such information is accessed through epi...
sodic stores; if the behavior is similar, the morelikely that individual occur...
rences cannot be discriminated easily and that the semantic store is more
accessible. Therefore, in reporting a frequency judgment, respondents willbe
more likely to use counting strategies for dissimilar behaviors thanfor similar
behaviors.

Retrieval of Information and Reporting a Behavioral Frequency

The above discussion indicates that while the (ir)regularity of the behaviorde...
termines the (in)accessibility of a readyrate of occurrence as a basison which to
make a behavioral frequency estimate, the similarity of the behavior determines
the location of the more accessible information as the semantic or episodic...
semantic stores. Figure 10.1 illustrates the store that the proposed autobiograph...
ical memory model predicts would be tapped in order to arrive at a frequency
estimate of the targetbehavior.

The figure illustrates that if the behavior is a regular-similar (R-S) one, the
procedure that the respondent will use to report a behavioral frequency is
straightforward rate-based estimation for the time period of interest to the re...
searcher. In addition, a few minor adjustments may be made on the basis of a
recent occurrence or nonoccurrence of the event.The primary accessible store,
however, is the semantic store.

If the behavior is a regular-dissimilar (R-DIS) one, the accessible store is
likely to be episodic in nature (because of the dissimilarity of the behavior) but
with a rate of occurrence (because of the regularity of the behavior) that the
respondent can easily resort to in arriving at a frequency. However, because the
dissimilarity of the behavior may cause some episodes to be more salient than
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FIGURE 10.1. Proposed Model for the Storage and Retrieval of Information about
Frequent Behavior.
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others, there may be a tendency for respondents to use these available episodes
to make adjustments to the frequency estimate. In addition, the dissimilarity of
the behavior may prompt some respondents to use a recall-and-count strategy.

For an irregular-similar (IRR-S) behavior, the more accessible store is still
going to be a semantic store because of the homogeneity of the behavior. How
ever, there will be no readily accessible rate of occurrence stored in this seman
tic store because of the irregularity of the behavior, and the respondent will need
to use more cognitive effort in order to estimate the behavioral frequency using
some strategy other than a general rate-based one. For example, the respondent
may estimate by decomposing the behavior into time and/or situational sub
domains and using rates within each subdomain when this is possible (Le., when
there is regularity within subdornains): or the respondent may have to search
memory much more to arrive at "available" (a la Tversky and Kahnernan, 1973)
episodes, which are less accessible for this kind of behavior, and use this as a
basis on which to compute a frequency judgment. This process is going to be
extremely arduous for the respondent, however, since the accessible store is a
semantic one.

Lastly, for irregular-dissimilar (IRR-DIS) behavior, information is likely to
be maintained in an episodic format with no general rate of occurrence. The
heterogeneity of the behavior is likely to be high, and no general rate of occur
rence will be available to which the respondents can resort. They will have to
compute behavioral frequency judgments on the spot based on the episodes that
are accessible to them, using a counting strategy.

The implications of the preceding discussion are that the cognitive effort
required by the respondents for behavioral frequency questions depends on the
nature of the behavior. Whereas R-S behavior requires the least cognitive effort
because of the highly accessible rate of occurrence, R-DIS behavior requires a
little more effort, given that some episodes are likely to be still accessible. JRR
DIS behavior requires still more effort, given that there is no ready single rate of
occurrence that the respondent has available to compute a frequency judgment.
The respondents will have to rely primarily on accessible episodes to compute a
frequency judgment directly. Finally, the most complex processes are predicted
to be for IRR-S behaviors, which have very low accessibility of episodes com...
bined with an absence of the general rate of occurrence. The cognitive effort is
likely to be the highest in this last case.

Proposition 3. The cognitive effort required by respondents to arrive at behav
ioral frequency judgments will have the following significant interaction be
tween regularity and similarity:

R-S < R-DIS < IRR-DIS < IRR-S.

Research Design

Two experiments were conducted in which subjects were asked for responses to
frequency questions about 12 different behaviors (3 for each regularity-
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similarity combination). The behaviors were selected after extensive pretesting
among subjects from the target population of this research. While trying to en
Sure that the behaviors fell into each of the regularity x similarity cells, I also
tried to ensure that the behaviors chosen were popular ones, engaged in by a
large majority of the target population. In addition, I wanted to match behaviors
on regularity while varying them on similarity and vice versa. The behaviors
finally used in the experiments are presented in Table 10.1.

In the main experiments, subjects were presented each of the 12 behaviors
and were asked how many times they had engaged in it during the last week.
Responses were elicited in an open-ended format The process used was tracked
through concurrent and/or retrospective verbal protocols in Experiment 1, and
the time taken was monitored through a response-time measure in Experiment 2.
The order of presentation of the behaviors was perfectly counterbalanced in all
experiments using Wagenaar's (1969) diagram-balanced Latin square design. At
the end of the interview, each respondent was asked to rate the behaviors on
regularity and similarity dimensions. These were used as manipulations check
Variables. Both experiments were conducted among a sample of students from
the subject pool of the Department of Business Administration of the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Independent Variables

Two independent variables were measured within subjects in bothexperiments:
1. Regularity: The two levels chosen were regular behavior (occurred with a

fixed periodicity) and irregular behavior (did not have a fixed periodicity
of occurrence).

2. Similarity: The two levels chosen were dissimilar behavior (one occur
rence differed from another in terms of where, with whom, and what
happened) and similar behavior (one occurrence was similar to the next in
terms of where, with whom, and what happened).

TABLE 10.1.Behaviors Used in the Experiments

RegUlar-Similar (R-S)
Brushing your teeth
Washing your hair
Attending class

Irregular-Similar (IRR-S)
Leaving a message on someone's

answering machine
Drinking water from a public fountain
Buying soft drinks from a vending

machine

Regular-Dissimilar (R-DIS)
Going out in theevenings
Having dinner
Socializing with friends

Irregular-Dissimilar (IRR-DIS)
Eating at a fast-food place
Making unplanned stops to talk

to friends during the day
(more than a UHi!")

Snacking
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Dependent Variables

The main dependent measure used in Experiment 1 was concurrent verbalpro
tocols obtained while the respondent was arriving at frequency judgments for
the targetbehaviors. This measure provided information on thestrategies (count...
ing vs. estimation) that subjects used in formulating frequency judgments. If the
processused in computing frequency judgments was notclear through theproto
cols, or if subjects forgot to give concurrent protocols, theywereaskedto reflect
back on theprocedure that they had usedand protocols wereobtained in a retro
spective fashion. These protocols were tape recorded and latercoded. The cod
ing scheme used was previously developed, tested, and used in a project on
proxyreporting that was beingconductedby Seymour Sudman and othersat the
SurveyResearchLaboratory of the University of Illinois.

In Experiment2, the major dependent measure was the response time taken
by subjects in reporting frequencies for the behaviors being investigated. The
response time should indicate the amount of cognitive effort that is required to
form a frequency judgment and thus is an indicator of the validity of the pro...
posed model. Response times were elicited in milliseconds. Subjects were
brought into a computer laboratory in groups of five or six and administered the
questionnaire on computers programmed to record the timetaken to answer the
12 different behavioral frequency questions. They were first allowed to go
through a few practicequestions before starting on the main questionnaire.

Data Analyses

Analyses wereconductedusing individual...leveldata-that is, by picking out the
best behaviors for each of the four cells at the individual level-and thenaggre
gating across all subjects. The determination of the best behaviors at the indi
vidual level was based on the following considerations: (a) the behaviorchosen
had to be one that subjects engaged in at least once in the last week; (b) an at
tempt was made to choose behaviors such that those varying on similarity were
matchedon regularity and vice versa at the individual level; and (c) having ful
filled the above two conditions, if there still was a choice, the behavior with
moreextreme"regularity"and/or"similarity"ratingswaschosen.

The advantage of looking at individual...leveldata in this manner is that one
can aggregate across behaviors and thereby ignore any kind of effect that the
specificbehaviorexaminedmayhave on the processing strategy andaccuracy of
frequency reports.

I shall now briefly examine the results of the two experiments (for a more
detaileddiscussion of the data, see Menon, 1991).

Manipulations Check

Ratingsof the behaviorsobtainedfrom subjects on the"regularity" and "similar
ity" dimensions on 7-point semantic differential scales (1= irregular/dissimilar
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and 7 =regular/similar) were used for checking the manipulations. The manipula
tions worked identically in both experiments. The regularity and the similarity
manipulations were effective, since the associated main effects were significant:
the main effects of regularity on the "regularity" ratings were, for Experiment 1,
F(I,28) = 428.39, P < .001, and for Experiment 2, F(I,27) =401.54, P < .001; the
main effects of similarity on the "similarity" ratings were, for Experiment 1,
F(I,28) =279.62,p< .001, and for Experiment 2, F(I,27) =230.20.

Results

Table 10.2 presents the summary of the data for both experiments.

Experiment 1

Since regular behaviors occur with a fixed periodicity, it was hypothesized that
Subjects would use an estimation strategy based on some rate of occurrence
When reporting a frequency judgment for a regular behavior. On the other hand,
since such a rate is not accessible to subjects in the case of an irregular behavior,
they would need to resort to some other technique (e.g., a counting strategy) in
Orderto arrive at a frequency judgment (Proposition 1).

In addition, since episodic stores are more accessible for dissimilar behaviors
than for similar behaviors, a greater reliance on episodic recall was predicted for
the former than for the latter case (Proposition 2).

As predicted (see top half of Table 10.2), the majority of the subjects used
some kind of estimation strategy in arriving at a frequency report for regular
behaviors (76%). On the other hand, the percentage of subjects using estimation
strategies was significantly lower for irregular behaviors (34%). Subjects
seemed to rely much more heavily on counting strategies in the latter case. Also,
reliance on episodic recall, as is indicated by the use of counting strategies, was
higher for dissimilar behavior (57%) than for similar behavior (330/0).

As an additional dependent measure of the usage of rates in formulating fre
quency judgments, the protocols were examined for the presence of event cues
(i.e., mentions of person, place, time, or other characteristics of the event). It
Was hypothesized that when subjects used a counting strategy, they would be
prone to use more event cues. On the other hand, since an estimation strategy
requires the use of a decontextualized rate, the usage of event cues was hypoth
esized to be much lower. As Table 10.2 indicates, the mean numbers of event
cues used were exactly as predicted.

Experiment 2

The prediction that subjects would use rates in reporting frequency judgments
about regular behaviors was also tested using response time as a dependent
measure in the second experiment. This prediction would translate into subjects
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TABLE 10.2. Usage of Rates in Formulating Frequency Judgments, by Regularity and
Similarity of the Behavior

Similarity of the Behavior
Dependent Measure and

Regularity of the Behavior Similar Dissimilar

Experiment 1 (N = 29)

Percent using estimation strategies
Regular
Irregular

Mean usage of event cues
Regular
Irregular

89.5
44.7

1.20
2.45

62.5
24.1

2.17
2.90

Experiment 2 (N =28)

Mean response time (seconds)
Regular
Irregular

Mean effort ratings (1 = none, 7 = a lot)
Regular
Irregular

4.1
6.8

1.5
3.5

6.5
7.1

3.2
4.0

taking less time to make such a judgment if it was based on a rate than if they
were to enumerate each occurrenceand count them up. Therefore, in general, it
was predicted that the response time for a regular behavior would be less than
for an irregular behavior.The resultswere examinedby looking at (a) the actual
average response time that subjects took to answer the frequency question and
(b) the effort ratings from each experiment for regularversusirregular behaviors
indicating the amount of cognitive effort that subjects perceived themselves as
havingexpended in the task of formulating a frequency judgment.

This hypothesis received overwhelming convergentsupport from both meas
ures (see bottom half of Table 10.2). The difference between the average re
sponse time for an irregular behaviorand a regularbehaviorwas 1.6 seconds. A
one-wayanalysisof varianceusing response time as the dependent measure indi
cated a significantmain effect of regularity, F(I,55) = 5.75,p < .02.

In addition, subjectsperceived the cognitiveeffort that they had to expend in
arriving at a frequency judgment as being significantly greater for irregular
behaviorsthan for regular behaviors,p < .01. Hence, we can safelyconclude that
the cognitive effort required and the time taken to arrive at a frequency judg
ment are less for a regular behaviorthan for an irregular one.

According to Proposition 3, since frequency judgments for regularbehavior
are based on rates, we can expect the process to be quicker for regular than for
irregular behavior. In addition, since R-DIS wouldrender someepisodesacces..
sible, some subjects may engage in a counting strategy. This would mean that,
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on an average, a behavioral frequency judgment for R-S would take less time
than for R-DIS.

For irregular behaviors, however, (a) subjects do not have access to a rate,
and (b) they have to rely on episodic recall. The latter would be easier for dis
similar behavior but very difficult for similarbehavior. Hence, we could expect
the response time to be shorter for R-DIS than for IRR-S.

In order to examine the above pattern of results, I looked at the average re
sponse times for each of the four behavioralcategories included in this analysis.
A repeated-measures analysis of variance revealed no significant regularity x
similarity interaction, F(I,27) =2.48, p < .127. The main effects of both inde
pendent variables were, however, significant (regularity: F( 1,27)=5.52, p <
.026; similarity: F(I,27) =6.06, p < .021). This indicates that it takes less time to
report about regular behaviors than about irregular behaviors and less time to
report about similar behaviors than aboutdissimilarbehaviors.

For convergent validity, I also examined the average effort that subjects said
that they had put into responding to each behavioral frequency question. The
effort ratings reflect exactly this same pattern, indicating that the effort that
Subjects thought they had expended and the amount that they had actually ex
pended are consistent with each other. Repeated-measures analyses of variance
Using effort ratings as the dependent variables revealed a significantregularity x
similarity interaction, together with significant main effects. This interaction
was significant at p< .09, F(I,27)= 3.15, with the main effect of regularity sig
nificant at p < .004, F(I,27) =9.88, and that of similarity significantat p < .001,
F(1,27)= 16.21. However, this result was not in the predicted direction. The
tnodel had predicted that IRR-DIS behaviors would be less difficult to report
about than would IRR-S behavior, since in the latter case subjects would not
have access to individual episodes of the behavior nor would they have a rate.
This does not seem to be reflected in the findings. A post hoc explanation is that
in the case of IRR-S behavior, subjects had to search in fewer places in memory
for potential occurrences of the behavior, given its similarity in terms of con
textual factors such as person, place, and what happened. On the other hand, in
the case of IRR-DIS behavior, although the accessibility to individualepisodes
was greater, a larger number of places had to be searched in memory owing to
the dissimilar or heterogeneous nature of the behavior. Hence, the response time
for IRR-DIS was more than for IRR-S. This factor was not considered while
developing the model,

Summary

The two experiments, using different dependent variables (verbal protocols and
response time), were designed to test the model for the storage and retrieval of
information in computing frequency judgments of different kinds of behaviors.
The use of two different dependent measures was consideredparticularlyattrac
tive in its contribution to the convergent validityof the results.

The model for storage and retrieval of information about frequent behaviors
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tested in this research (presented in Figure 10.1)would suggest that frequencies
for regular behaviors, with a fixed periodicityof occurrence, wouldbe based on
a general rate of occurrence retrieved from memory. In other words, it was hy
pothesized that for regular behaviors, a rate would be stored in memory that
would be retrieved and extrapolated for the reference time frame in order to
arrive at a frequency judgment. Given this strategy, the associated time taken to
report a frequency about a regular behavior would,conceivably, be less than that
taken to report the frequency of an irregular behavior, since, in the latter case,
subjects would have to rely more on episodic recall that would potentially take
more effort and be more time consuming.The dependent variables used in Ex
periments 1 and 2 support this model well. Although the verbal protocols re
vealed that subjects did use rates as a basis for arriving at frequency judgments
for regular behavior, the response-timedata togetherwith effort ratingsobtained
from subjects revealed that this task was perceived as taking less effort and
being less time consumingthan was reportingabout irregularbehaviors.

The second dimension that was examined was the similarityof the behavior,
or the extent to which differentoccurrencesof the samebehavior varied in terms
of where the behavior was engaged in, with whom, and what happened. It was
expected that the more similar the behavior, the more accessible the semantic
store of the behavior, and that the more dissimilar the behavior,the more acces..
sible theepisodic stores of the behavior.This dimension also seems to affect the
strategy used by respondents in reporting a frequency judgment, as well as the
accuracy of the report. The verbal protocols obtained in Experiment 1 indicated
that subjects tended to use countingstrategiesmore oftenwhen thebehavior was
dissimilar than when it was similar. More subjects relied on counting strategies
even when a rate was available for an R..DISbehavior than when one was avail
able for an R-S behavior. Hence, there was some support for the differential
accessibilityof semantic versus episodicstores.

A finding that was, however, not predicted by the model was that IRRooDIS
behaviors took longer to report about than did IRR-S behaviors. The opposite
wasexpected, since respondentswould have access to neithera rate nor episodic
stores in the case of IRR-S behaviors and would consequently have to spend
more time arriving at a frequency judgment. A post hoc explanation for this
reversal is that given the dissimilarityof an IRR-DIS behavior, a larger number
of places would need to be searched in memory before arriving at a frequency
judgment. This is not true for an IRR-S behavior.

In conclusion, the manner in which information about mundane, frequent
behaviors is organized and stored in memory seems to have a significantimpact
on the manner in which such information is retrieved and ultimately used in
formulating a judgment. Therefore, it is extremely important to consider this in
designingquestionnaires in which the purpose is to determine "How many times
did you... T'



11
On Providing Population Data To
Improve Respondents' Estimates
of Autobiographical Frequencies

Edward Blair and Kathleen Williamson

Recent research has shown that survey respondents are not very accurate in
estimating autobiographical frequencies (cf. Marquis, Marquis, & Polich, 1986;
Burton & Blair, 1991). Autobiographical frequency questions, onceconsidered
simple to answer, are nowknown to present respondents witha formidable mem
ory task that often results in largeerrors.

One possible way to reduce the burden that frequency questions place on
respondents' memories, and possibly improve subsequent estimates, is to pro
vide respondentswith data about the distribution of frequencies in the popula
tion. Population data are alwaysavailable, from survey pretests if from no other
source. Such information may help respondents to scale theirestimates and may
facilitate a rapid "anchor-and-adjust" estimation process that is more accurate
than the processes that it replaces.

However, the value of providing population data is by no means assured.
Thereare reasons to believe thatrespondents maynot use population data when
estimating autobiographical frequencies, even if thesedata are provided. Also, if
respondents use population data, there are reasons to believethat they will give
less accurate frequency estimates as a result.

We undertook the present research to learnmoreaboutthe conditions, if any,
underwhich researchers might be able to use population data to improve esti
mates of autobiographical frequencies. We also hoped to gain some broader
knowledge about the cognitiveprocesses by which peoplemake frequency esti
Illates.

Background

Our currentknowledge regarding frequency estimation in surveys is as follows:
We believe that respondents answer autobiographical frequency questions by
Using information stored in long-term memory plus information that may be
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available from the questionnaire. Relevant information in memory includes
information about specific episodes of the event being measuredas well as non
episodic information such as rules ("I go to churchevery Sunday"), relationships
("I go to restaurants more than I go to church," "I go to restaurants more often
than most people"), totals C'l once added up how many times I had been to res
taurants in a month when I was eating out a lot, and it came to 50, so that would
be an upper boundary"), and other information. Informationavailable from the
questionnairecan include the contextprovidedby previousquestions,magnitude
cues provided by response categories (Schwarz & Hippler, 1987), and popula
tion data if provided.

The cognitive process used by any given respondent to answer a frequency
question is defined by both content and procedure, that is, by the information
that is used to generate the frequency estimate and by the way in which the fre
quency is estimated from this information. Respondents appear to change pro
cesses as task conditions change (Blair & Burton, 1987), which implies the
existence of some mechanism for selecting a process. This mechanism appears
to be automatic-respondents cannot describe it or answer questionsabout it
but in Burton and Blair (1991), it is suggested that the mechanism balances cri
teria of effort and accuracy. Variables such as method of administration and
respondent motivation determine how much effort the respondent will exert;
then the respondent somehow chooses a process that will deliver acceptable
accuracy within the constrained level of effort. The perceived effort and accu
racy for any particular process depends on the availability, accessibility, and
vividness of relevant information.

Will Respondents Use Population Data?

When population information is not explicitly provided in frequency questions,
respondents show little inclination to answer these questions through processes
that use population norms (Blair & Burton, 1987;Burton & Blair, 1991). This is
not surprising, because such processes require respondents to estimate norms
and fit themselves into the population distribution.We usually would not expect
respondents to have the norm data available in memory or to feel confident
about estimating norms.

Explicitly providing population data in the question will make norm infor
mation available, and because the provisionof informationcarries some demand
characteristic to use it, respondents might becued to makejudgmentsabout their
relative standing in the population. These judgments, along with the population
data provided, will furnish a "low-effort" basis for frequency estimation. Even
so, it is not clear whether respondents will use this estimationmethod.

One possibility is that respondents will use population data whenever their
confidence in judgments of relative standing is higher than their confidence in
the absolute frequency estimates obtainable within their effort constraints. This
implies that population data will more likely be used when events are frequent,
irregular, pallid, or similar than when they are not, since respondents will have
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weaker memory resources to guide absolute frequency estimates under these
conditions. Population data are more likely to be used for public behaviors,
because respondents will have more confidence in their judgments of relative
standingfor these behaviors.

A second possibility is that population information will only rarely be used,
even when provided, since this information is pallid compared to autobiograph
ical memories. For example, researchers who study inferenceand decision mak
ing have found that people tend to underutilize population data in estimating
magnitudes (cf. Nisbett & Ross, 1980), especially when the population data
compete with personal experience (e.g., Hansen & Donoghue, 1977). It seems
likely that the vividness of information influences respondents' perceptions
about the accuracy of estimates drawn from that information, and hence influ
ences their likelihood of using it. Recollectionsof episodes,even if fragmentary,
are likely to be more vivid than recollectionsof personal rules and relationships,
Which in turn are likely to be more vivid than populationdata. This logic would
explain why respondents to frequency questions make more use of episode re
trieval when given more time to respond, even if episode retrieval does not
improveestimates (Burton & Blair, 1991); it also would imply low use of popu
lationdata.

Other possibilities are that respondents will use the first process at hand
rather than the best process to estimate autobiographical frequencies or that re
spondents somehow will use all of the information at hand in formulating esti
mates.These possibilities would implyhigh use of population data and wouldbe
consistent with studies showing that people are affected by response categories
in estimating autobiographical frequencies (e.g., Schwarz, Hippler, Deutsch, &
StraCk, 1985).

How Will Population Data Affect Estimates?

Even if respondents use population data in making frequency estimates, will the
result be beneficial? For population data to help respondents, they will need to
havea reasonable sense of how their personal frequencies compare with those of
others. In fact, for population data to improve estimates, respondents will need
to have a better sense of relative frequency thanof absolute frequency. We think
that this condition will not often bemet.

A plausible scenario is that providing respondentswith informationabout the
POpulation distribution will encourage them to move autobiographical frequency
estimates toward the middle of that distribution. This mightoccur becauseof the
leading effects of appeals to the norm, or simply because people think that oth
ers behave as they do. The move toward the middle of the distribution will re
duce the variance of frequency reports. It will also tend to lower their mean,
since most behavioral frequency distributions have longer tails on the high side
and are likely to show more effects from compression on this side. There will be
large gains in individual-level accuracy for some respondents who give wild
answers without the stabilizing influence of the population data. On the other
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hand, the movementtoward the middle of the distribution will cause a loss in
accuracy for many individuals and,by reducing discrimination amongrespond
ents, will make the frequency reports less useful for cross-tabular or correla
tional analyses. Overall, the effects of population information on the qualityand
usefulness of frequency estimateswill dependvery muchon thequality of those
estimateswithoutpopulation data, and on their intended uses.

Methods and Results

To explore the possibleeffects of population data on frequency estimates under
variousconditions, we conducted two studies. Bothusedself-administered ques
tionnaires, withjunior-levelstudents from Marketing classesat the University of
Houston as respondents (N= 178 in Study I,N= 536 in Study2). Thesestudents
mostly are in their early 20s, have independent livingarrangements, and should
average highercognitiveskills than the population at large.

Study 1

Methods

Study 1 had two phases. In the first phase, respondents were asked a series of
open-ended questions measuring absolute autobiographical frequencies. One
half of the respondents provided frequencies for a l-week time frame, and one
half provided frequencies for a 6-week time frame. After answering these
absolute frequency questions,respondents were asked how confidentthey were
that each answer was correct ("very confident," "moderately confident," "slight
ly confident,"or "not at all confident"). Next, respondents wereasked howtheir
absolute frequencies wouldplace them within their Marketing class. One-fourth
of the respondents provided these relativeestimates in thirds(e.g., whethertheir
absolutefrequency of eating at restaurants wouldplace themin the highest 33%,
the middle 33%, or the lowest 33%); one-fourth answered in quartiles: one
fourth answered in quintiles; and one-fourth providedopen-ended percentiles.
(The four relative frequency measures were crossed with the two absolute
frequency time frames in a 4 x 2 between-subjects design, with random assign
ment of questionnaires to respondents.) Finally, respondents were asked how
confidentthey were that eachrelative frequency estimate wascorrect.

Behaviors measured in Study 1 were the following: eating hamburgers, con
suming soft drinks, washing clothes, eating at restaurants, seeing a movie at a
movie theater,watchingmovieson TV or videotape, making long distance tele
phone calls, reading magazines, shopping for clothing,making a purchase from
a vendingmachine, writingchecks,withdrawing money from an automatic teller
machine, and purchasing gasoline. These behaviors were intended to cover a
range of vividness, frequency, regularity, and publicness. We had used several
of the behaviors in previous studies of respondents' cognitive processes (see
Blair & Burton, 1987; Burton& Blair,1991).
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In the second phase of Study 1, conducted2 months later, the same respond
ents were asked for open-ended, absolutefrequencies for five of the same be
haviors (consuming soft drinks, eating at restaurants, phoning long distance,
shopping for clothes, and writing checks). All questions covereda 6-week time
frame and contained distributional information compiled from the first phase
data. Half of the respondents received this information in the form of median
Splits from Phase 1; half received quartile splits.For example, for the soft drink
frequency question, respondents in the median condition were told that, for
those students who gave a 6-week frequency other than zero in the previous
questionnaire, "50% gave a number in the range 1 to 30, and 50% gave a num
ber in the range 30 or more." Respondents in the quartile condition were told,
"25% gave a number in the range 1 to 10,25%gave a numberin the range 10 to
30, 25% gave a number in the range 30 to 50, and 25% gave a number in the
range 50 or more."

After answering each frequency question, respondents wereasked how con
fident they were that the answer was correct. Then, after answering all of the
frequency and confidence questions, respondents were asked how helpful they
found the distributional information in coming up with accurate answers for
each frequency question ("very helpful," "moderately helpful," "slightly help
ful," or "not at all helpful").

Phase 1 Results

The first results that we considered were respondents' self-assessments of rela
tive standing from Phase 1. We were looking for even distributions in these
assessments; that is, if we asked respondents whether their frequency of con
Suming soft drinks wouldplace them in the highest third,middlethird,or lowest
third of the class, we were looking for 33% to answer "highest third," 33% to
answer "middle third," and 33% to answer "lowest third." An uneven distribu
tion-for example, 9% putting themselves in the highest third, 37% in the
rniddle third, and 53% in the lowest third-would indicate errors in relative
placement. This would suggest that encouraging respondents to rely on relative
assessments by providing information about the population distribution might
harm rather than help the accuracyof frequency estimates.

We expected differences in evenness across the variousmeasuresof relative
frequency. We thought that asking respondents to place themselves in thirds or
fifths would produce distributions with a strong spike in the middle category,
that quartiles would produce a better spread because they would not allow re
spondents to place themselves in a middle category, and that open percentiles
Would producethe best spreadbecause theywouldavoidcategories altogether.

We also expected the evenness of distributions to vary across the behaviors
that we measured. We thought that on the more public behaviors, the distribu
tion would be more even because respondents would have a bettersense of their
relativestanding for these behaviors,and thaton the less publicbehaviors, more
peoplewould consider themselves to be medium.
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Table 11.1 showsresults for respondents whowereasked to place themselves
in thirds. The respondents' ability to place themselves accurately in thirdsvaried
across behaviorand generally was not promising. On only 3 of the 13behaviors
did even 20% of the subjects place themselves in the top third. We did not see
the middlespike that we had expected. We thought that mostrespondents would
represent themselves as medium; instead,it appeared as if respondents with low
frequencies knew that they were low, while other respondents distributed them
selvesaround the middlecategory.

Table 11.2shows results for respondents whowereasked to place themselves
in quartiles. The quartiles generally were more even than the thirds (and quin
tiles). We had expected this. Even so, the distributions were notas even as one
would like. The behaviors with the smoothest distributions were soft drink con
sumption, watching TV or videotape movies, phoning long distance, and check
writing. We thought that the most even distributions wouldoccur for the most
publicbehaviors, but this did not appear to be the case.

Table 11.3 summarizes the percentages of respondents who placed them
selves in the top categories under each relative assessment procedure: open
percentileestimates, quintiles, quartiles, and thirds. The top category was used
most often in the open estimates, suggesting, as we expected, that the very use
of categoriesmay encouragepeople to represent themselves as medium. Overall,
all procedures showed a tendency for respondents to rate themselves as medium
or low. This implies that providing population data may lead to lower mean
estimates if respondents use thesedata to guidetheir answers to frequency ques
tions.

We next consideredrespondents' confidence ratingsregarding the accuracy
of various estimates. We wanted to know whether respondents had higher or
lower confidence in their ability to assess relative frequency (compared with
absolutefrequency). Lowerconfidence in the relative estimates mightimply that
respondents wouldhesitate to use population data as a basis for generating auto
biographical frequency estimates.

We expected confidence in the accuracy of absolute estimates to vary sub
stantially across the behaviors that we measured. We thought that confidence
would be high for infrequent and/or vivid behaviors such as clothes shopping
and long distancephoningand low for behaviors suchas soft drinkconsumption
and check writing. We thought that respondents wouldshowmoreconfidence in
absolutefrequency estimateswhen the time frame was 1 week than when it was
6 weeks.

For relative frequency estimates, we expected respondents to show more
confidence as the estimates becamemore coarse (highestconfidence for thirds,
lowest for open percentiles). We thought that confidence in the relative esti
mates generally would be lower than confidence in the absolute estimates but
that we would find some crossovers that might be exploited in subsequent re
search.

Table 11.4 shows the percentages of respondents who said that they were
"very confident" in the accuracy of their absolute and relative frequency esti-
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TABLE 11.1. Percentage of Respondents Placing Themselves in Relative Thirdss

Lowest
Behavior Third

Eating hamburgers 53
Consuming soft drinks 41
Washing clothes 25
Eating at restaurants 27
Going to movies 73
Watching movies on TV or videotape 43
Phoning long distance 41
Reading magazines 27
Shopping for clothes 52
Making vending machine purchase 50
Writing checks 52
Withdrawing money from an ATM 72
Purchasing gasoline 50

Middle
Third

37
41
55
42
18
4

32
55
46
41
32
21
39

Highest
Third

9
18
21
31

9
11
27
18
2
9

16
7

11

aBased on Study 1 respondents who were asked which relative third they would fall in (n =44).

TABLE 11.2. Percentage of Respondents Placing Themselves in Quartilcs-

Lowest Second Third Highest
Behavior Quartile Quartile Quartile Quartile

Eating hamburgers 44 21 23 12
Consuming soft drinks 19 26 35 21
Washing clothes 12 19 44 26
Eating at restaurants 14 23 40 23
Going to movies 42 33 19 7
Watching movies on TV or videotape 28 28 23 21
Phoning long distance 35 19 26 21
Reading magazines 19 42 28 12
Shopping for clothes 33 35 21 12
Making vending machine purchase 40 35 16 9
Writing checks 30 16 28 26
Withdrawing money from an ATM 58 16 14 12
Purchasing gasoline 28 14 28 30

aBased on Study 1 respondents who were asked which relative quartiles they would fall in (n = 43).

mates. As expected, confidence in the absolute frequency estimates varied sub
stantially across behaviors, with the lower frequency behaviors showing higher
Confidence. Also as expected,confidence in absolute estimates dropped when
the time frame went from 1 week to 6 weeks. Confidence in the relative esti
tnates varied less across measurement forms and, as expected, generally was
lower thanconfidence in theabsolute estimates.
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TABLE 11.3. Percentage of Respondents Placing Themselves in Highest Categories

Highest Highest Highest Highest
Behavior 20%8 Fifthb Fourths Thirdd

Eating hamburgers 20 7 12 9
Consuming soft drinks 22 22 21 18
Washing clothes 24 4 26 21
Eating at restaurants 11 9 23 31
Going to movies 9 2 7 9
Watching movies on TV or videotape 9 9 21 11
Phoning long distance 17 18 21 27
Reading magazines 7 4 12 18
Shopping for clothes 1 7 12 2
Making vending machine purchase 20 4 9 9
Writing checks 9 11 26 16
Withdrawing money from an ATM 2 4 12 7
Purchasing gasoline 26 13 30 11

aBased on Rs who were asked what (open-ended) percentile they would fall in (n= 46).
bBased on Rs placing themselves in quintiles (n = 45).
cBased on Rs placing themselves in quartiles (n= 43).

dBased on Rs placing themselves in thirds (n = 44).

TABLE 11.4. Percentage of Respondents "Very Confident" in Frequency Estimates

Absolute Estimates Relative Estimates

Behavior 6 weeks 1 week Open Fifths Fourths Thirds

Eating hamburgers 36 78 28 24 26 34
Consuming soft drinks 28 40 35 33 28 45
Washing clothes 64 83 22 36 26 32
Eating at restaurants 27 60 13 27 23 30
Going to movies 72 98 24 51 33 50
Watching movies on TV or

videotape 30 54 20 24 28 43
Phoning long distance 58 83 20 33 35 36
Reading magazines 30 49 17 20 21 25
Shopping for clothes 58 90 28 36 21 32
Making vending machine

purchase 28 52 35 36 35 34
Writing checks 32 61 30 31 47 36

Withdrawing money from an ATM 64 91 39 49 60 59

Purchasing gasoline 67 96 39 47 35 43

Phase 2 Results

In the second phase of Study 1, the same respondents were asked to answer
autobiographical frequency questions thatcontained information abouteitherthe
population median or the population quartiles. They later wereaskedhow con"
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fident they were that their answerswereaccurate and how helpful they foundthe
POpulation information in formulating theiranswers.

We were interested in learning whether the response distributions for these
Open...ended frequency questionswould change (fromPhase 1) in a manner sug...
gesting that respondents were influenced by the population data. We also were
interested in seeing whether the population information was regarded as helpful
and whether respondents became more confident in the accuracy of their an...
swers.

The five behaviors measuredin Phase 2 were the following: consuming soft
drinks, eating at restaurants, phoning long distance, shopping for clothes, and
Writing checks. These behaviorswere chosenon the basis of confidence ratings
for the 6-week frequency estimatesprovidedin Phase 1and on the basis of hav..
ing few respondents who reported 6...week frequencies of zero. Long distance
phoning and clothes shoppingwere used to represent behaviors with highconfi...
dence ratings for the 6-week absolute estimates (much higher than confidence
ratings for the relative estimates); soft drink consumption, eating at restaurants,
andcheck writing were used to represent behaviors with low confidence ratings.
We were particularly interestedin check writing, since we had found in Burton
and Blair (1991) that many respondents said that they "just guessed" in esti..
mating check...writingfrequencies overa 6-weektimeframe.

We thought that the Phase 2 response distributions for clothesshopping and
long distance phoning would change very little from the Phase 1 distributions,
sincerespondents had highconfidence in theirabilities to estimate thesefrequen
cies without population data. Similarly, we thought that there would be very
little change in respondents' confidence in these estimatesand that the popula
tiondata would not beconsideredhelpful.

We expected the population data to have more effect on the results for soft
drink consumption, eating at restaurants, and check writing. We thought that
respondents who received population data would show lower means and vari
ances in their frequency estimates for these behaviors (for reasons discussed
earlier) and would be more confident about the accuracy of their answers. We
also thought that effects would differ between respondents who receivedpopu
lationquartilesand respondents who received medians. We expected confidence
and helpfulness ratings to be higher whenquartiles were given, since the quar
tiles provided more information; but we thoughtthat frequency estimates would
change more when medians were given, since this condition emphasized the
middle of the distribution.

Table 11.5 shows percentages of respondents who rated the population in
fonnation as "helpful." Roughly 30-40% rated this information at least "some..
whathelpful,"but few rated it as "very helpful." The ratings did not differmuch
across behaviors. More information-that is, quartiles-was not rated as any
morehelpful.

Table 11.6 offers a different view of the perceived valueof population data.
R.espondents generally expressed no more confidence in their frequency esti..
mates in Phase 2, where they received population data, than in Phase 1, where
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TABLE 11.5. Percentage of Respondents Who Found Data Helpful

At All Helpful Very Helpful

Quartile Median Quartile Median
Splits Splits Splits Splits

Behavior Given Given Given Given

Consuming soft drinks 41 45 6 7
Eating at restaurants 41 43 4 7
Phoning long distance 29 37 0 8
Shopping for clothes 35 36 0 8
Writing checks 33 37 3 10

TABLE 11.6. Percentage of Respondents "Very Confident" in Absolute Estimates

Behavior

Consuming soft drinks
Eating at restaurants
Phoning long distance
Shopping for clothes
Writing checks

Phase 1:
No Population

Information Given

28
27
58
58
32

Phase 2:
Quartile or Median

Splits Given

24
22
54
58
47

they did not. The one exception was check writing. Confidence ratings were also
similar between respondents who received quartiles and respondents who re
ceived medians (results not shown).

Table 11.7 shows the means and standard deviations for respondents' fre
quency reports under the various measurement conditions. Means and standard
deviations fell when respondents were given population information for soft
drink consumption, long distance phoning, and check writing. However, these
differences were not statistically significant.

TABLE 11.7. Mean Reported Frequencies

Behavior

Consuming soft drinks
Eating at restaurants
Phoning long distance
Shopping for clothes
Writing checks

Phase 1

No Population
Information Given

41.2
18.9
10.0

3.6
18.7

Phase 2

Quartile Splits
Given

31.7
16.2
7.0
3.7

18.1

Median Splits
Given

32.0
18.3

8.8
3.6

14.7
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We had expected the largest effects to occur for soft drink consumption,
eatingat restaurants, and check writing-the three behaviorsfor whichrespond
ents showed the least confidence in their absolute frequency estimates. Effects
Were largest, although not significant,for soft drink consumption, long distance
Phoning, and check writing.

We also had expected that providing only a population median would cause
morecompression in estimates than wouldproviding population quartiles. These
differences did not appear in any systematic or significantfashion. (Table 11.7
showsstandard deviations;we also looked at percentiles and extremevalues.)

StUdy 2

Methods

StUdy 2 measuredfrequencies for the same five behaviors as in Phase2 of Study
1,again with a 6-week time frame, in a new groupof 536 respondents. Respond
ents in Study 2 were assigned to one of five conditions: One group received no
POpulation data; one group received median splits as in the second phase of
StUdy 1; one group was given the median for each behavior in the form "the
average person gave an answer of ... ": one group received quartile splits as in
the second phase of Study 1; and one group received these quartile splits and
was asked for closed responses using the quartiles as categories. As in the sec...
and phase of Study 1, respondents indicated how confident they were in the
accuracy of each frequency estimate after providing it. They did not, however,
rate the helpfulnessof the distributional information,

Study 2 allowed us to test the effects of providingpopulation data to a larger
sample of respondents than in Study 1 and with some different presentation
formats.

Results

As in the second phase of Study 1, we expected the effects of population infor...
mation to be larger for soft drink consumption, eating at restaurants, and check
writing than for long distance phoning and clothes shopping. We also thought
that if effects emerged, the four groups that received population information
Would all show lower means and standard deviations in their frequency reports
than would the unaided group.Among the aided groups, (a) we expected lower
figures (i.e., stronger effects) from the two groups that received medians than
from the two groups that received quartiles, on the assumption that movement
toward the middle of the distribution would be stronger when only the middle
Was presented; (b) between the two groups that received medians, we expected
lower figures from the group that receivedthis information in the "average per
son" format, because this format makes a more explicitappeal to the norm: and
(c) between the two groups that received quartiles, we expected lower figures
from the group that provided categorical answers, on the assumption that this
format more explicitlyasks respondents to considerthe population data.
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Table 11.8 shows the means and standard deviations for the various meas
urement conditions. There were no significantdifferences across the measure
ment conditions, exceptfor isolatedpaired comparisons on individual behaviors,
and there was no significant variation in effectsacrossbehaviors. As in Study 1,
we considered percentiles and extreme values as well as standard deviations,
with no differencein results.

The standarddeviations that are reportedin Table 11.8 tend to be lowest for
the group that received quartiles and answered in categories. We believe that
this is irrelevant to the effects of population data on frequency estimates. In
stead, we believe that it occurred because we estimated this group's meansand
variances using a smoothing algorithm that fits continuous distributions to cate
gorical data (LaMotte & Blair, 1988). The open-ended answers from the other
groupsare subjectto "clumping"aroundnumbers suchas 5, 10,etc. This clump
ing is caused by response errors and increases the variance of reports. However,
the smoothed distributions estimatedfor the categorical group are less subjectto
clumping.

Table 11.9 shows the percentages of respondents who were"very confident"
in their answers under the various measurement conditions. Like the frequency
reports themselves, these confidence ratings did not change when population
information was provided, except for the group that provided the frequency
estimatesin categories. We regard the higher confidence ratingsfrom this group
as resultingfrom the categorical measure and not from the provision of popula
tion information,

Conclusions

Overall, our results do not suggest that respondents used population data to
guide autobiographical frequency estimates. The means and standard deviations
of reported frequencies did not change significantly whenpopulation data were
provided. Also, respondents' confidencein the accuracy of their frequency re
ports did not change. These findings, combinedwith the lack of differences in
response to various formats for the population data, suggest to us that respond
ents did not use the information.

Since we did not measureresponse accuracy in this research, we cannotmake
any definite statements about the effects of population data on respondents'
accuracy in estimating autobiographical frequencies. However, if respondents do
not use populationdata, then there is no reason to believethat population infor
mationwill help improvetheir answers.

From a viewpoint of learning more about cognitive processes, we find the
results interesting because they imply that respondents do not use all available
information in generating autobiographical frequency estimates. Instead, the
results are consistentwith an argumentthat cognitive processes compete for use
and that information is not pooled across winning and losing processes. The
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TABLE 11.8. Mean Reported Frequencies and Standard Deviations

Median
No Quartiles Quartiles Median Given in

Population Given, Given, Given in "Average"
Information Open-ended Closed 50/50 Person

Behavior Given Response Response Format Format

Consuming soft drinks 39.2 33.5 31.0 34.1 28.7
(39.0) (38.4) (28.7) (28.3) (27.6)

Eating at restaurants 18.5 19.1 19.8 19.0 17.0
(15.4) (14.8) (14.0) (13.7) (12.6)

Phoning long distance 6.9 10.1 7.2 9.4 8.0
(9.1) (26.5) (13.5) (15.2) (13.2)

Shopping for clothes 2.7 2.9 3.2 3.0 2.1
(3.2) (2.8) (3.9) (3.1) (2.1)

Writing checks 20.4 16.8 14.0 20.1 18.1
(23.0) (24.4) (13.0) (29.5) (20.0)

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses.

TABLE 11.9. Percentage of Respondents "Very Confident" in Frequency Estimates

Median
No Quartiles Quartiles Median Given in

Population Given, Given, Given in "Average"
Information Open-ended Closed SO/50 Person

Behavior Given Response Response Format Format

Consuming soft drinks 26 30 26 26 54
Eating at restaurants 21 28 30 33 63
Phoning long distance 59 67 62 55 81
Shopping for clothes 70 60 59 62 63
Writing checks 47 47 48 37 84

results also are consistent with an argument that population information is dis
advantaged in thiscompetition, perhaps because it is pallid.

From a viewpoint of learning how to improve estimates of autobiographical
frequencies, we find the resultsdisappointing because theyimplythatproviding
Papulation data will not accomplish thispurpose. However, threecaveats temper
this conclusion. First, population data maybehelpful in improving estimates for
threatening frequency questions, which we did not study. The mechanism would
not be based in cognitive processes but rather in legitimizing correctreporting
(Blair, Sudman, Bradburn, & Stocking, 1977, makea parallel argument regard
ing their question-length manipulation). Second, population data seem likely to
influence respondents' estimates of nonautobiographical frequencies, where
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memory resources will play a lesser role. Third, different research procedures
may unveil an influence of population data that is not seen in our results.

For example, Schwarz et ale (1985) showed that frequency estimates change
as the boundaries of response categories are raised and lowered, and they argued
that this change occurs because respondents use the categories as information
about the population distribution. They may be wrong in this argument-the
change may have some other cause-but they may also be right. Population
information may have an effect, but it may be necessary to raise or lower the
provided norms to see this effect or to look at individual-level data. Also,
Schwarz has suggested (in private conversation) that the effect of population
data may disappear when the information is labeled as such, because respond
ents somehow adjust for this information once they recognize it as an explicit
influence.

We think that it would be interesting to see the effects of population data
studied by methods that were different from what we used, and especially to see
these effects studied where validating data were available. Our guess is that the
results would echo our results; they would be interesting from the viewpoint of
learning about cognitive processes but not from the viewpoint of improving
autobiographical frequency estimates for mundane events.
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Retrospective Reports: The Impact
of Response Formats

Norbert Schwarz, Hans-f. Hippler,
and Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann

As the chapters in this volume indicate, basic psychological research into indi
viduals' autobiographical memories has provided many fruitful insights into the
Cognitive processes that underlie autobiographical recollections. In only a few
years, this research has had a pronounced impact on the strategies that applied
researchers use to obtain veridical retrospective reports in sample surveys. Never
theless, the methods that are typically used in psychological experiments and
sample surveys differ in important ways. Most importantly, the majority of psy
chological investigations are based on retrospective reports that subjects provide
in a free-response format. In contrast, respondents in a survey interview are
tyPically asked to check one of several response alternatives presented to them
by the survey interviewer.

This difference in procedures reflects the fact that cognitive psychologists are
interested in obtaining information that is sufficiently detailed to allow analyses
of the underlying cognitive processes. Moreover, the small number of subjects
tyPically used in psychological experiments allows these researchers to employ
detailed coding strategies to exploit the rich material that they collect. Survey
researchers, on the other hand, are primarily interested in obtaining veridical
factual information about some content domain, and how respondents arrive at
their reports is not of particular interest in this applied research. Moreover, the
Potential richness of respondents' free reports would most likely be reduced by
the interviewer's ability to make appropriately detailed notes, hence rendering
the transcripts less informative than they are under the more elaborate recording
Conditionsof the psychological laboratory. In addition, economic considerations
require that the interview be kept as short as possible, and the large number of
respondents sampled typically prohibits the use of data collection methods that
require extensive coding of the obtained material. As a result, survey researchers
prefer to assess retrospective reports in a closed-response format that requires
respondents to check one of several precoded response alternatives presented to
them.
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In this chapter, we review the procedures used by survey researchers, em
phasizing the impact of precoded response alternatives on respondents' reports.
Whereas previous discussions of the use of responsealternatives focused pri
marily on issues of opinion measurement (for reviews, see Schwarz & Hippler,
1991; Schwarz, Hippler, & Noelle-Neumann, 1992), we shall now apply the
concepts developed in this domain to the assessment of retrospective factual
reports. In doing so, we hope to address thedualaudience of thisvolume. On the
one hand, we want to draw cognitive psychologists' attention to factors that
haveso far been neglected in basicresearch on autobiographical memory, where
as on the other hand, we want to inform survey researchers about unintended
"side effects" of thedata collection strategies used.

What Did You Do? Recollections of Activities

In the first part of this chapter, we explore the impact of response formats on
respondents' recollections of the activities in which they engaged. Webegin by
comparing open-ended questions withclosedquestions, and thenwe address the
impactof the orderin whichvarious response alternatives are presented.

Open- and Closed-Response Formats: How Do They Differ?

Experimental studies that compare the answers provided in an open-or closed..
response format are, to our knowledge, limitedto the domain of opinion ques
tions. We assume,however, that the obtained findings are also likelyto holdfor
autobiographical reports, although this hypothesis deserves systematic investi
gation. Most importantly, comparisons of open- and closed-response formats
converge on the finding that these formats may yieldconsiderable differences in
the marginal distribution as well as the ranking of items. Suppose, for example,
that respondents are asked, in a free-response format, what they have done to
day. It seems likelythat only a few respondents wouldspontaneously reportthat
they took a shower. If "taking a shower" wereprovided as an item on a list of
daily activities, on the other hand, we may assume that most respondents would
endorse it. Conversely, if we presented a list of dailyactivities thatomitted"tak
ing a shower" as an item, we may safely assume that rarely would any re
spondent report this activity, even if a generic "other" category provided the
opportunity to do so.

This thought experiment reflects a robust finding in the domain of opinion
questions (e.g., Bishop,Hippler, Schwarz, & Strack, 1988; Schuman & Presser,
1977). Research in this domain indicated that any given opinion is less likelyto
be volunteered in an open-response format than to be endorsed in a closed..
response format, On the other hand, opinions that are omitted from the set of
response alternatives in a closed-response format are unlikely to be reported at
all, even if an "other" category is explicitly offered(Bradburn, 1983; Molenaar,
1982). Severalprocesses are likely to contribute to thesefmdings.
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First, precodedresponsealternatives mayremind respondents of options that
they may otherwise not consider. From a cognitive perspective, open-response
formats present a free-recall task to respondents, whereas closed-response for
matspresenta recognition or a cued-recall task.As in otherdomains of research,
recognition and cued-recall tasks result in higher degrees of recall (cf. Smyth,
Morris, Levy, & Ellis, 1987). Thus, open-response formats are more adequate
when the investigator is interested in thesalience that an activity or issue has for
respondents, where the order in which a respondent retrieves different activities
and the total numberof respondents whoretrieve a particular oneareof primary
interest (cf. Bodenhausen & Wyer, 1987). Closedformats, on theotherhand, are
more appropriate when the investigator is interested in a fairly complete report
abouta large set of specified activities to determine theirrelative frequencies.

Second, in an open-response format, respondents are unlikely to reportspon
taneously information that seems self-evident or irrelevant. In refraining from
these responses, they follow conversational maxims (Grice, 1975; for applica
tions to survey research, see Schwarz, Strack,& Mai, 1991; Strack & Martin,
1987; Strack & Schwarz, 1992) that require speakers to provide information that
is informative and relevant to the topic of the conversation. This results in an
underreporting of apparently irrelevant information, such as "taking a shower."
This underreporting is eliminated by closed-response formats, where theexplicit
presentation of the proper response alternative indicates the investigator's inter
est in this information. For the same reason, respondents hesitate to endorse an
"other"alternative in a closed-response format, even if explicitly provided. Such
a generic response violatesconversational maxims because it does not convey
What the respondentactually did, thus providing little information. In fact, in
most naturalconversations, generic answers of the "other" type would be con
sidered inappropriate.

In addition, respondents may frequently be uncertain if information that
comes to mind does or does not belong to the domain of information in which
the investigator is interested. Again, closed-response formats reduce this uncer
tainty, resulting in higher responses. In the domain of opinion questions, this
differential complexity of open- and closed-response formats is reflected in
higher nonresponse rates in the open-response format, particularly among less
educated respondents (Schuman & Presser, 1981).

As a first conclusion, we note that open- and closed-response formats pose
different cognitive tasksand resultin different patterns of responses, thusunder
mining the comparability of data obtained under open- and closed-response
format conditions. Next we consider the impact of the order in which different
response alternatives are presented.

OrderEffects in Retrospective Reports

Suppose that respondents are given a list of daily activities and are asked to
check each activity in which they engaged. Would the order in which these
activities are presented affectrespondents' performance on thiscued-recall task?
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The empirical answer is "yes." Some studies from the archives of the Institut fur
Demoskopie Allensbach illustrate this point. These data are based on split-ballot
experiments conducted in representative surveys based on quota samples of the
adult population of the Federal Republic of Germany. Most of the studies were
conducted in the 1950s, all under the direction of Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann.

In two of these studies (lID 1008, May 1957, and lID 1022, September
1958), respondents were asked:

Could you please tell me, with the help of this list, what you happened to do last
Saturday?

Respondents were provided a list of 28 activities, and the order in which these
activities were presented was reversed for half of the respondents. Table 12.1
shows the key findings.

Whereas 34% of the respondents to the 1957 survey (shown in the first two
columns of Table 12.1) reported that they worked on their job "last Saturday"
when this item was presented as the first one on the list, only 25% did so when
this item was presented last. Conversely, 15% reported that they slept in when
this item was presented first, whereas 10% reported doing so when this item was
presented last. The 1958 data, shown in the second and third columns, nicely
replicate this pattern. Thus, pronounced primacy effects of up to 9 percentage
points emerged when respondents were asked to recall activities that they en...
gaged in "last Saturday," that is, a maximum of 6 days previously.

These order effects do show reality constraints, however. In June 1960 (lID
1043), the Allensbach researchers asked respondents what they did Whitsunday,
using a list of 30 activities similar to the one used in the previous studies. As
shown in the last columns of Table 12.1, respondents were again more likely to
report that they slept in when this item was presented first (46%) rather than last
(35%). However, the likelihood that they reported working at their jobs during
this major holiday was not affected by presentation order (10% and 11%, respec...
tively).

On the other hand, response-order effects are likely to be more pronounced
when a specific temporal reference is missing. For example, in February 1977
(lID 3039), respondents were asked, "What do you generally do on weekends,
that is, during your leisure time on Saturdays and Sundays?" and were provided
a list similar to the one used in the previous studies. In this case, 37% of the
respondents reported that they typically "sleep in" when this item was presented
first, whereas only 21% reported doing so when the item was presented last.
Thus, a primacy effect of 16 percentage points emerged on reports of one's
typical behavior, which were not constrained by a specific temporal reference.
Although a temporal distance of two decades, and accompanying changes in the
content of the list, do not permit a direct comparison of the reported studies, the
findings suggest that response-order effects are more pronounced in reports of,
one's usual behavior than in reports of one's behavior on a specified recent day.

How are we to account for the emergence of response-order effects in retro...
spective behavioral reports? Although we cannot verify respondents' reports,
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TABLE 12.1. Reported Activities as a Function of Presentation Order (%)

"Last Saturday" "Whitsunday"

1957 1958 1960

Presentation Order Presentation Order

Activity First Last First Last First Last

Worked 34 25 26 22 10 11
Slept 15 10 17 12 46 35
N (347) (317) (318) (309) (701) (672)

Note: Data based on quota samples of German adults (lID 1008, May 1957; ltD 1022, September
1958; lID 1043, June 1960). Respondents were randomly assigned to one of the two presentation
order conditions.

their random assignment to the order conditions eliminates the possibility that
the obtaineddifferences reflect differences in real behavior. Hence, the obtained
primacyeffects need to be explained on the basis of the impactof presentation
order on respondents' performance on a cued-recall task. We suggest that sev
eral, not mutuallyexclusive, processes may contribute to theemergence of these
order effects.

First, successful retrievalrequires time. Recalling specific events maytake up
to several seconds (Reiser, Black, & Abelson, 1985), and repeated attempts to
recall may result in the retrievalof additional material, evenaftera considerable
number of previous trials (e.g., Means, Mingay, Nigram, & Zarrow, 1988; Wil
liams & HoUan, 1981). It is conceivable that respondents' motivation to engage
in this effort declines over the course of the list, resulting in more successful
retrieval attemptsat the beginning thanat the end. If so, theresponses to the first
few items should be more veridical than responses to later items, a possibility
thatdeservessystematic investigation in future research.

Moreover, numerous studieshave indicated that themorerecall increases, the
better the retrieval cue matches the representation stored in memory (for a re
View, see Strube, 1987). Most notably,Wagenaar (1986) observed in a studyof
his own memory that he could retrieveany apparently forgotten event as more
specific retrieval cues becameavailable. The retrieval cuespresented in standard
ized lists of daily activities, however, are not very specific. We assume that they
are most likely to result in successful retrieval whenrespondents take their time
to think about them, thusconstructing morespecific personal retrieval cues from
the generic materialpresentedin the list. However, not onlymay the likelihood
that they do so decreaseas a function of motivational deficits, but also respond
ents' idiosyncratic elaboration of the presented cues may be impaired by the
elaborations that they generated in response to preceding cues.

Krosnickand Alwin (1987, see also Krosnick, 1992) noted in a discussion of
response-order effects on opinion questions that "items presented early in a list
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are likely to be subjected to deeper cognitive processing; by the time a respond
ent considers the later alternatives, his or her mind is likely to be cluttered with
thoughts about previous alternatives that inhibit extensive consideration of later
ones" (pp. 202-203). As a result, respondents may be most likely to generate
detailed and effective recall cues in response to the generic cues presented at the
beginning of the list, resulting in higher endorsements of the same item when
presented early rather than late. Again, this hypothesis would suggest that re
sponses to early items are more veridical than responses to later ones.

The assumption that recall may depend on respondents' elaboration of the
retrieval cues presented to them has an interesting additional implication. It
suggests that the direction of order effects may depend on the mode in which the
retrieval cues are presented. In the above examples, the list of daily activities
was presented in a visual mode; that is, respondents were given a list of activi
ties to read. Sometimes, however, a short list of activities may be read to re
spondents by the interviewer-for example, as part of a telephone interview.
How would such an auditorypresentation mode affect respondents' elaboration
of the retrieval cues presented to them? In this case, respondents have little op
portunity to elaborate on the cues presented early in the list, because the time
that is available for processing the early items is limited by the speed with which
the interviewer moves on to read the next item. As Krosnick and Alwin (1987)
suggested in their discussion of response-order effects in opinion questions,
"Under these circumstances, respondents are able to devote most processing
time to thefinal item(s) read, since interviewers usually pause most after reading
them" (p. 203). In addition, respondents may find it difficult to keep all response
alternatives in mind without visual cues. As a result, we may expect that items
presented near the end of the list will receive more elaboration and may, there
fore, be more likely to generate successful retrieval cues. If so, recency effects
should be likely when the list is read to respondents by an interviewer.

In combination, these considerations predict an interaction effect of presenta
tion order and presentation mode. When the list is presented in a visual mode,
items presented early in the list should receive more processing, resulting in
primacy effects. When the items are read to respondents, however, those at the
end of the list should receive more processing, resulting in recency effects. To
the extent that more elaborate retrieval cues increase the veridicality of recall,
we may also expect that retrospective reports are more veridical for early than
for late items if a visual presentation mode is used but are more veridical for late
than for early items if an auditory presentation mode is used. To date, these
hypotheses have not been systematically tested in the domain of autobiograph
ical recall, although the general hypothesis of an interaction effect of serial posi
tion and presentation mode received some support in the domain of opinion
questions (for a review, see Schwan, Hippler, & Noelle-Neumann, 1992).

Finally, it seems likely that response-order effects will, to some degree, de
pend on the specific context created by preceding items. However, the specific
effects are difficult to predict because the content of preceding items may facili
tate as well as inhibit the recall of material related to subsequent items. More-
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over, respondents may use their answers to preceding items to infer what their
answers to subsequent items may plausibly be, without engaging in extended
recallefforts. Thus, a respondent who recalled thathe worked last Saturday may
conclude, without spending too much effort on checking the veridicality of this
conclusion, that this implies that he could hardlyhave"slept in." If so, the gen
eraleffects of effort and elaboration addressedabove may occasionally be di
lutedby the impactof the localcontextcreatedby the specific itemspresented.

In summary, these speculations suggest that response-order effects raise a
number of interesting theoretical issues for research on autobiographical recall.
Moreover, the possibility that the direction of response-order effects may de
pend on the mode in which the list is presented points to possible limitations in
the comparability of data collected under self-administered and face-to-face
interview conditionson the one hand and under telephone interview conditions
on the other (see Schwarz,Strack, Hippler, & Bishop, 1991, for a moredetailed
discussion of mode differences).

How Often Did You Do It? Estimating the
Frequency of Activities

Much as precoded response alternatives affect which activities respondents re
call, they also influencerespondents' estimates of howfrequently they engaged
in a givenactivity. This is particularly likelywhenthe activities are frequent and
mundane. As numerous studies have indicated, individual instances of mundane
and frequent behaviors, such as watching TV or having a drink, are not sepa
ratelyrepresented in memory (for reviews, see Bradburn, Rips, & Shevell, 1987;
SChwarz, 1990a; Strube, 1987). Instead, individual episodes tend to blend into
one generic representation, thus making it difficult to determine their frequency
on the basis of a "recall-and-count" procedure (see Blair & Burton, 1987; Sud
man & Schwarz, 1989). Accordingly, respondents have to rely on estimation
strategies to determinethe frequency of mundane activities. Although a number
of different estimation strategies have been documented in the literature (for
reviews, see Bradburnet al., 1987; Schwarz, 1990a), a strategy that is particu
larly important in survey interviews involves the use of precoded response alter
natives.

The Impact of Frequency Scales

In survey research, respondents are often asked to report the frequency with
Which they engage in a certain behaviorby checking the appropriate alternative
from a set of responsecategories provided to them. Although the selectedalter
native is assumed to inform the researcher about the respondent'sbehavior, the
pOssibility that a given set of response alternatives is far more than a simple
"measurement device" is frequently overlooked. Instead, it may also constitute
an importantsource of information for the respondent, which they may actively
use in arrivingat a judgment.
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With regard to frequency scales, respondents assume that the range of the
response alternatives reflects the researcher's knowledge of, or expectations
about, the distribution of the behavior in the "real world." Thus, they assume
that the behavior of the "average" person is represented by the values stated in
the middle range of the response scale, whereas the extremesof the scale corre
spond to the extremes of the distribution (Schwarz,Hippler,Deutsch,& Strack,
1985; Schwarz & Hippler, 1987). Accordingly, respondents may use the range
of the response alternatives as a frame of reference in estimating their own be
havioral frequency. This results in higher frequency reports when the response
scale provideshigh-frequency rather than low-frequency responsealternatives.

A study on leisure time activities can serve as an illustration. In this study
(Schwarz et al., 1985, Experiment 1), we asked German adults to report how
many hours a day they spent watching TV. Previous research by Darschin and
Frank (1982) indicated that the average daily TV viewing in West Germany was
slightly more than 2 hours. To test the impactof different response alternatives,
half of the sample received a scale ranging in half-hour steps from "up to M
hour" to "more than 2M hours," while the other half received a scale ranging
from "up to 2M hours" to "more than 4~ hours." As shown in Table 12.2, the
range of the response alternatives had a pronounced impact on respondents'
reports.

When the reports are coded to reflect estimatesof either 2~ hours or less, or
more than 2X hours, only 16.2% of the respondents reported watchingTV for
more than 2Xhours when presented with the low-frequency scale. In contrast,
37.5% did so when presented with the high-frequency scale. Subsequent re
search indicated that the impact of the range of response alternatives on the
obtained reports is very robust and replicates over a wide range of content do
mains, including media consumption, shopping behavior, sexual behavior, and
medical complaints (e.g., Billiet, Loosveldt, & Waterplas, 1988; Schwarz &
Bienias, 1990; Schwarz & Scheuring, 1988, 1992; see Schwarz, 1990a, for a re
view). In all domains, respondents reported higher frequencies on scales with
high-frequency than with low-frequency responsealternatives.

The Role of Competing Information

These findings indicate that individualsare unlikelyto have detailedknowledge
about the absolute frequency and duration of mundane activitiesstored in mem
ory. As a result, they have to rely on estimationstrategies. Theoretically, the less
episodic information is accessible in memory, the more likely they should be to
have to rely on estimation strategies. Two studies bear directly on this impli
cation.

In one of these studies (Chassein,Strack,& Schwarz, 1987), we increasedthe
accessibility of episodic information by asking some respondents to list aU TV
programs that they could recall from the preceding week before they reported
their TV viewing for that week. Other respondents were given a chance to re
fresh their memory by browsing through a TV programguide, and a final group
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TABLE 12.2. Reported Daily TV Viewing as a Function of Response Alternatives

Response
Alternatives

Low frequency
Up to Xhr
X hr to 1 hr
1 hrto IX hr
IX hr to 2 hr
2 hr to 2X hr
More than 2M hr

High frequency
Up to 2M hr
2X hr to 3 hr
3 hr to 3)1 hr
3Xhr to 4hr
4 hr to 4X hr
More than 4~ hr

%

7.4
17.7
26.5
14.7
17.7
16.2

62.5
23.4

7.8
4.7
1.6
0.0

Note: This table is adapted from Schwarz, Hippler, Deutsch, and Strack (1985, Table 1). N = 132.

of respondents had to report their TV viewing without a preceding recall task.
As expected, respondents who had to recall last week's TV programs, or who
had a chance to browse through last week's TV program guide, were not signif
icantly affected by the range of the response alternatives provided to them. In
contrast, a significant effect of the response alternatives emerged for respondents
who had to report their TV viewing without a prior recall task, replicating the
findingreported above.

In a similar vein, we observed in a related study (Schwarz & Bienias, 1990,
Experiment 3) that individual differences in the cognitive accessibility of self
related information may moderate the impact of scale range. Previous research
in personality psychology indicated that individuals who chronically focus their
attention on the self provide more accurate self-reports, presumably because
relevant self-knowledge is cognitively more accessible to them (see Wicklund,
1982, for a review). This suggests that these individuals should be less influ
enced by the range of the response scale provided to them, because they may
have better access to relevant episodic information. In line with this assumption,
individuals who scored low on the "private self-consciousness" scale developed
by Fenigstein, Scheier, and Buss (1975) were significantly affected by the range
of response alternatives provided to them, whereas individuals who scored high
on this scale were not.

In combination, these findings indicate that the impact of response alterna
tives depends on the cognitive accessibility of relevant episodic information:
The more episodic information is accessible in memory, the less respondents
have to rely on a scale-based estimation strategy. From an applied point of view,
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this suggests that response alternatives may influence some populations more
strongly than others and that their impact shouldbe more pronounced in proxy
reports than in self-reports. We shallconsider eachof theseimplications in tum.

Self and Proxy Reports

If the impactof scale rangeincreases as the accessibility of episodic information
decreases, response alternatives should be particularly likely to influence the
obtained reports when respondents are asked to report about othermembers of
their households, whose behavior may not be well represented in memory (see
Sudman, Bickart, Blair, & Menon, chap. 16, this volume, for a more detailed
discussion). At least two experiments support thisassumption.

For example, in one of our studies (Schwarz & Bienias, 1990, Experiment 1),
we asked American college students to report their ownTV viewing, that of a
closefriend, and that of a "typical undergraduate" of theiruniversity along high
or low-frequency response scales. As predicted, the impactof scale rangewas
mostpronounced for reports on the behavior of a typical undergraduate and least
pronounced for self-reports, indicating that respondents are less aware of the
behavior of others than of their own behavior. Similarly, we observed in a
related study (Schwarz & Bienias, 1990, Experiment 2) that proxy reports of
beer consumption were more affectedby the rangeof response alternatives than
wereself-reports of beer consumption.

In addition, these findings bear on an alternative explanation of scale-range
effects that has been put forth by Bradburn and Danis (1984), who suggested
that the impact of response alternatives may be due to respondents' self..
presentation concerns. According to this account, respondents in the above
studies may have correctly recalledtheir TV or beerconsumption, but they may
have hesitated to report it once they noticed that this wouldentail checking an
extreme response category, which presumably would indicate an unusual be
havior. If so, the observedeffects wouldoccurat the "editing"rather than at the
"judgment"stageof the question-answering process (cf. Strack& Martin, 1987).

Note, however, that the self-presentation account offered by Bradburn and
Danis (1984) implies that the range of the response alternatives should affect
self-reports more than reportsabout the behavior of others,because respondents
are presumably more concerned about the image that they present of themselves
than the image of their peer undergraduates. The opposite was the case in both
of the above studies. Accordingly, the obtainedpattern of resultssuggests that
the impact of scale range reflects respondents' estimation strategy rather than
their concerns about self-presentation and social desirability. In line with this
conclusion, we observedin anotherexperiment (Schwarz & Bienias, 1990, Ex..
periment 3) that respondents' personality disposition to worry about the image
that theypresented of themselves, as assessed by Fenigstein et a1.'s (1975) "pub
lic self-consciousness scale," was unrelated to the impactof response altema..
lives,whereas individual differences in thecognitive accessibility of self-related
information did moderate the impactof scalerange,as discussed above.
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Differential Effects for Different Subpopulations

That the impact of response alternatives is particularly pronounced when rele
vant episodic information is not available has another importantimplication for
survey practice. Specifically, it suggests that individuals for whom the behavior
is important, and hence is given a lot of attention, should be less likely to be
influenced by response alternatives than should individuals for whom that be
havior is of less interest If so, the use of response alternatives may sometimes
obscure differences between subpopulations and may thus undermineone of the
key uses of survey data. A 1991 study on the frequency of psychosomatic symp
toms illustrates this problem.

In this study, we (Schwarz, Kupfer, and Scheuring) asked patients of differ
ent psychosomatic clinics to report the frequency with which they experienced a
Variety of symptoms, along scales that presentedeither high- or low-frequency
response alternatives. According to the clinical diagnoses, about half of the
patients suffered migraine headaches, whereas the remaining patients were
treated for other complaints. As expected, patients who were not diagnosed as
having migraine headaches reported higher frequencies of migraine-related
symptoms on the high-frequency than on the low-frequency range scale, repli
cating our previous findings. Patients who were diagnosed as having migraine
headaches, however, were not significantly influencedby the frequency range of
the scale presented to them. Apparently, the symptoms that brought them into
therapy in the first place were so well representedin memorythat these patients
did not need to rely on the scale to determinean answer.

Depending on the specific values provided on the response scale, this differ
ential susceptibility of different groups of respondents may sometimesobscure
SUbpopulation differences that would otherwise be observable. In the present
example, reporting migraine-relatedsymptomson a high-frequency scale raised
the frequency estimates of patients who were not diagnosed as having migraine
headaches to a level that was not significantly lower than the level reported by
migrainepatients, obscuring the differences that wouldbe expectedon the basis
of the clinical diagnosis.

As these preliminary findings illustrate, the use of precoded response alter
natives may occasionally obscure differences between subpopulations. This
reflects the fact that the range of the response alternatives is more likely to in
fluence respondents for whom the respectivebehavior is less wellrepresentedin
memory, resulting in differential scale effects for different groups of respond
ents.

Understanding the Question

So far, we have seen that the range of the response alternatives presented to
respondents as part of a behavioral frequency question may influence the ob
tained estimates. In addition, however, the range of the response alternatives
may influence respondents' interpretation of what the question refers to in the
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first place.This is particularly likely whenthe behaviorunder studyis ill defined
and open to interpretation, as is frequently the case when researchers are inter
ested in subjectiveexperiences.

Suppose, for example, that respondents are asked to indicatehow frequently
they were "really irritated" recently.Before the respondent can give an answer,
he or she must decide what the researchermeans by "really irritated." Does this
refer to major irritations, such as fights withone's spouse,or does it refer to mi
nor irritations, such as having to wait for servicein a restaurant? If he or she has
no opportunity to ask the interviewerfor clarification, or if a well-trained inter
viewer responds, "Whatever you feel is really irritating," the respondent might
pick up some pertinent information from the questionnaire. One such piece of
information might again be the frequency rangeprovidedby the scale.

For example,respondents who are asked to report howoften theyare irritated
on a scale ranging from "several times daily" to "less than once a week" may
relate the frequency range of the response alternatives to their general knowl
edge about the frequency of minor and major annoyances. Assuming thatmajor
annoyances are unlikely to occur "several times a day," they may consider the
target of the question to be instances of irritation that are less severe than are
those considered by respondents who are presented a scale ranging from "sev
eral times a year" to "less than once every three months." Experimental data
support this assumption (Schwarz,Strack, Muller,&Chassein, 1988). Respond
ents who reported their experiences on the former scale subsequently reported
less extreme examples of annoying experiences than did respondents who were
given the latter scale. Thus, the types of annoying experiences that respondents
reported were determinedby the frequency range of the response alternatives in
combination with the respondents' generalknowledge rather than by the word
ing of the questionper see

Accordingly, the range of the response alternatives may not only affect re
spondents' frequency estimates but also influence their understanding of the
question, thus determining which behaviors or experiencesthey attempt to re
call.

Conclusion

In combination, the findings reviewed here indicate that quantitative autobio
graphical reports of behavioral frequencies are strongly influenced by the range
of the response alternatives provided to respondents. Most importantly, the
range of the response alternatives may influence respondents' understanding of
the question and may provide a frame of reference that respondents use in com
puting a frequency estimate. The use of this frame of reference results in
estimates of higher frequencies if the report is to be given on a scale with high
rather than low-frequency response alternatives, and its impact is more pro
nouncedthe less episodic information is accessible in memory.

From a theoreticalperspective, the reportedfindingsindicate that answersto
quantitative "factual" questions are to a considerable extent theory driven. To
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date, research on theory-driven reconstructions of autobiographical reports has
primarily focused on individuals' subjective theories about stability and change
in personal attributes (for a review, see M. Ross, 1989). In contrast, the subjec
tive theory that is at the heart of the response-range effects discussed above
pertains to respondents' assumptions about the ways in which researchers con
struct meaningful scales. Both lines of research indicate that a judgmental
approach to retrospective reports that emphasizes the role of inference and esti
mation strategies may prove to be an important supplement to current research
on autobiographical memory.
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Telescoping and Temporal
Memory

Norman M. Bradburn, Janellen Huttenlocher,
and Larry Hedges

Many survey questions ask respondents to report their behavior during some
time period. These questions typically ask about the incidenceor frequency of
events that occurred during a particular period of time. Most often the question
will specify a starting date (e.g., "Since January 1,1990,... ") or a time period
(e.g., "During the past 12 months, ... ") that ends with the present. Sometimes,
however, the reference period may begin and end before the actual time of re
POrting (e.g., "During the 2-week period beginning Sept. 2 and ending Sept. 16,
how often did you... ?"). Less often, respondents may be asked questions that
call for specific dates (e.g, "When were you interviewed?").

More than a quarter of a century ago, Neter and Waksberg (1964) reported a
Puzzlingphenomenon. When respondents were asked about events occurring in
reference periods of differing lengths (1 month vs. 6 months), the frequency of
events reported for the most recent month was greater in the l ..month reference
period. Other studies have investigated reports of dates of events within particu..
lar time limits and found that more events are reported as occurring in the more
recent portions of the reference periods (e.g., Bachman & O'Malley, 1981;
Uhlenhuth, Haberman, Balter, & Lipman, 1977). These phenomena suggested
that reports of events are moved forward in time-what is called "telescoping"
in the survey literature.

Although telescoping has often been reported in the survey literature (Sud..
man & Bradburn, 1973), there is no generally agreed-onexplanationfor the phe..
nomenon. Explanation would appear to lie in understanding the psychological
processes involved in reporting the times of events. Therefore, we must turn to
the psychological literature. In this chapter, we present a model that we have
recently developed (Huttenlocher, Hedges, & Bradburn, 1990; Huttenlocher,
Hedges, & Prohaska, 1988) and argue that it offers a good explanation for the
telescopingphenomenon. An alternative, but similar, model has been developed
independently by Rubin and Baddeley (1989).

In order to answer questions about the frequency of events over an interval,
events must be associated in memory with some representationof time. If tele-
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scoping reflects bias in memory, one might think that there is a lack of corre
spondence between the subjective experience of time and its objective meas
urement. Such a conclusion is not logicallynecessary,since the observedbias in
reporting could occur through the reporting process itself rather than as the
result of a biased representation in memory. Indeed, we shall argue that objec
tively measured time is preserved in memory but is only inexactly represented.
Simply stated, it is the conditions of reporting in conjunction with the inexact
ness of the representationthat produces theobserved biases.

The time of an event may be represented by its place in a commonlyshared
calendar, such as an exact day, a month, or a year, or in calendar-like units that
are defined in other ways, such as seasons (in winter), socially patterned time
periods (during the academic year 1989-90), or idiosyncratic reference points
(on my birthday). They may also berepresentedby elapsed time (e.g.,days ago).

Everyday experience suggests that accuracy for temporal information de
clines with time. Baddeley, Lewis, and Nimmo-Smith (1978) have shown that
there is a loss of exact information about dates over time. They asked subjects
who came to their laboratory to report when they last participated in an experi
ment. The variance of the reports increased markedly with the length of time
since the last visit (the standard deviation increased by 19 days for each 100
days of elapsed time). Increasing uncertainty about exact dates with greater
elapsed time is an important element in our model.

How Retrieval Produces Telescoping

The fundamental phenomenon that we are trying to explain is the tendency to
overreport events in a reference period. How does our model explain this ten
dency?Consider events that occur near, but outside, the boundary of the
reference period. If events are represented in memory without bias but with
uncertainty, some events will be remembered as falling within the period and
inaccurately reported and others will be remembered as falling outside the
boundary and (correctly) not reported. Now considerevents that occur near, but
inside, the boundary. They will have an opposite fate. Some events will be re
membered as falling within the period and correctly reported; others will be
remembered as falling outside the boundary and incorrectly omitted from the
report. Note that in both cases the boundary truncatesthe distribution of reports,
sometimes incorrectly including them and sometimesincorrectly omittingthem.

If the degree of uncertainty were the same for both cases, the effects of the
temporal misclassifications would counterbalance each other and there wouldbe
no net overreporting. As we noted earlier, however, there is a relation between
the degree of elapsed time and the degree of uncertainty such that the greater the
elapsed time between the event and the report, the greater the uncertainty about
the exact date of the event, although still the estimatesare unbiased. This greater
uncertainty manifests itself in a greater variancein reported dates for events that
are more remote. Because the variance increasesas onemoves further back from
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the boundary and declines as one moves forward from the boundary,an imbal
ance in reports will accumulateoverreporting.

To see this effect more clearly, consider the following cases: Suppose that
you were askingrespondentsabout doctor visits in the past 30 days. Assumethat
visits are evenly distributed over days and that the memories for the dates of
those visits are normally distributed around the actual date. Consider first those
who visited a doctor exactly 30 days ago. In our model, one-half of those re
spondentswould report a doctor visit in the period and one-halfwould not. Now
take the case of a day on either side of the boundary.For those who visited the
doctor 31 days ago, let us assume a mean report of 31 days and a standarddevi
ation of 11 days; for those with visits 29 days ago, assume a mean report of 29
days and a standard deviation of 9 days. For those whose true value lies at 31
days, 46% (z =.09) of the distributionwill lie within theperiod, and this propor
tion will be incorrectly reported as having occurred within the period. This pro
POrtion of reports that is incorrectlyput into the period is offset by 45% (z=.11)
of the distribution of those whose true date was 29 days ago but incorrectly
reported as not having occurred within the period, thus leading to a 1% over
reportingof visits.

The reference period is also bounded at the other end, usuallyby the present.
There will also be some uncertainty about recent events, but reports of events
that are rememberedas having occurredmorerecently than theydid willbe trun
cated by the boundary of the present, since remembered events cannot have oc
curred in the future. Although the presentputs a dramatic boundaryon reports, it
is not the impossibility of the past occurring in the future that is important but
rather the fact that the uncertaintyattached to more recentevents is less than that
attached to the older events. Because the variance of the estimates for dates of
the recent events is so muchless than that for the older events, therewill be less
backward telescoping than forward telescoping. Thus, the net effect of uncer
taintyon reports will be forward telescoping.

Magnitude of Bias Effects

It is possible to compute the magnitude of forward-telescoping effects on the
number of reports. It is convenient here to denote the dates as integers, for ex
ample, the number of days before the end of the reportingperiod or the number
of days ago. Denote the reference period as the interval from date "a" to date
"b." Therefore a subject reports an event if they recall it as having occurred on
Or between dates a and b. Let R(ab) be the total numberof reports and let R, be
the numberof reports of events that occurredon actual date i. Thus,

00

R(ab)=R}+R2 + ... =I,R j •

i=l

In practice, many of the terms of this sum will be zero, since events that
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occur on dates very far outside the reporting period will have essentially zero
probability of being reported in it.

The number R, of reports on day i is the product of the number of occur..
rences on day i (denote OJ) and the probability Pi that an event occurring on day
i is reported; thus,

Ri =OiPj·

We want to know the number of occurrences in the reporting period. This is

b
O(ab)=Oa+Oa+l+··· +Ob= LOi·

i=a

It is often reasonable to assume that the number of occurrences (or rate of
occurrence) is the same across dates. Denoting the numberof occurrences each
day asO. , the number of occurrences in the reporting periodbecomes

O(ab) = (a - b) 0.,

and the number of reports R, of events that occurredon day i becomes

R, =O.Pi·

The ratio R(abyO(ab) of total numberof reports to the actual numberof occur..
rences in the reporting period gives an index of the amount of overreporting
Under our assumptions, this ratio is independent of O. :

00

LPj
R(ab) i=l--=---
O(ab) (b - a)

Thus, the proportionof overreporting (or underreporting) dependsonly on the
probabilitiesof reporting events that occurred on each day and on the length of
the reporting period.

In our truncation model, the probability of reporting an event is determined
by the probability that an unbiased, but normally distributed, memory for the
event falls into the reporting period. Let X, be a random variable corresponding
to memoriesfor events that actuallyoccurredon day i; then

X, == N(J.1i(Jj2).

The mean Jli is the actual day i, which corresponds to the fact that Xi is un..
biased.The varianceO"j2 dependson theactualday. Severalauthors(e.g., Hutten..
tocher et al., 1988) have found that the standarddeviation o, increases linearly
with i:

o, =cx+ ~i.

Thus, the probabilityPiof reportingan event that actually occurson day i is

(b-Jl·) (a-Jl')p' =<1> I -<1> I

1 (ex + ~i) (ex+ pi)
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when the most recent date a in the reporting period is not the present and is

(b - fl· )p. - cI> 1

I - (a + ~i)

when a is the present and therefore it is impossible for X, to be less thana. Here
<I>(x) is the standard normal cumulative distribution function.

An example with a=1, b = 5, and OJ= 0 + .5i illustrates the magnitude of the
effects. Let 0 to 1be the present day, 1 to 2 be Day 1, 2 to 3 be Day 2, etc. Table
13.1 gives the details of the computations.Setting the mean for Day 1 at 1.5, for
Day 2 at 2.5, etc., and computing the probability of reports for actual days dur
ing the month including the reference period, i= 1 to 50, yields

R(ab) = 5.27 =1.32,
O(ab) 4.0

and hence there would bea 32% overreportingof events in the referenceperiod.
This argument applies whether or not the boundary is at the present. If the

reference period both begins and ends in the past, it is possible for respondents
to recall events as having occurred more recently than the near boundary and
thus to not report them. In such a situation, events occurring in the reference
period would be somewhat further back in time than if the boundary were the
present and would have a somewhat higher degree of uncertainty attached to
them. In such cases, the model would predict that there would be a greater de
gree of backward telescoping than when the boundary was the present, although
there would still be net forward telescoping. We do not know of any studies that
have tested this hypothesis.

What empirical evidence is there that respondents actually forward telescope
reports of dates for remembered events? A study, reported in Huttenlocher,
Hedges, and Prohaska (1988), provides confirmationof the model. In that study,
a sample of 115students at the Universityof Chicagowas asked how many mov
ies they had seen at the University. Approximately half (58) wereasked usingan
8-month (academic year) reference period; the remainder (57) were asked using
a 2-month (Spring Quarter) reference period. Respondents were then asked to
name the movies that they had seen and to report the dates on which they had
seen them. A list of movies and their dates shown was available so that the re
poned dates could bechecked for accuracy.

These data support findings from earlier studies. Forward telescoping was
significant in the 2-month group and for the Winterand Spring Quarter in the 8
month group. (The data were collected at the end of the Spring Quarter; the Fall
Quarter data also showed forward telescoping but were not statistically signifi
cant.) Respondents in the 2-month group reported more movies seen in the
Spring Quarter than did respondents in the 8-month group. Contrary to Neter
and Waksberg's (1964) assumption about similar findings in their study, exam
ination of the actual dates indicated that the higher reporting for the 2-month
group was not due to forward telescopingof moviesfrom earlier periods but was
due to reporting more movies actually seen in theshorter referenceperiod.
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TABLE 13.1. Probability of Reporting an Event That Actually Occurs on Day i

Date i <1l(~J <1l(~J P.
a+~l a+Pl I

1 1.000 0.841 0.159
2 0.999 0.309 0.691
3 0.952 0.159 0.792
4 0.773 0.106 0.668
5 0.579 0.08'1 0.499
6 0.434 0.067 0.367
7 0.334 0.058 0.276
8 0.266 0.052 0.214
9 0.218 0.048 0.171

10 0.184 0.045 0.140
11 0.159 0.042 0.117
12 0.139 0.040 0.099
13 0.124 0.038 0.086
14 0.112 0.037 0.075
15 0.103 0.036 0.067
16 0.095 0.035 0.060
17 0.088 0.034 0.054
18 0.082 0.033 0.049
19 0.078 0.033 0.041
20 0.074 0.032 0.041
21 0.070 0.032 0.038
22 0.067 0.031 0.036
23 0.064 0.031 0.033
24 0.062 0.030 0.031
25 0.060 0.030 0.029
26 0.056 0.030 0.028
27 0.057 0.030 0.026
28 0.054 0.029 0.025
29 0.053 0.029 0.024
30 0.051 0.029 0.023
31 0.050 0.029 0.022
32 0.049 0.028 0.021
33 0.048 0.028 0.020
34 0.047 0.028 0.019
35 0.046 0.028 0.018
36 0.045 0.028 0.018
37 0.044 0.028 0.017
38 0.044 0.027 0.016
39 0.043 0.027 0.016
40 0.043 0.027 0.015
41 0.042 0.027 0.015
42 0.041 0.027 0.014 ---(Table 13.1 continued)
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TABLE 13.1. Continued

Datei

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
Total

0.041
0.040
0.040
0.039
0.039
0.038
0.038
0.038

0.027
0.027
0.027
0.027
0.026
0.026
0.026
0.026

p.
I

0.014
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.012
0.012
0.012
0.011
5.27

Examination of the data for each quarter (see Figure 13.1) confirms the
model's prediction of forward telescoping at the furthest boundary and back
wardtelescoping at the nearestboundary.

C. P. Thompson, Skowronski, and Lee (1988b) have directly tested the hy
POthesis that uncertainty of memory for eventsleadsto forward telescoping. In a
series of experiments in which undergraduates kept daily diaries of unique
events, the authors found that the magnitude of telescoping was affected by the
length of time since the event happened: Moreremote events wereforward tele
scoped, more recent events were backward telescoped, although this tendency
wasnot reliable. Forward telescoping wasfound bothfor personally experienced
events and for events that the respondents hadonly heard about.

Thompson et al. (1988b) also measured respondents' degreeof confidence in
their memories for the dates of the events.They found both forward and back
ward telescoping for events about which respondents reported being uncertain
aboutwhen they occurredbut no significant telescoping for eventsabout which
respondents felt that they could confidently recall the dates. These findings are
Consistent with our model.

"Bounded Recall" and the Reduction of Telescoping

Neter and Waksberg (1964) used a technique, which they called "boundedre
call," that reduced forward telescoping. The technique requires asking the same
questions on successive interviews with the same individual. Respondents are
asked about their behavior in a particular reference period. In the second and
SUbsequent interviews, they are asked to report theirbehavior during the preced
ing reference period, but they are reminded of the events that they gave in the
previous interview. Although the first interview ("bounding interview") suffers
from considerable forward telescoping, subsequent interviews do not.
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How does our modelaccount for this effect? In the secondinterview, respond
ents are reminded of their responses in the first interview. The reminder acts to
reduce the uncertainty about whensome events happened. If respondents remem
ber an event that took place in the previous period but think that it might have
happened in the current period (and thus, absent the reminder, would tend to
forward telescope it), they will have a check on theiraccuracyand will Ieam that
they have already reported it. If they remember events that took place in the
present period but recall them as having occurred in the previousperiod, again
they will be reminded that they have not reported themand will check the accu
racy of the date. Thus, the misplacing of events either forward or backward is
discouragedby reducing the uncertainty.

Reports of Specific Events

So far we have discussedquestions that deal with reporting the numberof events
within a reference period. What happens when the question is one of recall of a
specific event without any specifiedtime period? Consider the question,"When
did you last visit a doctor?" The task here is similar to reporting all events with
in a reference period but requires only finding the most recent of the events and
reporting its date. In fact, one might view answering this questionas merelyone
step in the process undertaken to answer the question on total events during a
referenceperiod.

The same elements obtain here as we previously discussed. We assume that
the date is represented unbiased, but inexactly, in memory and that the greater
the elapsed time, the greater the uncertainty. However, in this case there is no
stated beginning boundary, although there is an ending boundary createdby the
present. In such cases, we might expect that there would be some backward
telescoping caused by the ending boundarybut no forward telescoping because
there is no stated beginningboundary to truncate the reports.

There are two considerations, however, thatcontravene this expectation. The
first is that there may be an implicit beginning boundaryeven though no bound
ary was explicitly stated. Such implicit boundaries arise from the reasonableness
or unreasonableness of the question if it is interpreted without any boundaries.
Thus, in answering the question in a validation interview, "When were you
interviewed?" respondents might reasonably put a limit on the time period be
lieving that no one would be asking about such a minor event if it occurred a
very long time ago. If respondents do put such a self-imposed boundaryon the
question and the event actually occurred beyond that boundary, they will report
it as being at the boundary rather than beyond.

The second factor at work is more subtle and involves the way in which re
spondents handle the increasing uncertainty that comes with greater elapsed
time. Respondents seldom give an exact time (to the day) in response to a ques
tion about when something happened. Instead, they give an approximation that
becomes less fine grained the greater the elapsed time. When thingsare recent,
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they respond in terms of "days ago"; when they are somewhat longer ago, they
respond in terms of "weeks ago" or some prototypical numberof days such as
"10 days ago" or "45 days ago." At even longer time periods, they move to
"months ago" or "years ago." As memory becomes less certain, respondents
round their answers to prototypical values, based on either the calendar (days,
weeks, months) or the decimal system (5, 10, 15, 20, etc.). Sometimes the two
principlescoincide, such as "30 days" for 1 monthor "60 days" for 2 months.

If the distance between adjacent rounded values increases with elapsed time
and if reports areframed in termsof days, the distance in reported time given in
days will also increase. In this case, forward telescoping occurs even if respond
ents generate their reports from an underlying distribution withuncertainty that
is distributed symmetrically around the true date of the event, that is, in cases
where there is no boundary to truncate thedistribution.

To see the reason for this effect, consider the prototypic values 7, 10, 14, 21,
30, and 60 days. Suppose respondents choose the prototypic value nearest to
their remembered value, and the reporting intervalfor each prototypic value is
bounded by the midpointsbetween adjacentrounded values. Assignment of the
rounded response 14 begins at remembered values of 12 (midway between 10
and 14) and ends at remembered values of 17.5 (midway between 14 and 21).
Note that the distance between 12 and 14 is smaller than that between 14 and
17.5. Because the range of remembered values to which a particular rounded
value is assigned is smaller in a forward than in a backward direction, a smaller
range of values is rounded up (e.g., to 14) than roundeddown. This asymmetrY
in the size of the roundingdistance producesa net forward bias in reporting. By
the same argument, forwardbias due to rounding in termsof the decimalsystem
also might occur with increase in elapsed time if people first round by 5s, then
by lOs, andso on.

Our recent study (Huttenlocheret al., 1990)supportsthis modelas an expla
nation for forward telescoping of reports for single events. That study used the
validation procedures for the General Social Survey (GSS) to reinterview re
spondents about when they had been originally interviewed. In order to extend
the range of elapsed time, the samplewasenlarged and respondents werereinter
viewed from 4 to more than 60 days after the original interview. A total of 629
respondents were reinterviewed.

The data indicate that respondents were puttingan upper boundof 60 dayson
their reports. Only 3 reports were more than 60 days even though there were 37
cases where the true number of elapsed days was greater than 60 days. All of
these were reportedas occurringless than 60 daysago.

The data also clearlyshow that respondents are rounding to prototypic values
(see Figure 13.2). As with previous studies, there is increasing uncertainty with
greater elapsed time, which manifests itself not only in the increasing variance
of reports but also in increased use of rounded values. As a result of increasing
distance between the adjacent rounded values, there is pronounced forward
telescoping in the reported values (see Figure 13.3). Thus, it is apparent that
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even in the absence of explicit boundaries, forward telescoping will occur as a
result of rounding procedures.

Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented an explanation for overreporting due to tele
scoping based on three hypotheses about the representation of events in tempo
ral memory: (a) memory for the time of events is unbiased but inexact; (b) with
greater elapsed time, there is greater uncertainty about dates; and (c) with greater
uncertainty, temporal reports will be rounded to prototypical units. We have
argued that these three elements of temporal representation cause telescoping,
both forward and backward, when respondents are asked to report the occur
rence of events within a bounded reference period.

OUf explanation hypothesizes that the representation of the time of events is
unbiased in memory and that the observed biasing (telescoping) comes from the
recall process-owing partly to uncertainty and partly to rounding effects. It is
possible, however, that there are other factors involved, such as motivational
effects. Sudman and Bradburn (1973) hypothesized that telescoping might be, in
part, due to the respondents' desire to perform the task required of them. When
in doubt, respondents prefer to give too much information rather than too little.
Although this hypothesis cannot be ruled out, the fit of the data in this experi
ment to our model is close enough that we do not feel that one needs an added
assumption of motivational bias.

The explanation put forth in this chapter gives theoretical support to the two
practices that are commonly suggested to reduce telescoping: making the refer
ence period as short as possible and using bounded-recall techniques to reduce
uncertainty about the dates of events. Further, the explanation focuses attention
on one of the principal causes of telescoping: the increasing uncertainty about
the date of events as time increases. Thus, techniques in addition to bounded
recall would help reduce telescoping. An example of such a technique would be
eliciting landmark dates well known to the respondent, such as a birthday, signif
icant personal event, or public holiday, and then getting the respondent to relate
the events being reported on to those landmark dates.

The techniques for reducing telescoping tend to be expensive, and many
times researchers will not be able to use them. If one can establish empirically
the parameters of the model described above, however, it may be possible to
estimate the magnitude of the telescoping and then adjust the data for telescop
ing. Further work in refining this model and developing ways to estimate the
parameters is needed.
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The Impact of Differing Memory
Domains on Event-Dating Processes
in Self and Proxy Reports

John J. Skowronski, Andrew L. Betz, Charles P. Thompson,
W. Richard Walker, and Laura Shannon

The subjective impression that many of us have when we attempt to provide
accurate dates for autobiographical events is that it is a very difficult task. This
personal subjective experience is corroborated by our observations of respond
ents in event-dating studies. These respondents often spontaneously express a
great amount of dismay (sometimes quite vehemently) when they are asked to
provide exact dates for their autobiographical events.

Given that the respondents in studies of event dating often have many poten
tial advantages over individuals who date events in a truly naturalistic context,
this negative response to the event-dating task might be a bit surprising; that is,
since the methodologies used in event-dating studies provide advantages to re
spondents that they might not possess when trying to date events in the "real
world," event dating in these studies should be relatively easy. For example, in
many dating studies (e.g., Mingay, Shevell, Bradburn, & Ramirez, chap. 15, this
volume), respondents are asked to record autobiographical events daily and
submit these records, which are later used for dating. An event's date can obvi
ously become more salient in the course of recording the event, potentially lead
ing to better date recall. Respondents are sometimes asked to turn in their
records of events weekly instead of daily (C. P. Thompson, Skowronski, & Lee,
1988b). If subjects review the week's events (as we have seen them do), this
weekly submission technique could facilitate recall of event orders. These
recalled-event orders could serve to enhance dating accuracy. Further, subjects
are sometimes asked to date only "unique" events instead of the "truly common...
place" events (C. P. Thompson, 1985a). That the recorded events are even slight ...
ly out of the ordinary suggests the possibility that subjects might pay more
attention to the unique events than to nonunique events and, hence, would pro ...
vide more accurate dates for the unique events.

Even in the face of all these advantages, the objective accuracy data from
these event-dating studies provide an indication of why people often express
great dismay when they are asked to date events: They just do not seem to be
very good at it. For example, in an event-dating study in which people tried to
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date autobiographical events from the most recent 4 months of their lives,
people occasionally misdated an event by as much as 3 months (C. P. Thomp
son, 1982). Further, substantial uncertainty concerning the exact date of an event
is a relatively frequent occurrence: Respondents in a recent study reported that
over 20% of their dating attempts for autobiographical events were pure guesses
(C. P. Thompson, Skowronski, & Lee, 1988a).

Much of the recent work looking at the accuracy of event dating investigates
the impact of this considerable uncertainty surrounding event dates. For
example, the magnitudes of forward-telescoping and time-expansion biases (the
tendencies to date events as younger or older than they really are, respectively)
have been directly linked to the degree of uncertainty surrounding an event'S
exact date (Bradburn, Huttenlocher, & Hedges, chap. 13, this volume; Hutten
locher, Hedges, & Prohaska, 1988; Thompson et aI., 1988b). However, these
studies have usually not investigated the underlying psychological causes of this
uncertainty or the situational and psychological factors that might lead to en
hanced dating accuracy.

A few studies suggest that the uncertainty accompanying event dating, and
the frequent poor dating performances exhibited by event daters, are a partial
function of poor temporal memory. Respondents' self-reports of how they date
events indicate that direct recall of an event's exact date is relatively infrequent.
For example, in a recent study on retrospective dating for a 10-week period, re
spondents reported direct recall of an event's date for only 9% of the events in
which they had participated and for only 4% of the events that they had encoun
tered secondhand (Thompson et ale 1988a; also see Brewer, 1988).

Memory and Event Dating

The Possible Roles of Multiple Memory Domains

If people cannot usually recall directly the date of an event, then how are most
event dates produced? Event-dating research suggests that various memory
domains may play a significant role in the dating process. For example, data
from one of our studies (Thompson et al., 1988a) indicate that event daters will
typically access a number of different memory content domains when trying to
estimate an event's date.

One of these domains is the ease with which a memory is retrieved. Brad..
burn, Rips, and Shevell (1987) have argued that the accessibility of a memory
contributes to date estimates, with easily remembered events being dated as
more recent than the exact dates and with difficult-to-recall events being dated
as older than the exact dates. Data from Bradburn et al.' s (1987) studies, which
involve the use of major world events as the dating targets, indicate that this
accessibility bias will, indeed, sometimes occur.

Although a dater might not be able to recall an exact event date, recall of
other, less precise forms of temporal information could allow a narrowing of
possible event dates (e.g., "I remember that registration for school was right at
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the beginning of April this year, instead of its usual spot at the end of March").
Another useful memory domain might be the recalled details of an event. A

dater might use such details to place the event in a general time period either by
directly relating that information to another recalled event (e.g., "I remember
that there was snow on the ground, and I remember that we only got snow this
year at the beginning of the term") or by using the recalled..event details in con..
junction with general world knowledge ("I remember that there was snow on the
ground, and it usually snows only in winter").

An event dater may sometimes access prototypic or abstracted information,
such as information about an event type or event class, in the reconstruction
process. For example, in the process of dating an argument with a Child Psy..
chology class instructor, a dater may recall that his or her Child Psychology
class met only on Mondays. Hence, the dater may conclude that the argument
must have happened on a Monday. The difference between this process and the
direct-recall process is a subtle, but theoretically important, one. The idea that
partial temporal information is directly recalled implies that temporal informa
tion is encoded in the event memory trace or takes the form of a temporal tag
that is attached to that trace. The idea that temporal information comes from
prototypic or abstracted memories suggests that the temporal information used
to date an event is not stored with the event but is stored elsewhere in memory
and is applied to the event during judgment.

Finally, a dater might sometimes use recalled..event relations to date events,
narrowing the possible range of event dates by recalling whether an event oc..
curred before or after another event with a known date. This strategy can be used
either in conjunction with direct recall, such as when respondents can remember
the exact event order ("It happened right after that Psychology midterm that I
flunked"), or in conjunction with respondents' general world knowledge, such as
when the logical relations between the events strongly suggest an event order
("The review session must have come before the exam").

Empirical Implications

The fact that people can use many different memory domains in the process of
date production suggests several interesting hypotheses about event dating and
about the nature of the dating errors that people should make. Two of us (Skow
ronski and Thompson), along with a number of associates, have recently con..
ducted a number of studies that illustrate the involvement of many different
memory domains in the event-dating process and that differentiate the roles that
these domains play in event dating.

EventMemory and DatingAccuracy: Evidencefor the
Impactof Multiple MemoryDomains

As we indicated earlier, one of the obvious factors that should affect dating
accuracy is event recall. Assuming that one cannot directly recall the date of an
event, the more details that one can recall about the event, the more accurately
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one should be able to estimate the event's date. Several studies support this
hypothesis. One of us (Thompson, 1985b) found that events that respondents
thought they would recall well weredated more accurately than events that the
respondents did not think they would remember well. In a more direct test
(Thompson et al., 1988b), we found that telescoping bias was reduced (i.e.,dat
ing was more accurate) for well-remembered than for poorly remembered
events. Further, for well-remembered events, the telescoping bias was nearly
eliminated when the dates that subjects said were "pure guesses" (i.e., no tem
poral information was availableanywhere in memory) were removed from the
analyzed data set. Similar data (Thompson et al., 1988a) showed a linkbetween
respondents' dating strategies and dating accuracy; that is, when respondents
said that theyrecalledthe details of an event, theyweresubstantially moreaccu
rate in their date estimate than when they said that their date estimate wasjust a
pure guess.Finally,data providedby Brewer(1988) suggest thatevent memory
is sometimes all that people have: People are muchmore likely to recall non
temporal than temporal detailsaboutthat event.

In our recent study (Skowronski, Betz, Thompson, & Shannon, 1991), we
attempted to substantiate further this link between event memory and event
dating in several ways. In this study, we askedrespondents to enter events in a
diary.The diary sheetswerecollected weekly. At a later date,we readthe events
back to subjects (with some slight editing and shortening, as required) in a ran
dom order and asked them to date each eventafter it was read. As a dating aid,
subjects were provided with a calendar that was blank except for the usual cal
endar information (dayof week,month, date).

Central to our attempts to verify the memory-dating link in this study were
several ratings that respondents provided for the events. One of these ratings
assessed event memory. During the diary test, respondents were asked to rate
how well they thought that they remembered each event. This metamemory
measure is not a standardlaboratory assessment of recall, but it does often pro
duce comparable results (see Brewer, 1988). Using regression techniques, we
treated these memory ratings as a predictor of dating accuracy. Obviously, a
potential memory-dating link wouldbe indicated if the memory ratings signifi
cantly predicteddating accuracy. It was indeed the case that subjects' memory
ratings were a strong predictor of dating accuracy, semipartial r=-.187,
F(1,6005) =260.90,p< .001.

A second way in which the memory-dating link wasassessed was to look at
the impact that variables known to affect event recall have on the accuracy of
event dating. If the recalled details of events are used to enhance dating accu
racy, then one would expect the same factors that affect event recall also to
affectdating accuracy.

To investigate this idea, two additional eventratings were collected. Respond
ents were asked to rate the pleasantness of each event (whether the event was
pleasant or unpleasant for the subject) and the person-typicality of each event
(whether the event was typicalor atypical for the subject). Basedon the results
of past research, we expected subjects to remember (a) positive events better
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than negative events; (b) pleasantness-extreme events (i.e., events that were
thought to be either extremely pleasant or extremely unpleasant) better than
pleasantness-neutral events (neither pleasant nor unpleasant); (c) person-atypical
events better than person-typical events; and (d) both person-atypical and person
typical events better than typicality-neutral events. We obtained exactly these
findings when we examined subjects' ratings of how well they remembered their
autobiographical events. (However, there was also a higher-order interaction
see the subsection on Dating the Events of Others, below).

If event dating is partially dependent on event memory, one would also ex
pect to see these same effects in the dating-accuracy scores. Multiple regression
analyses indicated that these effects did occur: Pleasant events were dated more
accurately than unpleasant events, semipartial r= -.053, F(I,6006) =20.51,
p < .001; pleasantness-extreme events were dated more accurately than pleasant
ness-neutral events, semipartial r =-.028, quadratic F(I,6023) =5.78, p < .02;
person-atypical events were dated more accurately than person-typical events,
semipartial r = .067, F(I,6006) = 32.20, p < .001; and both person-typical and
person-atypical events were dated more accurately than typicality-neutral events,
semipartial r=-.031, quadratic F(I,60IO)= 6.92,p< .01.

The results of these analyses indicate that the recall of an event's details may
playa significant role in accurately dating that event. However, we wondered if
there was any possibility that some of these effects were mediated primarily (or
solely) by event memory, while other effects were mediated by other memory
domains. To investigate this idea, we reran the regression equations with the
event-memory rating as a covariate in the models. Presumably, the effects that
depend highly on event memory would be eliminated by the addition of the
memory rating to the model; the effects that involve other memory domains
would remain.

The results of the further analyses indicated that both the quadratic pleasant
ness and the quadratic typicality effects were eliminated by the inclusion of the
memory term in the regression models. The elimination of the quadratic pleasant
ness effect is particularly surprising. We would have suspected both extremely
pleasant and extremely unpleasant events to have a higher probability than non
extreme events of being temporally tagged or exactly dated in memory: It seems
more likely that one would recall the date of a car wreck than the date on which
one dropped a glass of milk on the kitchen floor. Hence, we would have thought
that this quadratic pleasantness effect should have been somewhat resistant to
the inclusion of memory in the regression models. Instead, the elimination of
this effect by inclusion of the memory term in the models suggests that the
heightened dating accuracy for pleasantness-extreme events might be solely a
function of enhanced estimation accuracy due to heightened event recall and
might not at all involve enhanced temporal tagging of extreme events relative to
nonextrerne events.

In contrast to the quadratic effects, the person-typicality and pleasantness
Variables were resistant to the inclusion of the memorability ratings in the mod
el, semipartial rs= .041 and -.041, Fs(I,6005) = 12.94 and 12.92, ps< .001,
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respectively. Even when event memory was accounted for, pleasant events were
dated more accurately than unpleasant events, and person-atypical events were
dated more accurately than person-typical events. Obviously, these outcomes
suggest that respondents are relying on memory domains other than event mem
ory in their event dating, and it seems likely that temporal tagging is one of these
memory domains.

This certainly makes sense with respect to the effects of person-typicality and
person-atypicality on event dating; that is, it is intuitively reasonable that person
atypical events are more likely to be temporally tagged than person-typical
events: It seems more likely that one will have a temporal tag for flunking an
exam (an unusual occurrence, one hopes, for the target) than for routinely pass
ing an exam.

That pleasant events are dated more accurately than unpleasant events might
seem a bit less intuitively obvious. As with person-typicality, one might argue
that surprising events are more likely than unsurprising events to receive tem
poral tags. Because negative events tend to be more surprising than positive
events, the surprisingness argument might lead one to expect greater dating
accuracy for negative than for positive events.

There are two replies to this argument, one data based and one statistical. The
data-based argument is that a positivity effect in event dating has appeared
before (Thompson, 1985a). The statistical argument is that since both pleasant
ness and person-typicality were included in the same multiple regression model,
the effect of pleasantness was independent of the effect of person-typicality. If
dating accuracy for both factors was partly driven by event surprisingness, in
creases in dating accuracy due to the surprisingness of events (whether due to
temporal tagging or to other reasons) might not be reflected in the results of the
multiple regression analysis. The common variance due to event "surprising
ness" might have been partialed out, a procedure that could have had a greater
statistical impact on negative than on positive events, producing a positivity
effect in dating.

Although this statistical argument is reasonable for one of our studies (Skow
ronski et al., 1991), it cannot account for the Thompson (1985a) data. Since
typicality ratings were not collected in the latter study and the data were ana
lyzed using ANOVA techniques, the selective partialing argument cannot be
applied to the results. Thus, it seems reasonable to consider other explanations
for the positivity effect in event dating.

One might argue that a positivity effect in event dating might be produced by
temporal tagging processes: Positive events might be more likely than negative
events to receive temporal tags. This is sensible when one considers the types of
events that are frequently dated and are frequently positive, events such as birth
days, special events (e.g., concerts), anniversaries, and holidays (Thanksgiving,
Christmas). These types of events are sometimes listed in respondents' diaries.
Thus, it may be that the positivity effect in event dating simply reflects the ten
dency for many of our personal landmark events to be both positive and associ
ated with a definite calendar date.
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Although this "positive landmarks" hypothesismay contribute to the positiv
ity effect in dating, it cannot fully account for that effect. The Thompson
(1985a) data indicated that the effect of pleasantness persisted even when the
identifiable positive landmark events were removed from the data set. In a fol
low-up analysis (Skowronski et at, 1991), we reached a similar conclusion. In
that analysis, an independent coder judged the "exact date likelihood" of an
event: the probability (high, medium,low) that an event would be stored with an
exact date. This date-likelihood rating was then entered as an additional predic
tor in the regression model. Judged likelihoodwas significantly related to dating
error. The coder was able to predict which events would be accuratelydated
mean days dating error by judgment category were as follows: high probabil
ity =2.81, moderate probability =5.72, low probability=9.45, F(2,6OO4) =
48.46, p < .001. If the pleasantnesseffect weresolely due to the fact that positive
events were more often exactly dated landmark events than were negative
events, the addition of this likelihood factor to the regressionmodel should have
eliminated the pleasantness effect. It did not: semipartiaI r =-.037, F( 1,6004)=
9.96, p <.01. Hence, although the "positive landmark" explanation for the
positivity effect in dating seems sensible, two studies now suggest that some
other memory domain may also bepartially responsible for this positivityeffect.

Collectively, these memory and dating results suggest two conclusions. First,
event memory does playa role in event dating. Well-remembered events are
also well-dated events. Second, memory domains other than event memory also
playa role in event dating. Although we have speculated that two of these other
memory domains are the tendency to assign exact dates to events and the ten
dency to tag events with partial temporal information, the analyses performed
above do not directly implicate these domains. Additional data from our study
(Skowronski et al., 1991),as well as data from other studies,provide more direct
evidence for the impact that these additionalmemory domainshave on eventdat
ing.

ErrorPatterning: Seven Is a Magic Number

Consider the proposition that people will often recall or reconstruct only partial
temporal information about an event. One form of temporal information that we
suspect is frequently recalled or that may be relativelyeasy to reconstruct is the
day of the week on which an event occurred. If this is the case, then daters
should make a relatively large number of "multiple-or-seven"errors (7 days, 14
days, 21 days, etc.) relative to "non-multiple-of-seven"errors; that is, subjects
may be able to recall or reconstruct the day or the week on which an event oc
curred, but they may sometimes misremember the week in which that event
occurred.

This is exactly what we observed (Skowronski et al., 1991). As Figure 14.1
clearly shows, respondentsexhibited a very strongtendency to makemultiple-of
seven errors: Subjects often were correct about the day on which an event oc
curred but misrecalled the exact week. In addition to this basic effect, it is also
interesting to note that error frequency declined with error magnitude,even for
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FIGURE 14.1. Seven Is a Magic Number: The Frequency with Which Subjects Made Dating Errors at Differing Error Values
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the multiple-of-seven errors. This systematic decrease in error frequency with
increasing error magnitude for the multiple-of-seven errors suggests that infor
mation other than the day of the week must be involved in the date estimation
process-otherwise, one would be just as likely to make a 7-day error as a 28
day error (after all, a Monday is a Monday ... ). Hence, even while pointing to
the fact that one sometimes uses recall or reconstruction of the day of the week
on which an event occurred to help date an event, these data also strongly rein
force the notion that multiple memory domains are used in event dating.

One other interesting aspect of the data presented in Figure 14.1 is that they
show no evidence of the prototypic responses (or rounding errors) that have
been described by Huttenlocher, Hedges, and Bradburn (1990). If these proto
typic responses had been provided by our respondents, then the frequency plot
should have exhibited peaks at non-multiple-of-seven error values. In particular,
often-used estimation values, such as 5-day or 10-day errors, should have
emerged with heightened frequency.

The absence of such rounding errors in our data might not bevery mysterious
but instead might be explained by one important methodological difference
between our study (Skowronski et al., 1991) and the Huttenlocher et ale (1990)
study. In the Huttenlocher et al. research paradigm, respondents were asked to
estimate how long ago an event occurred. In our research paradigm, subjects
were presented with a calendar and were asked to attempt to provide the exact
date for an event.

These two task types might cause respondents to engage in memory searches
of differing depth. In the Huttenlocher et al. paradigm, subjects might search
memory just enough to provide a reasonably accurate dating value-a value that
might often be expressed in tenns of a rounded prototypic response. The task in
our study may implicitly demand more accuracy from respondents, so that the
respondents might engage in a more thorough search of memory before provid...
ing a response.

This line of reasoning suggests some interesting studies designed to investi
gate further these differing psychological processes. First, because the exact-date
methodology is presumed to involve a more detailed memory search than the
age-estimation methodology, respondents should take longer to provide date
estimates when they are attempting to estimate an exact date for an event than
when they are estimating the age of an event. Note that this prediction would not
hold for event dates that are directly recalled; it should apply only for dates that
are estimated-reconstructed from imperfect temporal information. It is only
under these estimation conditions that respondents should be induced into a
detailed search of many different memory domains.

A second study suggested by this reasoning might involve measuring the
number of different strategies that respondents use. This should not be very
difficult. In the Thompson et ale (1988a) study, we asked respondents to list all
of the different strategies that they used to provide an event date, and respond
ents frequently reported using more than one strategy. The prediction is straight
forward: Respondents who are attempting to provide an exact date for an event
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should report that they use more strategies than should respondents who esti
mate the event's age (again, this should hold only for estimated dates, not for
directly recalled dates). In addition, the strategies themselves might change.
Respondents in age-estimation conditions might bemore likely than respondents
in exact-date conditions to resort to phenomenologically easier strategies, such
as an event's accessibility.

There is also one important possible practical implication of this methodolog
ical difference for survey researchers who are interested in increasing the accu
racy of date estimates obtained from respondents. If respondents engage in a
more thorough memory search when looking for an exact date as opposed to an
event's age, then they should generally be more accurate in exact-dating condi
tions than in age-estimation conditions.

IndividualDifferencesin Estimation Accuracy: ThePossible Role
ofDifferentialEncodingof Temporal Information

One of the salient facts that we noted early in our studies of dating accuracy was
that there were relatively large individual differences in average dating accuracy
among individuals. For example, when dating events from the most recent 10 to
15 weeks of their lives, it has not been unusual in our studies for some respond
ents to exhibit an average dating error of only 2 or 3 days; whereas other re
spondents exhibit an average dating error of 12 or 13 days (e.g., see Thompson,
1982).

Given such a large spread in average dating accuracy, it is reasonable to won
der about the factors that differentiate good daters from poor daters. Quite by
chance, when two of us (Thompson and Skowronski) were manually sorting
daters from one of our data sets into "good" and "poor" groups for a median
split analysis, we noticed that females were disproportionately represented in the
"good" group and that males were disproportionately represented in the "poor"
group. Statistical analysis of this difference indicated that it was significant, and
reanalyses of the results of earlier dating studies indicated that this between
gender differential accuracy effect persisted across studies.

In reporting these findings (Skowronski & Thompson, 1990), we speculated
that this between-gender difference is caused by male/female differences in the
degree to which people attend to and encode temporal information. More speci
fically, we speculated that in our culture, females are expected to be the "keep
ers" of event dates. As the stereotype goes, it is the insensitive husband/father
who always forgets the dates of the kids' birthdays, whereas the sensitive and
caring mother/wife never forgets.

In our recent study (Skowronski et aI., 1991), we attempted to test this gen
eral explanation and also to provide more specific information about the exact
memory mechanisms underlying this between-gender effect. At least four psy
chological possibilities exist. First, females' superiority in event dating could be
due to the fact that females are more likely than males to encode the exact date
of an event in memory. This suggests that when forced to estimate event dates
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(i.e., no direct date recall), females' estimates should be just as inaccurate as
males' estimates.

A second possibility is that females have a more developed temporal schema
than males; that is, females' heightened attention to and use of event dates might
allow them to develop abstracted date-related knowledge that is useful in event
dating. This idea suggests that even when forced to estimate the date on which
an event occurred, females should be more accurate than males.

A third possibility is that females are more likely to encode partial temporal
information for events. In other words, females might be more likely to attach
temporal tags, such as the day of the week on which an event occurred, to
events. These temporal tags would later be useful in reconstructing event dates,
contributing to heightened estimation accuracy, but would also cause a height
ened proportion of multiple-of-seven errors for females relative to the dating
estimates provided by males.

A fourth possibility focuses on event memory as the mechanism causing the
between-gender effect. Females could simply recall event details better than
could males. Because the details of events can give clues to the events' dates,
those who recall events well (i.e., females) should also date them well. This
again suggests that when forced to estimate the date on which an event occurred,
females should provide more accurate dates than should males.

There was one additional twist to this study that is worthy of note. In this
study, each respondent kept a diary for both his or herself and for one other
person. We reasoned that the dates provided for events from this other diary
could also help to shed light on the memory processes involved in the between
gender accuracy effect. If females generally possessed a more well developed
temporal schema that enabled them to estimate event dates better than did males,
then this schema should be helpful in dating both self-events and events of oth
ers. However, if females' heightened dating accuracy was restricted only to self
events, the implication is that it is information derived from memory for the
specific personal events, not a general abstracted schema, that is responsible for
females' heightened accuracy.

The data from this study replicated the results of prior research: Females
(mean days error =8.43) tended to provide more accurate date estimates than did
males (mean days error=9.65), F(l ,60) =3.53, p < .07. In addition, the data
suggested that females' dating superiority was due to direct recall of event dates.
This is, perhaps, most strongly supported by the finding that females more fre
quently reported the exact dates of events than did males, particularly when
those events were self-relevant (see Figure 14.2),F(I,60) =4.14, p< .05.

The other three explanations for the between-gender accuracy difference
received little support. When the exactly dated events were removed from the
data, so that the accuracy scores were calculated only from erroneously dated
events, females' estimated dates were no more accurate than males'. In addition,
females did not make significantly more multiple-of-seven errors than did
males, in either absolute or proportional terms. Finally, males' and females'
reported memories for the events did not differ. These three null effects suggest
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FIGURE 14.2. Females Are More Frequently Exact for Self-Events: The Diary Type
(Self vs, Other) x Gender Interaction for the Proportion of Dates Provided

that females' estimation strategies, and the memories used as input into those
strategies, were no differentfrom the males' estimation strategies and produced
estimates of accuracy equivalent to thoseof themales.

The fact that females were moreoftenexactlycorrectthan males, but primar
ily for self-relevant events, is an important limitation on the female accuracy
effect.This limitation led us to considerotherconditions underwhich the female
dating-accuracy advantage could be nullified or perhaps even reversed. In par
ticular,we were reminded of the early genderresearch in social psychology that
indicated that females were more persuadable than males, a finding that was
modified by later results indicating that persuadability wasmuch moredepend
ent on females' and males' domains of expertise than on any inherent persuada
bility differences between thegenders (fora review, see Deaux, 1984).

We conducted an exploratory content analysis on the events listed in the
diaries with the idea of looking for similarexpertise-like effects in eventdating;
that is, we looked for evidence suggesting that heightened female accuracy was
limited to only some event domains and for evidence suggesting that males
couldbesuperiordaters in othereventdomains.

To investigate these possibilities, we first classified the events into73 sepa
rate categories that weredeveloped from an initial pass through the eventslisted
in the diaries. We then separately calculated for males and females the average
datingerrorof the eventsin eachcategory. Thiswaspurely an exploratory analy
sis: The meandatingerror for someof thesecategories mustbeviewed as highly
suspectbecauseof the relatively smallnumber of entries in thesecategories.
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However. despite this limitation. the analysis yielded interesting and inform
alive results. Female superiority in dating accuracy wasfairly general: Females
provided more accurate estimates than did males for 42 out of the 66 categories
(63.6%) for which both genders providedestimates.a proportion that is signifi
cantly greater than chance (z= 2.11. p < .05). Further. the reversals (categories in
which males provided more accurate estimates than females) were generally not
dramatic or large in magnitude. Yet. some of these reversals seem intuitively
sensible: Males were more accurate than females in estimating the datesof activ
ities involving cars. home improvements, and rest/recreation. The analysis sug
gests the possibility that males might sometimes be more accurate daters that
females and that an investigation of dating accuracy that more precisely con
trolled the event contentdomain mightbea worthwhile endeavor.

We must confess that many people are more fascinated by the genderaspect
of these data than we are. We think that these between-gender effects are inter
esting because of the possibilities that are revealed for the causes of individual
differences in event dating and because we think that thesedata provideenlight
enment concerning the role of memory in event dating. However,we are also
interested in gender effects for another reason: We wonder whether other re
searchers would obtain similar gendereffects in other autobiographical memory
paradigms.We are concerned that the gendereffect mightsomehow be bound to
the particulardiary methodology that we employ.

We raised this concern in Skowronski andThompson (1990),wherewe noted
that females tended to write longer diary entries than did males and found that
an ANCOVA on dating error usingaverage entry length as the covariateelimi
nated the between-gender effect. Although our later study (Skowronski et al.,
1991) found that a similar analysis did not account for the between-gender dif
ference in exact-dating frequency. we would be greatly comforted if a similar
between-gender effect emerged in other studies of the dating of personal auto
biographicalevents.

Dating the Events ofOthers: Assessing the Utility of
Proxy Reports ofEvent Dates

As indicated in our discussion of gender effects in event dating, we (like other
researchers-for example,see Mingay,Shevell,Bradburn, & Ramirez,chap. 15,
this volume) have periodically attempted to assess the ability of our respondents
to date the events of others who have a reasonably close relationship to the
dater. This type of proxy event dating would seem to be intermediate between
the dating of "public" events (such as the explosion of the space shuttle Chal
lenger) and the dating of personal autobiographical events (such as when one
last had chicken cordon bleu).

This question of proxy-reportvalidity is importantfrom both a practicaland a
theoretical perspective. From a practical perspective, survey researchers must
often rely on proxy reports as the only availablesourceof event information. For
example. a mother might be the only reliable source of information on when a
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child was last vaccinated. From a theoretical perspective, proxy reporting pro
vides an interesting arena in which to test the relationship between the various
memory domains and dating accuracy.

Although it is obvious that self-event dating will generally be more accurate
than other-event dating, the reason is not at all clear. The most straightforward
hypothesis is that other-memory will be generally worse than self-memory along
all important dimensions; that is, for others' events, event memory will be
worse, temporal tagging will be less frequent, and exact-date tagging will beless
frequent than for self-events. This reasoning implies that there should be no
interactions between the self-other variable and other variables of interest in a
study.

However, there might be reason to suspect self-other differences in memory.
For example, we may recall positive better than negative information when that
information is relevant to the self, whereas we may recall negative better than
positive information when that information is relevant to another (for a detailed
discussion of affect-memory relationship, see Banaji & Hardin, chap. 5, this
volume). Similarly, we may recall person-typical information better when that
information is other-relevant but recall person-atypical information better when
that information is self-relevant. If event memory is used to date events, then the
presence of these interactions in the memory data would suggest the presence of
similar interactions in the dating-accuracy data.

In the Skowronski et al. (1991) study, we investigated these possibilities.
Multiple regression analyses on the memory data indicated that, unsurprisingly,
self-event recall (M =4.76) was superior to other-event recall (M =4.15),
F(I,6006) =234.94, P < .001, and that the recall of others' events was less
affected by extremely pleasant or unpleasant events (i.e., produced a flatter
curve) than recall of self-events, semipartial r= -.023, diary target x quadratic
pleasantness F(I,6021) =6.95, P < .01. There was also a three-way interaction
between the self-other diary variable, person-typicality, and event pleasantness,
semipartial r= -.024, F(I,6002) =5.10, P< .03. Interpretation of this interaction
is difficult, but it seems to reflect the fact that positive events were recalled
better than negative ones only when the events were self-events and neutral in
person- typicality. Otherwise (i.e., for others' events and for very typical and
atypical self-events), pleasantness had no effect on recall.

Again, if event-dating accuracy were largely determined by event memory,
these same patterns should have emerged in the dating-accuracy data. They did
not. Dating accuracy for self-events (mean days error = 8.45) was better than
dating accuracy for others' events (mean days error =9.62), F(I,6006) = 22.21,
p < .00I; but the self-otber variable did not interact with any other variables in
the regression analyses. Instead, the same patterns that characterized the dating
accuracy for self-events (extreme items more accurately dated, atypical items
more accurately dated, positive items more accurately dated) similarly charac
terized the dating accuracy for others' events. This suggests that the self-other
effect in event recall did not differentially affect the basic memory domains that
are used in event dating. In other words, proxy daters do not seem to be particu-
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larly biased in ways that are any different from self-eventdaters; the proxy da
ters just seem to have less informationto use in recallingor reconstructing dates.

Concluding Thoughts

The major thrusts of this chapter were to discuss the hypothesis that many dif
ferent memory domains are involved in event dating, to understand the impact
of these memory domains on dating accuracy, and to note conditions that affect
the applicability of these memory domains to event dating. Certainly, a greater
understanding of memory issues is a key to understanding these effects, and
significant work on autobiographical memory and autobiographical memory
biases continues (see Brewer, chap. 1, Ross & Buehler, chap. 4, and Banaji &
Hardin, chap. 5, this volume).

However, it is obvious that memory is only one of the components that we
must understand in order to comprehend dating error. Respondents may use
many different estimation strategies in the course of concocting event dates;
perhaps our understanding of event dating would benefit from analyses of esti
mation techniques in a manner similar to those used by Menon (chap. 10, this
volume) to study frequency judgments. More generally,we need a greater gen
eral understanding of the cognitive processes involved in date estimation.

Regardless of the psychological causes, the data presented in several of the
chapters in this book suggest that event dating is a domain where error is the
norm rather the exception. This suggests that we should look with great skepti
cism on the event dates that often emerge in conversations with others, especi...
ally when those events are not particularly special, This also suggests that if we
want to remember event dates ourselves, we should rely on an age-old tech
nique: Record those dates so that we can go back and lookat them later.
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Respondents to surveys are often asked to report not only information that they
acquired through direct personal experience but also information that they
acquired indirectly. Much of this information pertains to other household mem
bers, with the respondent serving as a proxy reporter. For example, in the
National Health Interview Survey (NHIS), a married woman in the sample
household will often be asked detailed health-related questions about her hus
band and children.

The primary advantage of proxy reporting is that since one person can report
for absent household members, fewer callbacks are needed, thus reducing costs
and the length of field work. Although numerousstudieshave attemptedto deter
mine whether this advantage is offset by greater reportingerror by proxies (e.g.,
Mathiowetz & Groves, 1985; Mosely & Wolinsky, 1986), the evidence is equiv
ocal.

In a review article, Jeffrey C. Moore (1988) points out that the majority of
studies comparing self and proxy reporting have conceptualand methodological
shortcomings that make their fmdings questionable. In particular, validationdata
have rarely been available. The common assumption that a higher level of re
porting indicates greater accuracy may not be valid. For example, reporting the
date on which an event occurredas being more recent than it was (forward tele
scoping) is common and constitutes a bias toward overreporting (Sudman &
Bradburn, 1974). In addition, higher reports for themselves than for other house
hold members may reflect true incidence differences between self-respondents
and proxies, caused by biases in the selection of the self-respondent (Mathi...
owetz & Groves, 1985). For example, the self-respondent may have been at
home and thus available for interview during the day owing to illness; such a
respondent may well have more health-relatedevents than those membersof the
household who are not at home (Mosely & Wolinsky, 1986).

One of the few studies that obtained validation of reports (Cobb, Thompson,
Rosenbaum, Warren, & Merchant, 1956) examined the prevalence of arthritis
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and rheumatism based on self-reports, proxyreports, and a medical examination
and found that similar point estimateswere provided by self and proxiesbut that
proxies showed higher response error variance. A similar result pertaining to
heart disease was reported by D. J. Thompson and Tauber (1957). However, as
J. C. Moore (1988) points out, the findings from both studies need to be treated
with caution because numerous persons refused the medical examinationand
some of those who had the examination and were diagnosed with one of the
healthconditions may have been unaware that theyhad the condition.

The experiment reported in this chapter investigated the relative accuracyof
self and proxy respondents who were college roommates. Given the frequency
with which information about others is acquired indirectly, proxy reporting
should be of interest to psychologists who study learning and memory in an
everydaysetting.

Despite this, little psychological research has been conductedon self/proxy
reporting. Charles P. Thompsonand his colleagueshave conducted two studies
using college students who were roommates (C. P. Thompson, 1982; Skow-
ronski, Betz, Thompson, & Shannon, 1991; Skowronski, Betz, Thompson,
Walker, & Shannon, chap. 14, this volume). However, several aspects of the
experiments reduce their relevance to survey research. For example, subjects
were asked about any nonrecurring autobiographical events that the diary keeper
had chosen to record. In addition, subjects were not tested on their recall of the
events. Instead, they were read their descriptions of the events; they then rated
how well they rememberedthe events (a type of recognition task) and they pro-
videddates.

The primary purpose of the study described in this chapter was to compare
the relative accuracy of self and proxy reporting.Thus, it was crucial that the
records used to validate subjects' reports were of high validity and reliability.
Most studies of everyday memory have used diaries that subjectsonly mailed in
once a week. Debriefings indicate that subjects often do not complete the diary
until just prior to mailing it (C. P. Thompson, personalcommunication). Conse
quently, it is likely that certain events--especially those that are low in sali
ence-will be forgotten and thus not recordedin the diary.

To reduce the likelihood of such forgetting, respondents were required to
return the completed diaries on a daily basis. In addition, to ensure that they did
not just glance over the list of activities and neglect to report certain ones that
they had done, respondents were required to respond to every activity by cir
cling a word, either "yes" or"no." Several other procedures intendedto improve
the quality of the data collectedin the dailydiariesare discussed below.

For each activity that respondents reporteddoing, they indicated the number
of times that they had done the activity thatday. Diaries were kept for 5 weekS,
after which the respondent and roommate returned to the laboratory and were
asked to report howoften the respondent had engagedin each of these20 activi-
ties over the 5..week period. There are a number of reasons for expecting that
roommate proxies would performless well thanrespondents on this task:

1. Proxies may not have learned about one or more of the occasions on
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which their roommate had done the activity. In the absence of this infor
mation, proxies may assume that the respondent has only engaged in the
activity on those occasions that they know about and therefore they may
underreport the frequency. Alternatively, proxies may judge that they will
not have heard of every occasion on which the respondent engaged in the
activity and may use some heuristic to make an estimate of frequency that
is greater than the number of occasions that they know about.

2. The proxy may have received incomplete information about the activity.
For example, in the morning the respondent may have told the roommate
that he or she was planning to go to a bookstore that day but subsequently
failed to indicate whether the visit was actually made.

3. There are a number of reasons why the memory representation of the
activity is likely to be more impoverished for the roommate proxy than
for the respondent. The activities will typically be less consequential for
the proxy than for the respondent. Whether observing the activity or hear
ing about it, the proxy is likely to pay less attention to it than is the re
spondent and is less likely to process the activity in a way that will lead to
good recall (e.g., semantically or "deeply"; Craik & Lockhart, 1972).
Typically, the respondent is likely to encode the activity itself better than
the roommate is likely to encode the description of that activity-for
example, because the activity itself is likely to last longer than the de
scription of it and be presented in several modalities (e.g., visual, tactile,
and auditory). In addition, the daily act of noting on a diary sheet the fre
quency of engaging in the activity may increase the memorability of the
activity for the respondent. As a result of these and other factors, the
respondent is likely to form a more detailed representation of each occa
sion on which the activity is performed than is the roommate proxy, and
thus the respondent will be more likely to recall the occasion subse
quently.

A recent study by Schwarz and Bienias (1990) provided some evidence that
information about others is relatively impoverished. Students reported on TV
consumption using either a high-frequency or a low-frequency response scale.
The effects of the response scale on reporting were greater when students an
swered for others (a close friend and a typical undergraduate at their university)
than for themselves. The authors suggest that subjects are more influenced by
the scale range when reporting for others because there is a smaller amount of
relevant information easily accessible in memory.

The chapters by Skowronski et a1. and by Sudman, Bickart, Blair, and Menon
(chaps. 14 and 16, this volume) also discuss the differences between the task of
reporting for oneself and for someone else and present pertinent data. The Sud
man et al. chapter adopts a social-cognitive perspective and provides evidence
that some of the principles of social memory apply to reporting of proxies'
events while others do not. The different factors associated with reporting by
respondents and by proxies somewhat parallel the distinction between autobio
graphical events and events reported in the mass media (see Larsen & Plunkett,
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1987, for an interesting discussion of the differences between these types of
events).

A possible exception to the superiority of self to proxy reporting may occur
with activities that are quite strongly socially desirable or socially undesirable
(but see Mathiowetz & Groves, 1985). This is because respondents may distort
their answers to present themselves in a favorable light. None of the activities
asked about in this study appears to be as strongly socially desirable or undesir
able for this population as the topics usually studied in research on this subject.

The frequency of an activity might also influence the relative accuracy of self
and proxy reporting. As the frequency of an item increases, subjects change
from using a strategy of recalling and counting the individual episodes of an
event to using a heuristic-based frequency estimation strategy (e.g., Blair &
Burton, 1986; Bradburn, Rips, & SheveU, 1987). It seems likely that proxies will
often have to resort to using estimation strategies even for low-frequency activi
ties, since they will have neither observed the activities nor been told about them
(cf. Sudman et al., chap. 16, this volume). Thus, there may be an interaction
between self/proxy performance and activity frequency, with proxies' reports
being considerably poorer than respondents' reports only for low-frequency
activities.

A greater use of estimation strategies might also be demonstrated by more
use of numerically rounded numbers, in a manner analogous to the rounding of
reports of elapsed time (Huttenlocher, Hedges, & Bradburn, 1990).

Overview of Experiment

To investigate the reporting accuracy of self and proxy respondents, 20 everyday
activities were selected for study. Over a 5-week period, 30 respondents kept
daily diaries in which they recorded the frequency of doing these activities.
They were tested the day following the last diary-keeping day. Respondents
indicated the frequency of engaging in these activities during the 5 weeks and
answered other questions about these activities. Roommates, who had not been
told in advance that they would be asked to participate in this study, answered
the same questions about the respondents.

Method

Subjects

Respondents consisted of 30 first-year undergraduate students at the University
of Chicago who lived in a dormitory and had a roommate. They replied to a
flyer inviting students to volunteer for a study of everyday activities. Proxies
consisted of the roommates of the respondents.
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Materials and Procedure

Twenty quite diverse activities were selected. Three criteria were used to select
the activities: (a) they could be unambiguously described in a few words, (b)
they were not highly personal, and (c) they were unlikely to be engaged in sev
eral times in a single day. Candidate events were administered to 18 subjects in
a pilot study. After reporting the frequencies with which they had engaged in
each activity, subjects were debriefed to determine whether they had misunder
stood the instructions or any of the activity descriptions. The 20 activities that
best met the above- mentioned criteria were selected for use in the study.

At the start of the study, both respondents and their roommates came to the
laboratory and were taken to different rooms. Respondents were instructed in the
diary-keeping task and given practice in completing the daily diary. The impor
tance of completing each diary and mailing it in no later than the following day
was stressed. They were given 35 daily diary sheets, each with a different date
starting with the following day and finishing 35 days later, and 35 stamped enve
lopes addressed to the laboratory. Each diary sheet listed the 20 activities in a
different random order. Respondents were paid $10 for their initial laboratory
visit and were told that after the diary-keeping period they would be paid $1 for
each daily diary sheet that was received, a $2 bonus for each week that they sent
all of the diary sheets in, a $15 bonus for returning all 35 diary sheets, and $10
for a fmallaboratory session after the 5 weeks. Respondents were told only that
this was a study of everyday activities and were not informed that their mem
ories for the diary activities would be tested.

At the initial session, respondents' roommates completed a number of ques
tionnaires that were unrelated to this study and were paid $10. They were told
that they had been invited to come to the laboratory along with their roommates
merely for convenience and that they were participating in a different study.
They were not told that they would be asked to return to the laboratory. The
primary purpose of asking roommates to come to the laboratory was to screen
out those likely to refuse to return 5 weeks later. If the respondent or roommate
failed to attend this initial session at the scheduled time, neither was used in the
study.

Respondents kept the daily diaries, starting with the day that followed their
initial visit to the laboratory, for 35 consecutive days. At the end of each day, or
early the following day, they indicated on the appropriate diary sheet whether
they had done each activity that day by circling either the word "yes" or the
word "no." For each activity done, they wrote a number to indicate how many
times they had done the activity that day and wrote a letter from A to E to indi
cate how likely they would be to remember having done the activity after a
week, with A indicating that they definitely would remember and E indicating
that they definitely would not remember (respondents doing the activity more
than once on a particular day gave an average memorability rating). Finally,
respondents wrote down the date on which they had completed the sheet, and
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then they mailed it back to the experimenter in one of the envelopes provided.
On receiving each diary sheet, the experimenter noted the postmarked date and
the date on which it was received. If a diary was late, the experimenter tele
phoned the respondentto check whetherit had been mailed back.

A few days before the end of the 5-week diary-keeping period, the experi
menter telephoned respondents to schedule a timefor eachrespondent and room
mate to attend the laboratory at the same time on the day following the last day
of the diary-keeping period. Respondents and their roommates were told only
that they would be administered several questionnaires. At the laboratory, re
spondents completed a series of self-completion questionnaires concerning the
activities. Roommates were administered a series of self-completion question
naires concerning both the diary-keeper's and their own engagement in these
activities.This chapter presents the data that are relevantto a comparison of self
and proxy reporting.

The first questionnairecompletedby both the respondents and proxies listed
the 20 activities, with each person getting a different random order. They were
instructed to give a number indicating how often the respondenthad done each
of the 20 activitiesduring the previous 5 weeksand werereminded that this was
since the time that they first came to the laboratory.

Several other questionnaires were administered, including a debriefing ques
tionnaire designed to assist in the interpretation of the results. Finally,the experi
menterasked several other debriefing questions.

Results

Three respondents ceased keeping diary sheets during the 35 days and were
dropped from the study. The other 27 respondents came to the final test session,
and all but one of their roommates also attended. Thus, the analyses are basedon
26 respondent/proxy pairs, with 15of the pairs being female and 11 male.All 35
daily diary sheets were receivedfrom 25 respondents, and 34 dailydiary sheets
were received from the other two. Two respondents were unable to come to the
laboratory on the day following the last diary day. One attendeda day later; the
other came 2 days later. They were instructed to excludeactivities done since
the end of the diary-keeping period whenanswering the questions.

Reporting of Individual Activities

For each activity, the sum of the frequencies reported by the respondent in the
35 daily diaries was taken as the true frequency againstwhich the respondent'S
and proxy's frequency reports at the second laboratory session were scored.
Table 15.1 shows the activities, ordered by the meanfrequency reported in the
daily diaries. Two activities have been excluded from the analyses: talking to
someone other than parents on the telephone and seeing a movieat the Univer
sity of Chicago's major film society (DOC). Talkingon the telephone was done
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TABLE 15.1. Mean Frequencies of Activities as Recorded in Daily Diaries and Reported
by Respondents and Proxies (Excluding Activities Never Done)

Mean 5-Week Frequencies

Diary Respondents ' Proxies'
Frequency Group Records Reports Reports

Low-frequency group
Go to a music store 1.5 2.0 0.8
Go to a grocery store 2.8 2.2 1.7
Make a deposit in bank account 2.9 2.0 2.3
Go on a date 3.3 2.5 1.9
Do laundry 3.4 2.8 2.6
Doze in class 3.8 3.4 3.9

Medium-frequency group
Write a check 4.1 3.2 2.0
Go to a bookstore 4.5 3.9 2.6
Leave Hyde Park 5.9 4.5 2.6
Go to the Regenstein Librarys 8.5 9.0 10.0
Write a letter 8.5 4.7 5.4
Drink alcohol 8.9 4.8 4.6

High-frequency group
Talk to parent on phone 10.7 8.9 6.8
Buy food at restaurant, fast

food place or coffee shop 11.8 8.1 7.7
Nap, other than in class 12.6 10.0 16.9
Do a sport or physical activity 15.3 12.7 11.0
Watch TV 19.7 12.3 14.8
Eat evening meal in donn 23.1 25.1 27.1

IThe main University of Chicago library.

considerably more often than any of the other activities, and the debriefing of
the respondents suggested that some calls may have been forgotten when the
daily diary was completed. The diaries indicated that 15 respondents did not see
any films at DOC and others saw many films. Since this bimodal distribution
causes both conceptual and analytical difficulties, the activity was excluded
from the analyses.

The analyses were based on 26 respondents reporting on 18different activi
ties. Reflecting predicted self/proxy performance differences as a function of
frequency, the activities weredivided into threefrequency groups ofequalsize.

There were a total of 468 possible data points (18 activities engaged in by 26
respondents). For 47 of these,the diary records indicated that the respondent had
not done the activity at all during the 5-weekperiod. The type of error that the
respondent can makeon suchan item, namely, reporting doing the activity in the
reference period (a false positive), is quite different from the type of errors that
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respondent can make on activities that have been done, namely, reporting not
having done the activity (a false negative) or reporting doing the activity but
giving an incorrect frequency. Thus, errors on activities not done during the 5
weeks will be reported separately.

Table 15.1 also shows the mean frequencies reported by respondents and
proxies. For 14 of the 18 items, respondents' reports were closer to the correct
answer than were proxies' reports (binomial probability p < .05). The four activ
ities that were reported more accurately by proxies than by respondents were
"making a deposit in a bank account," "dozing in class," "writing a letter," "and
watching TV." Taken together, these four items do not appear to have particular
characteristics that would lead one to expect superior performance by proxies.

Underreporting was more common than overreporting for both respondents
and roommate proxies: Respondents' and proxies' mean reported frequencies
were lower than the diary records' frequency for 15 (p < .01) and 14 activities
(p < .05), respectively. It is tempting to speculate that the overreporting of visits
to the library by respondents might be due to social-desirability bias. However,
the fact that proxies overreported by a larger amount than respondents does not
support this explanation. In addition, another activity that one might expect to be
overreported because of social-desirability bias, namely, that of going on a date,
was in fact underreported by respondents.

The overreporting by both respondents and proxies of eating an evening meal
in the dormitory may be due to the use of the heuristic of multiplying the num
ber of weeks by 7. This would result in an overestimate, since the dorms do not
serve an evening meal on Sunday. However, no ready explanation is apparent
for why respondents overreported going to a music store. It would be misleading
to place too much reliance on these numbers, however, since the fairly small
number of subjects means that one or more outliers can make a dramatic differ
ence.

To identify patterns better, the activities within each of the three frequency
groups were collapsed. Not surprisingly, the mean reporting error increased as
frequency increased. For the six lowest, middle, and highest frequency activities,
the mean reporting errors of frequency were -0.50, -1.69 and -2.64, respec
tively. The corresponding standard errors were 0.19,0.37, and 0.49.

To allow a better comparison of reporting accuracy pertaining to activities of
very different frequencies, mean proportional errors were calculated. Table 15.2
shows these data for each of the activities.

Frequency reports by both respondents and proxies were generally quite poor.
Occasions of drinking alcohol, writing a letter, and watching television were the
activities that were most underreported. Alcohol consumption is underreported
in general population surveys, and this appears to be at least partly due to an
unwillingness to report excessive alcohol consumption (Bradburn & Sudman
1979). This may, however, not be the cause of the underreporting in this study:
The same social-desirability bias may not operate among undergraduate stu
dents, especially males, and number of drinking occasions may well not be as
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TABLE 15.2. Mean Proportional Error of Respondents and Proxies (Excluding Activities
Never Done)

Proportional Error
Mean Memora-

Frequency Group Respondents Proxies bility Rating-

Low-frequency group
Go to a music store 0.33 -0.47 2.38
Go to a grocery store -0.21 -0.39 2.89
Make a deposit in bank account -0.31 -0.21 2.70
Go on a date -0.24 -0.42 1.29
Do laundry -0.18 -0.24 2.99
Doze in class -0.11 0.03 3.62

Medium-frequency group
Write a check -0.22 -0.51 2.94
Go to a bookstore -0.13 -0.42 2.94
Leave Hyde Park -0.24 -0.56 1.30
Go to the Regenstein Library 0.06 0.18 2.99
Write a letter -0.45 -0.37 2.28
Drink alcohol -0.46 -0.48 2.35

High-frequency group
Talk to parent on phone -0.17 -0.36 2.51
Buy food at restaurant, fast

food place or coffee shop -0.31 -0.35 2.72
Nap, other than in class -0.21 0.34 3.38
Do a sport or physical activity -0.17 -0.28 2.76
Watch TV -0.38 -0.25 3.19
Eat evening meal in donn 0.09 0.17 3.30

a 1 =Definitely remember 1 week from now; 2 = Probably remember; 3 = Might or might not
remember; 4 =Probably not remember; 5 = Definitely not remember.

sensitive a question as amount drunk. In addition, although it is unlikely that the
respondents' roommates would find the question particularly sensitive, they
show a similar level of underreporting.

Turning to proxy reporting, activities are likely to differ in terms of the like
lihood that students would know that their roommates had engaged in them,
although this is complicated by the fact that they could learn of this in one or
more of the following ways: by observing the activity, by being told about it by
the roommate, or by being told about it by another person. Scrutiny of proxy
reporting reveals some counterintuitive results, however. For example, the high
est proportional error concerns an activity that the roommate seems likely to get
to know about on most occasions, namely, leaving the University neighborhood
of Hyde Park. Less surprisingly, the activity showing the second highest pro
portional error by proxies is writing a check.
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Reporting across Frequency Groups

To examine the relationship between reporting accuracy and activity frequency,
and to examine data that are more robust than those for the individual items,the
activities were divided into three equally sized groups, labeled"high frequency,"
"medium frequency," and "low frequency." For respondents, absolute reporting
errors were 0.36, 1.47, and 2.62 for the low-, medium-, and high-frequency
groups, respectively. The corresponding numbers for proxies were 0.67, 1.79,
and 1.66. Figure 15.1 shows the mean frequency reports of respondents and
proxies as a proportion of mean actual frequencies for the three frequency
groups. As indicated by numericalvalues of less thanone, both respondents and
proxies underreported the frequency of the activities in each of the three fre
quency groups.

Comparing reporting across frequency groups, and between self and proxy
reporting, the only statistically significant effects were that proxy reports
showed less proportional underreporting for the high-frequency activities than
for the medium- and low-frequency activities (Duncan's Multiple Range Test,
p < .05). The prediction that the relative performanceof proxies compared with
respondents would be worse for low-frequency activities was not supported,
although there was a nonsignificant trend in this direction. Collapsing across the
frequency groups, there was no significantdifferencein thefrequency reportsof
respondents and proxies as a proportion of mean actual frequencies (means of
0.812 and 0.773, respectively; F < I).

All of the error data presented thus far have been signed error. Consider an
activity that was done 10 times by all 26 subjects and suppose that 2 subjects
reported doing the activity 10 times, 8 subjects reported doing it 20 times, and
16 subjects reported doing the activity 5 times. The errors would cancelout, and
subjects' performance on this activity would be scored as being accurate. In a
survey, this would be appropriate if the statistic of interest was the mean fre
quency that the activity was engaged in. However, survey data are also used to
explore the association between variables. For example, correlations may be
computed or multivariateanalyses performed. For these more complexanalyses,
absolute error is important, that is, the meanerror with the sign ignored.

Figure 15.2 shows the mean absolute proportional error for the high-.
medium-, and low-frequency activities, with a lower number indicating a lower
error rate. Performance of respondents was considerably better than that of
proxies at all three frequency levels. Collapsing across the frequency levels
gives a similar result, with mean absoluteproportional error of 0.46 for respond
ents, whereas it was larger by more than 50% at 0.71 for roommate proxies,
F(I,25) = 14.72,p < .001. The greater variabilityof proxies' reports is also dem
onstratedby the considerablylarger standarddeviation for proxy reports than for
self-reports (1.52 and 0.63, respectively). There was no significant difference
between the mean absolute proportional errors of male and female respondents
or between male and female proxies, although there was a tendency for females
to perform better. The mean absolute proportionalerror of the 11male respond-
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ents was0.55,andof the 15female respondents, 0.41. Theequivalent figures for
male and female proxieswere0.77 and 0.65. The sample size was too smallto
assess reliablya difference between menandwomen.

To explore the consistency of the reporting patterns, we looked at self and
proxy performance at the individual activity level. For 7 of the 18 activities,
respondents hada significantly lowerproportional errorthandid proxies (p < .05
on one-tailed t tests). Proxyreporting was not significantly superior to respond
ents' reports for anyof the activities.

The relative performance of respondents and roommate proxies can also be
illustrated by comparing accuracy in the respondent/proxy pair at the individual
activity level. Excluding the 22% of cases in which the respondent and proxy
roommate gave the same answer, in 16% of cases the respondent was correct
and the proxy wrong, and in 51% of cases the respondent had a smaller error
than the proxy. Thus, the respondent was more accurate than the proxy in a total
of 67% of cases.The 34% of cases in which the proxy was moreaccurate than
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the respondent consisted of 8% of cases in which the proxy was correct and the
respondent wrong and 26% of cases in which the proxy's error was smaller than
that of the respondent.

The relative accuracy of respondentsand roommateproxies was very similar
across all three frequency groups. For example,proxies weremore accurate than
respondents in 31%, 34%, and 36% of cases in the high-, medium-, and low
frequency groups, respectively.

Although for the majority of activities the frequencies were fairly low, an
analysis was conducted to determine whether there was a bias towardrespond
ing with rounded numbers, reflecting uncertainty in the answers (cf. Hutten
locher et al., 1990). Rounded numbers were defined as numbers divisibleby 5.
The response of 0 was reportedseparately, since it seemedunlikely that respond
ents who thought that the answer was, say, 0, 1, or 2, would wish to round to 0
unless they believed that this was the most likely answer. The percentage of
actual frequencies that were nonrounded, rounded, and 0 were 77%, 13%,and
10%, respectively. For respondents, the equivalentpercentages were 67%, 21%,
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and 13%, and for proxies, 61%, 23%, and 18% (percentages total more than 100
owing to arithmetical rounding). There was no significant difference between
the frequency of rounded numbers on the diary sheets and the number of round
ed answers given by respondents, between the frequency of rounded numbers in
the records and those in proxy reports, or between the amount of rounding by
respondents and proxies (p> .15 by chi-square tests). The failure to observe the
rounding commonly found in reporting in surveys (e.g., Bradburn, Huttenlocher,
& Hedges, chap. 13, this volume) may be due to the relatively low frequency of
the activities.

Another analysis concerned activities that the respondent had not done during
the 5-week reference period. Roommate proxies may experience particular dif
ficulty with these items: They must decide whether their failure to retrieve in
stances of the activity is due to the fact that the respondent has not done the
activity, has done the activity without informing the roommate, or has done the
activity and informed the roommate, who no longer remembers being told. In
contrast, respondents will find it relatively easy to answer the question. If they
do not remember doing the activity in the last few months, there is a strong
probability that they have not done it at all during the reference period.

Collapsing across all subjects and activities, the respondents correctly re
ported 79% of the activities never done. The equivalent figure for the proxies
was 60%. Although the pattern of data was in the predicted direction, the differ
ence between self and proxy reports was not significant (chi-square =2.02, 1 df,
P= .16) because of the relatively small number of never-done observations (47).

A forced-choice debriefing question was administered to respondents and
proxies asking whether they had expected to be tested on the diary items. The
phrases, with the percentages of respondents choosing them, were as follows:
"Yes, thought it was very likely," 54%; "Yes, thought it was possible," 15%;
and "No, did not think this," 30%. The equivalent figures for proxies were 4%,
38%, and 59%. Expecting to be asked to recall the diary activities did not im
prove respondents' performance (mean absolute proportional errors for these
response categories were 0.46, 0.52, and 0.45, respectively; F < 1). Informal
questioning suggested that the memorability ratings task was an important rea
Son why the majority of respondents expected to be asked to recall the activities
recorded in the daily diaries.

Discussion

This experiment involved the investigation of accuracy in reporting on the fre
quency that 18 different everyday activities were engaged in over a 5-week
period. Subjects consisted of pairs of students who were college roommates,
with one student reporting for him or herself (respondent) and the other report
ing for his or her roommate (proxy). Reports were validated using daily diary
sheets completed by the respondent and mailed to the experimenter.

The major findings of this study can be stated quite succinctly. Underreport-
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ing of frequency was more prevalent than overreporting for both respondents
and proxies. Two measures used to compare the accuracy of self and proxy
reports gave quite different results. When performance was measured by taking
into account the direction of error as well as its magnitude (signed error), the
roommate proxy achieved, on average, about the same level of accuracy con
cerning the respondent's activities as did the respondent. In contrast, using ab
solute error as the measure of performance, in which the direction of error is
ignored (unsigned error), respondents were considerably more accurate than
proxies. This absence of bias in proxies' reports means that first-order point esti
mates from proxies' reports are as valid as those derived from respondents'
reports. In contrast, higher-order analyses (e.g., multivariate relationships)
would be more valid using data obtained from respondents than from proxies.
Most major government and academic surveys have both multiple users and
multiple uses, with at least some higher-orderanalysesbeing conducted. Thus, if
these results were generalized to those surveys, a strong case could be made for
using respondent rules that minimize the use of proxies.l We shall first evaluate
the internal validity of these findings and then discuss their relevance to house
hold surveys.

Validity of the Findings

The validity of these findings rests on the suitabilityof the diary-keeping meth
odology to validate the frequency reports of respondentsand proxies.2 We eval
uate below the methodology as it pertains to this study. A. F. Smith, Jobe, and
Mingay (1992) give a more comprehensive evaluation of the dairy-keeping
methodology.

To look for evidence that the quality of diary reports may have declinedover
time, we examined the number of activities recorded each week.Encouragingly,
there were no statisticallysignificantly changes in reportedeventsover the diary
keeping period. We also found no evidence that the diary keeping enhanced the
memorabilityof the activities. Such an effect is likely to bemore pronouncedfor
activities that are mundane and routine-for example,watching TV and going to
the grocery store. However, there was no association between memorability of
the activities, as rated on the daily diary sheets, and the relative accuracy of
respondents' and proxies' reports.

1Such a decision would also rest on the effects of different levels of proxy reporting on
item nonresponse, person nonresponse, and household nonresponse. In general, response
completeness appears similar: Maximizing self-response rates tends to result in slightly
higher household and person noninterview rates, but this is offset by lower item nonre
sponse (J. C. Moore, 1988).

2Diaries are used in surveys in two other ways: to serve as memory aids to improve the
recall of events at the time of the interview and as a primarydata source (see Verbrugge,
1980, for a comprehensive review of the advantages and disadvantages of using diaries in
health studies).
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Several aspects of the experimental procedure should reduce the likelihood
that the diary keeping enhanced memory for the activities. Since respondents
only needed to indicate the number of times that they had engaged in each activ
ity during the day, the diary sheets could be completed quickly and with less
thought than the diaries commonly used in autobiographical memory studies, in
which respondents write a brief description of each activity (e.g., Thompson,
1982; Skowronski et al., 1991, and chap. 14, this volumej.t The ease of com
pleting the diaries should minimize the amount of rehearsal engaged in when the
activity is recorded in the diary, thereby minimizing the likelihood that the re
cording of the activity will enhance memory for the item. The likelihood that the
respondent will answer the subsequent frequency questions by recalling the
diary record rather than the activity itself should also be minimized. In addition,
respondents were required to mail in the diaries at the end of each day or early
the following day to reduce the likelihood that they would review the diary rec
ords. Finally, respondents completed a total of 35 diary sheets, a number suffi
ciently large that the recording task is likely to have become quite habitual over
the course of the 5 weeks.

Smith and Jobe (chap. 8, this volume; A. F. Smith et al., 1992) and Thomp
son (1982) also found no evidence that diary keeping enhanced memorability of
the events recorded. Based on a review of the literature, Verbrugge (1980) sug
gested that diaries are an appropriate procedure for validating the health-related
reports of respondents in household surveys. Diaries also have proved to be a
suitable methodology for collecting consumer expenditure data, especially when
the diary keepers receive compensation (Sudman & Ferber, 1974; Sudman,
Wilson, & Ferber, 1976).

Relevance to Household Surveys

In most surveys, few, if any, respondents are students living at a college or uni
versity. Most proxy respondents are family members living in the same house
hold rather than roommates, and thus they have different types of contact with
the respondent. In addition, although some of the activities that were asked
about in this study are similar to those queried in some surveys on health or
other topics-for example, drinking alcohol and engaging in a sport-s-other
activities are not. That these findings do apply under very different circum
stances is suggested by their consistency with the Sudman et ale study (chap. 16,
this volume) and the Cobb et ale (1956) and D. J. Thompson and Tauber (1957)
papers cited earlier.

From a methodological perspective, the use of college students has a number
of advantages, including their likely greater compliance with the diary keeping
over the 5 weeks and their greater homogeneity in terms of characteristics likely
to influence reporting accuracy.

The results of our research strongly argue for the further investigation of

3The majority of respondents reported taking less than 2 minutes on average.
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self/proxy reporting patterns in household surveys, using diaries or other types
of records to validate reports. Careful attention should be paid to avoiding the
methodological shortcomings that bedevil the literature, well described by J. C.
Moore (1988). Familiarity with several social science literatures offers further
help in the research design, including the cognitive-psychological literature on
autobiographical memory, the social-psychological literature on social desir ..
ability, and the survey literature on questionnaire design.
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The Effect of Participation Level on
Reports of Behavior and Attitudes
by Proxy Reporters

Seymour Sudman, Barbara Bickart, Johnny Blair,
and Geeta Menon

The use of proxy reporters is very common for a wide range of surveys con
ducted by government agencies, universities, and the private sector. As
examples, the Current Population Survey has a single household memberreport
about the labor force participation of all household members; in the National
Health Interview Survey and the National CrimeSurvey, proxy respondents are
permitted to report about other household membersif they are not available. In
consumer research, information about multiple family members' expenditures is
often obtained using proxies. The major benefitof using proxies is the reduced
cost of data collection.

The use of proxy reporters raises important issues of data quality and of the
processes used by respondents to answer about others.Earlier work has usually
found that proxy reports are less complete than self-reports, although in many
cases the differences are small and in a few cases proxy reporting is actually
better (J. C. Moore, 1988).

Many of the comparisons reported in the literature, however, are difficult to
interpret because proxies have been used only when the respondent is unavail
able. Thus, reporting and sample biases are intermixed. In addition, the earlier
studies have simply compared self and proxy reporting and have not provided
information on how the cognitive processes used for self and proxy reporting
might differ.

Our study addressed these limitationsby interviewing pairs of respondents in
a household and asking them to report both about themselves and about the
other household partner. We used a range of research strategies, including face
to-face think-aloudinterviews in a cognitive laboratory setting, telephone inter
views, and laboratoryexperiments. The questionnaire covereda broad range of
topics, includingbehavior,attitudes,and demographic information.

The study focused on several major issues related to proxy reporting. In ear
lier papers (Bickart, Blair, Menon, & Sudman, 1989; Menon, Sudman, Bickart,
Blair, & Schwarz, 1990), we have explored the different cognitive processes
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used by self and proxy respondents to answer behavioral frequency and attitude
questions, with specific attention to anchoring and adjustment strategies.

This chapter summarizes some of these earlier results, discusses the conver
gence between self and proxy reports over the entire range of behavior and atti
tude questions in our study, and looks at a possible explanatory factor derived
from our theoretical perspective: the level of participation and discussion be
tween self and proxy.

Theoretical Overview

Most researchers who use cognitive methods to explain survey responses have
adopted a general model of the process that involves interpreting the question,
retrieving appropriate information or a prior judgment, making the judgment,
and reporting the response (Strack & Martin, 1987; Tourangeau, 1987). Self and
proxy processes would not differ in terms of understanding the question but
could differ on the other dimensions. In Table 16.1, we present a general over
view of how self and proxy reports would differ during stages of encoding,
storage, retrieval, and response generation of information.

The ability of self and proxy respondents to retrieve information from mem-
ory differs along four dimensions:

1. Whether the information is available in memory
2. The context in which the information is stored
3. The accessibility of the information
4. The extent to which information has been integrated into summary judg

ments
Information needed to answer questions about one's own behavior and atti

tudes should be more available in memory and more completely encoded. Our
own behaviors provide a rich set of experiences, including information about
what we wanted to do, what we actually did, how we felt while doing it, and so
on (Tulving, 1972, 1983). Information needed to answer questions about others
may not be available or may be accessed in the context in which respondents
learned about the event (Larsen & Plunkett, 1987).

Information about others will only be available if the target person's behavior
has been observed or if it is learned through discussion. The amount of informa
tion available should be related to the amount of time that the partners spend
talking about the topic or the degree to which they participate together in the
behavior. It should also berelated to the importance of the behavior.

In many cases, respondents will be unable or unwilling to remember specific
events but will use estimation procedures (Blair & Burton, 1987). Even here, we
expect that joint participation in events will lead to similarity in reporting strate
gies between self and proxy reporters.

In addition to encoding differences, the storage of information about oneself
versus others might differ for several reasons. First, self-relevant information
has been shown to receive increased elaboration at encoding (Kuiper & Rogers,
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TABLE 16.1. Information about Self and Other at Stages of Information Processing

Response
Encoding Storage Retrieval Generation

Self

1. Actually 1. If episodic, 1. Cues related 1. Self-
experience related to experience presentation
event: to actual effects
a. Chronological
b. Experienced

in entirety

2. Increased 2. If semantic, 2. Search likely
elaboration related to lObe

self chronological

3. Event likely to
be recently
activated

Other

1. Learn about 1. If episodic, 1. Cues related 1. Less sensitive
event through related to to encoding to demand
a. Observation reception situation
b. Word-of-mouth/ situation

direct (from unless joint
target) participation

in event

2. Not necessarily 2. If semantic, 2. Chronological 2. May not be
chronological related to retrieval is aware of

"other" difficult sensitive
knowledge information
structure,
presumably
not as well
organized

3. Amount of 3. Social
elaboration distance
depends on will influence
social distance both (1) & (2)
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1979; Rogers, Kuiper, & Kirker, 1977). This is thoughtto create a moreelabo
rate memory trace for the event, resulting in enhancedrecall. However, several
studies have shown that information relevant to important others, such as one's
spouse, also receives increasedelaboration (Bower& Gilligan, 1979; Kuiper&
Rogers, 1979).

Information about self-behavior is better organized in memory than is infor
mation about others (Klein & Kihlstrom, 1986). In addition, respondents are
more likely to have a summary judgment, such as a rate at whichthe behavior
takes place, availableabout their own behavior than theyare about the behavior
of others. Rate-basedestimates should, therefore, be moreaccurate when made
about oneself than about others.

Finally, the impact of social-desirability and self-presentation concerns
should be different for self and proxy respondents. Proxy respondents may, in
general, be less likely to overreportsocially desirable behavior and morewilling
to report about socially undesirable behavior, but they may lack the knowledge
to do so. These effects may counteract each other and maybedifficultto detect,
but theycannotbe ignored.

Summary of Earlier Findings

Our earlier papers investigated the strategies usedby proxyrespondents, and the
results that we obtainedwereconsistentwith the theoretical perspective in Table
16.1. Although the useof chronological sequences was fairly lowfor self as well
as for proxy reports, self-reporters were about 60% more likely to use chrono
logical sequences and event cues than were proxy respondents. Conversely,
proxy respondents were more likely to use estimation and less likely to use
counting methods.

This was true not only in total but also for lOaf 11 specific topic areas (see
Bickartet al., 1989). Proxy respondents were significantly morelikelythan self
reporters to rely on "anchor-and-adjust" strategies. It is possible to increase the
use of these strategies by questionnaire design. When the question about self
was followed by a priming questionon how much the respondent and the other
person agreed or disagreed and then by a question about the other person's
attitudes or behavior, the use of an "anchor-and-adjust" strategy wasdouble that
in other conditions where there was no priming or where the self and proxy
questions wereseparated(see Menonet al., 1990).

Hypotheses

The overview of the literature suggests the following hypotheses discussed in
this chapter:

HI. The correlation between self and proxy reports should increase signifi
cantlyas the levelof participation increases.
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H2. The correlation between self and proxy reports should increase signifi
cantly as the level of discussion increases.

H3. The correlation between self and proxy reports should increase signifi
cantly as the perceived importance increases.

Methods

The results in this chapter are based on face-to-face interviews in a cognitive
laboratory with 50 pairs of partners in the same household and on telephone
interviews with 200 pairs of partners in the same household in Champaign
County, Illinois. In addition to the substantive questions shown in the tables
presented below, respondents in the two samples were asked the following:

How often do you and your partner ... together?
How often do you and your partner discuss ...
How important is ... to you? (behavioral items) or
How much do you care about the following issues? (attitudinal items)
How confident are you that your answers about partner's ... were accurate?

Based on their answers, respondents were dichotomized into higher or lower
participation, more or less discussion, higher or lower importance, and more or
less confidence.

The face-to-face interviews and the telephone interviews obtained slightly
different information, Some behavioral questions asked face-to-face were not
asked on the telephone, whereas some political attitude questions asked on the
telephone were not asked face-to-face. The face-to-face interviews were much
longer, since respondents were asked to think aloud about responses to every
question, whereas think-alouds were asked for only a few questions in the tele
phone interview. The topics covered in the interviews are shown in Exhibit 16.1.
The coding scheme used for the verbal protocols is shown in Exhibit 16.2.

In addition to direct measures of participation, it is possible to observe part
ners' behavior better in the home for activities such as reading books for pleas
ure, whereas activities such as reading books for work or school are conducted
outside the home and are less easy to observe. Activities that occur in the home
should generally lead to higher convergence in self and proxy reports.

For continuous variables, the measure of convergence is simply the correIa..
tion between self and proxy reports on the same question. For noncontinuous
items, the percent agreement is taken as the measure of accuracy. In this chapter,
we do not concern ourselves with directions of inaccuracy that result in bias, nor
do we address, except in passing, the possibility that proxy reporters may be
better than self-reporters for threatening questions.

Convergence Results

Each table below presents comparisons separately for the telephone and face-to
face samples. In general, the results of the two methods were in close agree-
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EXHIBIT 16.1. Topics of Questions

Sources of news information
Newspapers read
Books read
Amount of TV watched
Drinking behavior
Eating habits
Work or school days missed
Date of last doctor visit
Reason for last doctor visit
Health
Crime victimization
Employment status
Education
Year of birth
Income
Voter registration
Voting
General interest in politics
Attitudes toward

Labor unions
Women's rights
Environmental groups
Ku Klux Klan
Various politicians
Family planning
Abortion

ment, lending additional support to the conclusions. There were a few puzzling
differences that we shall discuss.It is not clearwhetherthese weresimplydue to
samplingvariability or to methods differences.

The sample sizes were small by traditionalsurvey standards, although fairly
large by the standardsof typicalcognitivelaboratory studies. For this reason,we
did not conduct significance tests for each individual question but established
statistical significance by observing the patterns of responses and using a bino
mial signs test.

Participation

Table 16.2 presents the correlations between self and proxy reports for the two
samples split by partners who reportedparticipating togetherat higherand lower
levels. On 14 of 15 comparisons, the correlationswere higherfor partners who
participatedmore.

It may be seen that, in general, the hypothesis that greater participation
should lead to greater convergence was strongly confirmed in both the telephone
and face-to-face samples.The effects were consistent,but the magnitude of the
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EXHIBIT 16.2. Verbal Protocol Coding Scheme

Code

11 Automatic
12 Event did not occur/Nonevent
13 Retrieval of prior judgment
14 No probe, therefore no protocol
15 Don't know
16 Not applicable (for skips)

Description

lOs: Automatic Response

20s: Counting Strategies

21 General recall and count
23 Counting by observation
24 Counting with adjustment for uncertainty
25 Counting with expression of uncertainty (no adjustment)
22 Counting by domain
26 Counting by domain with adjustment for uncertainty
27 Counting by domain with expression of uncertainty (no adjustment)

30s: Rate-Based Estimates

31 General rate-based estimation
33 Rate-based estimation with adjustment based on specific incident (addition/s

to estimate)
34 Rate-based estimation with adjustment based on general knowledge
35 Rate-based estimation with adjustment based on nonoccurrence (subtraction/s

from estimate)
36 Rate-based estimation with adjustment for uncertainty
37 Rate-based estimation with expression of uncertainty (no adjustment)
32 Rate-based estimation by domain
38 Rate-based estimation by domain with adjustment for uncertainty
39 Rate-based estimation by domain with expression of uncertainty

(no adjustment)

40s: Enumeration-Based Estimates

41 General enumeration-based estimation
43 Enumeration-based estimation with adjustment based on specific incident

(addition/s to estimate)
44 Enumeration-based estimation with adjustment based on general knowledge
45 Enumeration-based estimation with adjustment based on nonoccurrence

(substraction/s from estimate)
46 Enumeration-based estimation with adjustment for uncertainty
47 Enumeration-based estimation with expression of uncertainty (no adjustment)
42 Enumeration-based estimation by domain

(Exhibit 16.2 continued)
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EXHIBIT 16.2. Continued

Code Description

50s: Anchoring Strategies

51 Same as self
52 Based on prior answer
53 Anchor on self and adjust
54 Anchor on norm and adjust
55 Anchor on another specific person and adjust
56 Anchor on proxy and adjust

60s: Miscellaneous Codes for Attitude Questions

61 Based on specific behavior/event
62 Based on discussions with other
63 Based on general knowledge
64 Based on attitude toward issue

70s: Search Strategies

71 No order/search
72 Forward search
73 Backward search
74 Anchor on date and forward search
75 Anchor on date and backward search
76 Search by domain
77 Based on another event
78 Based on regularity of behavior

80s: Event Cues (for counting strategies)

81 Person mentioned
82 Place mentioned
83 Emotional reaction to event mentioned
84 Time of event occurrence mentioned
85 Characteristic of event mentioned
86 Based on prior response (one answer triggers off another)
87 Based on cues used from question

90s: Reference Period

91 Anchor date on public event
92 Anchor date on personal event
93 Anchor date on season of the year

General characteristic of event/person (for estimation strategies):
94 "Always "
95 "Never "
96 "Nowadays ... "t'Usually ... "
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TABLE 16.2. Correlations between Self and Proxy Reports, by Level of Participation and
Interview Method

Telephone Face-to-Face

Higher Lower Higher Lower
Behavior Participation Participation Participation Participation

Number of hours watched
TV
Weekdays .52 .42 .48 .64
Weekends .66 .46 .60 .43

Number of times beer
drunk in month .72 .58 .78 .36

Number of times liquor
drunk in month .93 .69 .99 .45

Number of times drunk
in year .28 .24 .96 -.01

Number of times ate out
per month -A --Jl

Breakfast .73 .04
Lunch .87 .03
Dinner .97 .66

Number of snacks per day _8

Weekdays .72 .26
Weekends .67 .05

Average .62 .48 .78 .29

aNot asked of telephone sample.

differences in correlations was higher for the face-to-face than for the telephone
interviews. We had no prior reason to expectmethods differences, and this may
well be simplya function of sampling error or of the different questions. Never
theless, these differences, along with some that we discuss later, suggest that
some morecarefulmethods comparisons bemade.

Additional supportfor the participation hypothesis comes from Table 16.3, in
which the overallcorrelations between self and proxyreports wassharply higher
for books read for fun (presumably at home) than for books read for work or
schooland mainlyaway from home regardless of interview method or reported
levelof discussion.

Effects of Discussion

Table 16.3 compares the correlations on behavior and attitude variables for
partners who reported more or less discussion. On 13 of 16 behavior compari
sons and 16 of 23 attitude comparisons (with one tie), correlations werehigher
for partners who discussedmore. The hypothesis that morediscussion leads to
highercorrelations between self and proxy reports wasalso supported, although
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TABLE 16.3. Correlations between Self and Proxy Reports, by Level of Discussion and
Interview Method

Telephone Face-to-Face

More Less More Less
Variable Discussion Discussion Discussion Discussion

Behavior
Number of newspapers read .36 .68 .47 .33
Number of books read

for work/school .17 .08 .26 .05
Number of books read for fun .54 .42 .50 .08
Health rating .61 .44 .31 .20
Days missed of work/school

in past year .48 .40 -.05 .82
Number of times seen doctor

in past year .50 .30 .65 .06
Seriousness of condition .39 .20 .14 -.25
Income .88 .79 .24 .33
Average .49 .41 .32 .20

Attitudes
Favorability to

Ku Klux Klan .26 .06 .:» -Jl

Labor unions .76 .44 .56 .48
National Rifle Assn .84 .58 .58 .31
Women's groups .48 .28 .67 .51
Environment groups .12 .31 .59 .67

Job that President is doing for ~ ---Jl

Inflation .57 .33
Unemployment .58 .38
Trade deficit .48 .24
Economy .54 .32
Foreign competition .50 .28

Honesty of
Politicians .28 .46
President .51 .50
Senator Simon .50 .41
Gov. Thompson .40 .36
Senator Helms .39 .40
Gov. Dukakis .33 .30
Senator Kennedy .40 .40
Gary Hart .76 .80
Ronald Reagan .49 .58

Effectiveness of government
drug abuse program .29 .27 ---A --8

Average .47 .38 .60 .49

-Not asked of face-to-face sample.
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not quite as stronglyas the participation hypothesis. The differences in the cor
relations between those who discussed more versus those who discussed less
averaged around 10%, which is much lowerthan the differences observed in the
face-to-face interviews between those who participated more or less and a little
lowerthan thosecorrelations for telephone respondents.

For noncontinuous items,given in Table 16.4, partners whodiscussed or par
ticipated more were more accurate in 14 of 17 comparisons. On average, part
ners on the telephone survey who discussed more wereright 91% of the time,
compared with 86% of the time for partners whodiscussed less.For theface-to
face sample,partners who discussed or participated more wereright 85% of the
time,compared with78% of the timefor partners whodiscussed less.

To summarize these three tables, in 80%of the 70 comparisons the hypothe
sis that greater participation or discussion leads to highercorrelations between
self and proxy reports was supported. Theseare clearly real differences and not
artifacts, but somepeoplemay wonder whythey are not still larger. Tworeasons
suggest themselves. First, it must be recognized that the questions dealing with
participation and discussion between partners were themselves subject to the
same cognitive processes as the substantive questions. Measurement error in
thesevariables wouldreducetheestimated effects.

Second, since the level of agreement on the noncontinuous items, at least for
these samplesand these questions, was very high, there was little variability to
explain. We would expect even larger effects for sample pairs other than hus
bandsand wiveswhere the socialdistance wasgreater.

Importance

We hypothesized that agreement would be higher for topics important to re
spondents, but the results did not support this. Aftercontrolling for level of dis
cussion or participation, there were no differences between respondents who
rated topicsas moreor less important. It maybe that the measure of importance
was difficult for respondents to answerand was subjectto substantial measure
ment error. This could explain the lack of observed differences. It is also pos
sible, as we mentioned earlier, that another reason for the lack of clear results
was that self-presentation issues arose because important topics may also have
been threatening.

Confidence

Confidence in answers is also a subjective variable that shouldreflect respond
ents' evaluations of how much they know about their partners. It would be ex
pected that. to some extent, respondent confidence is related to the degree of
participation and discussion between partners. The correlation between partici
pation and confidence was usually less than .2 for behavior items; the correla
tion betweendiscussion and confidence was higher, ranging from about .2 to .4
for attitudinal items. Others have reported, however, that many respondents
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TABLE 16.4. Agreement between Self and Proxy Reports, by Level of Discussion or
Participation and Interview Method (%)

Telephone Face-to-Face

More Less More Less
Discussion! Discussion/ Discussion/ Discussion!

Variable Participation Participation Participation Participation

Behavior
Read a book in

month 94.3 82.9 84.2 70.0
Saw a doctor in

past year 90.0 91.9 78.9 60.0
Registered voter 97.2 91.9 82.6 90.0
Voted in

Presidential
election 95.9 96.1 94.7 92.6

Voted in primary 85.4 77.1 82.9 76.2
Exercised in month --B --B 74.3 56.5
Employment status 92.0 100.0 85.0 84.6

Attitudes
Government support

for family
planning 81.3 72.6 90.2 80.5

Support abortions
for family
planning 91.0 77.0 95.1 86.7

Average 90.9 86.2 85.3 77.5

aNot asked of telephone sample.

appear to beoverconfident about their ability to recall events (see Ross & Bueh
ler, chap. 4, this volume).

Since reports of confidence present issues of self-presentation and may be a
function of overall self-confidence, we had no strong advance hypotheses about
how well this variable would work as a predictor of convergence. The results in
Tables 16.5 and 16.6 suggest that confidence in the answer was correlated with
higher levels of agreement but that this effect was weaker than that observed in
the participation and discussion hypotheses. In about 600/0 of comparisons be
tween self and proxy reports, correlations were higher for those with higher
confidence. The average correlations for telephone sample respondents with
higher confidence were .60 on behavior items and .47 on attitude items, com
pared with .40 and .41, respectively. for those with lower confidence. For the
face-to-face respondents, there was no clear trend. The average correlations for
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TABLE 16.5. Correlations between Self and Proxy Reports, by Level of Confidence and
Interview Method

Telephone Face-to-Face

High Low High Low
Variable Confidence Confidence Confidence Confidence

Behavior
Number of books read

for work/school .16 .25 -.12 .36
Number of books read for fun .84 .52 -.14 .41
Number of hours watched TV

Weekdays .59 .24 .58 .64
Weekends .62 .15 .56 .45

Health rating .62 .40 .32 .32
Days missed of work/school

in past year .49 .55 -.06 .34
Number of times seen doctor

in past year .38 .60 .11 -.17
Number of times beer drunk

in month .77 .57 .39 .47
Number of times liquor drunk

in month .92 .61 .98 .64
Number of times drunk in year .60 .14 .63 .54
Number of newspapers read ---A ---A .43 .47
Number of magazines read ---A ---A .40 .26
Number of snacks per day ---A --.Jl

Weekdays .00 .22
Weekends .04 .38

Average .60 .40 .29 .38

Attitudes
Favorability to

Labor unions .53 .59 .62 .44
National Rifle Assn .72 .66 .40 .58
Women's groups .46 .25 .68 .52
Environmental groups .36 .06 .66 .64

Job that President is doing for -J> --h

Inflation .50 .38
Unemployment .52 .41
Trade deficit .38 -.03
Economy .48 .10
Foreign competition .40 .15

(Table 16.5 continued)
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TABLE 16.5. Continued

Telephone Face-to-Face

High Low High Low
Variable Confidence Confidence Confidence Confidence

Honesty of --h --h

Politicians .37 .53
President .55 .60
Senator Simon .50 .46
Gov. Thompson .38 .71
Senator Helms .46 .38
Gov. Dukakis .36 .40
Senator Kennedy .38 .24
Gary Hart .79 .79
Ronald Reagan .52 .72

Effectiveness of government
drug abuse program .23 .44 --h --h

Average .47 .41 .59 .54

-Not asked of telephone sample.
bNot asked of face-to-face sample.

TABLE 16.6. Agreement between Self and Proxy Reports, by Level of Confidence and
Interview Method (%)

Telephone Face-to-Face

High Low High Low
Variable Confidence Confidence Confidence Confidence

Behavior
Read a book 89.7 80.4 61.7 85.0
Saw a doctor in past year 83.9 86.7 75.0 73.0
Drank beer in last month 90.3 93.3 66.1 89.7
Drank liquor in last month 84.4 66.7 79.7 79.3
Registered voter 93.9 90.0 91.7 80.6
Voted in Presidential election 96.7 100.0 97.5 CXJ.7
Voted in primary 83.8 71.4 85.3 72.7

Attitudes
Government support for

family planning 84.0 75.0 94.7 76.2
Support abortions for

family planning 91.4 73.0 92.5 90.9

Average 88.7 81.8 82.7 82.0
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those with high confidence wereslightly largeron theattitude itemsand actually
loweron the behavioritems.

Initially, we looked at the telephone sample data first and concluded that
confidence was a good predictor of agreement between self and proxy reports.
The face-to-face resultsweakened that conclusion substantially. There may have
been possible methods effects, but again in the absence of a theory to explain
them, we treated the differences as having occurred by chance. Thus, we con
cluded that the confidence measure mainly reflected participation and discussion
and did not contributemuchnew information by itself.

Summary and Conclusions

The hypotheses that are related to participation and discussion improving the
convergence of self and proxy reports were strongly confirmed, although the
magnitude of the effects may be smaller than some mighthaveanticipated. The
hypothesis that perceived importance of the topic would also increase conver
gence was not confirmed for the items used in this study. As we mentioned
earlier, issuesof self-presentation may haveinterfered with theeffectsof impor
tance.

Confidence in answers appeared to predict convergence weakly and not as
well as the direct participation and discussion questions. Thesequestions appear
to be the ones for survey researchers to use to measure level of convergence in
real-world surveys,as well as for possible data adjustment.

The size of the effects that we found was moderate. Obviously, the variables
that we looked at were related to proxy reporting, but they clearly were not the
only ones. We need to do more workto controlfor other factors, especially self
presentation. If we knowthat there are significant response errors in self-reports
of threatening behavior, it is not obviousthat highconvergence between self and
proxyreporting will be possibleor will even indicate validinformation.

We recognize that our current methodology limits the reliability and validity
of reports of participation and discussion. One way to remedy this is to conduct
laboratory experiments where the level of participation and discussion are con
trolled and then to conductsurveysaskingaboutthe process thatoccurred.

As a final remark, we have learned that by trying to understand differences
between self and proxy reporting, we now have a littlebetter ideaof how people
reportabout themselves.

Acknowledgments. Research reported in this chapter was supported by grant SES
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17
Reconstruction of Relationship
Memories: A Mental
Models Approach

Diane Holmberg and John G. Holmes

As survey researchers, we must often rely on the introspection of strangers. If
we wish to know a person's opinion on some complex political issue, we have
little recourse but to ask him or her. We can take pains to present the questions
in as simple, comprehensible, and unbiased a manner as possible; in the end,
however, the difficult task of remembering, organizing, and synthesizing dis
parate information into a single coherent attitude, and then mapping that attitude
onto the available response alternatives, must fall to the respondent alone. Re
search by Converse (1970) and others suggests that this task may often be too
much for respondents: They may end up responding with transitory and incon
sistent "nonattitudes" that provide little information about their true beliefs.

Of course, it is not too difficult to accept the fact that respondents may be
constructing attitudes toward abstruse social policy questions on the spot. The
formation of stable opinions on such issues requires information, time, and
effort that only the most interested respondents may be willing to invest. We
would no doubt feel on much firmer ground if we were to ask respondents only
about matters directly pertaining to their own experiences: "How long have you
felt the way you do now?" "What factors led you to hold your current opinion?"
Such "simple" questions would seem to be readily open to direct introspection.
Unfortunately, research by Nisbett and Wilson (1977) suggests that people may
have very little direct access to their own mental processes. When people are
asked to justify their actions or their attitudes, they show very little direct aware
ness of important causal factors leading up to their behaviors or beliefs. Ob
jectively influential factors are not noticed or are regarded as unimportant;
objectively uninfluential factors are viewed as having had a major impact.
People appear to be no more accurate in identifying important influences on
their own behaviors or attitudes than are informed observers. In short, we cannot
always depend on respondents to give us consistent, accurate, reliable informa
tion about what their attitudes toward complex issues are, or why they hold these
attitudes.
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We may gain small comfort in the thought that questions of why people acted
the way that they did are still quite complex. Surely we would be safe if we were
asking for "just the facts." People must at least be able to tell us what they did,
or how they felt, at some point in the past. No new integration of information is
necessary: All that is required is a simple memory for events as they transpired
at that time.

Again, social-psychological research reveals some disheartening news. From
the time of Bartlett's (1932) pioneering work on the nature of schema-driven
memory, we have known that a "simple" memory task is not as simple as it
might appear. We do not seem to store complete records of events that can be
accessed intact, in spite of the fact that it often feels that way. Instead, our mem
ories seem to be largely reconstructed; and our thoughts, feelings, and opinions
at the time of recall can have a large impact on the nature of that reconstruction.

For example, Bern and McConnell (1970) showed that when subjects were
asked to write counter-attitudinal essays that changed their opinions toward
student control over the university curriculum, they tended to recall their previ
ous attitudes as being similar to the ones that they now held. Although their
opinions had changed, they believed that they had always felt the way that they
did now. Similarly, Goethals and Reckman (1973) had students who were initi
ally pro- and anti-busing take part in discussion groups that changed their atti
tudes. When the students were later asked to recall their initial attitudes, they
showed a crossover such that those who had initially been pro-busing now re
called themselves as having been even more anti-busing than those who had
initially been anti-busing now recalled themselves as having been. Again, sub
jects' memories were changed in line with their current attitudes.

More recently, research by Michael Ross and his colleagues showed that
these reconstructive effects are not limited to attitudes. Similar biasing effects
are seen in memories for evaluations of a romantic partner (McFarland & Ross,
1987), for assessments of study skills (M. Conway & Ross, 1984), and for rat...
ings of menstrual pain (Mcfarland, Ross, & DeCourville, 1989).

These and other studies have clearly demonstrated that remembering is not a
passive accessing of stored information but instead is an active, integrative proc
ess that makes extensive use of currently available information to fill in gaps in
existing memories. It is important for researchers, including survey researchers,
to understand how this memory reconstruction process operates. An understand
ing of the process of memory reconstruction might, in the future, allow research
ers to "correct" for memory biases if they so desire, arriving at a closer estimate
of subjects' actual past scores.

Previous Theories of Memory Reconstruction

Two major theories of the reconstruction process in memory have emerged in
recent years. Both theories emphasize the importance of the state of the indi
vidual at the time of recall. The first, which we shall call "mood-eongruence
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theory" (e.g., Bower, 1987; Isen, 1987), emphasizes the importance of mood at
the time of recall in determining the nature of the eventual memory. Current
mood serves as a kind of retrieval cue. Thus, when subjects are in a negative
mood at the time of recall, the bad mood primes their recollections of negative
events. For example, although formerly depressed people recall their parents no
differently than do never-depressed people, currently depressed individuals
recall their parents as having been rejecting and punitive (Lewinsohn & Rosen
baum, 1987).

The second theory, a theory of autobiographical memory proposed by
Michael Ross (1989), also stresses the importance of the subjects' current state
in determining the nature of the memory. According to Ross, when someone
asks us what we were like in the past, and we are unable to recall, we answer by
taking our current state as a benchmark and then invoking personal theories of
consistency or change to determine whether there is any reason why we would
have been different in the past. If we cannot think of any reason for having
changed (as in the Bern and McConnell, 1970, and Goethals and Reckman,
1973, studies, where subjects did not realize that their attitudes had been
changed), then we will simply give the same answer that we would give today.
Often this heuristic will lead to an exaggeration of consistency. However, if
people have reason to think that they might have changed when they actually
have not (e.g., they have taken an unsuccessful study skills course), the tactic
leads to an exaggeration of change.

These two theories have certainly proved productive and have stimulated
very interesting research; however, some questions still remain unanswered. For
instance, most of these studies have asked people to recall overall summary
ratings of one type or another. In fact, laboratory researchers such as D. L. Ham
ilton (1981) have argued that social events are largely remembered in terms of
such summative impressions rather than in terms of the episodic details of inter
actions. However, memories for events that could have important emotional
consequences might conceivably show a very different pattern of results from
memories for short-term laboratory interactions. In such real-world events, mem
ory for specific details might prove more important. Will reconstruction still be
seen if we ask individuals to focus on the details of particular events?

Also, what will be the effect if the events are particularly salient or related to
an area of life in which the individual has a great deal of knowledge? We sus
pect that in memories relating to particularly important events or people, minor
fluctuations in mood or attitude at the time of recall will be unlikely to have
large effects on the nature of the memory. Instead, one's overall impression or
attitude, formed over a long period of time, will be recruited to help fill in gaps
in one's memory.

As an example, let us pretend that you have been having a particularly un
pleasant and stressful day. At this point, a student arrives for a meeting and
announces that (a) he has not completed the paper that he promised would be
ready by today and (b) he needs you to write a brief letter of recommendation
right away for him to include with a scholarship application. The first item in the
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letter asks you to describe your initial impression of the student. What sort of
response do you give?

According to mood-congruence theory, the student should brace himself for a
relatively unfavorable review. Given that you are in a bad mood now, your mem
ories will be skewed toward the negative aspects of your first impressions.

Ross's theory, too, suggests that the student may be in trouble. According to
this theory, you would assess your current (relatively negative) feelings toward
the student and then decide whether there is any reason why those feelings
should have changed in the time that you have known him. Of course, if you
realized that your overall bad mood was unfairly coloring your current judgment
of the student, you might attempt to adjust your assessment to take this factor
into account. Unfortunately, previous research (e.g., Schwarz & Clore, 1983,
Experiment 2) has shown that people usually fail to adjust for the impact of their
overall mood on judgments, unless their attention is somehow directed to the
possible effect of extraneous events on that mood. Thus, unless the potential
impact of your bad mood on the assessment of the student is pointed out, you
might not make adjustments to your judgment. Even if you try to adjust, you
might not make sufficient allowances for the impact of your current mood, and
you might still rate the student more negatively than you normally would.

We suspect such a scenario might indeed take place when the student is one
whom you do not know very well. Your first meeting may not have made much
of an impression on you. When trying to reconstruct what you probably thought
back then, your current impression is as good a starting place as any. But what
would happen if the student were one with whom you had been working closely
for a number of years and with whom you had had many important interactions?
You still might not remember your initial impressions all that well (first meet
ings often do not seem significant at the time); however, you have at hand a
much better heuristic for memory reconstruction than your current feelings. In
this case, you are able to draw on the general picture that you have built up over
the years of the student's strengths and weaknesses. You still cannot remember
your past impressions, but your well-elaborated mentalmodel of the student
allows you to fill in the gaps in your memory with relative ease and confidence.

A Mental Models Approach

We would argue that such elaborated mental models are very important com
ponents of memory reconstruction. They may take the form of abstract scripts,
which contain the individual's expectations or theories about events in the social
world. These scripts contain information on how sequences of events "should"
proceed. Individuals can use this scripted information to aid them in memory
recall or reconstruction. For example, Bower, Black, and Turner (1979) gave
subjects elements of a "getting-up-and-going-to-work" script out of its usual
order (e.g., she started the car, drank coffee, got up, and put on her coat). How-
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ever, subjects tended to recall the scripted events in their typical order, suggest
ing that they were using the script as part of their recall strategy.

Mental models may also take the form of stereotypes. In one well-known
study (M. Snyder & Uranowitz, 1978), subjects read a short life history of a
woman named Betty K. Immediately after reading the story, subjects were told
that Betty was a lesbian or were told that she was heterosexual or were given no
information about her sexual orientation. In a later recognition-memory test,
subjects presented with the lesbian label made more false alarms on items that
fit the lesbian stereotype than did those who were not told about Betty's sexual
preferences. It seems that when subjects' memories were unclear, they used the
information contained in their stereotypes to make educated (or biased) guesses
about which statements probably appeared.

Similar results were found in a study exploring the concept of personality
prototypes (Cantor & Mischel, 1977). Subjects were presented with a list of
traits that were consistent with either introversion or extroversion. In a later
recognition-memory test, subjects were quite confident that they had seen many
traits that were consistent with the prototype that they had been exposed to but
that had not, in fact, been shown in the original session. Again, subjects used the
knowledge contained in their broader mental model to help them fill in gaps in
their memories with plausible, but inaccurate, details.

We believe that mental models can take on an even more specific and con
textualized form. They can contain information not only about generalized
groups or types of people but also about particular individuals. These individu
alized mental models contain complex, integrated sets of impressions and infor
mation built up about other people over time. The term is similar to that used in
the attachment or interdependence theory literature (Bowlby, 1980; Hazan &
Shaver, 1987; Kelley & Thibaut, 1978), where individuals are said to build up
working models of self and relationship partners. These mental models consist
of cognitive (e.g., "Sue is always on time"), affective (e.g., "I love Sue"), and
evaluative (e.g., "Sue is a reliable, trustworthy individual") components and thus
are structurally similar to the concept of attitudes in the social-psychological
literature.

Our mental model of a given individual can become more and more complex
over time as we interact with that individual and come to know and understand
more about him or her. These mental models are functional in the sense that they
help us to understanda person's behavior in the present and to predict that per
son's likely behavior in the future. Importantly for our purposes, they may also
help us to recall what that person was like in the past. When asked to recall a
specific event, there will likely be areas where our memories are vague or in
complete. Our mental model of another individual can help us fill in the gaps in
our memories of interactions with that individual, in a top-down fashion. Just
like the subjects in the stereotype and prototype studies described above, we
may not remember each event that happened, but we can use our broader knowl
edge to help us make reasonable inferences about what probably happened.
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"Memory" may actually consist of backwards reasoning: "Given all that I know
about this individual, it must have been the case that he or she acted in the fol
lowingmanner...."

Often these mental models will help us remember (or reconstructour mem
ories) more accurately. For example, if we know that a friend is an avid athlete,
it may help us to recall that she took part in a IO·km run 3 yearsago. Our knowI...
edge of her athletic habits (e.g., details of the trainingregimenthat she follows
in the weeks before a big race) can provide us with a wealth of interrelated
elements, anyone of which might provide a retrieval cue for the larger set of
memories. In a sense, our mental model of our friend providesus with a set of
workinghypotheses that can help us engagein guidedscanning of our memories
for particularpieces of information,

Such guidedscanningwill aid memory whenour friend's actions were indeed
consistent with our larger mental model. However, if circumstances were such
that she behaved in a way that was inconsistent or irrelevant to OUf mental
model, such guided scanning might provecounterproductive. Our biased search
strategy might prevent us from locating the inconsistent memories. Faced with
the resulting"gap" in OUf memories, we mighttheninvokethe currently inappro
priate mental model to help us reason out what "probably" happened, leading to
erroneous recall. For instance, we might find ourselves "recalling" that our
friend did quite well in that race, whenit was actuallythe one time that she was
ill prepared and performed very poorly. In some circumstances, these recon
structed memories may feel quite real, since our detailed knowledge about our
friend can allow us to flesh out the false memories with many authentic
soundingdetails.

Research Overview

Our goal was to conduct studies that measured individuals' mental modelsof
importantothers and explored theeffects of these individuals' mentalmodels on
their memories for specific events. Such studies can bedifficult and time con..
suming, because they require a prospective design. One must first obtain infor..
mation on the nature of a subject's mental model, collect information about an
event at the time that it occurs, and then return to the subject at a later date to
collect memories of the target event. The time and effort involved in such de
signs may explain why littleresearch has been donein thisarea.

We decided that married couples would be an ideal population for our initial
studies. Over years of daily, intensive interactions, spouses no doubt build up
highlycomplexand stable mentalmodelsof their partners. Spousesalso interact
frequently enough to give us a wide variety of target events to choose from in
any given time period. In this chapter, we report results from two separate
studies on memory processes in married couples. The first study measured the
subjects' mental models at a single point in time and then examinedthe biasing
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effects of these models on specific memories overa relatively shortperiod. The
second study examined changes in mental models over time and how these
changes in mental modelsaffect moregeneral memories over longer periods.

Study 1: Short-Term Reconstruction

In the first study,67 couples from Waterloo, Ontario, wererecruited for a study
of "how couples think and feel about their everyday experiences together." Re
spondents had to havebeen married or livingtogether for at least2 years prior to
the study. Couples responded to newspaper and poster advertisements. The
samplewas heterogeneous in termsof social class,age,and education. On aver
age, the coupleswere very satisfied with theirrelationships (average satisfaction
score=6.4 on a 7-point scale).

Method

Couples first came to an introductory session in which the procedures of the
study were explained to them. They also filled out a number of questionnaires
assessing perceptions of their relationship on a number of dimensions. One of
thesequestionnaires, a 34-item trust scale (Boon & Holmes, 1990), was usedas
our measure of subjects' mental models of theirpartner in the contextof their
relationship. This trust scale is based on conceptions of mental models from
attachment and interdependence theories. It measures people's perceptions of
theirpartner's responsiveness and dependability, theirconfidence in theirability
(as a couple) to deal with any conflicts that maydevelop, and their faith or con
fidence in the future of the relationship. True to our conception of mental mod
els, it appraisessubjects' assessments of their partner in the context of the rela
tionship in cognitive (e.g., "Our marriage couldeasily be explained in termsof
he contributes this and I contribute that"), affective (e.g., "At times it feels as
though my partnerand I share a special bond"),andevaluative terms (e.g., "My
partneris a thoroughly dependable person").

Previousresearch on trust in closerelationships (seeJ. G. Holmes & Rempel,
1989, for a review) shows that trustprovides a broadorganizational framework
that guides subjects' reactions to their partners in a number of domains, includ
ing attributions, rules/scripts, and affective responses. Basedon these and other
studies (e.g., Bradbury & Fincham, 1990; Holtzworth-Munroe & Jacobson,
1985), we predicted that lower trust individuals, compared with higher trust
individuals, would display a more negative, "distress-maintaining" pattern of
attributions when they wereasked to explain why theirpartner behaved the way
that he or she did in a given interaction. Mostimportantly for the currentchap
ter, however, we predictedthat these initial differences in attributional patterns
would be accentuated over time. When recalling the earlier events, subjects
woulddraw on their mental modelsof their partner(operationalized as trust) to
reconstruct the details of thoseevents. Over time,as initialmemories faded and
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were replaced with reconstructions driven by mental models, attributions would
become more polarized in line with one's overall view of one's partner. These
attributional differences were also expected to be associated with differences in
feelings toward the partner at the time of the event: The same action would lead
to more negative emotions if it were attributed to a negative motivation on the
part of the partner than if it were attributed to uncontrollable external circum
stances.

To obtain attributions and emotions in response to a number of different
events, we had the couples in our sample fill out daily diary forms 4 days a week
for a period of 3 weeks (Sharp & Holmes, 1990). On these "time-line" forms,
subjects recorded any interaction that they experienced within a given 3-hour
period that had an impact on their feelings for their partner. They then rated how
each event made them feel (++, +, -, --) and briefly explained why it made
them feel that way.

In Step 2 of the diaries, participants focused on the one event during the re
cording period that had the most impact on their feelings for their partner. They
described the event in more detail and elaborated on why they thought that the
interaction had an impact on their feelings. They then responded to five scaled
attribution questions, designed to tap their interpretation of the event or the
meaning that it had for them at the time. These questions asked about the fre
quency of occurrence of similar events, the motives behind the partners' actions
in this event, and the globality of the cause of the event (the extent to which the
partner's actions in this event were informative about the state of the relation
ship in general). These attributional domains have proven to be the most diag
nostic of relationship satisfaction in past research (Bradbury & Fincham, 1990).

Finally, subjects filled out a Daily Summary Sheet, which asked questions
pertaining to their overall mood and their satisfaction with their relationship and
their work for that day. All forms were filled out privately; the importance of
maintaining confidentiality was strongly emphasized during the introductory
session.

From the pool of 12 response days, we selected two events (one positive and
one negative, as rated by the respondent) as our target events. We first asked
subjects to complete a Daily Summary Sheet for the day of recall in order to
assess their mood and feelings about the relationship at that time. We then gave
subjects the brief description, in their own words, of each event, as recorded on
the first page of the diaries. We asked them to recall, as accurately as possible,
the detailed descriptions and attributions that they had provided in Step 2 of the
diaries. Half of the respondents recalled the positive event first; half recalled the
negative event first, We also asked them to recall the answer that they had given
to the scaled question, "How did you feel about your interactions with your part
ner today?" for each target day in order to explore their memories for their sum
mative evaluations of feeling states. The memory questionnaire was mailed to
the subjects approximately 1.5 weeks after the diary portion of the study was
completed. This practice gave us an average time span from target day to recall
day of 34 days.
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Results

In the first set of analyses, we sought to predict subjects' recall of their ratings
on the attributional questions filled out after describing each event in detail.
These ratings are critical because they reflect subjects' coding of the meaning of
the event in their lives. The five questions were averaged to create a single attri
butional index. Where necessary, scales were reversed before averaging so that
higher numbers always represented more positive attributions (e.g., positive
events seen as frequent and global, negative events seen as infrequent and spe
cific). Separate regressions were run for the positive and negative events. In
each case, Time 1 attributions were forced into the equation first, followed by
blocks of variables representing subjects' mental models, their Time 2 ratings of
current feelings and mood, and Time 1 ratings of event severity and mood. The
order of entry of these blocks was varied so that the structural equations could
becompared.

As can be seen in Table 17.1, for both the positive and negative events the
single strongest predictor of the recalled attributions was the subject's actual
Time 1 responses to the attributions. This finding might suggest that subjects
were actually recalling their initial responses quite well; however, it should be
noted that good reconstruction is very hard to distinguish from actual recall. If
the subjects' mental models of their partners lead them to engage in particular
attributional patterns at Time 1, and those mental models remain stable from
Time 1 to Time 2, then subjects could achieve what looked like excellent recall
simply by reinvoking their mental models. The correlations between trust and
attributions at Time 1 were, in fact, quite high (.58 for the negative event and .37
for the positive one), suggesting that mental models may indeed guide interpre
tation at any given point in time. Thus, by responding to the target event at the
time of recall as they "normally" would, subjects could achieve responses that
were very similar to their true Time 1 responses without actually doing any
remembering at all.

It is, therefore, somewhat difficult to decide how much the apparent accuracy
represents actual accuracy in memory and how much it represents the effects of
stable mental models. However, once the Time 1 attributions are entered into the
model and covaried out, the focus shifts to the factors that are predictive of the
discrepancy between actual and recalled attributions. What factors are predictive
of the biases in the subjects' memories? We were chiefly interested in compar
ing the predictive power of trust, representing our mental models theory of mem
ory reconstruction, with the predictive power of mood or feelings toward the
partner at the time of recall, representing mood congruence and Ross's theory of
memory reconstruction, respectively.

As can be seen in Table 17.1, trust turns out to be the single best predictor of
these biases in recall for the positive event. As trust increases, so does the posi
tive bias or distortion in one's recall. Feelings toward the partner at the time of
recall (as assessed in the Daily Summary Sheet that they filled out on the day of
recall) are also predictive of positive memory biases, as Ross's theory of mem-
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TABLE 17.1. Predictors of Recall of Attributions

Event

Positive event
Time 1 attributions
Trust
Time 2 feelings
Time 1 mood

Negative event
Time 1 attributions
Time 1 feelings
Trust

8

0.704
0.210
0.125

-0.145

0.687
0.104
0.158

F

107.78
12.30

7.32
5.16

44.91
8.71
6.25

p

.0001

.001

.01

.025

.0001

.005

.0158

-Effect not significant for globality component.

ory wouldpredict,although the effects are not quiteas strong as those for trust.
Both effects remain significant when they are entered last into the equation,
controlling for all other variables. Although there is somesupport in the data for
the importance of current feelings towardpartner in memory reconstruction, as
Ross's theory would predict, there is no support for the importance of overall
Time 2 mood, as mood-congruence theory wouldpredict. Correlations between
Time 2 moodandrecalled variables neverexceed .10.

However, Time 1 mood does enter as a significant predictor of biasedrecall
for the positive event. Note that the beta has a negative value here, indicating
that the more positive the mood of the subjecton the day of the event, the less
positive the biasdisplayed in recalling the initialattributional ratings. Apparent
ly, very positive emotional states are difficult to recapture. At Time 1, fresh
from the glow of a very positive interaction, partners may makevery generous
attributions. By Time 2, subjects may not be able to recapture the affect that
sustained their very positive attributions, resulting in recall that underestimates
theirinitialgenerosity in interpreting theevent.

Turning to the negative event,we see that feelings toward partnerat the time
of recall are not at all predictivehere, in contrast to the positive event results.
Feelings toward partner at the time of the event are predictive, however. The
worse the action madesubjects feelat Time 1, the more negative distortion they
exhibit. This result suggests a type of event-driven memory. Subjects maynotbe
able to recall theirexactattributions, but theyprobably remember that theywere
particularly unhappy with their partner at the time. The more unhappy they
were, the more they "blow up" the event in retrospect. There is an interesting
asymmetry here.Extremereactions to the positive eventbecome lost over time,
whereas extreme reactions to the negative event are further accentuated with
time. The good becomes average, and the bad becomes worse. Thisasymmetry
may be due, in part, to the fact that peopleengage in morespontaneous causal
reasoning when faced with events of a negative valence (see Schwarz, 1990b,
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for a review). The negative material, having received more cognitive elabora
tion, may remain more accessible for recall; in contrast, the positiveevents are
blithely accepted without further cognitivework, and thus they easily slip away.

Trust is again a significant predictor for the negative event, although its ef
feets are not as strong as for the positive event. We broke down the attributional
index to explore this weaker result. We discovered that trust remained a strong
predictor of biased attributional recall when we looked at the frequency and
motive components of the index separately. The problem lay in the globality
component; here, trust was not a significant predictor at all. Furthermore, the
globality component was not showing the correlations with the other compo
nents that the past literature would lead us to expect (i.e., for negative events,
one would expect that more negative motive evaluations would be correlated
with high globality).

Further investigation revealed that the correlation between motives and glo
bality was indeed in the predicted direction for the lower trust couples in our
sample (r= .30); however, for the higher trust couples, the correlation showed a
startling reversal (r = -.70). For these higher trust couples, the worst events, the
ones that revealed very negative motives on the part of their partner, were the
most circumscribed by attributions, telling them the least about their partner or
their relationship in general. In retrospect, this defensive (or perhaps simply
realistic) refusal to interpret the occasional negative act on the part of one's
partner as being very significant in the largerscheme of thingsfits well with past
research on very trusting individuals (Holmes& Rempel, 1989).

Nevertheless, this pattern of responses makes the relationship between the
attributional index and trust quite complex. Certain subcomponents are posi
tively correlated for some subjects and negatively correlated for others. Despite
these complications, however, trust is still a stronger predictor than Time 2
mood or feelings, its theoretical competitors, neither of which is a significant
predictor at all.

Overall, then, trust seems to be a more important predictor of individuals'
biased recall of attributions than their mood or feelings toward their partner at
the time of recall. A second set of analyses revealedparallel results for the recall
of feelings toward partner on the particular dayof the event. Whereas the trust
scores represent participants' assessments of overall attitudes toward their part
ner, these daily assessments of feelings capture the ups and downs that are
bound to happen in any relationship. As one would expect, trust and daily feel
ings are somewhat correlated, indicating that higher trust individuals tend to rate
themselves as feeling more positive about their interactionswith their partner on
a given day (rs= .36 for the negative-event day and .27 for the positive-event
day). These correlations, although significant, are still low enough to make it
clear that trust and daily feelings are distinct concepts. It is certainly the case
that even very high trust individuals,who are quite positive about their relation
ships in general, can have isolated days when they feel extremely negative
toward their partner. OUf questions here are parallel to thoseaskedfor the attribu
tional items. Can individuals accurately recall their feelings toward their partner
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on the day that the target event occurred? If not, what are the best predictorsof
the biases in their recall?

As Table 17.2 shows, actual Time 1 feelings are again the most important
predictors of recalled feelings, suggestingaccurate recall or at least good recon
struction. When we move on to look at predictors of the residual distortion or
bias in the recall of feelings, we again see that trust is the single most important
predictor of that bias. It is more critical than Time2 feelings, whichare margin
ally significant if they are entered into the modelbefore trust but have no resid
ual power if trust is entered first. Thus, trust captures the varianceexplained by
Time 2 feelings and more, because trust, an exogenousvariable, was capable of
forecasting people's feelings towardpartners on the day of recall (they are cor
related at r= .34). Note, however, that if one did not have trust as an index of
mental models, one might assume that Time 2 feelings played a direct role in
reconstruction. Again, subjects' general mental models seem to be more impor
tant predictors of biases in their recall than do specific feelings toward their
partner on the day of recall.

Indeed, the strength of the trust effects is quite impressive. Within the feel
ings analyses, trust explained 30.2% of the variance in memorydistortions for
the positive event and 12.4% of the variance for the negative event. Trust may
bea more important predictor for the positiveevents than for the negative events
because negative events receive more attention and cognitiveelaboration at the
time of encoding (e.g., Berscheid, 1983), making the memory for those events
clearer. Positive events, which were not so well elaborated at the time of encod
ing, may be more likely to be lost over time,necessitating greateruse of mental
model reconstructivestrategies.

The regression analyses demonstrated that trust is indeed a very important
predictor of memory biases. To look at its effects more closely,we ran analyses
of variance examining changes in both feelings toward partner and attributions
as a function of trust. Valence of event and time of rating were treated as

TABLE 17.2. Predictors of Recall of Feelings toward Partner on Event Day

Event B F P

Positive event
Actual Time 1 feelings 0.382 29.72 .0001
Trust 0.378 21.34 .0001
Time 2 feelings 0.109 3.16 .08a

Negative event
Actual Time 1 feelings 0.543 45.42 .0001
Trust 0.529 12.54 .001
Event severity -0.690 10.01 .002
Time 2 feelings 0.230 3.62 .068

Note: Correlation of trust and Time 2 feelings is .34 for both events.
aEffect removed if entered last in model.
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repeated-measures variables. Trust was cut using a median rather than the usual
tertile split because previous research Holmes & Rempel, 1989) suggested that
the lower trust group in the present sample was better seen as medium rather
than low trust. In fact, the average marital satisfaction rating of the medium-trust
couples was 6.1 on a 7-point scale. Thus, these were not unhappy couples; they
were simply somewhat insecure or uncertain about some aspects of their relation
ship. The results of the analyses of variance are shown in Table 17.3.

The top panel of Table 17.3 shows the analysis of feelings toward one's part
ner. Feelings toward partner form the affective core of one's mental model. We
see, not surprisingly, that high-trust individuals felt more positively toward their
partner than did medium-trust individuals on both the positive- and negative
event days. This difference in feelings at Time 1, as we predicted, becomes
accentuated at Time 2. High-trust couples are able to hold on to their relatively
positive feelings about their partners over time, despite the tendency for extreme
scores to regress toward the mean. Lower trust couples, in contrast, may be
using their more negative, less confident mental models to reconstruct their
earlier feelings and therefore become even more negative over time.

The middle and bottom panels of Table 17.3 show the results of the attribu
tional analyses. Again, highly significant effects were found for trust. Higher
trust subjects gave much more generous attributions than lower trust couples, for
both positive and negative events. We also see differential changes in these
attributions over time in the two groups. Looking first at the positive events, we
see that high-trust individuals maintained their generous attributions in their re
call, again despite the tendency for regression toward the mean to pull down
extreme scores. Medium-trust individuals, in contrast, were lower at Time 1 and
dropped even more when recalling their attributions, increasing the distance
between themselves and high-trust individuals. For the negative events, the
medium-trust respondents actually maintained their very negative evaluations
over time, against the pull of regression to the mean. High-trust individuals, in
contrast, became more positive in their motive ratings for the negative event
over time.

Overall, we see evidence of lower trust individuals displaying a pattern of
"distress-maintaining" attributions at Time 1, which only becomes accentuated
at Time 2. Sadly, the insecurity that colors their mental models is then perpetu
ated and reinforced by their biased negative memories. High-trust individuals,
on the other hand, tend to exhibit and maintain a pattern of "relationship
enhancing" attributions (Holtzworth-Munroe & Jacobson, 1985).

The only result that does not fit this overall pattern is the drop in high-trust
respondents' giobality ratings, indicating that they became less generous in
recall. This result can perhaps be explained by recalling the unexpected strong
negative correlation between their motive and globality ratings at Time 1. If
subjects really were being defensive in asserting that their partners' most nega
tive acts were the least informative about the relationship in general, then it is
possible that they were losing some of that defensiveness in recall. When they
had achieved some distance from the event, they might have been able to see in
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TABLE 17.3. Memory for Feelings and Attributions

Positive Event Negative Event

Trust Level Time 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2

Feelingsa

High 6.39 6.27 4.83 4.76
Medium 6.08 5.73 4.50 3.94

Attributions: Motive Ratingsb

High 5.54 5.44 3.21 3.47
Medium 5.30 4.99 2.52 2.49

Attributions: Globality Ratingss

High 4.08 4.21 3.41 3.14
Medium 3.68 3.41 2.81 2.93

-High scores indicate more positive feelings. Scale 1-7, midpoint 4. Effects: Trust p < .005, T x Tm
=.05.
bScale 1-6, midpoint 3.5. Effects: Trust p < .0001, T x Tm =.03.
cHigh scores indicate more positive conclusions. Scale 1-5, midpoint 3.0. Effects: Trost p < .0001, V
x Tm X T p < .001.

retrospect that it did haveat least somemeaning for the relationship as a whole.
A result that deserves further comment is the asymmetry in results for posi

tive versus negative events for the medium-trust couples. Perhaps contrary to
intuitions, given their relatively high satisfaction levels, these "uncertain" re
spondents have a model that makes it difficult for them to "hold on" to positive
conclusions but easy to maintain very negative conclusions. These results are
quite reflective of previous research on medium-trust individuals (Holmes &
Rempel, 1989). Faced with feelings of insecurity and uncertainty, these indi
viduals engage in hypothesis testing concerning their partner's caring and re
sponsiveness. Events are continually examined to determine their meaning with
respect to core relationship issues. In past studies, suchcouples haveexhibited a
risk-aversive bias in their hypothesis testing. They are particularly conservative
in reaching broad generalizations on the basis of specific positive events. The
risk of being hurt by drawing an unwarranted positive conclusion is too great.
The current results show that even the hesitant positiveattributions drawn at
Time 1 tend to be lost over time. On theotherhand, insecure individuals tendto
be vigilant for signs of negative behaviorand are prepared to considerthe pos
sibility that such behavior is indicative of their partner's lack of concern for
them. They makerelatively extreme negative attributions, and the currentresults
show that they are able to maintain these extremeattributions over time, even
given the countervailing pressureof regression toward the mean. This differen
tial response to positiveand negative eventssuggests that mental models cannot
be thought of as simple unidimensional structures, where the partneris seen as
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either good or bad, and memories are shapedaccordingly. Instead, we see evi
denceof specific, context-sensitive information-that is, "My partner has let me
down in the past; therefore, I can't allow myself to get my hopes up over one
littlepositiveaction."

Overall, then, the results of Study 1 suggest that (a) mental models are im..
portantpredictors of biased recall, (b) theyseem to be moreimportant predictors
than concurrent mood or feelings for partner, and (c) their biasingeffects are
systematic and context sensitive.

Study 2: Long-Term Reconstruction

Study 2 had three major goals. First, we wanted to see if the biasing effectsof
mental models couldbeobserved in open-ended responses. (Wedidcollect open..
endeddata in Study 1, but it has not been fully analyzed). Second, we wanted to
see if mental modelscould have an impact on memory for majoreventsin the
course of the relationship, as well as on the more focused daily interactions
recorded in Study 1.Third,we wanted to explore the effects of mental models as
theychangeover moreextendedperiods of time.

Study 1 measured mental modelsat only one point in time and assumed that
they wouldremain stable over the courseof the study. In fact, thecorrelation of
trust scores over a 2-year period in a large sample of married couples was .72,
suggesting that thisassumption wasa reasonable one.Mental models are concep
tualized as complex cognitive structures built up over the courseof many inter..
actions, and theyare unlikely to bedrastically affected by any single eventor set
of events. In fact, the results of Study 1 show that people'smemories change in
ways that reinforce and perpetuate their existing models. However, models will
not necessarily stay the same indefinitely. Aonce-trusted partner mayengage in
an extendedseries of actions that gradually erode his or her credibility. Given a
sufficient time frame and the appropriate sample, we are quite likely to find a
number of individuals whosementalmodels have undergone a 'major shift.The
question that then arises is whether these individuals rewrite their entire past,
including the time when their relationships wereactually verypositive, to bring
themmore into line with theirrevised models.

Method

Data from the Early Years of Marriage project,a 4-year longitudinal study of
newlyweds conductedat the University of Michigan (Joseph Veroff, Elizabeth
Douvan, and Shirley Hatchett, principal investigators), allowed us to address
these questions. Huston, McHale, and Crouter (1986) have shown that in the
first few years of marriage, "after the honeymoon is over," a significant drop in
marital satisfaction occurs on average. A newlywed sample is therefore particu
larly likely to contain individuals whose mental models of their partner will
changeover the first few years. In the Michigan study,373 couples (199 black,
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174 white) who had applied for marriage licenses in Wayne County, Michigan,
took part in a longitudinal study of couples' adjustment to the early years of
marriage. To be eligible for the study, it had to be the first marriage for both
partners, they had to be of the same race, and the wife had to be less than 35
years old (to allow for the possibility of childbearing during the course of the
study).

The first wave of data collection took place 3 to 7 months after the couple
was married. Couples were interviewed in their own homes.They first respond
ed to extensive standardized interviews, which asked the partners separately
about many aspects of their married life. Couples also provided data in the form
of a narrative interview. Here, couples were asked together to tell the story of
their relationship in their own words, from the time when they first met up until
the present, and on into the future. The couples were encouragedto tell the story
in any way that seemed most comfortable to them; they were both encouraged to
participate, and it was stressed that they could agree or disagree about any point
in the story. Two years later, in the third year of their marriage, couples were
recontacted and asked to respond to the same standardized interview.Narrative
data were also collected, again asking couples to tell the story of their relation
ship from the very beginning. Thus, for the early stages of their relationship
(courtship, wedding, and honeymoon), we have their memories for the same
events, collected 2 years apart.

One of us (Holmberg), along with Joseph Veroff, conducted a study to ex
plore changes in these memories for early relationship events over the 2-year
period. The sample for the study consisted of 26 couples (16 black, 10 white)
drawn from the larger population. Half of these couples were selected because
they had experienced a sizable decline in their overall marital well-being over
the 2-year period (at least half a standard deviation for each partner, average
drop= 1.4 SDs). The other couples were matched with this "decline" group on
Year 1 well-being; however, these couples remained stable in their marital well
being scores over the 2-year period (i.e., did not vary up or down more than 0.15
SDs).

This well-being score provides an approximation of individuals' mental mod
els, albeit at a rather general summary level. It contains information regarding
the person's overall view of the relationship, focusingon both satisfaction and
trust. Again, it contains both affective (i.e., "How happy is your marriage?"
"How satisfied are you with your marriage?" "When you think of what you put
into and get out of your marriage, how happy are you?") and cognitive/evalu
ative components (i.e., "How stable is your marriage?" "How certain are you
you'll still be married in 5 years?" "How often in the past month have you con
sidered leaving your spouse?").

Coders blind to experimental hypotheses listened to tapes of the couples'
narratives from Year 1 and Year 3 and coded them for their affective content.
Each time that one of the partners made an affective statement,it was recorded
and then coded on a number of dimensions, including valence (Is it a positive,
negative, or neutral emotion?), speaker (Who is mentioning the emotion?),
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source (Who is experiencing the emotion?), object (Whom or what is the emo
tion directed toward?), context (Where in the story does the emotion take
place?), and motivation (Is the motivation underlying the emotion agentic, com
munal, both, or neither?). In this study,only statements describing thecourtship,
wedding, or honeymoon were analyzed. This portion of the story is common to
both the Year 1and Year3 narratives.

We chose to focuson these affective statements in our initial coding because
we believed that they might be particularly sensitive in picking up memory
changes. Memories could undergo changesat several levels. First, one's mem
ories for the actual details of events might change. Someone with a very nega
tive mental modelof his or her spousecould potentially forget a positive act by
the partner completely or could "recall" a negative act that never really hap
pened. Alternatively (or perhaps additionally), partnerscould recall the actual
events more or less as they really occurred, yet their interpretations of those
events could changedramatically. A negative act that was initially construed as
simply somewhat thoughtless or careless mightlater be remembered as having
reflected malicious intent (i.e., an attributional shift, similar to those seen in
Study 1). These different interpretations would certainly arousedifferent emo
tions in the partner. We therefore believed that the affective statements would be
particularly sensitive indicators of subtle changes in the tone or meaning of the
memories for the speakers.

We had a number of specific hypotheses. Among them, we predicted that
compared with the stable well-being group, couples who showed a decline in
marital well-being over the 2-year period (i.e., whose mental models became
more negative over time) would show an increase in negative affective state
ments when describing the early stages of their relationship. This increase in
negative affect would be particularly apparent in statements where the partner
was the object, indicating that the negative bias in affect does not extend to all
memories but only to thosetied in to thenow morenegative mental model of the
partner. We expected no differences between the groups in Year 1, when they
had equallypositivemental models.

We also expected to see changes in the motivational underpinnings of the
emotions expressed. According to Bakan's (1966) agency/communion distinc
tion, an agenticmotivation is a self-expressive motivation. It represents a desire
to be your own person, to achieve your own goals, to be independent. A com
munal motivation, in contrast, represents a desire to be connected or related to
other people. Liking, loving, and depending on others all reflect a communal
motivation. Statements may also reflect elements of both motivations simulta
neously. This usually occurs when there is a conflictbetween a person's need
for self-expression and his or her communal needs. Emotions aroused by fight
ing or arguing would be one example. Whena couple argues, both members
want to express their own point of view, yet still keep the largergoal of main
taining and improving the relationship in mind. These"both" statements essen
tially express ambivalence-trying to fight out a compromise between own
needsand relationship needs.
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We expectedto see a rise in memories for agentic emotions and a decrease in
communal emotionsover the 2 years for couples in the decline group, suggest
ing more of a concernwith theirown needs and goalsand less of a concern with
the closeness of the relationship. Recalled through the filter of a more negative
mental model, their past paths might now seem more separate and less inter
twined. We also predicted a rise in the number of ambivalent statements, reflect
ing both agentic and communal motivations. Thesestatements reflecta conflict
between own needs and relationship needs-a state of increased psychological
distance that one wouldexpect to be moreevident in thedecline group.

Results

To test these hypotheses, we ran a seriesof 2 x 2 x 2-group x timex gender
ANDVAs. Group was the"decline in well-being" groupversus the"stablewell
being" group; time was a repeated-measures factor, with two levels, Year 1 and
Year 3; and gender was also treatedas a repeated-measures, or within-subject,
variable. This technique is common in studiesof married couples, where one ex
pects husbands' and wives' responses to be correlated. Race was initially in
cluded in all analyses. However, since it never entered into the interactions of
interest, it was removedfromthe final version of the analyses.

The resultsof our first analysis are shown in Table 17.4. Thedependent vari
able for the analysis was the percentage of all of the speaker's affective state
ments that were negative. The total number of negative affective statements was
not used as the index because preliminary analyses uncovered differences be..
tween the groups in how muchaffect they revealed overall. Tocontrol for these
discrepancies, we divided the numberof statements in the relevant category by
the total numberof affective statements for that speaker. As Table 17.4shows,
results were as predicted for the males: The two groups were approximately
equal in the percentageof negative statements in Year 1. By Year 3, however,
there was a large difference between the groups. The decline grouphad become
more negative in their memory over time, while the stable group had become
less negative. By Year 3, thedifference in percentage of affect thatwasnegative
wasalmost2:1. In contrast, therewereno significant differences for the females.

We also broke our analysis down by the object of the emotion-whom or
what the emotion was directed toward. As predicted, there were no significant
effectswhen the object was self or someoutside person or situation. Instead, the
effects were confinedto negative affect directedtoward the partner. The pattern
of results was identical to that shown in Table 17.4.For males, the two groupS
were the same in Year 1 but verydifferent in Year3,while there wereno signifi
cant differences for the females. Males, it seems,fit in verywellwithour theory.
As their mental modelsbecamemorenegative, thenegativity colored theirmem
oriesof the early stagesof their relationship. Their stories weretingedwithmore
negative affect, and they especially remembered theirpartner as having inspired
morenegative affect,even at a point in timewhen theywerehappiest.
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TABLE 17.4.Proportion of Emotions That Were Negative

Group

Decline in well-being
Stable well-being

Year 1

.27ac

.28a

Males

Year 3

.35b

.18c

Year 1

.32a

.25ac

Females

Year 3

.328

.328

F =7.49,p < .02;means with common subscripts do not differ at p < .05 using Tukey's HSD test.

Why did men show differences here, whilewomen did not? When interpret
ing these differences, one should keep in mind the public nature of people's
narratives. Their memories wererecounted together in the presence of a stran
ger, the interviewer. Deaux (1976), Parsons and Bales (1955), andothers have
suggested that women in our society are socialized to be more concerned with
interpersonal relationships and are moreawareof the feelings of others than are
men. If women are indeed more aware of others' feelings, they may be less
likely to accentuate the negative affect in their stories for fear of hurting their
spouses. And if women are seen as relationship "experts," they may be less
inclined to accentuate the negative aspects of the past when facing currentprob
lems, in order to avoid looking likea failure in frontof theinterviewer. Thisself
presentational account receives some support from the fact that we did not
observe male-female differences in the amount of memory bias in Study 1,
where partners' responses wereprivate.

In addition, if self-presentational concerns account for the male-female differ
ences in recall bias, then one would predict that no such differences would
emerge when the measure is moresubtle,one that is less easy to control. That is
indeed what we found. The resultsof the motivation coding showed differences
in the numberof "ambivalent" statements, reflecting bothagentic andcommunal
motivations at the same time. Again, these statements generally indicate prob
lems in reconciling one's own agentic needs and communal or relationship
needs. As predicted,we saw an increase in these ambivalent statements for the
decline group, while the stable group actually decreased slightly (see Table
17.5).

Summary

In summary, in our first study there was evidence that mental models lead to
changes in recall that reinforce and perpetuate preexisting mental models. In the
short term, then, thesemodels are likely to be relatively stable and impervious to
suddenchanges (unless the act is of such importthat it calls intoquestion one's
entire belief structure about the partner-infidelity might be one such event.)
Over the courseof the 2 years covered in Study2, however, we saw substantial
changes in the nature of some subjects' mental models, presumably reflecting
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TABLE 17.5. Proportion of Emotions That Reflect Both Agentic and Communal
Motivations

Group

Decline in well-being
Stable well-being

Year 1

.09

.12

Year 2

.20

.06

F = 6.44. p < .05; all means differ at p < .05 using Tukey's HSO test.

changes in their actual interactions. The frightening aspect of these data is that
subjects then showed corresponding changes in their memories for the earliest
stages of their relationship, when they had once reported that they were happy.
Their new, more negativemental modelswerereinforcedagain by memory bias
es: Not only are things bad now, but they have always been bad. Such biases can
lead to a dangerous downward spiral. The worse your current view of your part
ner is, the worse your memories are, which only further confirms your negative
attitudes.

Furthermore,as data from Study 1 show us, it may be difficultto escape from
this spiral once it has begun. Those individuals with more negativemental mod
els of their partners were reluctant to draw inferences from positive events, a
trend only accentuated in the recall data. Such an asymmetrical pattern of attri
butions can make it almost impossible to return to a stable, positive view of a
partner. If a partner is blamed for failures but is not given any credit for good
deeds, how can he or she ever prove worthyof trust again?

Some Concluding Thoughts

There are a great many questions that still remain to be answeredabout the ef
fects of mental models on memory. One important question lies in the area of
the exact nature of the memory change. As noted previously, people's memories
for details of the actual events could be changing,or they could be remembering
the same events and only changing their interpretations. Direct comparison of
protocols for open-ended depictions of specific events at two points in time is
needed to address these questions. Fortunately, these data are available in the
Study 1 data set. Unfortunately, the coding is extremely time consuming, and
only very preliminary analyses have been completed to date. These analyses
suggest that subjectsare in fact changing the actual details of their memories for
the events. The proportion of "hits" (correct recall of thought units) is low,
whereas the proportion of missesand false alarms is muchhigher.

Another pattern that has emerged from preliminaryanalyses is the powerful
effect of event valence on the valence of details that are recalled and on the
valence of details that are reconstructed. When the event is a predominantly
negative one, for instance, people are better able to recall correctly the negative
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details than the positive or neutral details. Their false alarms are also predomi
nantly negative. Thus over time, shades of grey are lost and events are painted
more in black and white. These effects may be due largely to the priming of
elements consistent with the retrieval cue valence. However, the issue is proba
bly more complex than that: For example, not only is an argument a category of
event in terms of affect, but the prototypical script that it elicits will largely
consist of negative features that are then available as guides to reconstruction.

These effects are tempered somewhat for the high-trust individuals. For ex
ample, only 51% of the details that they recalled correctly about the negative
event were negative; the comparable figure for medium-trust individuals was
72%. Thus, trust does have a strong impact, but not even a high-trust individual
will recall a negative action as being essentially positive, at least not within the
time frame that we considered. Their mental models are more specific and con
textualized than that: They are sensitive to the nature of the original event.

The open-ended coding will allow us to explore the issue of event valence
more thoroughly and also to shed light on many other questions about the exact
nature of the memory change. Unfortunately, interpretations of even these data
are somewhat ambiguous. We know only the details of the target interaction that
the respondent initially recorded. Thus, although our hit data are "clean," it is
possible that some of our so-called false alarms are actually true memories of
details of the event that did occur but that were not recorded at Time 1. Labora
tory studies, in which we can record and/or control all details of the Time 1
interactions, may be needed to answer some of our questions with confidence.

Further study and theoretical work are also needed to understand the nature
of the processes underlying the workings of these mental models. How exactly
do the mental models work their effects on memory? One possibility is sug
gested by Higgins' chronic accessibility model (Higgins, 1990). This model
posits that mental structures that are accessed very frequently (and one's views
of spouse would be a prime example) become "chronically accessible." They are
always near the top of the mental stack, ready to be accessed in many different
situations. Of course, in the present studies, subjects were specifically asked to
recall situations that they viewed as relevant to their feelings for their partners, a
prime that should have further increased the salience of their mental models.
When one tries to fill in gaps in memories, one's current mood and feelings
toward the person in question are also salient cues that might be used in recall,
as mood-congruence theory and Ross's theory suggest. However, if one has a
chronically accessible mental model of the person in question, the present evi
dence suggests that it will indeed be used as an aid in reconstruction.

Implications

Our mental models theory of memory reconstruction may prove useful in its
own right, in terms of understanding memory processes. Its effects on memory
for events in marriage also have important clinical applications. Marital thera-
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pists may well be advised to avoid recapitulating past events as a lever for
change until central issues of trust and attachment between the partners have
been worked out; otherwise, recalling negatively biased past events may only
make matters worse.

Survey researchers could potentially reap benefits from the mental models
approach as well. If a person's current mental model has a stable biasing effect
on his or her recall, then one could, in theory, use measures of the person's cur
rent mental model to correct for these biases, thus arriving at a recalled score
that is closer to the person's actual original response.

More importantly, however, survey researchers might learn to look at these
memory biases not as "errors" to be corrected but instead as interesting data in
their own right. Many large surveys are panel studies, asking respondents simi
lar questions at multiple points in time. If a few questions that ask respondents
to recall previous responses were included, one could get interesting information
on memory biases in large samples with very little additional effort. One could
then work backward, inferring the nature and strength of subjects' current men
tal models from the degree of memory bias exhibited. This method could pro
vide an efficient way of indirectly assessing attitudes that subjects may be
unable or unwilling to articulate directly. In short, the concept of mental models,
once it is more fully understood, may prove to be a powerful tool in survey
research.
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Biasing Effects of Retrospective
Reports on Current Self-Assessments

Leslie F. Clark, James E. Collins II, and Susan M. Henry

OUf memories of past life experiences may alter our mood and influence our
sense of happiness or satisfaction with our current lives (Strack, Schwarz, &
Gschneidinger, 1985; Tversky & Griffin, 1991). The effects of recounting auto
biographical memories on judgments are worthy of investigation because these
judgmental biases are inherent in many survey and interview contexts (e.g.,
Salovey, Sieber, Jobe, & Willis, chap.6, this volume). Retrospective reporting
often requires the written descriptions of a specific past life experience. After
suchreporting, individuals mayalsobeprompted to assess theirlifesatisfaction,
happiness, or well-being. This chapter focuses on retrospective reporting tasks
and the consequences that such tasks have on respondents' subsequent assess
ments of current personal well-being.

We first describe research examining differential consequences of two types
of description tasks. Next,we outlinetheories used to explain theoccurrence of
these effects. Finally, we discuss the implications that these different tasks have
for survey response.

Episodic versus Abstract Recounting

An autobiographical event can be described in terms of vividand concrete de
tails depicting how the event occurred. However, this same event can also be
described in terms of what the respondent believes to be the underlying causes
and reasons for theevent. We shall refer to thesetwomodes of responding as an
"episodic" focusandan "abstract"focus, respectively.

Episodic recounting tasks use instructions that focus respondents on the de
tails of the past event. Respondents are encouraged to recount exactly what
happened to the best of their ability. Details may include the time, the location,
dialogue, and the respondents' personal reactions to the event as it occurred. If
recounting requires the respondent to note the temporal sequence of actions or
events, it too is anepisodic task.
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Abstractrecounting tasks are those that tap a respondent's causal analysisof
a given past event. Respondents may be asked to enumerate the perceived
causes and reasons for a past life event's occurrence, but they are not asked to
focus on episodic details.

Related Processes

Conceptually, the task of episodic recounting may share features with the proc
ess of ruminative thinking, which involves the experience of thoughts that in
voluntarily come to consciousness. These thoughts have been described as a
mental "reliving" of the past event. Crime victims, war veterans, and parents
bereaving the death of a child freely report experiencing ruminative thoughts
(Horowitz, 1976, 1982; Meyer & Taylor, 1986; Silver, Boon, & Stones, 1983).
This rumination about such negative life events is associated with increased
stress and emotional distress (Horowitz, 1976, 1982;Silver et al., 1983). Rumi
nation also appears to interfere with attentionand concentration (Mandler, 1982;
Nolan-Hoeksema, 1987) and to enhance the occurrenceof other negative mem
ories (Nolan-Hoeksema, 1987).

Tasks that encourage abstract recounting are conceptually related to the
causal analysis that may beexperienced by individuals who attempt to adjust to
a traumatic life event. This process is referred to as a "search for meaning" and
has been noted in cancer patients and incest victims (Silver et al., 1983; Taylor,
1983). Interestingly, such an interpretiveprocess has been consideredas a cop
ing strategy (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Silver & Wortman, 1980; Taylor, 1983;
Taylor & Schneider, 1989).

Contrary to rumination, a causal analysis of negative life events has been
related to lower psychological distress (Silver et al., 1983) and higher self
esteem (Silver et al., 1983; Weber, Harvey, & Stanley, 1987). Individuals may
also perform a causal analysis of past positive life events, which probablyhap...
pens less frequently than analysis of negative events. Such an abstract focus in
questioning positive life events has been found to beassociatedwith depression
(Berman, 1988; Nolan-Hoeksema, 1987). It is important to note that survey
wording may invoke processessimilar to rumination and search for meaning.

An Example of Recounting

In the studies reviewed in this chapter, we and other researchers investigating
the effects of these recounting tasks instructedrespondents to (a) recounteithera
pleasant or unpleasant event and (b) use some manipulation of the episodic
versus abstract distinction. Respondents then wrote relatively brief descriptions
of a personallyexperienced life event.

Table 18.1 presents exampleprotocolsfrom such a survey in which we exam...
ined the effects of recalling past love relationships by college students (Clark &
Collins, in press; Collins & Clark, 1988). In thissurvey, the respondents were in
structed specifically to recount either falling in love or falling out of love with
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TABLE 18.1. Example Protocols from College Students Recounting Past Love Re
lationships

Condition:
Response:

Condition:
Response:

Condition:
Response:

How Focus: Falling in Love
A friend of mine introduced me to her best friend. She was from California
and attended L.S.U. and was just visiting in Memphis. We were at a bar and
I asked her to dance. We hit it off real well and she spent the rest of her visit
with me. She then came in town every weekend on the train to see me from
L.S.V. I wrote her a lot of letters and she wrote me too. I guess that is how
we fell in love.

Why Focus: Falling in Love
I think I fell in love with this person because he was first of all physically
attractive. He also was extremely fun to be around, always a good time.
There was just something about him that I was attracted to. He defmitely
wasn't my type but he wasn't too serious, he had a sense of humor, and he
made me feel happy. He was also a Christian and I was looking for a
Christian to date.

How Focus: Falling out of Lave
The girl I was dating invited me to take her to see her father. When we got
there it was late and I only got to meet half the family. She showed me off
and then wouldn't talk to me, touch me (hold me or my hand). I felt so
alone. I got the chance to see the whole thing (weekend) as if it weren't me.
I realized that the way I was treated was because she wasn't in "love" at all.
It was just a casual/sexual relationship. This crushing awareness made me
feel "the fool" and that I had not been sensitive toward what she was or what
she wanted from me.

Condition: Why Focus: Falling out ofLove
Response: The reason I fell out of love was because the trust, the understanding, and

the security I felt with him had begun to deteriorate. Not only were we
drifting apart mentally and emotionally, but sexually as well. The once
fulfillment of becoming one was no longer enjoyable.

their past partner. The reader will noticedifferences between the two protocols
that describefalling in love. It maybe apparent thatneither of theseprotocols is
a pure prototype of episodic or abstractrecounting; that is, both include specific
details (a product of episodic recall) and both include conclusions generated by
the respondents (indications of an abstract recounting). However, theepisodic ac
count (how) more clearly describes a specific event, and the abstract account
(why)focuses on thereasons for falling in lovewiththatparticular person.

Consequences of Episodic versus Abstract Recounting

The episodic-abstract dimension has been manipulated in several studies ad
dressing the impact that remembering autobiographical events has on self-
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assessments of current well-being. These manipulations can be categorized in
terms of (a) description length, (b) temporal distance of the event, and (c) de
scriptions of how the event occurred versuswhyit occurred. Wediscuss, in tum,
research usingeachof these manipulations.

Indirect Manipulations

It was reasoned that encouraging respondents to write longer, more vivid ac
counts of the past events would leadthem to include vivid and concrete details
of what happened. Shorter (pallid) description tasks, although not specifically
encouraging an abstractfocus, mightleadrespondents to usesimple labels of the
event, thereby blocking a moreepisodic recounting of whathappened. The tem
poral distance of the event has also been manipulated, such as comparing pres
ent versus past events or comparing recent past versusdistant past events, the
assumptions being that respondents shouldhave a clearer,more episodic mem
ory of more recentevents. Memories of eventsfurther in the pastaremorelikely
to consist of fewer episodic details and to contain more abstract features such
that the respondent's storedconclusions and the reasons underlying the event's
occurrence.

Vivid versus Pallid Descriptions

The vividness of respondents' descriptions were manipulated in a study by
Stracket ale (1985,Experiment 2). In a vivid-recall condition, respondents were
instructed to recall a past event and to re-experience the eventas vividly as pos
sible, including how they felt at the time and what led to thesefeelings. In the
pallid-recall condition, respondents were asked to recall three separate events
and to describe them brieflyin onlya few sentences.

The vivid-recall instructions led respondents to report more positive moods
after describing a pleasant event thanafterdescribing an unpleasant event. Pallid
recall instructions produced no mood differences based on the pleasantness of
the past life event. Furthermore, respondents given vivid-recall instructions
reportedcurrent life satisfaction that was affected by the hedonic valence of the
past event; that is, remembering positive life events led respondents to give
higher current satisfaction ratings than did remembering negative life events.
Pallid-recall instructions, on the other hand, createdcontrast effects on thissame
measure of current life satisfaction. In other words, recounting positive past life
events led to lower current life satisfaction ratings than did recounting negative
past life events.

The Temporal Distance of the Event

How long ago the event occurred determines, in part, how remembering will
affect judgmentsof one's current life.Although Stracket a1. (1985, Experiment
2) found that remembering a present event influenced judgments of currentsatis
faction in the directionof the remembered event's valence (i.e., positive events
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led to positivesatisfaction ratings), remembering a distant past eventproduced a
contrasteffect in judgmentsof life satisfaction. Therefore, distantpositive-event
recounting loweredsatisfaction ratingscompared withdistantnegative-event re
counting. This effect was replicated by Tversky and Griffin (1991) using recent
past versusdistant past events.

These findings have been explained in terms of how representative the past
event is perceived to be to one's current life (Strack et al., 1985; Tversky &
Griffin, 1991). Presentevents or past events that haveonly recently occurred are
seen as being more representative of one's currentlife and hence are more likely
to be used as the basis for judging one's currentsatisfaction. Past events,on the
other hand, are not seen as a sufficiently representative basis for judgment. In
stead, memories of distant past events appear to be used as a standard against
whichindividuals compare theircurrentlife.

We found this same crossover interaction pattern for life satisfaction in an
elderly sample of retired individuals over age 60 (Clark, Henry, & Collins,
1991). In this case, respondents were asked to describe a pleasant or unpleasant
life event from their recent past (5 to 7 yearsago) or theirdistantpast (25 to 30
years ago). Individuals describing a relatively recentpast event assimilated their
self-assessments of current life satisfaction to the valence of the past event. On
the other hand, individuals describing an eventoccurring morethan 25 years ago
showed life satisfactionratings that contrasted to the valence of the past event
that they had described. In a more direct manipulation of episodic versus ab
stract recounting, researchers have instructed respondents to focus on how the
event occurred(episodic focus) versus whythe eventoccurred (abstract focus).

Recounting Details versus Conclusions: Answering
How versus Why

The distinction between abstract and episodic recounting has been examined
directly in a study by Strack et al. (1985, Experiment 3). They defined thinking
in episodic terms as remembering the details of the event and how it unfolded.
Thinking about the past in abstract terms, on the other hand, involved consider
ing the causes and reasonsfor why the event happened.

The instructions for the how-focus conditions wereas follows:
Describe in detail how the event occurred. We are not interested in why this hap
pened, but rather how it came about.

The instructions for the why-focus conditions were:
Describe in detail why the event occurred. We are not interested in how the event
came about, but rather why it happened.

The how-focus instructions were intended to engageparticipants in a "mental
reliving" of the experience, hence serving to elicit vivid descriptions. The why
focus instructions, on the other hand, were intended to elicit an explanation of
the experience, including the relevant causesandreasons for whathappened.

Strack et al. (1985) found that thinking about how a past event occurred led
respondents to experience mood changes congruent with the valence of the
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event. In addition, focusing on the details of a negative past event lowered re
ports of current life satisfaction, whereas focusing on the details of a positive
past event was associated with higher current life satisfaction.

Thinking about why a past event occurred, however, led individuals who
described negative events to report higher life satisfaction than did subjects who
described positive events. Strack et al. (1985) suggested that individuals using
the abstract mode tended to draw a comparison between that past event and their
current life situation. Therefore, if they remembered a negative event in an ab
stract fashion, their life seemed better by comparison, whereas if they remem
bered a positive experience, their life appeared worse by comparison.

In a study of remembering personal events among the elderly, we again man
ipulated episodic versus abstract recounting with the use of "how" versus "why"
instructions (Clark, Henry, & Collins, 1991; see also Clark, Collins, & Henry,
1991). We found that a how focus in recounting led to judgments of how re
spondents felt in the present that matched the affect associated with the past
event. On the other hand, a why focus led elderly respondents to judge their
current feelings of good or bad quite differently: They contrasted their present
life circumstances with the valence of a recalled past event. Consequently, re
counting past negative events led to judgments of more positive current feelings
than did recounting past positive events.

In a separate survey sample of retired individuals, respondents reported life
satisfaction using a standardized measure of life satisfaction in which they an
swered "true" or "false" to statements such as "As I grow older, things seem
better than I thought they would be" (V. Wood, Wylie, & Sheafor, 1969). These
results showed the same effects of episodic versus abstract recounting. Specifi
cally, how-focus recounting led to assimilation effects on this standardized meas
ure of satisfaction, whereas why-focus recounting led to contrast effects on this
same measure. The means for these two surveys using elderly samples are pre
sented in the top half of Table 18.2.

Explanations of the Assimilation and Contrast Effects

In this section, we discuss explanations for these assimilation and contrast ef
fects that go beyond the mere issue of whether or not an event is seen as rep
resentative of one's life situation. Specifically, we address three explanations
that may be applied to the assimilation and contrast effects described in this
chapter.

The Use of Mood as the Basis of Judgment

Besides being seen as representative of one's current life, past events can have
assimilation effects on judgments in another way. Remembering a past event
may reinvoke feelings based on the pleasantness (or unpleasantness) of the prior
event, thus leaving one with a positive (or negative) mood state. When asked to
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TABLE 18.2. Means for How and Why Focuses, by Event Valence Interaction

How Focus Why Focus

Self-Assessment Positive Negative Positive Negative

Elderly Samples

Elderly Survey 1
Feel at this momenta 2.50 2.04 2.03 2.39

Elderly Survey 2
Life Satisfaction Index-

Z form for the elderlys 10.39 9.00 9.63 10.54

College Sample

Love relationships
Current relationship satisfactiorr 6.81 5.44 6.63 7.56
Current life satisfaction:

Understood relationshipss 7.75 6.50 6.25 7.88
Not understood relationships 6.68 6.63 7.38 6.00

-Indicates that the planned comparisons showed that both assimilation and contrast effects in the
crossover interactions were significant (p < .05).

assess current life satisfaction, individuals may mistakenly assume that this
mood is reflective of their current life situation and not due to the process of
remembering a past positive or negativeevent.

Schwarz and Clore (1983) demonstrated this assimilation effect in a
telephonesurvey with moods affectedby the weather. Individuals reportedmore
positive moods and higher life satisfactionon sunny days than they did on rainy
days. However, first asking individuals about the weather made themaware that
their mood might be elicited by weatherconditionsand hence moodwouldbe an
irrelevant source of information on which to base their judgments of life satis
faction. Once individualswere made aware of the weather, moodceased to have
an impact on theirjudgments of life satisfaction (see also Clore & Parrot, 1991).

Schwarz (1990b) talks about such effects in termsof individuals basing judg
ments about their life on currently available information in memory. Mood is
one such source of information. Althoughone's moodmay be positiveor nega
tive owing to factors irrelevant to thejudgment at hand (e.g., weather, memories
of past events), individuals may mistakenly perceive their mood or feelings as
providing relevant information for the current judgment. Schwarz (1990b) sug
gests that "feelings-as-information"effects are due to individuals using a simple
heuristic, namely, "How did I feel about it?" to make a relatively complexjudg
ment (e.g., life satisfaction).

The Use ofa Past Life Experience as a Standard for Judgment

The "contrast" function of past events for current judgments is said to occur
because of a comparison process (Tversky & Griffin, 1991). Specifically, indi-
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viduals use information regarding the pleasantness or unpleasantnessof a past
event as an anchor against which to compare their current life situation. In
Strack et al. (1985), individuals were asked to describe past events using valence
(either pleasant or unpleasant) as the only retrieval cue. Such a memory task
probably produced events that were markedly pleasant (or unpleasant). This
extremity of valence led to the use of this past event as an anchor of pleasant
ness (or unpleasantness) against which individuals then compared the relative
pleasantness of current life events. After invoking a positive standard (recalling
an extremely positive past event), individuals found their current life compara
tively less satisfying. Conversely, individuals who recalled an extremely un
pleasant past event set up a negative standard against which their current life
seemed morepositive by comparison.

Autobiographical Memories as Primes

A relevant line of work used to explain both assimilationand contrast effects is
the set/reset hypothesis of Martin (1985; Martin, Seta, & Crelia, 1990). The
set/reset hypothesis maintains that previous tasks can serve to prime or "set" a
particular category or concept that will be used in making later judgments. In
our case, pleasant past events may prime C'set") positivity, which then biases
further responses in what appears to us to be assimilation effects. Priming or
setting a positive valence leads to more positive responses, and priming a nega
tive valence leads to more negative responses.

Under certain conditions, however, respondents may have the impression that
the previous task will affect their subsequent responses. In an attempt to partial
out the effect of the previous task, respondents mentally "reset" to a different
category (e.g., not positive). Contrast effects then are due to an overcompensa
tion of respondents attempting to avoid the influence of the prior task. This
awareness of being primed need not be explicit for "resetting" to occur. It has
been shown, however, that individuals must (a) be able to detect the inappropri
ateness of the prior task (e.g., remembering a life event) and (b) be both willing
and able to expend the cognitive effort necessary for resetting to occur (Martin
et al., 1990).

This interpretation would lead us to assume that abstract recounting makes
respondents more aware of the inappropriateness of the recounting task as a
basis for responses about their current life. Perhapsepisodicrecounting is so self...
involving that respondents are unable to see that the threat of the task is coloring
their subsequent judgments. It is also possible that episodic recounting is so
involving that respondents do not have the capacity required for resetting. Ab...
stract recounting may be less cognitively effortful. so that resetting takes place
and contrast effects result. A set/reset explanation of the assimilation and con
trast effects brought on by retrospective reporting is highly speculative.Further
research that tests specific predictions based on this model is needed. However,
this model does account for both assimilationand contrast, as well as specifying
the conditions under whicheach should occur.
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Boundary Conditions for the Assimilation
and Contrast Effects

Research on two factors shown to be prerequisites for these assimilation and
contrast effects is described below.

A Sense of Understanding about a Past Experience

One reason why more distant past events may invoke a standard of comparison
is that we create stories to explain why certain social experiences turned out as
they did (successfully or unsuccessfully). It is possible that such stories become
more simplified with time; that is, more distant events can be seen more easily
in abstract terms.

Depending on personal insight, cognitive effort, time elapsed, and a host of
other moderating variables, people may be at very different stages of meaning
fully integrating information about past events into a sense of understanding
about what happened and why. In addition, for some events, a story of what
happened and why it happened may not have been easily achieved. The social
and personal meaning of some experiences may be complex and ambiguous. An
example of such social events might be experiences that individuals have had
with past love partners with whom they are no longer involved.

In an attempt to assess the impact of such prior understanding, we conducted
a survey instructing college students to provide retrospective reports of past love
relationships (Clark & Collins, in press). Love relationships, especially their
initiation and dissolution, may often provide confusing social experiences. In
general, love relationships have been found to require cognitive processes in
volved in understanding them (Harvey, Flanary, & Morgan, 1986; Perlman &
Duck, 1987). Such processes might include attributional processes, multiple
interpretations, and the integration of information into an ongoing cognitive
impression of the relationship and its participants. When relationships end, in
dividuals often attempt to understand by creating a story or "account" of what
happened and why (Harvey, 1987).

We examined prior understanding as a prerequisite for the assimilation and
contrast effects (Clark & Collins, in press). Respondents' current level of under
standing was manipulated by having them describe a past love relationship that
they either understood or did not. Individuals were defined as having prior under
standing of their relationship if they could (a) predict becoming involved with
their previous partner and (b) understand why their relationship had developed
as it did.

This study sought to replicate Strack et al. (1985) by using judgments of
one's current relationship as well as life in general. Respondents' satisfaction
ratings of their current relationship showed the assimilation and contrast pattern.
Specifically, there was a two-way interaction between thought focus and valence
of experience. As shown in the bottom half of Table 18.2, those who described
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the actual details of falling out of love with a past partner reported lower satis
faction with a current partner than did subjects who gave concrete descriptions
of falling in love with a past partner. Furthermore, those who explained falling
out of love in the past reported being more satisfied with their currentpartner
than did whose who described falling in love with someone.

Respondents' assessments of general life satisfaction was affected by their
sense of understanding of the past love relationship. For understood relation
ships, perceptions of current general life satisfaction were a function of the as
similation and contrast effects described earlier. Satisfaction ratings were higher
for how-focus than for why-focus conditions after participants discussed falling
in love. Conversely, after describing falling out of love, why..focus participants
reported higher satisfaction than did how-focus participants. This pattern was
lacking for relationships that participants did not understand prior to the experi
ment; that is, these effects were disrupted when individuals lacked a sense of
understanding about the past event. Prior understanding appears to be a prere
quisite for the assimilation and contrast effects described by Strack et ale (1985).

Contrast effects on general satisfaction also disappeared when individuals
lacked prior understanding. As in Tversky and Griffin's work (1991), individu
als may have seen this past event as less representative (and hence less appropri
ate) to use as a standard against which to compare their current life satisfaction.

Discontinuity: How "Old Times" Become a Standard

Strack, Schwarz, and Nebel (1987) have reported data that are relevant to the
above finding. Specifically, they manipulated the discontinuity that students
perceived between a future event (one that they anticipated occurring after grad..
uation) and their present life. In the discontinuity condition, students were told
that the event would be part of a new phase of their lives and that the future
might bequite different from their lives now. Strack et ale (1987) found that this
discontinuity instruction was necessary for the contrast effect to occur under a
why-focus condition. Without the perception of discontinuity, individuals failed
to use the anticipated event as a standard against which they could compare their
current life satisfaction. It is possible that in the studies reported above, prior
understanding of a relationship functioned in a way similar to Strack et al.'s
(1987) discontinuity condition; namely, understanding allows one to put the
event in the past by categorizing the event as being "behind them."

Applications for Survey Measurement
and Future Research

The format of a survey could invoke such categorization and the contrast effects
that follow. However, if the respondent does not yet understand the event or still
considers it a current concern, then a survey of this topic may prove frustrating
to respondents and can even elicit assimilation effects. Similar to this interpreta-
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tion, much of the research outlined in thischapter has direct implications for the
survey researcher. We nowtum to several issues of survey measurement

Past research on survey measurement has attended to such issues as how a
response scaleand its verbal anchors can eliminate acquiescence and nay-saying
(Alreck & Settle, 1985). The findings reported above raise new concerns. What
may seem a subtle difference in the wording to the survey researcher can, in
fact, greatlydetermine the memory and judgment processes brought tobear by a
survey respondent

In general, effects suchas those reported in thischaptercan entersurvey data
in two ways. First, survey questions can lead a respondent to sample from a
domain of events that were experienced and encoded as vivid or emotionally
intense. Such events may lead to strong episodic memories. Describing such
strong memories would be likely to lead respondents to show assimilation ef
fects on subsequentself-assessments. Memories of certain types of life events
maybe more likely to be stored in abstractterms, leading to subsequent contrast
effects. Second, the formatof a surveyitself can determine whether an individ
ual retrieves memories that wereencoded episodically or storedin moreabstract
terms. In either case, the way in which retrospective reports are acquired may
createrather than document the respondents' subsequent self-assessments.

Phrasing the Initial Questions

Assessments of current moodand subjective well-being have been shown to be
the result of whether a surveybegins by asking an individual to recall past epi
sodic details or to draw conclusions about the event If first asked"how," then
episodic memories willbe tapped. If first asked"why," the nature of therecount
ing will be abstract. Self-assessments on different measures following how-type
questions will assimilate to the valence of initially probedmemories. Responses
following why-type questions will show contrast effects, with later responses
being contrastedaway from the valence of the remembered event. Thus, as the
research reportedin this chapter indicates, the phrasing of initial questions could
producethe patternof responses to theremainder of a survey.

Predetermining a Negativity Effect

The topic domain of events that are surveyed are subject to differential retriev
ability. It may be that certain recounting tasks are susceptible to oversampling
salient past events. Salient events tend to be those that were negative events
(although see Banaji & Hardin,chap. 5, this volume). The question for the sur..
vey researcher becomes: What expectations might we have about the way in
which negative life eventsare storedand thus likely to berecounted?

Tragic Events

Unpleasant experiences often make salient memories. If negatively valenced
eventsare overrepresented in response to free-recall survey items, and theseare
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recounted in episodic terms, then assimilation effectsmaydominate subsequent
survey results. As was mentioned earlier, individuals experiencing negative
eventsmayattempt to understand whythe event happened (see Schwarz, 1987),
thus storing conclusions about the event in memory. Certain negative events
then may be more likely to invoke such a "search for meaning" and, upon re
counting, may lead to subsequent contrast effects.

A Robust Effect

Even if participants are asked to sampleor describe positive and negative events
equally, the greater weighting of negative memories may still prevail. Survey
researchers should thus note that instructions may appear neutral but maystill
set recounting in motion wherein the negative events form the basis for subse
quent effects. Even if the overallpattern of subsequent responses is one of pos
itive endorsement, it could still reflect a contrast effect from negative-event
recounting. Future research is needed to delineate the separate and combined ef
fectsof surveying positiveversusnegative events.

Begging a Contrast

ExplainedEvents

As mentioned above, certain events may lend themselves to causal analysis. If
someone can understand why an event happened, then it may be stored in ab
stract, nonepisodic terms as well as in episodic terms. The result is a contrast
effect: The responses following a negative recounting will be positive. For in
stance, surveys of bereavement may produce opposite effects depending on
whether the pain is fresh or the losshasbeen understood or accepted.

If we assume that individuals problem solve more about negative eventsand
do reach conclusions, then survey judgments concerning negative and under
stood events will not be based on mood. Instead, surveys that ask individuals to
explain negative eventsmayforcemostly contrast effects.

Methodologically, a further complication deserves mention. The impact of
techniques such as panel designs is unclear. Consider again bereavement or any
process of adjustment. If someone is askedoverand over in subsequent surveys
to answer"why" a tragedy befell them, thensuch surveys mayactually serveas
interventions that hasten adjustment. If respondents are prompted to answer
"how" it happened, then this particular survey design could potentially block
adjustment. In this case, subsequent self-assessments of currentunhappiness or
low life satisfaction would occur through the repeated guidance of respondents
to focus on the specific details of a negative event (answering "how"). Such a
survey format might actuallylead to high amounts of artificially induced rumi
nation. Future research must still contend with whether autobiographical record
ing as a method of measurement could, in fact, change theprocess understudy.
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TheReverse of MoodCongruence

Much research has shown that the mood stateof an individual can influence the
subsequent valenceof recalled information (Bower, 1981). However, this chap
ter shows that the reverse is also true.The valence of a recalled eventcan lead to
a similarly toned mood. Such an assimilation effect appears straightforward
enough; that is, recall affects the reporting of mood and subjective well-being
when mood is seen as informative, Positive-event recounting produces positive
moods; negative-event recounting leads to negative moods.

However, if survey items subsequent to the initialrecounting are viewedas
"reset" tasks, or if the valenced event is viewed as currently apart from one's
life, then the remainder of the survey's responses may simplyreflecta contrast
effect: that is, insteadof judgmentsbeingbasedon one's currentmoods, leading
to assimilationeffects, judgments will be made using the past event as a stan
dard, leading to contrasteffects.

Other Methodological Issues

Unitizing

The survey researcher may also want to consider these possible effects. How
does unitizing affect survey responses? That is, by drawing comparisons be
tween past and present life or between present life and the future, does the sur
vey build in a higherlikelihoodof contrasteffects than would be expected?

IssuesofGeneralizability

Response formats. One maybe inclinedto think that theseassimilation and con
trast effects are limited to Likert response scales. Evidence from one study re
ported here suggests that this is not the case. Assimilation and contrast effects
wereobtained witha standardized indexof life satisfaction that required respond
ents to indicate"true" or "false" to a numberof statements. Further research is
still needed to assess what effect recounting has on otherstandardized measures.
It is also possible that types of standardized measures regarding personal life
events may themselves focus individuals into an episodic versus abstract"set"
that carries over into subsequent self-assessments.

Proxy reporting. The effects reported here may not be completely tied to auto
biographical memory alone.The reporting of howan eventoccurred to someone
else may still lead respondents to experience empathy and thus assimilate their
subsequent responses to the mood that theyareexperiencing. Describing whyan
event occurred to one's mother, spouse, or co-worker may lead one to draw
contrasting parallels in one's own life. Future research is needed here to docu
ment whether use of another's experience is the basis for these assimilation and
contrasteffects.
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Societal events. Research reported in this chapter has focused largely on life
events that are highly personal to the individual. One may question whether
societal events such as war or other eventsof political, economic, or technolog
ical advancement (see Schuman, Rieger, & Gaidys, chap. 20, this volume) may
produce patterns of judgmental effectssimilarto thosedescribed here. It is pos
sible that description tasks that encourage respondents to focus on societal
events rather than on personally impactful events may produce contrast instead
of assimilation effects; that is, after describing a societal event, that event may
create a standard that leads to contrast effects for the respondent'ssubsequent
personal assessments.

Conclusions

This chapterhasdescribed research that indicates the impact of recounting retro
spective autobiographical eventson respondents' subsequent judgments. Specif
ically, respondents who give detailed, vivid accounts of past life events later
produce judgments of current life that assimilate to the valence of the event
retrospectively reported. Respondents who give descriptions of the causes and
reasons for the past event's occurrence, on the other hand,tend to contrastsub
sequentjudgmentsaway from the valence of the past event.

These assimilation and contrasteffectsof the retrospective reporting of auto
biographical events have been shown to occur both for elderly and for college
samples. In addition, these effectshold for the reporting of manydifferent types
of autobiographical events, ranging from love relationships to changes in jobs
and residence to death of a family member. This distinction of recounting in
episodic versus abstract terms has been manipulated through (a) length of retro
spectivereports, (b) temporal distance of the past event, (c) vividversus pallid
instructions, and (d) asking respondents to describe "how" versus "why" the
eventoccurred.

We have concluded that it is important for survey researchers to beaware of
these consequences of retrospective recounting. For the reasons noted above,
theserobust assimilation and contrasteffectsare potentially occurring on a large
scale in many surveys. We have further discussed the possibility that survey
researchers may unknowingly provoke such effects through the ways in which
surveys are constructed. Finally, the workin thischapter provides an example of
how research on the consequences of autobiographical recounting may add to
our understanding of response effects in surveys.
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Reconstructing Social Change
through Retrospective Questions:
Methodological Problems
and Prospects,

Karl-Heinz Reuband

Retrospective questions are usually employed in social and psychological re
search in order to trace individual change over time or to explain the present by
past events or behavior. Within this tradition, several studies have, for instance,
asked questions about patterns of upbringing and child socialization. The descrip
tions have then, in tum, been linked with present outlooks and personality vari
ables (see, e.g., Filipp, 1981). The usefulness of this strategy-if considered as a
measurement instrument for objective conditions-rests on the individual valid
ity and reliability of the questions.

Instead of being used on the individual level, retrospective questions can,
however, also be employed on the aggregate level. If a representative sample of
individuals is asked about past events and these questions have a distinct time
reference, the responses can be grouped according to time period. Under these
circumstances, it is possible to describe social and cultural change across time
-even including those periods for which no survey data have been collected on
the respective topic. Survey research might not even have existed at that time.

When used for macro-level description, aggregate-level validity and reliabil
ity rather than individual-level validity and reliability count. People might err in
their time locations, but as long as these errors cancel each other out on the
aggregate level, it does not matter. In order to assess the usefulness of retrospec
tive questions on the aggregate level, it might be sufficient to have aggregate
level data as long as these can be grouped according to cohort membership for
different time periods. Such an analysis is made possible when questions from
earlier surveys are replicated in later time periods. These have been my aims in
analyzing childhood upbringing in West Germany within this century.

Methodology

The baseline study for my analysis was Almond and Verba's 1959 study, "Civic
Culture," which included not only questions on political matters but also a few
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questions on upbringing in family and school. The study involved nationwide
representative surveys from various countries, including West Germany (Al
mond & Verba, 1963). The original data are available for secondary analysis
through the Zentralarchiv fur empirische Sozialforschung, University of Co
logne (Study No. 28). Thirty years later-in 1989-1 replicated the questions on
family influence in order to test the usefulness of retrospective questions for
measuring change. Again, a nationwide survey was taken as the empirical basis,
providing comparable conditions of data collection. This time the survey was
done by the GFM-Getas institute with a sample of 1,891 respondents. As in the
earlier survey, a random sample was used.

The original question in the 1959 survey was the following:
When you grew up, let us say, when you were about 16 years of age, what kind of
influence did you have in family decisions that involved you? Did you have much,
little, or no influence?

The second subsequent question ran as follows:
How was it at this time, when a decision was made that you did not like? Did you
have the feeling that you could protest without inhibitions, did you have some
inhibitions, or was it better not to protest?

In the replication, the same wordings were used. However, the age reference
was slightly altered by the survey institute, 1 by using the reference "at this time"
instead of "when you were about 16 years of age" and by establishing the age
reference by means of prior questions about the employment of one's mother
when the respondent was between about "14 and 16 years" of age. Using a
lower age reference is not without problems. One cannot rule out that under
these circumstances respondents shift the reference period to earlier years and
thus provide a rather conservative estimate of their influence when 16 years old.

One could argue, however, that memory is too vague anyhow to describe
exactly what went on when between 14 and 16 years old or when 16 years old.
Ail that one can get through memory might be relatively rough descriptions of
past events and behavior. Moreover, once we are interested in relative trends
over time rather than agreement on an absolute level, the differential wordings
lose importance.

Assimilation or Contrast Effects?

When grouping the retrospective questions on family decision making, cross
sectional survey data from various years have uniformly shown that influence in

1The replication was done in cooperation with a commercial survey research institute
when consulting on other questions. As some kind of compensation, the institute incor
porated my questions free of charge into one of its ongoing surveys. Unfortunately, the
questions were slightly altered without notifying me, so that the present analysis can only
be used to assess trends over time and a less absolute level of agreement. I plan to repli
cate the exact original wording in future studies.
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the family has increased for children and youth over time. Families around the
tum of the century are described as being rather authoritarian, leaving little in
fluence to the child and youth, whereas in the second half of this century, the
pattern has partially diminished (see, e ..g.. , Reuband, 1988, 1992).. What one does
not know as long as one relies on cross-sectional surveys is whether the remem
bered part is reflective of the socialization patterns of the respective time, a
product of selective memory, or both.

Memory is selective, as various studies have shown (see, e.g., Moss & Gold
stein, 1979; Reuband, 1980; M. Ross, 1989).. Past experiences are often seen in
the light of present experiences and attitudes. Taking the present prevalent cli
mate of behavior into consideration, people might see less change than there has
been in reality, providing some form of assimilation effect. Under these circum
stances, the authoritarian pattern in earlier times should be underestimated. How
ever, it is equally plausible for people to accentuate change by basing the recall
on implicit theories according to which social change has occurred (see Ross,
1989). This tendency would provide some kind of contrast effect.

The scanty data that exist for Germany on the retrospective recall of socializa
tion patterns are mixed. Based on a comparison of a single cohort across a 30
year time period (1954-1984), a study by Zinnecker (1985) concluded that
people tend to shift their perspective of influence in retrospect: They tend to
view their past life as being much more regulated and rigid than they perceived
it 30 years earlier. They increasingly think of themselves as having been brought
up "harshly.." This finding would lend support to a contrast-effect interpretation.

However, the question that was used in that study simply referred to whether
the parents dealt with the respondent "harshly" or not. Other indicators, with
more precise references, might be less influenced by retrospective distortion.
Moreover, these are data documenting that for the periods for which trend data
are available-the 50s, 60s, and 70s-change has, in fact, occurred in the direc
tion specified by recall. Thus, in 1955, 450/0 of the 15-24 years olds said that
they were dealt with harshly by their parents; in the replication in 1984, only
35% in the same age bracket said so (Zinnecker, 1985). In another survey in
1962, 45% of the respondents aged 16--18 years replied that way, and in 1983,
19% did so (Allerback & Hoag, 1985). In the same series, a question similar to
the one used here was also asked on how much influence respondents had in
family decisions. In that study as well, a trend toward greater participation
emerged in the time period of observation (see Allerback & Haag, 1985); and
what is especially noteworthy, the trend was roughly parallel to the retrospective
series (Reuband, 1992). Although recall might somehow be impaired, these data
for the postwar period suggest that the basic trends might still be reproduced.

Findings

In the following, I use both the 1959 Almond and Verba data through secondary
analysis and my new data for the period from 1900 onward. When the marginals
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for both questions are compared across the 3D-year time span, remarkable simi
larities evolve. As can be seen in Tables 19.1 and 19.2, there are only slight
variations in the depiction of one's past. If the family has become less authori
tarian, as cross-sectional data tend to point out when grouped according to co...
hort membership, far greater striking differences should have been observed in
the data across time.

In a next step, summarized in Figures 19.1 and 19.2, the responses on "no
family influences" and "being inhibited in protesting" are grouped according to
cohort membership. Once we know the age of the respondent, we can locate him
or her in this continuum, given the knowledge about the years in which he or she
was 16 years old. The figure seems to indicate a change in memory within each
of the cohorts. Among the 18-25 year olds in 1959, 16% declared that they had
no influence, but 30 years later, the rate within this cohort had increased to 450/0.
Parallel drops in ascribed family power can be observed in the other cohorts
over time. If the question of inhibitions in protesting against family decisions is
taken for comparison, a similar pattern of diminishing influence is evident.
People apparently see themselves as being less powerful than they really were.
They seem to enhance the contrast to present-day situations.

Why and how the contrast effect become effective in this case is not clear.
Leaving apart the slightly different question wordings, there are basically two

TABLE 19.1. Influence in Family Decisions at Young Age Over Time (%)

Influence 1959 1989

Much 15 17
Little 45 47
No 40 35

Total 100 100
N (867) (1,893)

Note: "Don't know," other responses, and "no answers" excluded. "Don't know/do not remember"
in 1959 and in 1989 = 6% of the total sample.

TABLE 19.2. Inhibitions in Protesting against Family Decisions at Young Age Over
Time (%)

Protest 1959 1989

Without any problem 48 45
With some inhibitions 22 28
Better not do 31 27

Total 100 100
N (835) (1,891)

Note: "Don't know" and "no answers" excluded; in 1959 = 80/0, in 1989 = 6% of the total sample.
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possibilities that seem suggestive. One is that people might ascribe a strong
change to the period under observation and might structure their recall of their
past according to it. They might see much change because they think that much
change should have happened. They impute their theories about change on the
reconstruction of their personalbiography.

The other possibility emanates from the standardsof perception per se, and in
the standards of linguistically labeling behavior. Categories such as "much,"
"little," or "no" influence, as used in the question wording, are naturally vague.
They could easily change when different normative standardsbecomeprevalent
in society: Influences that used to be"much" influencecomparedwith the usual
experiencesof the time might have become relatively speaking"little" influence
later. If this is true, shifting normativeconceptions will promote shiftingdefini
lions of one's biography. Under these circumstances, the perception of the past
will undergo change not when time passes per se but only when normative con
ceptions of family influencechange in the population.

Given the ambiguity of the question-wording differences between the 1959
and 1989 surveys, the paralIelity of the trend as assessed by the retrospective
questions might be more intriguing, however, than the absolute level of agree...
ment. If both indicators tap the same dimensions, both should undergothe same
kind of change. If this comparison is done, the retrospective trends basedon the
two surveys come out as rather parallel. This even applies to short-term fluctua
tions such as in the late 1930s, when authoritarian family patternsunderwent a
slight revival. The data, whatever their absolute level, document at least trends
correctly.f A distinct tendency for the older or the younger ones to shift their
recollection more than other cohorts cannot be observed--except, perhaps, for
the very young group, who reveal slightlymore markedchangein perception.

Summary

My research has shown that retrospective questions might be useful for delin
eating aggregate change with regard to general trends. Absolute levels, how
ever, might differ; under whichconditionsthis is the case deservesfurther study.
There is reason to believe that people use present standards for viewing the past.
I do not know whether this is due to selective perceptionper se or to normative
standards that give rise to the use of specific linguisticcategories. If the latter
are the main reason, the problemof distortion shouldbecomeless whenstandard
ized, concretely specified situations are made the basis of comparison. Further
research into the process of constructing the past and remembering concrete
details of events is warranted.

20ne problem, however, remains unresolved that deserves future research: What cannot
be controlled for is the fact that in both surveys members of different cohorts have a
differential time lag regarding the period that they describe. This differential is preserved
in the replication, since each cohort undergoes the same shift in time.
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Collective Memories in the
United States and Lithuania

Howard Schuman, Cheryl Rieger, and Vladas Gaidys

Although most research on autobiographical memory has been on individual
memory for events of everyday life, some attention has been paid to memories
of public events, both political and nonpolitical. In research on memory for
public events, two links between individual memory and the larger social group
have been suggested and are much debated. One is the "now print" mechanism
posited for the recording of surprising and important information, which con
nects the individual's memory to the social group by the biological necessity "to
survive and leave progeny" (R. Brown & Kulik, 1982, p. 38). The other is the
"reconstructive" approach, which links the individual's memory to the social
group through the meanings that individuals assign to memories of historical
events, especially through the "alignment" of the narrative of one's private life
with the narrative of public history (Neisser, 1982b). Largely missing from the
studies of memory for public events is consideration of how the social and his
toricallocations of individuals contribute to the formation of memory for public
events.1

In contrast, research on collective memory emphasizes the importance of
these locations. Collective memories are memories of their own historical past
that are shared by groups of people. When individuals live through public
events, their autobiographical memories may be linked with collective memories
(N. R. Brown, Shevell, & Rips, 1986), whether the events are directly experi
enced or learned through secondhand reports (Larsen, 1988). However, when
individuals learn of public events that took place before their birth, they neces-

1There are some qualified exceptions to this statement. R. Brown and Kulik (1982) note
the higher frequency of reports by blacks of events concerning leaders importantly related
to the cause of black advancement. Neisser (1986) refers to the importance of his own
social and historical location-an immigrant desiring a secure American identity-in the
symbolic meaning of his memory of hearing about the bombing of Pearl Harbor. Aside
from these comments, however, social and historical location have been of little interest
to psychologists working on these issues.
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sarily receive such "memories" secondhand and symbolically-by cultural arti
facts (Schwartz, 1991), social practices and daily routines (Connerton, 1989), or
an oral tradition (Petrov, 1989). We argue that regardless of how an individual
comes to learn of a public event of the recent past, social variables-mainly age,
but also education, sex, and group identification-as well as the sequence of
historical events in which individual lives are embedded, strongly affect indi
vidual and group memories.

In this chapter, we use findings from surveys in the United States and Lithu
ania to illustrate connections among social variables, historical location, and
collective memories. First, we review briefly some basic findings on collective
memory in the United States. Next, we describe in more detail our results from a
replication in Lithuania. In the conclusion, we compare the findings from the
two countries and speculate on the functions of collective memory. Throughout,
our emphasis is on the meaning that individuals find in events, rather than on the
validity of their reports.

The Basic Survey Question

The initial hypothesis on collective memory, drawn from Karl Mannheim's
(1928/1952) classic essay on "The Problem of Generations," suggested a life
course approach to understanding the nature of collective memory. The first
assumption is that people tend not to remember events or changes that preceded
their own consciousness of the larger political and social world; hence, events
that occurred before birth, or indeed before adolescence, tend to be less mean
ingful to people than do events that they themselves lived through (Gallatin,
1980; Sigel & Hoskin, 1977). Furthermore, it seems plausible that the frrstevent
that people experience as important-as "personally gained in real situations,"
as Mannheim (1928/1952, p. 296) put it-benefits from a kind of primacy ef
fect, so that later events are usually given less weight in memory. Thus, this
hypothesis would predict that people who grew to adulthood during World War
II would be less apt to recall the Vietnam War as important than would those
who grew to adulthood during the Vietnam era.

The national survey that provided the test of the initial hypothesis was con..
ducted in 1985 using this wording:

The next questions concern how people think about the past. There have been a lot
of national and world events and changes over the past 50 years-say, from about
1930 right up until today. Would you mention one or two such events or changes
that seem to you to have been especially important?
There aren't any right or wrong answers to the question-just whatever national or
world events or changes that come to mind as especially important to you.

If only one event or change was mentioned spontaneously, respondents were
probed for a second event. In addition, a follow-up question asked why the event
was important:

What was it about [the event] that makes it seem especially important to you?
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The questions were open-ended, so that the respondent supplied his or her own
frame of reference.

Four findings of interest here emerged from the 1985 study, the results of
which are reported in detail in Schuman and Scott (1989). The main finding
supports the initial hypothesis and thus a generational interpretation of American
memories: There is a strong tendency for people to recall as important those
events and changes that occurred during their own adolescence and early adult
hood. Two examples are found in the relation of age to mentions of World War
II and the Vietnam War. In each case, it is especially people who were between
the ages of about 15 and 25 at the time of the particular war who mention it as
an important event from the past half century. A number of other events and
changes show similar relations to adolescence and young adulthood.f These
results are consistent with life-course perspectives on political socialization
(Braungart, 1984) and are also consistent with the findings of Fitzgerald (1988)
and Rubin, Wetzler, and Nebes (1986) on the large proportion of autobiograph
ical memories from the period of young adulthood.

Second, people tended to think about public events in quite personal terms.
This was brought out clearly when respondents were asked to explain why they
thought an event was important. In the case of World War II, for example, older
respondents often spoke not of the larger meaning of the war but of their own
particular involvement in it-for example, injuries sustained in combat or the
hardships of rationing on the homefront.

Third, when reporting an event that occurred before or after their late adoles
cence and young adulthood, people sometimes saw that event in terms that seem
to have been affected indirectly by the experiences of their own youth. In parti
cular, those who were in their formative years during the war in Vietnam but
who nevertheless mentioned World War II described it as a "good war" signifi
cantly more often than did those who had been young adults in the early 1940s
when World War II was occurring. Furthermore, the answers of respondents
from the pre-Sputnik era conveyed more emotional awe at space exploration
than did the answers of younger respondents, for whom astronauts and satellites
were part of the natural world of their own childhood.

Finally, there was some evidence of the importance of social group identifi
cation for the events that individuals reported. Virtually all of the mentions of
changes in the role of women were made by women. Similarly, about 44% of
the blacks who were interviewed mentioned civil rights, whereas only 5% of the
whites did so.

2Three puzzling results were also identified: the absence of relations of age to mentions
of space explorations, the development of the computer, or civil rights (the last category
lacked an age relation for whites, although there was a relation for blacks). However, a
later experiment showed mentions of the computer to be related inversely to age when a
closed, rather than an open-ended, question was used (Schuman & Scott, 1987).
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Evidence from Lithuania

In several ways, then, the results of the original study indicate that people tend
to recall and define the "importance" of recent historical events in personal
terms that are a function of experience in the formative years, and there was
some demonstration of the importance of group membership in the selection of
important events. However, there are several aspects of collective memory that
are best explored in cross-nationalcomparisons.

First, data gathered in Lithuania in 1989 provide a test of the generational
hypothesis under historical conditions strikingly different from those surround..
ing the United States in 1985, which was generally a time of internal stability
and even complacency. In contrast.. the Lithuaniansurvey was conductedduring
a period of rapid movement toward rejection of Soviet rule and increasingly
explicit claims of Lithuanian independence. For example, in August 1989 (a
month before the survey), there had been widespread observances of the 50th
anniversary of the secret Ribbentrop-Molotov pact that consigned the Baltic
countries to the Soviet Union, and in December (3 months after the survey re
ported here) the Lithuanian CommunistParty defined itself as distinct from the
Communist Party of the USSR. The movementculminatedon March 11,1990,
when a newly elected Lithuanian legislaturedeclared Lithuania to be independ
ent of the USSR. Figure 20.1 provides a time line of importantevents in Lithu
anian history over the past 60 years.t Data gathered in such a period of highly
charged political conflict allow us to test whether recent events, such as the
momentum of the Sajudis independence movement, will replace memories of
earlier events even in older individuals.

Second, American responses to the basic history question almost inevitably
confound what is significant to the United States with what is important to the
larger world. For example, mentionsof World War II, the most frequently given
event, refer to both an American and a world event. Likewise, man's first land
ing on the moon, the third most frequently mentionedevent, was a triumph for
the United States as well as a "giant step for mankind." Only by considering
evidence from a population outside the United States, and perhaps less directly
involved in world events, can we separate the nationalor even more local levels
from the world levelat which events are remembered andjudged important.

Lithuania provides a particularly interesting case, since it is not only outside
the United States but has been at once part of another great nation on the world
stage and yet has strong claims to having a separate identity that rejects such a
larger association. As a result, collective memories in Lithuania could include
events at several levels:

1. Lithuanians may think of events of obvious importance to the world as a

3For an account of major events over the past half century in Lithuania and the other
Baltic Republics, see Nahaylo and Swoboda (1989). Events leading up to the declaration
of independence by Lithuania are described in Olcott (1990) and Senn (1990).
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whole and therefore may provide answers similar to many of those given
by Americans; or

2. As a part of the Soviet Union and subject to the news as it came out of
Moscow for most of the last 50 years, many Lithuanians may substitute
for events mentionedby Americans some parallel events important to the
recent historyof the USSR;or

3. Lithuanians may focus on events that were formative in recentLithuanian
history: the occupation and annexation of Lithuaniaby Stalin at the time
of World War II, or the move toward independence over the past several
years.

Thus, data from Lithuania provide a way to identify the political and social
level most crucial for collective memories that was blurred in the data from the
United States.

Finally, evidence from Lithuania allows us to look more closely at a social
variable hypothesized to be important for collective memories-group identifi
cation. Specifically, we can examine ethnic differences in collectivememories,
since Lithuania includes a sizable proportion of Russians-about 9% of the
population-as well as the majority population (80%) of ethnic Lithuanians. In
the United States, aside from the difference between blacks and whites in the
importance given to the civil rights movement, there are few apparent racial
differences in the content of collective memories (Schuman & Scott, 1989).
Lithuania provides another setting in which the effects of highly politicized
groupdifferencescan be explored.

In sum, the Lithuaniandata allow us to investigate more fully the formation
of collective memories but to do so with an entirely different population that
experienced a quite differentseries of events locallyand nationally.

Method

Our data were gathered in Lithuania in the fall of 1989, using translations of the
two open-endedquestionspreviouslyused in theUnitedStates in 1985. In addi
tion, demographic data on ethnic identity, age, education, and gender were ob
tained.The questions were asked betweenSeptember 30 and October6, 1989,as
part of a larger survey carried out by the Public OpinionResearch Centerof the
Instituteof Philosophy,Sociology,and Law, Academy of Sciences of Lithuania.
The population was definedas all registered voters, 18years and older, living in
Lithuania, with the exceptionof those in hospitals or on military bases.Respond
ents whose mother tongue was Lithuanian were given the questionnaire in the
Lithuanian language; others (mainly Russians) were given the questionnaire in
Russian. The final sample size was 1,454; we have confined our analysis to
Lithuanians (n =1,172) and Russians (n= 130),omitting the smaller number of
Poles (n = 91) and the scatteringof other nationalities (n =61).4 Answers to the

4Following a common procedure in surveys in the Soviet Union, most respondents filled
out the questionnaire themselves, including writing their responses to the open-ended
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collective memory questions were coded by a Lithuanian historian, with help
from the survey director and other workers at the Public Opinion Research Cen
ter. No measure of coding reliability is available, but the codes that form the
main basis for this chapter are relatively straightforward.t We were able to use
the follow-up "why" question to clarify certain points, but the answers were not
extensive enough to allow the kind of detailed analysis carried out with the 1985
American data (Schuman & Scott, 1989).

Results

EventsMentioned as Important

The events mentioned most often in response to the collective memory ques
tion-by at least 4% of either the Lithuanian or the Russian respondents-are
presented in Table 20.1. 6 The figures show the percentage by nationality of
those giving each response as one of their two mentions. For example, 57.7% of
the Lithuanians who mentioned at least one event gave a response coded under
the heading of "the rebirth of Lithuania" as either their first or second answer to
the event/change question." Table 20.1 shows percentages based on the com
bined first and second mentions because the combination correlates .99 with
percentages of first mentions only and therefore can be considered essentially
identical to them; for later analytic purposes, it is desirable to use the larger
percentages based on both mentions.

Overall, there were striking differences between the responses of the Lithu
anian and Russian samples. More than half of the Lithuanian sample mentioned

questions. which were on separate sheets from the main questionnaire. Frequently the
interviewer left the questionnaire for a brief period (an hour or less) and then returned to
pick it up. placing it within a sealed envelope to demonstrate its confidentiality. However,
if a respondent desired, the interviewer read the questions.

SIn the 1985 study in the United States, the coding reliability for events and changes
averaged 95% agreement between coders (Schuman & Scott, 1989).

6Although the 4% threshold is arbitrary, it provides a fairly natural breaking point for the
large Lithuanian sample and is already small for the tinier Russian sample. Omitted from
the table entirely are the 14% of the total Lithuanian sample and 16% of the total Russian
sample who were unable, or conceivably unwilling, to mention any event or change from
the past 60 years. The figures are only slightly higher than was true in 1985 for Ameri
cans, where 11% of the total sample could not mention any event or change (Schuman &
Scott, 1989). As in the United States, education is the major determinant of giving or not
giving a response, ranging for the total sample from 18% "no answer" for those with only
primary education to 6% of those with a university education. Younger age is also an
independent predictor of not giving any mentions, whereas gender is not; the opposite oc
curred in the United States.

7Most of the responses coded here actually used words very close to the name of the
category. Others referred to Sajudis (the independence movement) or to the return of
national culture and were therefore coded into the "rebirth" category.
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TABLE 20.1. Highly Mentioned Events by Lithuanians and Russians (% and Ranking)

Mentions Mentions
Event by Lithuanianss by Russianss Ib

Rebirth of Lithuania 57.7 (1) 15.0 (3) -7.41···
J\nnexation/occupation 17.9 (2) 1.9 (8.5) -3.76···
World War II 16.5 (3) 39.3 (2) 5.67···
Deportations to Siberia 15.7 (4) 3.7 (6.5) -2.95··
Perestroika 14.9 (5) 51.4 (1) 8.11···

Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact 9.7 (6) 1.9 (8.5) -2.52·
Collectivization of private farming 4.9 (7) 0.0 (10) -1.12
Postwar guerilla resistance 4.2 (8) 0.9 (9) -1.24
Afghanistan war 2.4 (9) 4.7 (5) 1.36
Krushchev's time 0.8 (10) 7.3 (4) 3.59···
Man in space 0.2 (11) 3.7 (6.5) 3.42···

N (1,011) (109)

aWithin columns, each row represents a dichotomy of those mentioning the event at all divided by
the total (1,011 for Lithuanians, 109 for Russians) mentioning any event.
bThese are t ratios for Lithuanians versus Russians, based on logistic regressions of each event on
nationality, education, age, and gender, with *p < .05, *.p < .01, ***p < .001.

the "rebirth" of Lithuania, whereas only 15%of the Russian samplegave such a
response. Almost exactly the oppositeoccurred for responsescentering on pere
stroika: This was the single most popular answer for Russians (51%), whereas
only 15% of the Lithuanians gave such an answer. In much the same vein, the
second most frequent response given by Lithuanians, the annexation of Lithu
ania in 1940, was barely present in the listof events mentioned by Russiansf

These differences of upwardsof 35%point to the gulf between the two nation
ality groups in how the past half century is remembered. Although many of the
Russians (unfortunately not identifiable in the sample)moved to Lithuaniaafter
World War II and thus did not directly experience such early events as annex
ation, respondents of all ages and both nationalities experienced more recent
events. Yet, perestroika was mentioned much less often by Lithuanians, who
nominated the "rebirth" of Lithuaniaas often as Russians mentioned perestroika.
Individuals in the two ethnic groups were then experiencing the same stream of
events but were selecting differentevents as importantaccording to the perspec
tives of their ethnic groups.

Moreover, even where the events mentioned soundedsimilar, there may have
been sizable differences in how the events were conceptualized. A telling

8Lithuanians and Russians do not differ significantly in gender or age, but Russians are
significantly more educated than Lithuanians. However, educational differences do not
account for the differences discussed here, since the I ratios in Table 20.1 are based on
logistic regressions with controls for education, age, and gender.
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example is "World War II," which is almost the only event in Table 20.1 that
seemson its face to transcend the issueof Lithuanian independence, providing a
common bond between Lithuanians and Russians. In their nominations of war
related events, both Russiansand Lithuanians referredto "the years of war" or
the German occupation,but Russians were significantly more likely (p <.(01)
than Lithuanians to refer to the "Great Patriotic War,''' whereas Lithuanians were
more likely (p < .01) to refer to the event as "the SecondWorldWar." In addi
tion, once we consider the further elaboration providedby the follow-up ques
tion on why the event was mentioned, there arealso large differences in the way
World War II was rememberedby the two nationalities. As Table 20.2 shows,
Russians were quite likely to think about the war in termsof "Sovietpatriotism"
(29%), whereas hardly any Lithuanians offered such a reason, noting instead
either a personal experience duringthe war or the largereffect of the war on the
division of Europe and the imposition of the Soviet system. There were some
similarities to besure (e.g.,mention of "lives lost, cruelty" fear"), but if the Rus
sian subsample had been somewhat larger, even such relatively small differ
ences between Lithuanians and Russians might well have reached statistical
significance rather than turning out to bedue simplyto sampling error.

In sum, Lithuanians and Russians in Lithuania tend to live within different
psychological worlds. Moreover, it is also clear that for Lithuanians todaymem..
ories of the past overwhelmingly concernnot world eventsor eventsof the So
viet Union (except insofar as they have involved Lithuania), nor at the other
extreme events at the regional or city level, but events that concern Lithuanian
nationality.? Lithuanian identity provided the matrixwithin whichevents were
remembered as importantin answer to a question about world and national his
tory over the past 60 years.

Generational Differences in What IsRemembered

The major theoretical hypothesis of this research has been that people will tend
to rememberevents and changesfrom the periodin which they themselves grew
up, that is, their adolescenceand early adulthood. For Americans, much of the
history of the past half century has been subdivided into a set of separate and
seeminglyunrelated events, such as WorldWar II, the assassination of John F.
Kennedy, man's first landing on the moon,and Watergate. Cohorts can also be
subdividedaccording to their relation to such specific events. However, almost
all of the events mentioned by Lithuanians came from two widely separated
periods of time, yet in an important sense they all focused on the samesubject:
Lithuanian independence. The years 1939 to 1953 saw theannexation of Lithua
nia, occupation by the Germans during World War II, Stalin's deportations of

9We cannot be as certain of this latter point as we would like, since the questionnaire in
which the memory questions were embedded included other questions focused on the
national level and we were unable to control for possible context effects.
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TABLE 20.2. Reasons for Mentioning World War IIa

Reason Lithuanians Russians Ib

Lives lost, cruelty, fear 37.7 45.2 1.27
Personal experience during the war 26.1 12.9 -1.07
Divided Europe, created "socialist system," 20.3 6.5 -2.14·

system," created fate of Lithuania
Destroyed economy 6.5 0.0 -0.72
Soviet patriotism 0.7 29.0 3.40··
Other 9.4 6.4

Total 100.0 100.0
N (138) (31)

aBased on respondents mentioning World War II as 1stor 2ndevent who also gave a reason.
bThese are t ratios for nationality (Lithuanians vs. Russians) based on logistic regressions of each
reason on nationality, education, age, and gender.
* p< .05.

** p < .001.

thousands of Lithuanians to Siberia, the forced collectivization of the country...
side, and fmally an unsuccessful guerillastruggle againstSoviet control. At the
other end of the time line, Gorbachev'sperestroika and the "rebirth"of Lithua...
nia were from the several years preceding the survey, five at the very most.
There is one seemingly ambiguous event: the Ribbentrop...Molotov Pactoccurred
in the earlier period, but it first became a focus of publicattention only late in
1987.

Thus, there appear to be in the collective memory of Lithuanians just two
time periods that are of importance: the 1940s' and early 1950s' loss of inde...
pendence and the late 1980s' renewed spirit of independence. The oneexception
is the occasional mention of the war in Afghanistan, closer to the present than to
the past, yet distinctin both timeand type from the otherevents in Table20.1.

This bifurcation of historyshowsup quiteclearlyin Figures 20.2-20.4and in
Tables 20.3 and 20.4, which portray the relation of age to collective memories,
although there are also interesting deviations from an entirely simple pattern.
The three figures present the bivariaterelations of age to mentions of the nine
most highly mentioned events. The nine rows in Table 20.3 provide the exact
percentages that are graphedin these figures. Finally,Table 20.4 uses logistic
regression to test the age relations to the nineeventsstatistically, controlling for
botheducation and gender, and withan additional test for curvilinearity.

Age shows a significant linear relation to each of the nine events,with the
relation beingpositive (older Lithuanians morelikely to havehighmentions) for
the five events that occurredbetween 1940 and the early 1950s and negative for
the four events that occurred much more recently. Thus, those who are young
now are the ones more likely to mention Lithuania's rebirth or other events of
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TABLE 20.3. Percentage of Lithuanians Nominating Nine Most Mentioned Events, by Age in 1989a g.
~

Event 18-23 24-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 65-69 70-74 75+ A
:;:-
~

Rebirth of Lithuania 60 61 73 70 63 64 60 46 50 44 39 27 a:
0

Annexation/Occupation 20 16 11 14 13 15 7 28 30 19 28 26 3
0

World War II 15 10 5 11 4 17 22 27 19 23 33 42 ::1.
~

Deportations to Siberia 10 8 7 9 9 22 22 29 19 30 31 22
en

Perestroika 24 24 20 20 13 13 15 4 6 9 6 2
Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact 14 19 12 14 13 2 7 5 4 2 3 4
Collectivization of private

farming 2 1 0 1 3 4 13 7 6 16 8 16
Postwar guerilla resistance 0 0 2 0 0 4 6 12 14 9 8 7
Afghanistan war 3 2 6 6 3 4 1 0 0 0 0 0

N (136) (129) (107) (89) (80) (85) (83) (93) (70) (43) (36) (55)

aEach row item is the percentage of those in the age group mentioning at least one event (N) who nominate the event. Since some of these respondents mentioned
two events, the column percentages do not sum to 100.



TABLE 20.4. Relations of Major Event/Change Categories and Age, Education, and Genders

Annexation Postwar Collectivi- Rebirth
of World Guerilla zation of Afghanistan of Ribbentrop-

Lithuania War II Resistance Deportations Farming War Perestroika Lithuania Molotov Pact
Variable (1940) (1941-45) (1944-52) (1940, 1944-53) (1948-53) (1979-89) (1985) (1988-89) (1939 & 1989)

Education 4.88 - - - -3.61 - 2.76 - 3.48
Gender -4.27 - - 2.16 - -2.51 (-1.83) (1.80)
Age (linear) 5.02 4.67 3.52 3.94 2.05 -2.39 -3.83 -4.07 -2.61
Age 2.71 2.29 -3.06 - - -2.58 - -2.65

aBased on logistic analysis of each major event or change using four predictors: age (6 categories), education (5 categories), and gender (1 =Men, 2 =Women).
The cell figures are statistically significant (p < .05) t ratios (coefficient/standard error), with those in parentheses of borderline significance (.10 > p > .05). Each
analysis was done with and without an additional term for age squared to test for curvilinearity; if the age-squared term was not significant, results are shown only
for the model omitting it. The sample size for these analyses was 989, a number smaller than that shown in Table 20.1 because cases with missing age, education,
or sex were omitted from the logistic analyses. Nominal two-tailed statistical significance levels for this table are t =1.64, p <.10; t =1.96, p < .05; t =2.58, p <
.01; t= 3.29,p < .001.
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the recent past, whereas those who were in their youth at the time of the forced
incorporation of Lithuaniainto the SovietUnionare particularly likelyto remem
ber events from that period.

In mentions of the earlier events, the structure of history becomes important.
Rintala (1968) identifies three factors that increasethe size of a politicalgenera
tion: the degree of political participation, the length of events, and the spatial
limits of events. The events of 1940-1952 were unusualin extentor duration for
each of these factors. Virtually all Lithuanianswere affected by the changes of
this period, which were probably experienced in peoples' lives not as discrete,
categorical events (as coded here) but as a stream of interrelated changes that
took place over the same time period. As a result, most of the earlier events are
highly mentionedby all older cohorts, withoutapeak in mention associated with
a single cohort.

One must also distinguish personal experience from chronology in consider
ing the relation of age to the events mentioned. Particularly interesting in this
regard is the emphasis by young people today on the Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact,
which dates from half a century ago but becamepublic knowledge only in the 2
years preceding the survey. The past and the present in this case are really inter
changed from the standpointof personalexperience.

In addition to clear linear relationsfor age, fiveof the eventsalsoshowsignif
icant nonlinear trends that are captured by adding a quadratic term for age. Two
of these relations involve the oldest events in Table 20.3, and in both instances
the nonlinear feature seems to be the result of some increase in mentions by the
youngest members of our sample, especially those 18 to 25. We interpret the
increase in mentions of Lithuania's annexation to be due to the renewed focus
today on that event 50 years ago, thus basically similar to an emphasis on the
"rebirth" of Lithuania. In fact, we note that the category of "rebirth" itself pro
duces a nonlinearity that is the mirror image of the one for annexation, with 18
to 29 year olds mentioning "rebirth" less than those 10 years older. What seems
to happen is that some of the youngestpeople speak of the issue today more in
terms of the original annexation rather than by using phrases referring to "re
birth." It is likely that this is morea matter of intellectualsophistication and a
concern for history than a substantivedistinction of importance, since there is a
significant interaction between age and education such that, among young
people, a disproportionate number of highly educated respondents mentioned
annexation.

The similar higher mention among the young of World War II is more puz
zling, but if the reasons shown in Table 20.2 are considered, the explanation
becomes clearer. When the World War II answer was probed,about a quarterof
the respondents referred to personalexperience during the war,and almost all of
these are people now over 50 yearsof age. However, a second reasonofferedfor
mentioning World War II was that it led to the division of Europe and the impo
sition of a "socialist" system on Lithuania, and this reason was the one given
mainly by the youngest age category.Again it appears that this currentcohortof
people in their early 208includessome who referback to theoriginaloccupation
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of Lithuania as their way of thinkingabout theevents of today involving rebirth.
This result provides some qualification to the more general hypothesis about
generations and collective memory, but at the same time we should emphasize
that the much stronger trend in Table 20.1 and Figure 20.2 is linear.

The nonlinearity for the postwar guerilla struggles is different, for it repre
sents an unexpected lowering of mentions of that event by the oldest respond
ents. The finding helps support the more exact hypothesis about age, namely,
that it is particularly those who were in their adolescenceand early adulthood
who recall a national event. The annexation of Lithuania and World War II
occurred in the early 1940s,and it is the oldest people in our sample (e.g., those
in their70s) who were in the critical age rangeat that point. For example,some
one age 70 when the survey was done was 21 yearsof age in 1940whenLithua
nia was occupied by the Russians and 22 when the Germansattacked the Soviet
Union. However, the postwar guerilla struggles occurred mainly in the late
1940s and early 1950s. Thus it is people now around 60 (age 21 in 1950) who
were adolescents and young adults at that time. Someone60 in 1989 was 21 in
1950, and therefore this should be the peak age, according to the generational
theory developed from Mannheim, for remembering the postwarstruggles.

The nonlinearityfor the Afghanistan war calls for a still different, but equally
meaningful, interpretation. The war is the one event in Table 20.3 that is neither
very old nor quite recent: It began in 1979 and continued through much of the
1980s. It was those in their 30s now who were in their 20s at the beginning of
this period and who especially mentioned the war; note that nobody age 55 or
beyond mentioned Afghanistan. Moreover, the negativerelation to gender indi
cates that mentions of the war came disproportionately from males, who were
the ones subject to the militarydraft.

We can summarize more briefly the findings for education. The annexation
of Lithuania, the key historical event in Table 20.3, was most often mentioned
by the best educated respondents, as was the Ribbentrop-Molotov pact with
which annexation was directly associated. We take these relations to reflect a
kind of intellectual sophistication that leads to a concernfor political and legal
history.

Collectivizationof fanning, on the other hand, was most often mentioned by
the least educated respondents, regardless of age. We do not know the urban
rural origin of these respondents; but in Lithuania, as in almost all countries,
education is lowest in rural areas, and the association of low education with
mention of the forced collectivization of agriculture quite likely derives from
personal connection to the land, perhaps through family members who were
directly affected by Stalin's decision to dispossess individual farmers.tv

lOWe also added terms for age-by-education interactions to the logistic equations. Four
events showed significant (p < .05) interactions. These were negative for the annexation
of Lithuania and for World War IT and positive for the postwar guerilla struggles and the
rebirth of Lithuania. However, the positive correlation between age and education in the
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Conclusion

The United States in 1985and Lithuaniain 1989 appeared almostas different as
two Western countries could be. The United States was in a particularly stable
period in its 200-year history, with no challenges to its identity as a nation in
present consciousness or in the memory of its citizens. Lithuania, however, was
hurtling in a space of a few months from seemingly submissive incorporation
within an apparentlystable superpower to bolder and bolder steps towardcom
plete independence. The contrast creates striking differences in the content of
the collective memories of the two peoples, yet it supports ratherthaneliminates
equally striking similarities in the relationof life course to the temporal nature
of what is remembered.

The differences in content are obvious enough by comparing Table 20.1 in
this chapter with the parallel Table 1 in Schuman and Scott (1989). Only a
single event, World War II, occupiesroughlysimilarpositions in the two tables,
appearing as the most mentionedevent by Americans in 1985 and as the event
mentioned third most often by Lithuanians. Someof this difference is doubtless
due to time as well as geography, for more recent data gathered for Americans
show a strong awareness of the changes in easternEurope, although not specifi
cally about Lithuania)! The importance of national identity is evident for both
countries, however, as indeed the contrast between ethnic Lithuanians and Rus
sians within Lithuaniaalreadymakesclear.

More striking than the differences in content, however, are the similarities
between Americans and Lithuanians in the relation of age to events remem
bered. For both peoples, adolescent and early adulthood experiences play an
importantrole in shaping later collective memory, so that differentgenerations
or cohorts are distinctive in what they mention as most important about the past
half century. The similarity is brought out well by graphing together the 1985
American and 1989Lithuanian mentions of the one common event, WorldWar
II, by birth cohorts, as shown in Figure 20.5. In both cases, mention of the war
has a predominantly monotonic relation to age, although mentions by Lithuani
ans have a curvilinearcomponentthat reflects more mentions of World War II
by the youngestrespondents than by thoseslightly older.

The graph also reflects indirectlya dip in the memories of WorldWar II by
Lithuanians born in the 1920-1929 period. These respondents reached age 21
between 1941 and 1950, a period that saw not only World War II but also the
annexation of Lithuania and Stalin's repression of resistance by means of de
portations and in other ways; hence, they mentioned severalother events from

sample is strong enough to create very small cells for certain combinations, which makes
interpretation difficult, so that only the interaction for mention of annexation lends itself
to a clear interpretation.

11In data collected in the spring of 1990 from the metropolitan Chicago area, 34% of all
respondents who gave at least one event mentioned the reunification of Germany, new
freedom in the Soviet Union, or the breakdown of communism in Eastern Europe.
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that same period, which accounts for the drop in World War II mentions. No
such major political and social events competed with World War II for the at
tention and later memories of Americans during the 1941-1950 years, and thus
there is no dip for the U.S. sample. Similarly, prior to 1941 the Great Depression
attracted mentions of the oldest U.S. cohorts, whereas the Depression had less of
an impact on heavily rural Lithuania during the 1930s.

Differences in historical circumstances between the United States and Lithu
ania are also reflected in the high level of agreement for the most frequently
mentioned group of events in Lithuania: the process of "rebirth." It may be that
the high mention of "rebirth" by Lithuanians of all ages represents a period
effect, reflecting the impact of objectively important recent events. However, the
recent events included under the category of "rebirth" have made a larger im
pression on younger respondents than on older ones, even though the "rebirth"
movement at the time of the survey had the potential to reverse the effects of
earlier events that older respondents experienced in their youth-the annexation
and Stalinization of Lithuania.

Overall, then, the relations of age to remembered events in Lithuania sub
stantially replicate the previous findings in the United States and the genera
tional hypothesis that explains them. At the same time, the results of this study
allow us to extend the theory by identifying the extent to which youths in the
same historical and geographical location (such as Lithuanians and Russians in
present-day Lithuania) may identify as important different events from a com
monly experienced flow of history. Moreover, the data presented here indicate
that a single objective historical event may be experienced so differently by
members of different groups that the subjective events are essentially distinct
from each other.

In addition, the Lithuanian data emphasize the part that the structure of his
tory plays in the formation of collective memories. Not only the rate of social or
political change but also the length, uniqueness, and objective impact of events
are important in creating distinct generational perspectives.

Moreover, the findings from the United States and Lithuania enable us to
speculate on the functions of collective memories. Clearly, group identity may
contribute to the selection of events seen as important; this may be especially
true when group differences are highly politicized or groups see themselves as
oppressed. In turn, it is plausible that, as theorists such as Halbwachs (1950/
1980) and Strauss (1959) have suggested, a shared understanding of history
supports group identity. Thus, Edward Shils (1981, p. 168) writes of a "consen
sus through time"- that is, "the persistence of the past into the present, through
the maintenance of the partial identity of a society between its past and its pres
ent"- that provides a group with a stable identity even as its members are con
tinually being replaced. If Hosking (1989) is correct in arguing that unexpur
gated memory of the historical past provides necessary guidance for a society's
future course, particularly in totalitarian societies, the preservation of memories
that have been repressed from official historical discourse, such as the Lithua-
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nian memories of Stalinist deportations and executions, may become especially
important when the course that a society is to take is contested.

Our findings indicate ways in which the content of individual memories of
public events are shaped by life course, social structures, and patterns of histor
ical events-variables previously neglected in much of the work on autobio
graphical memory. The complex ways in which these variables contribute to
individual recollections of recent history demonstrate links between an individ
ual's memory and the larger collectivity not adequately captured by either the
"now print" mechanism or the "reconstructive" approach. Consideration of these
variables in future work on autobiographical memory can assist in a richer under
standing of memory and cognition in social contexts.
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